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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift The Crypto Controversy
van Bert-Jaap Koops

1. De Nederlandse overheid moet geen wet- of regelgeving invoeren gericht op de
opsporingsproblemen veroorzaakt door gebruik van cryptografie door misdadigers. Zij
moet dit nulbeleid periodiek evalueren en indien nodig aanpassen aan nieuwe
omstandigheden. Daarbij moet de overheid vooral kijken naar alternatieve opsporings-
methoden die niet gehinderd worden door cryptografie.

2. Het beleidsuitgangspunt "Wat off-line geldt, moet ook on-line gelden" is aantrekke-
lijk simpel, gevaarlijk generaliserend en kinderlijk naYef.

3. De academische scheiding in alfa-, beta- en gammawetenschappen is in de
informatiemaatschappij onhoudbaar.

4. Een bevel aan de verdachte om te ontsleutelen is, onder strikte voorwaarden,
verenigbaar met het nemo tenetur-beginsel. De bevoegdheid een decryptiebevel te
geven zal in de praktijk echter zinloos zijn, bij gebrek aan mogelijkheden naleving af
te dwingen.

5. Veel FAQ's (Frequently Asked Questions) bevatten te veel SQA's (Seldom
Questioned Answers).

6. Elke universitaire studie moet in de propedeuse een vak "begropend lezen" bevatten.

7. "Belangenafweging" en 'zwarte doos" zijn gelijkwaardige metaforen voor besluit-
vorming, ze benadrukken alleen verschillende aspecten ervan.

8. Waar geen oplossing is, is ook geen probleem.

9. Het beleidsuitgangspunt dat alle telecommunicatie aftapbaar moet zijn is meer
ingegeven door nostalgie dan door realiteitszin.

10. De Nederlandse overheid heeft tot nu toe bij haar cryptobeleid te weinig gehandeld
met voorkennis.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

"No, " Ernie said.  "We do speak Guugu Yimidirrh, mate. "
"'That' s  good.

"Yes.   It  is  good  to  have  a  language.  Now  listen.   1  can  say"  -  he  spoke  some  words
quickly, a muttered rumbling that sounded like worrojool gangaral - "and you wouldn't
know. "
As he had spoken, Gladys jerked her head out of her grandson's hands, and blinked
hard, and looked away.
"What wouldn' t I know?"
'1  said,  'Kill  that  white  man,' '- Ernie  said,  looking pleased,  "and,  see,  you  didn't  know
what I said. "
(Paul Theroux,  The Happy isles  of Oceania)

1.1. A problem without a solution

Before I started the research that led to this book, I - like the vast majority ofthe Dutch -
had never heard of cryptography, the digitized and automated sister of secret writing. Then,
in March 1994, as I braced myself for the job by hiking the Himalayas, cryptography made
headlines for a brief period in Dutch newspapers. A pre-draft law had been concocted in the
dark recesses of the Dutch Ministries of Justice and Internal Affairs, which would have
effectively outlawed cryptography. Someone envisioning a consequent economic disaster
leaked it to the press, and the resulting outcry was heard all over the world, reinforced by
the Internet community. Its echoes even reached the dark recesses of the Ministries
themselves. This pre-draft law was not a Good Thing, they realized. But how then should
they address the rapidly spreading use of encoding programs which protect stored data and
communications? After all, knowledgeable criminals would be sure to seize the opportunities
offered them by uncrackable codes, and leave wiretapping and searching police empty-
handed.

Since early 1994, cryptography has indeed spread widely, spurred by explosive growth
of the Internet, electronic banking, and electronic transactions. By mid-1998, it has become
a common technology that many people use without knowing (in GSM phones, for instance)
and that an increasing, though still rather small, number of people use explicitly (in e-mail,
for example, or when ordering books online). Cryptography has proved itself a primary tool
in information security. Actually, criminals are also - albeit slowly - discovering the
potential of cryptography to elude law-enforcement's scrutiny (many still rely on more
traditional tricks, such as using a bunch of mobile phones with untraceable prepaid cards).

With the increasing need in the information society to employ cryptography on the one
hand, and with the increasing concern that criminals can effectively escape justice by using



2                          CHAPTERI

National studies on the crypto controversy

Australia: the Walsh report was released in early 1997 after considerable pressure from Electronic
Frontiers Australia; although several sections were not available for national security concerns, the published
part is a thorough, consistent, and broad analysis of the issue in the Australian context [Waish].

Canada: the Task Force on Electronic Commerce issues a discussion paper A Coptography Po/icy
Framework for E/ectronic Commerce in February 1998, listing several options to address encryption of stored
data,  encryption of real-time communications, and export controls  [rFEc].

Denmark: one of the earliest national reports to appear, the 1995 collection of articles by the Technology
Council,  A Dan,sh copto po#cy.  How to keep d*tal Infonnation secreti, aptly termed the issue a Gordian  knot
that badly needed cutting (without suggesting how) [stripp].  The more elaborate Report by the Expen
Committee on CgptographK released In April 1997, by representatives of seven ministries, recommended not
to Introduce regulation of cryptography in Denmark; however, having only considered mandatory options, they
recommended studying the possibilities and consequences of introducing incentive schemes [ECC]. As a result,
the Expert Committee continued its work, and in June 1998 released a report recommending - for the time
being - not to limit crypto use by incentive schemes either, but to continue to monitor international
developments [Fsk].

Sweden: the October 1997 report from the Cabinet Office Reference Group for Cryptographic Issues,
Crypto  Policy:  Possible  Courses  of Action  for Sweden, \s a broad inventory of digital signature and encryption
issues; it recommends free use of cryptography, but is rather optimistic (or pessimistic, depending on your
point of view) on the option of voluntary deposit of crypto keys (cf. Chapter 7), apparently assuming that
many countries are considering such schemes [Cabinet].

United States: the 1994 Association for Computing Machinery's Codes, Keys, and Contlicts, Isues in
US Oypto Po#cy was the first major study of the issue to appear; it is still a valuable analysis of the issues at
stake [ACM]. In 1996, the National Research Council, with government, business, and academic members,
published its visionarily titled 'Cryptography's Role In Securing the Information Society' (mark the acronym).
The extensive and in-depth analysis of all aspects of the crypto conflict and its many informative appendices
make it the best report available. The report contains several partial recommendations, among others, not to
bar domestic manufacture or use of encryption, and to progressively relax (but not abolish) export controls.
[NRC]

cryptography on the other, the crypto controversy has emerged as a major problem for
governments: how should they balance the conflicting interests of privacy and in formation
security on the one hand with the interests of law en forcement and national security on the
other?

Thus, the crypto controversy has become one of the major policy debates of the
information society. There are lively discussions on the Internet (special mailing lists have
been set up to discuss the issue, such as 'ukcrypto' and the German 'krypto', while other
mailing lists and news groups have discussed it extensively, e.g., cypherpunks,
cryptography@c2.net, talk.politics.crypto, and sci.crypt). In the parliaments (notably in the
US and Germany), and increasingly in national newspapers, the debate is continuing in
wider public circles. These discussions show the fairly broad interest in the topic, as well as
the extreme positions some lobby groups take in this debate. Often, the discussion has not
led the two lobbies of the privacy community ("no regulation whatsoever!") on the one hand
and the law-enforcement community ("give us the keys!") on the other to come any closer.
Rather, most have repeated well-known arguments and insisted upon their own conclusion
being the right one to balance the conflicting interests. The 'middle way' everyone is
looking for keeps disappearing across the horizon.

The Dutch government has racked its brains on how to balance the conflicting interests
of cybersecurity and cryptocriminals. Tentative suggestions for (partial) solutions are still
being discussed. Indeed, many countries have assigned study groups to develop a discussion
or position paper on the issue (see sidebar). The most notable of these are the Australian
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Walsh report and the US NRC report.
lf there is one thing these reports have in common, it is that they acknowledge the

complexity and importance of the problem while not really knowing how to solve it. I share
this common denominator: one thing I will not do in this book is give the solution to the
problem. Instead, 1 will present a dynamic approach which indicates in what way
governments, and in particular the Dutch government, could and should address the
problem.

Instead of'solutions to the crypto problem', I will talk of'ways to address the crypto
problem'. For lack ofa simpler term, 1 will refer to these ways as 'optional directions'. This
indicates that, if one is to resolve the problem, one can look in several directions which may
at least provide a way to live with the problem, even if none of them truly solves it.

1.2. What this book is not about

This book is not about national security and intelligence. National security agencies have
the same problems as law enfurcement  i f their objects of surveillance use cryptography.'
However, their methods of surveillance, although perhaps the same in practice, differ from
those of law enforcement in that, at least in the Netherlands, they are supervised through
political procedures, not by legal authorities according to legal procedures. Their use is
obscure, as is their effect. Criminal investigation, on the other hand, is, in principle,2 subject
to court scrutiny, which results in more public data on the use and effectiveness of the
investigation measures. I have therefore confined myself in this book to looking at the
problems that law enforcement faces in the investigation ofcrimes. Although this means that
the analysis covers only part of the problem that governments have to address (nefarious use
of cryptography), it is - I believe increasingly - felt to be the more important and more
urgent part ofthe problem. Until the mid- 1990s, the crypto debate centered for a large part
around national security and intelligence, but over the last three years, the debate has
gradually shifted towards law-enforcement interests.

This book is not about export controls. As a consequence of leaving aside national
security problems, 1 disregard the debate about crypto export controls. These are, after all,
targeted at keeping uncrackable cryptography out of the hands of foreign crooks and
terrorists - potential objects of intelligence surveillance, but not of law enforcement. Export
controls do not see to domestic use of cryptography by criminals (although they may have
served in the US as a domestic policy instrument, cf. 5.1.2). A large part ofthe crypto debate

1 A nice example of cryptography's use in a plot threatening national security is provided by Mary, Queen of
Scots. As Babington, a former page of Mary's, conspired to kill Queen Elizabeth of England, he needed the
approval of Mary, who was then held under house arrest. The correspondence between them, faithfully
encrypted with nomenclators. was exchanged through a double-agent, who fonvarded all letters to England's
state cryptanalyst, Phelippes. Once Mary had written an incriminating message, approving of the
assassination plot, her fate was sealed, and she was executed shortly afterwards. [Kahn, 121-124]

2     The qualification is needed after IRT-gate. in which InterRegional Teams investigating serious crime turned
out to have bypassed court scrutiny to a degree unheard of in Dutch society.
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in the United States has revolved around the export controls, but since a few years, it also
focuses on domestic regulations, following the Clipper fiasco and the SAFE coup in
Congress (see 5.3.8). In the Netherlands, domestic controls have always been the focus of
the crypto controversy.

This book is also not about tapping. Although wiretapping is an important subject in this
book -  much  of the crypto debate discusses safeguarding the future of wiretapping -  it  is
subordinate to the crypto problem. That is, I take as a starting point that wiretapping is
allowed under certain conditions, and that the law requires telecom providers to make their
networks tappable (see 4.3.1) and to facilitate specific wiretaps. Wiretapping as such is not
questioned. Note that in considerable parts of the crypto debate, particularly in the US, and
also in the UK, this starting point has itself been challenged: in many discussions, opponents
of crypto regulations have argued against wiretapping capabilities as such rather than against
regulating cryptography for wiretapping's sake.1 As a consequence of not discussing
wiretapping as such, 1 will not analyze to what extent wiretapping is technically feasible
regardless of cryptography. The development of the information and communications
infrastructure is posing several technical problems to wiretapping; despite the ardent wish
of the legislature to maintain the technical capacity to wiretap, these technical problems may
turn out to be a significant obstacle for continuing current-level wiretapping. This is outside
the scope of this book. 1 shall assume here that wiretapping is technically possible, in order
to analyze the problems of crypto use for wiretapping. (Note that if the emerging
communications infrastructure will turn out to make wiretapping technically difficult as
such, the analysis ofthe crypto problem will have to be reassessed.)

Finally, this book is not about digital signatures. A large (and probably the most
important) part of the information-security need of the information society concerns the
authenticity and integrity of communications and transactions. Digital signatures can fulfill
these objectives, and cryptography is a key technology for digital signatures. Policies and
(probably) legislation to facilitate the use of digital signatures are called for, and so, a
considerable part of the overall crypto policy debate should address this need. Digital
Signatures as such do not, however, pose a problem for law enforcement. Therefore, 1 will
only deal with digital signatures when this touches upon the law-enforcement problem,
notably in section 7.3 when discussing technologies that separate authentication-only from
confidentiality cryptography.

1.3. What this book is about

This book is about the mid- concern with cryptocriminals. The central question I answer in
this book is:

3     See, for instance. the summary ofresponses to the 1997 UK consultation document on crypto policy: the
"issue of access to keys for law enforcement purposes attracted by  far the most comment - particularly  from
individuals. Much of it was fundamentally opposed to the whole concept of lawful access. and either
explicitly or implicitly also rejected the existing powers for lawful access to traffic under the interception
of Communications Act". [Rochel
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How can and should the Dutch government address the problem that the use of strong
cryptography by criminals poses to law enforcement. taking into account the legitimate
needs to use cryptography in the information society?

1.3.1. Focus on the Netherlands
In a globalized and networked society, one should not look for national Solutions to
international problems in the field of in formation and communication technologies (ICT)
The information society is global by nature. Moreover, crime, especially organized crime,
is increasingly crossing borders and forcing law enforcement to cooperate internationally.
Both developments suggest that to address the crypto conflict, one should choose an option
which is valid throughout the information society.

I will not do so. Given the complexity and precarious nature of the issue, addressing the
problem from the perspective of a single state is difficult; addressing it from an international
perspective is impossible. An option has to acknowledge national concerns, legal cultures,
the specifics of constitutional protection. It is unrealistic to choose international or even
supranational options to address the crypto conflict. The failing effort of the OECD to
achieve just that, an international direction of crypto policies, underlines this. The OECD
'guidelines', after all, do not guide. They leave it to every single state to strike a balance
somewhere, virtually any balance, packed in proper rhetorics, will satisfy the OECD
principles. A compromise between cybersecurity and law-enforcement interests cannot
apparently itself be compromised on an international level. States, then, must do it
themselves.

This effectively leaves the crypto conflict at a dead end. While national options are not
appropriate, international options are not viable. The only way out seems to me to focus on
nationally-based options that take the international context as one of their preconditions.  I
shall look for options that can be implemented in the Netherlands, whether or not other
countries implement similar or contrary policies. This, of course, is a major constraint, but
it is an inevitable one.

Analyzing the crypto conflict from a Dutch perspective has several advantages. I can
give a more detailed and in-depth description ofthe context in which the problem should be
seen, and I can better argue whether particular options fit the legal system and legal culture.
Moreover, the Netherlands is a particularly interesting case given 'IRT-gate': the practice
of some investigation agencies (IRTs) exploring and increasingly crossing the legal margins
of investigation powers. When things had really gotten out of hand, by 1993, a
parliamentary inquest had to set things straight and bring Dutch justice back to order. The
report of the inquest, usually referred to after its chairman   as   the   Van Traa report,
provoked a rethinking of criminal investigation and led to several legislature proposals on
investigation measures. This rethinking of investigation law and practice is a felicitous
context for the crypto debate, as this is closely linked to one of the central needs of criminal
investigation: gathering information.

The national focus does not mean that this book is of interest to Dutch readers only. On
the contrary, much of the material covered is equally valid for other countries -  it is the
details that vary, not the outline. 1 sometimes illustrate this variation for other countries in
sidebars and sections, in order to provide a wider context for the analysis; this is illustrative
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rather than systematic. In
A wide gap particular, I often indicate the

The crypto debate features two sides with opposing interests. The situation in the US - not to
privacy lobby and the law-enforcement lobby have discussed the issue provide a final analysis of the
extensively, but they do not seem to have come much doser to each US conflict, but to show theother.

Alan McDonald, senior counsel with the FBI, has said that ingredients one can use to
"privacy activists had fought any balance in proposed encryption transpose my analysis of the
legislation.- He called the extreme privacy positions "ultimately elitist

Netherlands to the US.and nondemocratic in that they presumed the views of a knowing
privacy cognoscenti should pre-empt the views of the nation's elected Moreover, one of my
officials and the Supreme Court" [quoted in Braun].

Two of the constraints that Mike Nelson formulated for finding an
major concerns in this book is

encryption policy that makes everyone happy (or equally unhappy) the methodological issue of
[Netson] are particularly telling in this respect: how to balance conflicting
•     Any solution the U.S. government endorses is immediately

suspect. interests. 1 value not so much
•     No one trusts anyone. the outcome of this procedure
On the other side of the debate stands the FBI, as described by

(the particular balance I pro-Stewart Baker: "the FBI is not too troubled by the bad press it's
getting over encryption, or by the privacy and industry complaints - or pose for the Netherlands), but
even by the Congressional harrumphing. (...) in the end, the Bureau the procedure itself For otherbelieves that Congress will have to mandate crypto controls just as it
had to mandate wiretap requirements." [Baker 982] countries, filling    in    the

particulars will vary, but the
procedure 1 follow to reach an outcome can, 1 suggest, be equally valuable in other Western
countries (and, who knows, in South American countries and South-East Asian (former)
tigers).

1.3.2. Outline
The first part of this book defines the context of the crypto conflict. Chapter 2 features the
information society and its need for information security. Here, I am lavish with quotes from
government policy documents on the importance of information security, in order to provide
a counter-weight to the bold law-enforcement statements that will follow later. In Chapter
3,1 argue that cryptography is a key technology to provide information security. After a
primer on cryptography, I illustrate the importance of encryption by listing many
applications, including its benefits for governments themselves. Chapter 4 provides the
context of investigation, focusing on the kinds of criminals at issue and their in formation-
management practices, the investigation measures hampered by cryptocriminals, an
assessment of the cracking opportunities for the police,  and a guesstimate to what extent
crypto has obstructed law enforcement to date. In Chapter 5, I survey what laws and
regulations have been enacted or planned to deal with the issue. Together, these chapters
define the problem and the context in which options will have to be found.

Part II provides a framework to address the crypto conflict. Chapter 6 defines the
principles which will guide the procedure ofbalancing interests. These principles are applied
in Chapters 65-10 to the four directions that options can be looked for (and to one non-
direction: banning cryptography or mandating law-enforcement access to keys, Chapter 6'/):
• voluntary crypto systems which provide law-enforcement access to keys, including non-

confidentiality systems, key escrow, and key recovery (Chapter 7);
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• requiring people to provide decryption; the central issues here are to what extent the
privilege against self-incrimination and the presumption of innocence allow suspects to
be ordered to decrypt, and how such a decryption command can be enforced (Chapter
8);

• alternative investigation measures. Conceptually, once law enforcement cannot access
keys or plaintext if the options of accessing keys beforehand (Chapter 7) or afterwards
(Chapter 8) do not work, they will have to leave the encrypted data aside and find other
ways to gather information. Chapter 9 describes (not exhaustively) possible alternatives
to wiretaps and computer searches: direct eavesdropping, intercepting electromagnetic
radiation, infiltration, crown witnesses, and data mining;

• doing nothing, which is the only logical thing to do if all possible alternatives turn out
to have more negative than positive effects; note that doing nothing is a conscious
decision in this respect (Chapter 10).

Chapter 11, finally, is the synthesis of the previous chapters. Taking as input the principles
from Chapter 6 and the viable options that emerge from Chapters 7-10,1 provide a
procedure to address the crypto conflict, inspired by John Rawls' theory ofjustice. The
major interested parties (except the criminals, of course) will match the various options with
the principles at stake, and decide which (partial) option or options best balance the
conflicting interests in the Dutch context.

The analysis in this book is, in principle, a conceptual one. This does not mean that I
disregard details or the way things work out in practice; rather, 1 have tried to provide an
overall, abstracted analysis of the issues at stake. More detailed descriptions of options serve
as  illustrations and show the pros and cons of the options. The descriptions are far from
exhaustive, and often (notably in Chapters 7 and 9), I have chosen a sample ofoptions which
may have left other, equally valid, examples unmentioned. Also, in arguing over the real
value of a particular option, 1 have tried to keep reality in mind and not lose myself in long
arguments over counter-examples. Particularly, cryptographers excel at inventing ways to
subvert solutions and to offer patches for the gaps, inviting others to attack the patches and
offer patches for bugs in the patches, and so on ad libitum. With the second round of
counter-counterattacks, the debate has often moved far beyond a realistic assessment of real-
world issues (which is not to say that these theoretical discussions are not useful). I have also
abstracted from particular implementations, should one or the other option be chosen, with
respect to the specific legal constraints under which the option could or should be
implemented. I assume that the usual legal safeguards apply, such as proper warrants and
the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality for investigation powers.

1.3.3. Aim
My overall aim with this book is to provide a conceptual analysis of the crypto problem  for
law enforcement. I analyze the issues at stake and the pros and cons of the various options
to address the problem. By giving a broad overview of the many sides of the problem and
of the many valid (and occasionally invalid) arguments, I hope to clarify the debate, to show
the nature of the problem (a conflict of interests), and to show how it can be addressed
(justifying the choice of particular options by open and argued reasoning in an explicit
procedure).
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Indeed, the issue of how to balance conflicting interests is central to the framework I
choose. All too often, people list options and criteria, and jump to the conclusion that one
or other option best balances the interests, essentially leaving hidden the process of arriving
at this conclusion. A second aim of this book, then, is to bring to light the methodological
issue of how to balance interests. 1 shall do this mainly by making explicit the assumptions
I make and by clearly describing the procedure of choosing an option.

Through the conceptual analysis ofthe problem, I hope this book will help to bridge the
gap, still particularly wide in this debate, between technology and law, between
cryptographers and lawyers, between privacy activists and governments. Underlying this
book is the sense that the two research fields, ICT and law, cannot do without each other.
Each has to understand what the other area is about, how it functions, and - perhaps most
importantly - how people reason in the other field. Although the crypto problem is
essentially a legal problem, addressing it requires knowledge of the technology involved.
Moreover, if the resulting policy is to
bridge the gap between the two fields, the FOKKE & SOKKE

HAVE A CRYPTO CONTOOVERSYreasoning must be consistent with the
accepted practices of both technology and 1-r'W THE /PEATHAT N\ATT ERS,

YOU BLOWFISH "/
law. Therefore, the thrust of the argument 9 «z Bor
in this book should be acceptable to

1794 :  .-t «»ea::,specialists in both fields. I have refrained
from giving detailed legal or cryptographic     CM  .2-,f,% 9  -2-----cr,</r    -,
analyses and focused instead on combining e·» CA<.u   ,4}»<,by
the two fields in a readable book. If 1 have

1.t'1111  -f      't    '111'Z.
succeeded in making the two parties that @\ 1 1/
have so often taken sides against each 4zX t..
other  in the crypto debate  gain  some       4 *  ,2«(  41    <('L/'- S=::t.,0
understanding of the other side of the U.'2,:'i» f--  ¢'Airze edebate, it is sufficient justification for this \=           4

==*-=--_-*  -2-1,-6--=- 9.--r
book.

1.4. How to read this book

I have tried throughout this book to make it readable for everyone interested in the subject,
be they lawyers, ICT specialists, cryptographers, cypherpunks, e-merchants, or interested
in formation citizens. l explain terminology and introduce basic concepts of both ICT and
law, assuming only a basic knowledge of computers and the Internet. An extensive glossary
and abbreviation list oftechnical and legal terms should help the reader in understanding the
text. This does not mean it is always easy to follow (lawyers may require considerable effort
to grasp Chapters 3 and 7, whereas ICT specialists may need time for the subtleties of
Chapters 4 and 8), but everyone willing to invest time and brain activity should be able to
read the book throughout.

Readers can, in principle, skip certain chapters if they wish. For instance, cryptographers
will be familiar with most of Chapter 3, and frequent visitors of my online Crypto Law
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Survey need not read Chapter 5. Those well-versed in the crypto debate may skim through
Part I to see which areas I cover, and move on to Part 11. However, readers must bear in
mind that the reasoning in Part II is based on the entire context outlined in Part 1, and that
I do not always explicitly refer back to assumptions and distinctions I have made earlier.

I have tried to make this a reader-friendly book, with illustrations, quotations, and
sidebars enlivening the text. The contents of the sidebars and footnotes are usually not
essential to the argument, but should not be regarded as less important than the main text

(one of the (few) nice achievements of postmodernism is the blurring of center and margin).
Where it does not affect the thrust ofthe argument, I have occasionally valued readability
and understandability over (technical or legal) correctness.

In cryptographic literature, the technology is commonly illustrated by crypto characters
Alice and Bob, the friendly personifications of the blank A and B so often encountered in
technical texts. I have taken the liberty of extending the crypto family with a few law-
enforcement characters, which seemed a good way of illustrating the various options at
work.

I use American English, with two exceptions: I Do Not Capitalize Titles, and I use the
more consistent British way of indicating dates (dd Month yyyy). All translations are mine.

I use references only to substantiate the text, not to suggest further reading. The
references are indicated in the text with square brackets [Fokke & Sukke] and can be found in
the bibliography, except the references to newspapers and magazines, which are in italics
\China Daily, 29 October 19971. Where useful, I refer to  page  numbers  [Rawls,  1211,  partly  to
facilitate looking up the reference, and partly out of nostalgia that there are still page
numbers to refer to. With longer electronic documents, I refer to sections [Walsh, 3211. Dutch
legislation proposals are referred to as [25880, nrs 1-2,197]: parliamentary document series
25880 (Legislation for  the electronic  highway, the title is mentioned in the bibliography),

numbers  1-2, page  197.  EU and EC documents are referred to by their number [COM(94) 347.

96/C329/011. These are separately referenced in the bibliography. Case law is referred to by
the Court name (e.g., HR = Dutch Supreme Court) and date or (mostly with European and

US cases) by their (nick)name; the full references can be found in the case-law section of
the bibliography.

The research of this book was finalized on  1  July 1998. Later developments that are
important to the overall reasoning of this book (notably, enacting of legislation that is still
at the drafting stage when this book goes to print), I will update on my homepage

<http://cwis.kub.nl/-frw/people/koops/thesis/update.htm>.

4     Cf. Anthony Grafton, The footnote.  A curious history. London: Faber and Faber, 1997.



Part I

Problem and context



Chapter 2. An information society
needs information security

The future had arrived. There was a generation waiting to inherit the earth, caring
nothing for  old-timers'  concerns:  dedicated  to  the  pursuit  of the  new,  speaking  the
future's  strange,  binart,  affectless  speech  - quite  a  change from  our  melodramatic
garam-masala exclamations
(Salman  Rushdie,  The  Moor's  Last  Sigh)

At the threshold of a new millennium, a new society is emerging: the information society.
As more and more people rely on information for their work, entertainment, and daily life,
in formation and communication technologies conquer large parts of society. The protection
ofthese areas of life must be redefined, then, in terms of information security. Particularly
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of in formation should be safeguarded.  In this
chapter, I will sketch the outlines of the information society - (inter)national policies, the
infrastructure, and the problems confronting it (2.1). Then, I will describe the role of
information security therein (2.2).  I will pay particular attention to the role of governments
in establishing information security.

2.1. The information society

Europe's citizens and consumers can look forward to a more caring European society with
a significantly higher quality of life. Thus spoke the Bangemann Report on Europe and the
global information society [Bangemann 94]. The information revolution will profoundly change
the way we live and work.'

2.1.1. Developments
Several developments contribute to the emergence of this in formation-based society. First,
information is increasingly being digitized through the enhancement of information technol-

1 Information and communication technologies are affecting almost all professions. For instance, a farmer
nowadays relies on computers for his increasingly complex paperwork and for production planning, while
he uses telecommunications to increase his action radius A well-known example is the Texas rancher who
gave his cows pagers rather than bells, and they would gather at the right place when beeped.

ITelemanagement, February     1995]    The    issue    of   the    changes    in    work    through    in formation    and
telecommunication technologies (teleworking, employment shifts, and changing job profiles) is specifically
addressed in the report Building the European information society./br us aU of January  1996, by a high-level
group of senior experts of the European Union which investigates the social and societal aspects of the
information society.
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ogies.  As the cost-performance ratio of these technologies is dropping, the advantages of
digitizing information are rapidly becoming clear. It can be processed at astounding speeds,
reproduced without any effort, and spread over large distances in an instant. Moreover,
interfaces for information processing have become much more user-friendly; for instance,
the Internet really started to be used on a large scale after the advent of its graphic interface,
the World Wide Web (WWW).

A second development is the increasing integration of different media. Whereas, for
instance, telephones and computers used to perform different functions, information
technologies and telecommunications technologies nowadays increasingly interoperate; thus,
one speaks of information and communication technologies (ICT). Telephone lines are being
used for facsimile traffic, electronic data interchange, and e-mail, and Internet technology
can be used for making cheap long-distance phone calls. The market for telematics, the
combination oftelecommunications and information technology, is soaring. Television cable
networks have a huge potential for carrying all kinds of information, with the possibility of
interactive communications - a great advance over the one-way broadcasting of television
programs. Ultimately, an integration ofcomputer, television, telephone, and facsimile might
be expected.

A third and related development is the convergence of sectors. Where formerly the
sectors of telecommunications infrastructure, telecom services, and content were clearly
separated, increasingly companies occupy themselves with several segments of the ICT
market at one and the same time. For instance, telephone companies offer network and
value-added services. Cable network operators merge with service providers and busy
themselves with providing content. Some operating-systems producers even want to have
a say in every ICT market segment. Thus, in the information society, a new infrastructure
is emerging, with new segments and blurred borderlines.

Increasing liberalization of the telecommunications sector contributes to the growing
attractiveness of telecommunications. Once the telecom market has been fully liberalized (in
the European Union, this was largely the case in January 1998), users can choose from  a
range of providers and services, which providers will  gear to their needs in order to survive
in the competitive market. A good illustration is the fast-growing market of mobile phones,
where fierce competition has lured numerous people into buying a mobile phone.
Apparently, more and more people consider a mobile phone vita12 (for their status i f not for
their needs).

Moreover, the in formation society is primarily demand-driven [23900, nr 20, 2.11. Due to
the proliferation of services, customers can pick and choose what kind of information they
want and how and when they want to receive it. Video-on-demand is an example (albeit a
slowly developing one); in the near future, knowbots (information agents) may roam the
information superhighway to collect specific bits of information their masters are interested
in.

The youngest development of the information society is electronic commerce. Industry

2     A Swede perished on Midsummer eve  1995 when he dived from a ferry to save his mobile phone
IVolkskrant, 10 June 19961
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and governments are beginning to realize the potential of the online economy - ordering,
paying, and, with intangible products, delivering through electronic networks. Although
everyone recognizes the importance of this development, electronic commerce is yet in its
infancy. Lack of consumer trust (in payment systems and the protection of personal data, for
instance) and the uncertainty over the legal implications and obligations are among the main
obstacles for e-commerce to fully bud and bloom:

Overarching all these developments is the increasingly global nature of the information
society. Globalization (or, if you perceive the information society as a global village,
glocalization) permeates the information revolution, which causes traditional frontier-based
distinctions to be increasingly obsolete. Territoriality gives way to borderless cyberspace.
The physical constraints of volume, time, and space are fading, as electronic media displace
material applications.

These developments lead to a society that is increasingly dependent on information. An
estimated two thirds ofthe economy in Western countries rely on information-related work,4
and many functions of the network economy (communication, information management,
transactions) rely to a large extent on electronic information exchange [WRR, 71. This
development is so profuund that some speak of "a new industrial revolution already as
significant and far-reaching as those of the past." [Bangemann 94,4n]

2.1.2. Information society policy
The rise of the information society has been noticed at government levels. Politicians see a
huge potential for the information infrastructure, provided certain conditions are met. They
have launched initiatives to set down these conditions and to make sure they are met.

United States
US vice-president Gore in 1993 launched the National Information Infrastructure (1\III)
initiative, which "captures the vision of a nationwide, invisible, seamless, dynamic web of
transmission mechanisms, information appliances, content, and people", in the words of
INIIAC}. Private investment, competition, open access, universal service, and flexible
governmental action were seen as key issues. An Information Infrastructure Task Force
(11TF) was established, with three committees, on telecommunications policy, information
policy, and applications and technology - each divided into working groups that investigate
and report on specific subjects. Moreover, an Nil Security Issues Forum was established,
which coordinates security-related efforts in Nll policy. In early 1994, the Nll Advisory
Council (NIIAC) was set up to advise the administration on a national strategy for promoting
the development of the NII and the Global Information Infrastructure (GII). Its first report,

3    According to GVU's 88 WWW User Survey (endorsed by the World Wide Web Consortium), 'security
remains the number one reason Web users report for not purchasing over the Web". [GVU]

4 'Individual. corporate and national wealth expresses itself increasingly in the form of information. The
growth and performance of an estimated 2/3 of the economy relies on manufacturing or services heavily
dependent on information technology, telecommunications and broadcasting."  [DG XIII, section   11
"[I]n formation is one of America's most critical economic resources, for both service and manufacturing
industries, for both economic and national security. This is not surprising, considering the fact that almost
two-thirds of US workers have information-related jobs." [Bekkers,  11-121
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Common Ground:  Fundamental Principles for the NII of March 1995, presented overall
principles for furthering the NII, covering universal access and services, privacy and
security, intellectual property, education and lifelong learning, and electronic commerce. it
envisioned an improvement of the quality of life, for instance, through strengthening
education, improving healthcare, increasing entertainment options, and enhancing
participatory democracy, provided the NII is grounded in a unified vision.  The  1995 G//
Agenda For Cooperation extended the vision of the NII to a global level. [Brown]

Electronic commerce is increasingly seen as a central development in the information
society.  On  1  July  1997, president Clinton  and vice-president Gore presented A Framework
For Global Electronic Commerce, which suggested a set of principles and presented a series
of policies to articulate "the Administration's vision for the emergence of the GIl as a vibrant
global marketplace" [Clinton. 3]. The main principles stressed the central starting-point of a
non-regulatory, market-oriented approach by governments: the private sector should lead,
governments should avoid undue restrictions, and government involvement must aim for a
predictable, minimalist, consistent, and simple legal environment. Moreover, electronic
commerce over the Internet should be facilitated on a global basis. The 'non-bureaucratic'
facilitating approach is echoed in the report The Emerging Digital Economy of April 1998,
one of the elaborations ofthe Framework [Margherio].

European Union
The   May    1994   Bangemann Report Europe and the global information society -
Recommendations to the European Council confronted the challenge of establishing an
information society. Much ofit is still as topical today as when it was published. It stressed
the need for private investment for developing the information infrastructure, while govern-
ments should focus on creating a stimulating and balanced regulatory environment, covering
the issues of liberalization,5 interconnection, universal service, protecting privacy and
intellectual property rights, and ensuring free movement in the Internal Market. Furthermore,
ten application projects were defined for, among others, teleworking, distance learning, and
road-traffic management. The recommendations were elaborated in an action plan by the
European Commission, Europe's  Way  to  the  Information Society [COM(94) 347], which serves
as a reference framework for the EU's activities on the information society.  In  1996, the
framework was incorporated into a Rotling Action Plan [COM(96) 6071.

Three recent EU initiatives relate to the regulation of the information society and
specifically of electronic commerce. The EC Communication A European Initiative in
Electronic Commerce of early   1997  aims  to  provide  a  coherent  policy  framework  for
Community action  in the area of electronic commerce, to encourage "the vigorous growth
of electronic commerce in Europe" [COM(97)157]. It calls for a predictable legal and
institutional framework to support trust-building technologies, such as digital signatures and
electronic payment mechanisms. This was elaborated in the Communication Ensuring

5    To encourage private investment in the information infrastructure, the telecommunications market was
liberalized, a process that started in the 1980s and was completed in early  1998  with the liberalization of the
voice telephony market. See [96/19/EC].
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security and trust  in electronic communication -Towards a  Europeanframeworkfor digital
signatures and encryption of 10 October  1997 [COM(97)503]. The second  initiative is the EC
Green Paper on convergence of December 1997, which is a discussion paper on the many
issues facing the regulatory environment ofthe information society in view ofthe increasing
convergence of technologies and sectors. lt "represents a key element of the overall
framework put in place to support the development of an Information Society" [COM(97) 6231.
On the basis of comments on this Green Paper, the Commission intends to produce a
Communication by the end of 1998. The third and most encompassing (and consequently
rather vague) initiative is Bangemann's call for an 'International Charter' to coordinate
world-wide policies regarding the information society [Bangemann 97, further developed in
COM(98) 50]. The European Commission argues that the global electronic marketplace
requires strengthened international coordination in creating an enabling framework that
covers technical, commercial, and legal aspects. The envisaged international charter would
not be a detailed document outlining rules on specific topics, but would rather establish a
"sustained method ofcoordination in which public and private sector interests are adequately
represented" [COM (98) 50]. The Charter is scheduled to be discussed at a ministerial
conference in early  1999.

Europe-wide, at the Bonn conference of 6-8 July 1997, ministers agreed on a reticent role
of governments in regulating the information society. A host ofrepresentatives from the EU,
the EFTA, Central and Eastern Europe, and guests from the US, Canada, Japan, and Russia
discussed barriers and solutions to the development of Global Information Networks. The
joint declaration affirms that the expansion of global information networks must essentially
be market-led. Governments have two major roles: providing a clear and balanced regulatory
framework, and stimulating new services. [Bonnl

The Netherlands
National initiatives have followed up and elaborated on the European action plan. The Dutch
National Action Plan Electronic highways: from metaphor to action [23900, nr 20] of
December  1994 and its follow-up reports [24565] stressed the need for additional national
activities, in order to strengthen the Netherlands' position of 'Gateway to Europe'.  The
policy was based on two main tiers: liberalizing the telecommunications and media markets
to stimulate the private investment needed for establishing a Dutch electronic highway, and
redefining the state's role in the public domain, which changes significantly through the rise
of ICT. According to the National Action Plan, the preconditions for a well-functioning
information infrastructure should be optimized by addressing such issues as intellectual-
property rights, privacy, security, law-enforcement wiretapping, and standardization.

The Dutch government further outlined the issues at stake in regulating the information
society in the hefty and somewhat diffuse policy document Legislation for  the electronic
highwe of February 1998 [25880, nrs  1-21. It concluded that the transition to the information
society brings far-reaching changes, but does not constitute a radical rupture with the past:
offline rules will generally also hold online. The document presents a touchstone for the
legislature as well as several suggestions for adapting legislation and regulation. The
government defines its main roles as safeguarding fundamental moral values and facilitating
electronic traffic. The government notices one major problem "that is not really solvable":
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the international character ofthe electronic highway. They argue, however, that the problem
can be reduced significantly by a 'pragmatic multi-track approach'. Such an approach is
similar, one may suppose, to the 'open approach' advocated by the Scientific Council for
Government Policy [WRRl. In its 1998 report State without a territory, the Council advises
to flexibly strike new balances between fundamental points of departure, given the fact that
ICT penetration makes obsolete the self-evidence that a state should regulate things based
on territoriality. The changes the information society will bring about must not be met in
terms ofthe existing capacity to act and with the customary concepts. 'More-of-the-same'
legislation is unlikely to prove sufficient, the report states. (Admittedly, the Council remains
somewhat vague about just what new concepts are required in the 'open approach'.)

The touchstone of Legislationfor the electronic highway lists principles for government
intervention. Regulation should preferably be global and involve as many countries as
possible, or else be agreed upon in supranational fora such as the OECD, the Council of
Europe, or the European Union. National regulation can be considered to protect moral
values, if an international approach is not feasible. However, the legislature should first
examine whether self-regulation is possible, provided the government can ensure that the
conditions for self-regulation (such as sufficient enforcement) are met. Government
intervention is called for where fundamental moral values are at stake, notably fundamental
citizen rights and the prevention and investigation of serious breaches of the rule of law and
national security. The government should expressly choose between instruments of action:
self-regulation, leaving issues for the courts to decide, administrative measures, and formal
|egislation. 125880, nrs 1-2,12-14]

The Electronic Commerce Action Plan of March  1998  [Ezl  is one of the new policy
initiatives emerging from the reassessment of the National Action Plan. Noting that the
Netherlands has a good potential basis for becoming one of the leading countries in e-
commerce, it aims at addressing the barriers that obstruct e-commerce. Among these barriers
are legal uncertainties, and the Action Plan consequently sets the government the target of
ensuring a clear and coherent legal framework. Moreover, the government should enhance
trust and security in electronic transactions. Thus, a national Trusted Third Parties (TTP)
project aims at stimulating the development of a reliable TTP infrastructure, which will
facilitate and build trust in electronic commerce [KPMG 98].

in all, many countries have taken steps to anticipate the advent of a global in formation
infrastructure (GII). One noteworthy aspect ofthese steps is that they are being shaped by
the interaction of public and private sectors: all actors in the information society are
defending their interests in policy debates that often have to build consensus out of
conflicting interests. Government-business fora are increasingly being held in this policy-
making process.

Not only Western countries, but also countries in Asia, Latin America, and Eastern
Europe have recognized the importance of ICT for their economic growth and development.
At a GII meeting in July 1994, chairman Brown of the US lITF envisaged the GIl  "as a web
of interconnected local, national and regional networks that would 'substantially further
economic growth and job creation, infrastructure improvements, and broad based social
discourse within and between and among all countries."' Iquoted in Saxby. 2281
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2.1.3. Building blocks and participants
The backbone of the information society is the information infrastructure. lt consists of
several networks and services with providers and users - all interrelated and interconnected.
To see how the infurmation infrastructure is built up, one should distinguish between
information production and use (which are content-sensitive) on the one hand, and
information transport (which is content-neutral) on the other. Again, one can divide the
facilities serving information transport into transport networks and transport services. The
information infrastructure can thus be modeled as in figure 2.1.

Data file TV program InformationCompany information EDI message

Datahost Broadcast company Information
Companies for Companies EDI organization services

                        Content

                       Transport
800-services Datacasting E-mail Value Added

Videotext Audiotext Services

TV
Telephony Data communications distribution GSM ATF Network services

\\
--*--%--\

0-- ----I.
Terrestial Network

telephone network infrastructureCable infrastructure Ether infrastructure

Figure  2.  1.  The  layer  model  of the  information  infrastructure  tbased on  Smits and on Arnbakl

The infrastructure providers (also called network operators or network providers) operate
the infrastructure: telephone, cable, and the electromagnetic spectrum. They provide capacity
to the network service providers, or sometimes directly to end users (as with rental lines,
which can, for instance, be used for intranetsb). Networks can be interconnected - for
example, phone calls on the GSM system for mobile communications run partly across the
ether and partly across the terrestrial telephone network:

6  Intranets are a quickly developing market for companies desiring a private network for internal
communications. Their functioning and use are often similar to the Internet, but they are not connected to
wider, external networks (except, perhaps, through a firewall). A recent development is the restricted opening
of intranets to third parties, effectively making the intranet an 'extranet'

7 Analogous mobile networks (such as ATF and NMT) are quickly yielding ground to digital networks, the
most important of which are GSM and DCS-1800. A standard for a Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS) is being developed, which will incorporate internet access and video-conferencing services.
Besides mobile communications through the ether and the terrestrial networks, satellite personal
communications are also gaining ground
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Network services are the basic services that open up the infrastructure to users. They
route information from information providers to end users, using the capacity of one or more
infrastructural networks. Basic network services are voice telephony (both mobile and
stationary), data transport. and radio and television distribution.

On top of these basic services are value-added services (VAS). These add a certain value
to the basic service - additional facilities, user interfaces, access to data bases, et cetera.
Well-known VAS are the dial-800-services, directory services, e-mail services, Internet
access-provider services, data casting,8 and caller-ID.

The data and information that are transported through these layers come from content
providers - artists, program makers, data-base makers, enthusiastic WWW users, and the
like. Sometimes, this infurmation is managed through information services that mediate
between the makers and the consumers of the information - broadcast companies, electronic
publishers, information brokers, or data-base managers.

Figure 2.1 also indicates connections that have just been or will shortly be realized.  For
instance, cable network providers offer voice telephony services,9 and ether network pro-
viders can offer data transmission services through mobile data terminals. So, the traditional
borders between the various networks are disappearing. As the traditional distinction
between voice, sound, and text is blurring through digitization and multimedia, the core
terrestrial networks of telephone lines and TV cable as well as the air networks of satellite
and radiographic transmissions can - depending on their bandwidth - all transport various
kinds ofdata, be they voice, sound, text, or image.

From this model, one can see that the participants in the information society are
providers (of networks, services, and content) and users. A third participant is the govern-
ment, which plays a role not only as an end user but also as a regulator.

2.1.4. Problems
All participants have something to gain in the information society. Providers have great
commercial opportunities for new services and for marketing. End users profit from a wide
range of interesting and useful applications tailored to their needs. For the government, the
information infrastructure offers new opportunities, for instance, raising the general
education level, better involving the public in its governing, and opening up its public
information through an easily accessible and cheap medium. I0

However, the information infrastructure is not a deus ex machina that provides instant
happiness for all. Several problems inhibit the full realization of the opportunities it offers.
I mention some of the challenges the information society faces, in particular those that are

8 Data casting is the process of sending data to a specified group of users along with radio or television
transmissions.

9      In April 1996, cable provider Edon started offering telecommunications services in the north and east of the
Netherlands via its cable infrastructure. The largest cable network operator in the Netherlands. Casema. is
offering telephony via the cable since 1997

10 Some governments may also use it as yet another medium for propaganda. For instance, the China internet
News Centre launched a video documentary on the Internet <www.China.or.cn>, "which exposes the true
colour of the  14* Dalai Lama (...) engaged in activities directed at splitting China." Whina Daily, 29 October
1997]
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directly or indirectly related to the crypto problem.
Network providers face a hard task of interconnecting the several backbones that lie

spread across the world. Interconnection and interoperability are primary conditions for
establishing an infrastructure that is suited to the needs ofthe global information society. Yet
the disparity of national infrastructures as well as the incompatibility of some of the
technologies used hamper the interconnection of all networks into one global information
infrastructure.

FOKKE & SOKKE A second concern is intellectual-property rights.
HAVE NEVER VET FOUND SEX ON THE Current legislation is based on traditional media

INTERNET and is widely believed to be inadequate for
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A third major problem is the keeping in order

of the information infrastructure. Governments on the one hand are liberalizing the
telecommunications market, presuming that market competition will enhance technologies
and reduce costs for customers. On the other hand, they see the advent of a new medium,
perhaps of a new society, in which they have to safeguard at least the basic citizens rights
and duties that pertain to the present society. As a medium built bottom-up and belonging
to its users, electronic highways can hardly be regulated, but as they are taking over parts
of traditional life, governments' desire to somehow regulate them is becoming more
compelling. Besides, jurisdiction presents great problems, as the information infrastructure
is essentially an international undertaking which does not tolerate nationally-based rules.

Finally, the users ofthe information infrastructure do not really jump at the potential the
providers so alluringly offer them. Two of their main concerns, privacy and security, are
insufficiently safeguarded. 12 As long as consumers are diffident that their privacy is being

11 The value o f intellectual-property rights-related products in the Netherlands was estimated at twenty billion
guilders (USD 10 billion) in 1994, according to the National Action Plan [23900, nr 20,2.2]. The European
Parliament is 'concemed that the total availability of knowledge, or of the products of the creative process
which the term information society conjures up. risks being an illusion if intellectual property rights as a
whole are not guaranteed, particularly artists' rights, at the same time as the rights ofaccess and use at reaso-
nable cost for individuals" IEuropean Parliament Resolution. 30 November 1994]. See also the third
principle of the [NIIAC] document.

12     According to GVU's 88 WWW User Survey, Internet users consider privacy the number one most important
issue facing the Internet, for European respondents, privacy is the third most important issue, after navigation
and censorship. Although electronic commerce is taking off, "security remains the number one reason Web
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The Internet

The Internet, the mother of all networks, is a network that connects all kinds of networks worldwide. Over 100
million users are guesstlmated to have access to its treasures. Most of them are located in North America
(around 60 per cent) and Europe (around 20 per cent).

The Internet comprises tens of thousands of mailing lists, which fonvard e-mail messages to subscribers,
and the World Wide Web (WWW), a graphic interface that allows people to create and read homepages with
attractive graphics, sound bites, and video fragments. Besides, Usenet serves over 25,000 globally available
news groups: gigantic notice boards where everyone can post and respond to messages. FTP (file transfer
protocol) services allow people to download documents, and with Telnet, people can login remotely on open
servers.

To pin down the significance of the Internet, people have coined many metaphors. Each metaphor
emphasizes some aspects, but none covers it satisfactorily. The 'Information superhighway' stresses the
technological potential of the Internet (opening up the hInterland to new technologies) but fails to Incorporate
its variety of users and applications (and is somewhat misleading as to the speed of information transfer). The
(world wide)'web' catches the structure of a network with many interconnected nodes, but laci<s an innovative
sound. T'he 'never-ending worldwide conversation' and'a kind of chaos' (as US judge Dalzell worded It) fail to
catch the many forms of offering information and the increase in commercial applications. Perhaps the most
attractive simile is the Internet as a 'community' - a separate society with its own people and its own values,
habits, and culture. It suggests, however, that the Internet is somehow 'disconnected' from the rest of the
world: a distinction between 'the Internet' and 'the real world' that is misleading if anything. The Internet,
after all, is as real as television, school, or the pub.

T'he volatile, ungraspable character of the Internet is caused by its variety of manifestations, its ever
changing and diverse population, and Its focus on technical rather than legal regulation. Started in the 19605
as the ARPAnet, a research network with defensive components, the Internet has gradually evolved into an
international network linking universities, government institutions, businesses, and individuals, only to fully
emerge in the 19905 as the prime banner-bearer of the information society. Especially since the advent of the
WWW, its growth has been exponential, the end of which is not yet near.

The Internet was built up by its users and is said to belong to its users. They will not hear of control or
regulation; their own 'rules' - or lack thereof - are sufficient to keep everything in order. Netiquette, the do's
and donts of Internet communications, is the main set of rules to take into account. This self-regulation
works, the Inter:letters say. Governments increasingly disagree and - with visions of the four horsemen of
terrorists, child pornographers, drug dealers, and money launderers - argue that some control is Inevitable.
But how do you control a web-like virtual supercommunity?

threatened by the unlimited collection of personal data, they will be reluctant to engage
widely in electronic transactions. Moreover, generally accepted and secure systems for
electronic payment are required befure electronic commerce can really take off.

These problems have to be addressed before a global information infrastructure can
really emerge. That it Will emerge  in the end, few people doubt, but just how it will take
shape depends on the solutions that will be chosen to address the problems. 13

users report for not purchasing over the Web". [GVU] A report by I]\IRA (Europe) ofJanuary 1997 polled
the EU member states, they found that two thirds of the respondents worry about leaving tracks of personal
information on information networks by using them. [1NRA] "Without the legal security of a Union-wide
approach,  lack of consumer confidence will certainly undermine rapid development of the information
society. (...) INTERNET is so big. and growing so fast, that it cannot be ignored. Nevertheless. it has its
flaws, notably serious security problems." [Bangemann 94,18-23]

13 The hopeful visions of future benefits of a global information infrastructure can become reality, but it may
take a generation or so to take full effect. As a sensible report of the International Telecommunication Union
words it: "Our children are the ones that will really benefit from the global information infrastructure."
[quoted in CLSR. March-April 1996]
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2.2. Information security

In the in formation society, in formation  is of primary importance. People and enterprises are
increasingly growing dependent on information. The protection of information from loss,
unauthorized altering, or disclosure is therefore a major concern. According to the EU Green
Book on the Security  of Information Systems,"213 ofthe economy (...) depends critically on
the accuracy, security and trustworthiness of information" [DG xIII, section  11.

Several developments have contributed to the growing importance of information
security. Where information-processing systems used to be sparse, confined to well-defined,
guarded buildings, and so complex that only a few people knew how to handle them, now-
adays computers are all-pervasive and often linked over insecure networks, and ever more
people know how to operate them.

Businesses attach increasing importance to the reliability of their information-processing
systems, not only because the integrity or confidentiality of the information is essential for
the company's manufacturing or services, but also because customers are making more
demands on the reliability ofthe enterprise. With the globalization and deregulation of the
economy, competition gets fiercer. A company's image is crucial to its viability, and
computer security-related incidents can be fatal as the public loses confidence in the
company's reliability. Moreover, industrial espionage is a major concern for larger
enterprises who depend on the secrecy of their manufacturing processes, research and
development, or contract negotiations. 14

The advances in computer technology have also contributed to the growing importance
of information security. A vast number of new applications and an enormous increase in
computing power are causing entire areas of life to be digitized. So, alternatives have to be
found for the traditional ways of protecting these areas and of securing privacy.

Most importantly, computers are being interconnected in ever larger networks, not only
via the Internet, but also in private networks (intranets and extranets) and Local Area
Networks. Where physical control used to suffice to protect single computers stored in
guarded buildings, networks need a different kind of protection.

This section deals with information and communications security objectives, threats, and
measures, and with the role of governments in facilitating information security.  As a case
study, I will sketch the (lack of) information security within the Dutch government.

14     In  1993. a German consortium led by Siemens lost a major order for a high-speed train in South Korea to
the British-French GEC-Alsthom. Information intercepted through the global surveillance system Echelon
was thought to have given GEC-Alsthom a crucial advantage. In January 1994, French Airbus lost a six-
billion-dollar order in Saudi Arabia to Boeing and McDonnell Douglas, because Clinton had offered to meet
the constraints that king Fahd had asked the French for in vain; American security agents boasted afterwards
they had won the order through their interception capabilities. Also in  1994, US Raytheon outsmarted French
competition in a Brazilian radar order  The fact that Raytheon met the Brazilian demands in all respects just
a little better than the French inevitably suggested they had used signals intelligence. [Brouwer] In mid-1996,
the US intelligence service was rumored to have hacked into the computers of the European Parliament and
the European Commission in order to obtain economic information. ISunday Times, August  1996]
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2.2.1. Objectives
The three basic objectives of information security are confidentiality, integrity, and
availability: the CIA of information security. An additional objective is non-repudiation.

Confidentiality is the requirement that information is kept secret from people who are not
authorized to access it. In communications security, it can include the requirement that
traffic analysis be prevented, that is, that information about who communicates with whom
when, how often, and from where is kept secret. Confidentiality is sometimes referred to as

exclusiveness.

Integrity is the requirement that information is unaltered and complete, or, in the ITSEC
definition, that information "is modified only by those users who have the right to do so."
[ITSECl A similar requirement, sometimes understood as a part of integrity, is authenticity,
the certainty that the message indeed originates from the purported sender. In practice, these
two objectives are closely interrelated: safeguarding authenticity usually implies
safeguarding integrity (and often vice versa). I shall handle integrity and authenticity as
distinct but related objectives.

Availability is the requirement that information and information and communications
systems are available to their users at the right time.

Non-repudiation means that the sender or receiver of a message cannot deny having sent
or received the message. This is particularly important in situations where sending or
receiving a document constitutes a legal act. For instance, in business transactions, it can be
essential to invoke liability rules, and in sending electronic appeals to a court, it can
constitute the difference between conviction and acquittal.

2.2.2. Threats
Information and information systems are threatened from all sides. Natural disasters, such
as earthquakes or floods can destroy information facilities as well as (backup) information.
Animals like (kamikaze) squirrels or raccoons electrocute themselves in power generators,
putting down entire systems for days [Neumann. 851.

People threaten information in a variety ofways. Unintentional incidents, such as pas-
sword loss, infecting the corporate system with a home-copied virus, or spilling coffee over
a keyboard are typical examples. A widespread security flaw is weak password protection.
Many people choose easily guessable passwords, and others are careless with their
passwords." A study estimates that  80 per cent of security-related incidents  in the Internet
have to do with improper use of access codes and passwords [Fraserl. Many ofthese are made
possible by the neglect of authorized users - or they are perpetrated by them.

Although it does not necessarily cause more damage than carelessness, intentional

15 Former French president Mitterand, on his first day in office. put the paper with the code for launching the
atomic weapon in a suit pocket (contrary to Pompidou and Giscard, who wore it engraved in a necklace)
He forgot all about it. and the code was only saved just before the suit was brought to the dry cleaner's.
[ Folkskrant.  18  May  1995 1
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computer misuse has received by far the most attention.16 Especially external threats from
hackers and virus producers are notorious.

Hackers can cause extreme (real or symbolic) damage, such as the Dutch hackers who
retrieved hundreds of US military secrets which they offered to Saddam Hussein during the
Gulf war:7 They are by definition hard to trace, and likely a great number of hacks remain
undiscovered. Still, as computer-security
expert William Cheswick has noted, "the Political viruses
fact that so many security holes have gone
unused for so long could mean that there     Viruses can

have political implications. A virus spread
around China in the early 19905 asked the computer

are far fewer malicious hackers on the user whether Li Peng was a good prime minister. If
Internet than the din of dire public pro- you answered no, the virus did nothing, but If you

affirmed the leadership qualities of Li Peng, the virus
nouncements would have people think" erased the entire hard disk. [Kristof, 279]The Dutch
[Wallichl. green-left party GroenUnks considered launching a

virus in a voting campaign. The virus would pop up aOver 10,000 viruses roam computer slogan inciting to vote for GroenLinks. In the end, the
networks and personal computers  to do party decided not to spread it - perhaps unfortu-

their malicious (or sometimes beneficent) nately, as the virus would have immunized computers
against the much more harmful Jerusalem virus

jobs. Anti-virus software protects against [Sophos, 1351.
US government intelligence experts (thethe bulk of known viruses, but new viruses

Moynihan Commission) showed their ignorance in aappear all the time - an estimated six a day report on protecting government secrecy, when they
[Kephart]. Most recently, the new family of warned against the virus Penpal Greetings "that could

infect the hard drive and destroy all data present".macro viruses appeared on the stage: small [Coptnews/etter, April-May  1997] In reality, Penpal
programs which automatically execute Greetings is a hoax virus: a message continually being
some action in a word-processing or sent around the Internet that warns against a non-

existent virus. Penpal is a little brother of the
spreadsheet program. Macro viruses spread notorious GoodTimes'virus'.
from document to document, and so, they
travel frequently as attachments to e-mail messages. 15 Some viruses are resistant against
most anti-virus software by masquerading or transforming themselves proteanly every time
they copy themselves onto another system (some use cryptography to do this). Viruses
remain a serious threat and are more pervasive than hackers.

Despite the publicity given to intentional break-ins from the outside, the vast majority
(an estimated 80 per cent) of computer security-related incidents are caused by internal users
[Wright 95].19 Studies of computer-related crime regularly find that a high percentage of the
perpetrators are employees who have regular access to corporate information and

16      Although most of these threats attack the confidentiality or integrity, some attacks harm the availability of
ICT. For instance, stealing communications lines can "seriously disrupt the national system" (in the words
ofthe Chinese Legal  Daily) - but executing nineteen people for this seems somewhat out of proportion, even
by Chinese standards [77,e Independent, 11 July 1996].

17    According to intelligence experts, this could have potentially changed the course of the war, had not the data
been ignored by Iraq - probably because they feared a hoax. [Reid]

18     -Since the first macro virus appeared in the wild in July 1995, the speed of its spread and the scale of
infections have probably surprised even the gloomiest doom merchant." [Hruska]

19 "Survey after survey over the past years has shown that the greatest threat to computers is to be found not
from the sophisticated attack perpetrated by a highly motivated outsider, but from the simple error, omission,
or malicious action of an employee." [Smith, 418]
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S---=)- / The number and variety of threats to
information security are growing along with

computer technology [Neumann, 168].21 Since security technologies are also advancing, threats
and protection remain more or less balanced, and so, the general level of security threats
remains roughly the same [Neumann, 178].

2.2.3. Measures
The  implementation of an information-security policy varies with the situation. No single

security measure provides full security (if'full security' exists at all), and so, a combination
of physical, technological, and organizational measures may be called for to achieve the
desired level of security.

Physical security measures, such as isolating key information and vital information sys-
tems in closely guarded rooms, are important, but they can be impractical. Technical
measures include hardware and software protection of networks and of data themselves.
With a connection to a larger network, such as the Internet, a firewall can shield a local
network from intrusions.22 Cryptography is the main way to shield information itself.
Procedural measures, such as responsibility division or the regular changing of passwords,

are necessary to back up the physical and technical measures. Inspection and auditing have
to assure detection and tracing of security violations; they can be regarded as the final piece

20 For instance, after his dismissal, an employee of Omega Engineering Inc. allegedly activated a computer
'bomb' which permanently wiped out the company's critical design and production programs, causing an
alleged loss of USD 10 million. [ECLR, 25 February 1998]

21     The  Code of Practise for information Security Management voices the expectation  that the threats to
information security will continue to increase and grow ever more serious and refined  [BSI]

22 Even firewalls do not provide complete protection (see Ch. 3, note 45). The computer language Java allows
small applications (applets) to be downloaded to run on the downloader's system. This can undermine the
firewall's protection against outside threats.  "If a Java program can access users' files to help bring order to
their electronic life, it can also easily wreak disorder (...) and bring the Net to its collective knees. (...) In
theory, strict cryptographic safeguards should prevent mischicf, but the system has yet to be thoroughly
tested." [Steven Cheswick, quoted in Wallich]
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of an information-security policy. 23

Security measures, however, can severely limit the convenience of information
processes. In general, a trade-off has to be struck between security, ease of use, and costs.
Because information security costs money without yielding obvious gains, it is not evident
to give it wide attention, and businesses and institutions may fail to fully realize the
importance of the confidentiality, integrity, and availability oftheir information.

Information-security policy

Given the variety of threats information is exposed to, and the fact that security objectives vary with each
situation, no general rules can be given for implementing information security. Each enterprise or institution
has to make its own policy, based on an internal risk analysis that takes into account the particular
circumstances of the environment.

The risk analysis has to include an analysis of possible security incidents, the damages these might cause,
and an estimate of the likelihood that such incidents occur. It is vital that all aspects of information security
are taken into account, because security is only as strong as its weakest link. It is useless to implement secure
mechanisms such as encryption or firewalls, if confidential information can be found in the waste-paper basket
('dumpster diving') or if employees can easily be lured with bribery without risking discovery.

An overall policy, therefore, is essential in information security. One of the main theses of the Code of
Practee for Informatihn Secun» Management[BSI] is that this policy needs the backing of the management in
order to assure that all measures are followed in practice. Only an integral policy can effect the level of
security called for.

2.2.4. Governments' role in information security
The importance of information security has been recognized in several government
initiatives and reports. The  1992 OECD Guidelines for  the security  of information systems
provides a framework for private and public bodies to implement a consistent and adequate

program for protecting their information systems.
in 1992, the European Council adopted a Council decision in the field of the security of

information systems [92/242/EEC], which comprised the development of overall strategies for
information security (an action plan), and the setting up of a Senior Officials Group (SOG-
IS) to advise the Commission. As an intermediate step to formulating the Action Plan, in
October  1993,  the  Commission  published a Green Book on the Security of Information
Systems (the draft of which was never officially adopted) [DG XIII]. The INFOSEC program
has subsequently been investigating several policy areas in information security, most
recently within the framework of the European Trusted Services (ETS) framework [ETS].

The   1997  EC Communication Ensuring security and trust in electronic commerce
provides a policy framework for information security, focusing on integrity and
authentication services (digital signatures) and confidentiality services (encryption). This
should lead to, among others, a European framework for digital (or, broader, electronic)
signatures [COM(98) 297], and the integration of cryptography within the framework of other
European policies, such as privacy protection and intellectual-property rights.

23 The Computer Securi(y Handbook lists as minimum requirements for communications and network security:
employee awareness and vigilance, password and access supervision, hard-copy control, encryption, and
frequent log monitoring [Hutt, 17.21].
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In the United States, the (sadly deceased) Office of Technology Assessment published
Information Security and Privacy in Network Environments IOTAl. This study addressed
policy issues in the areas of cryptography policy, safeguarding unclassified information in
federal agencies, and legal issues and information security, including electronic commerce,
privacy, and intellectual property. The NII Security Issues Forum released a draft report  NI I
Security: The Federal Role [NlISIF], calling for a government role in supporting a secure NII
by facilitating private-sector activity, ensuring public safety by protecting against abuses,
and supporting research and development. It stressed, however, that much of the
responsibility lies with the private sector. Security is also one of the issues in the Framework
For Global Electronic Commerce.'For a secure GII, a range of technologies, supported by
trustworthy infrastructures, are required, and the US government, in partnership with
industry, is taking steps to promote such technologies [Clinton, 20-21].

All of these documents stress the importance of infurmation security - it is a vital issue
in the present information society. With the increasing importance of information and
information-processing systems, protecting the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of
information needs full attention.24 Governments should ensure that measures to enhance
information security are developed and that their use is stimulated, while there is a primary
role for the private sector to see to the shaping and implementation of these measures.

2.2.5. Information security in Dutch government
Considering their information-security policy documents and regulations, one expects
governments to be careful with information protection. They handle sensitive, privacy-
related, and confidential information. However, significant parts ofthe Dutch administration
seem to be rather unmindful of information security.

For instance, the justice department of The Hague district discarded computers, selling
them to a Nijmegen company. A student in Nijmegen bought one of them, and found
confidential information - psychiatric reports, interrogation reports, correspondence - from
judges, prosecution officers, and court clerks. She forwarded it to the regional newspaper.
[ANP, 8 December 1995]A new system was installed  at the Central Criminal Intelligence Agency
in The Hague; shortly afterwards, "[c]riminals were set free, and innocent people were
arrested. The computer system was taken out ofservice. Unfortunately, the back-up system
had been decommissioned. The vendor blamed the police for using the system incorrectly."
[Neumann,   175-176] The police in Southern Limburg lost documents on contentious
investigation practices, due to a convenient computer crash [De Limburger, 3 November 1997].

25

More importantly, law-enforcement agencies increasingly face counter-strategies by
criminals attacking their information resources. In August 1994, prosecution officer Valente
had taken home some fifty diskettes with investigation and prosecution information. The

24      "There is an urgent need to address requirements and options for action  in the field of security of information
systems at national, Community and international level in close collaboration with sector actors and national
governments. Any action must take into account both national and international commercial, legal and
technical developments." [DG XIII, section  1 ]

25 Losing important files is not only caused by computer incidents. A theft case stranded at the Dutch Supreme
Court because the "documents had been lost" [HR 29 October  1996, nr 103.446].
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Information security in EU and Dutch law

In some situations, information security is mandatory. Many countries have data-protection laws which require
processors of personal data to adequately protect the data from unauthorized access or altering. The 1995
European  Directive on  the protection of privacy with  regard to the processing of personal data  and  on the free
movement of such data states that "the controller must implement appropriate technical and organizational
measures to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss and against
unauthorized disclosure or access, in particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a
network, and against all other unlawful forms of prOCeSSing." [95/46/EC, art. 178 para. 1]

In addition to this general Data Protection Directive, the Directive concerning the processing of personal
data andthe pmtection ofpr/vacy /4 the te/ecommunicationssectorrequires that the "provider of a publicly
available telecommunications service (...) take appropriate technical and organisational measures to safeguard
security of its services, If necessary In conjunction with the provider of the public telecommunications network
with respect to network security. Having regard to the state of the art and the cost of their implementation,
these measures shall ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk presented." [97/66/EC, art. 4]

The Dutch Data Registries Act requires holders of personal data registries to take "the necessary technical
and organizational measures to protect a personal registry against loss of or damage to the data and
unauthorized cognizance, alteration or supply thereof" (art. 8). Following the EU Data Protection Directive, the
Data Registries Act is to be replaced by a new Data Protection Act. Article 13 of this draft DPA requires proper
technical and organizational measures to protect against loss or any kind of unauthorized processing of
personal data. The measures should guarantee an adequate level of protection, taking into account the state
of the art of technology, costs, the risks, and the kind of data involved. The Police Registries Act of 21 June
1990 has a similar requirement as the Data Registries Act on the security of police registries. According to the
Dutch Act on Municipal Basic Registries of 1 October 1994, the State is responsible for assuring the security of
the network of municipal basic registries; the protection of the registries themselves will be regulated by
implementing order. Possibly, municipalities will be required to encrypt their registries [Sch6nfeld, 24].

In the Netherlands, hacking is punishable only If security measures have been Infringed (art. 138a DCC)
This serves as an injunction to computer users to take security measures. In 1993, the Dutch Civil Code was
expanded with an obligation of the accountant to include in his report to the board of commissioners his
findings on the reliability and the continuity of the company's automated data processing (art. 2:393, para. 4).

Information security in departments is the subject of several guidelines, such as the Decree on
government-department  information-security  instructions  1994. The  Governments Accounts Act charges the
departmental accountant with the care for information security.

diskettes were stolen, and the unprotected information was leaked to the press, causing
significant embarrassment. [Traa, 187] After a burglary at two police agents' homes in Almere,
information on a murder case from stolen diskettes was published by a tabloid \Volkskrant, 1
June 19961. A businessman from Amersfoort claimed having bought his police file for USD
200 - within an hour, someone had cracked the police computer system for him and
delivered the file on diskette, with the codes for decoding and all Wolkskrant, 16 June 1995].

Thieves entering the Zeist office ofthe National Police Services Force in December 1996
stole some portable computers; the suitcase containing the portable computers also contained
a hand-written note with the access codes [25208, nr 11.

26Also, communications among law-enforcement agents are regularly being monitored.
The same criminal organization that stole diskettes at Valente's home was suspected of
recording his telephone conversations [Traa, 1871. Indeed, many cases were reported of
scanner-freaks who were constantly locating police teams; they eavesdropped on telephone
lines and walkie-talkies, for example, of Valente and police officer Woelders [Traa, 67].  Even

26 Warrington police agents were fed up with their mobile phones being monitored. They reported over the
police radio that a UFO had crashed on a nearby field, and told how to reach that field. Within minutes,
people came nosing around - to be arrested on the spot. [London Tunes, 23 March  1994]
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despite being encrypted, mobile-phone conversations were sometimes recorded and cracked:
the Amsterdam police found tapes during a search with the decryption of encoded
conversations [ Fo/kskrant, 3 May 1996].

Following such incidents, security measures have been taken. The Minister of Justice in
1993 confirmed that to protect police radio conversations from being monitored, "indeed a
larger spread of encryption equipment was intended." [23047, nr 12,1] The Valente incidents
led the Public Prosecutor  in   1994 to order better protection for courts and sensitive
information [OM 941. In  1996, the Brabant-Zuidoost police adopted a secure crypto system
for their radio communications [ANP. 21 March 19961. The Van Traa committee accorded
addressing the threat of counter-strategies a high priority in order to prevent these activities
from influencing the maintenance of law and order [Traa, 711. Consequently, in April  1997,
a Police Information Security Regulation took effect, requiring police-force managers to
implement information-security policies.

Other parts of government also handle sensitive information, but security policies are
sometimes lacking. For instance, the Chamber of Audit found that the in formation security
within the Dutch Internal Revenue Service, although improved, was still seriously flawed
in  1997. The access to its automated systems was not adequately protected. For example,
officials were careless with their passwords, and too many people had access to confidential
information. [25290, nrs 1-21 Municipalities have widely varying information security policies
-   if  they  have  one  at  all.   A 1996 study concluded  that  only   30  per  cent of Dutch
municipalities have a worked-out security plan. Only 20 per cent conform to the data-
protection guidelines of the Data Protection Authority. Ofthe municipalities connected to
the Internet, 63 per cent had not taken additional security measures.  In  1997, the municipal
audit department of Amsterdam found that the security of computer registries of personal
data was functioning badly, making municipal services vulnerable to fraud and corruption
\Het  Parool,  \5 October 19971. The Chamber of Audit found in  1995 that of all Dutch ministries,
only four had an adequate policy on information security. The central authorities still ran
risks of loss, unintentional disclosure, and unauthorized alteration of data, and the ministries
themselves had insufficient understanding ofthe scope ofthese risks [24175, nrs 1-2]. With the
Decree  on  government-department  information-security instructions  1994 that came into
force in January   1995,   one  may  hope the departments  are now better implementing
information-security policies.

The lack ofgood information-security measures in government is all the more pressing,
as more and more areas of the administration are being digitized and interconnected.  For
instance, the 'Government Office 2000' initiative plans to offer a one-stop-shop service for
citizens: they can access all relevant government information from a single, public terminal.
This calls for the highest security level, as interconnecting all kinds of data bases renders the
system extremely vulnerable.
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2.3. Conclusion

The information society is in the making. Information and communications technologies are
shaping the information infrastructures, and all parties involved - providers, users, and the
government - have a lot to gain. The establishment of the information society is for a large
part the task of private investors, while governments focus on stimulating the development
of a national (and global) information infrastructure, providing a motivating and balanced
regulatory environment, and giving citizens transparent access to government information.

Governments must address several problems which currently inhibit the information
society from fully developing. One of these problems is information security, a major
interest in the information society. "Democratic societies engaged in the global economy
need to provide for appropriate levels of information security." ISOG-IS127 Governments have
recognized the importance of information security: although it is up to the private sector to
establish adequate security measures, governments are committed to stimulating the
development and putting into practice of good security policies. The fact that information
security is not yet fully incorporated into all sectors of government, as security breaches
within the Dutch government show, indicates that governments should also safeguard the
implementation of adequate security measures for themselves.

27    In a way, the need for information security can be compared to the public need oftraffic safety: 'Establishing
security for information and communications technologies can be regarded as a society task in line with the
treatment of traffic safety on the public roads." [Stripp, 60]



Chapter 3. Cryptography, a key technology
for information security

During these days  he had  noticed a tapping code scratched into  the wall  of his  cell, and
had begun.  eagerly,  to send messages  to whoever might be  on  the  other side  of the wall.
After  an  hour  or  so  of tapping,  however,  the  door  to  his  cell  burst  open,  and  an  amused
guard sauntered in to tell him, in filthy, broken English, that his neighbour wanted him
to  'shot  the fock op,'  because,  alas,  'nobody  give  to  him  the focking code.'
(Salman  Rushdie,  The  Moor's  Last  Sigh)

In information security, cryptography - the art of secret writing - plays a vital part. It is
nearly as old as the art of writing itself "The multiple human needs and desires that demand
privacy among two or more people in the midst of social life must inevitably lead to
cryptology wherever men thrive and wherever they write." [Kahn, 84] 1  As a tool for keeping
communications secret, it has been widely used in intelligence, diplomacy, and wars.
Revolutionary advances in cryptography have boosted its use in recent decades, opening up
an amazing array of applications.  It can  be used to authenticate computer users, ensure the
integrity and confidentiality of electronic communications, and keep sensitive information
safely stored. From a secretive military technology, cryptography has emerged a key
technology for all participants in the information society concerned about information
security.

This chapter gives an overview of cryptography and its applications.  1 will sketch the
history of cryptography (3.1.1) and introduce the crypto family (3.1.2), focusing on the
recent developments in symmetric and public-key cryptography (3.1.3). Then, I will detail
attacks on crypto systems (3.1.4) and the consequences this has for key length (3.1.5) and
key management (3.1.6). Also relevant for the rest of this book are some further distinctions
(3.1.7) and the technology of steganography (3.1.8) Finally, some special protocols extend
the potential of cryptography (3.1.9).  In the second part of this chapter,  I outline the many
applications ofencryption, as used by providers (3.2.1), governments (3.2.2), and other users
(3.2.3). I conclude with an indication ofthe extent cryptography is being used today (3.2.4)
and a general assessment ofthe importance of cryptography in the information society (3.3).

1 The historiograph of cryptography, David Kahn, opens his account nearly 4,000 years ago. with an Egyptian
scribe carving an inscription with hieroglyphic substitutions about 1900 B.C.
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3.1. Cryptography

3.1.1. History
Cryptography is ofall times and of all cultures. In its long history, the two basic forms that
have prevailed are codes and ciphers. Codes are lists of words, names, etc. coupled with an
encrypted form, e.g., letters or numbers - comparable to a dictionary. Ciphers are methods
to change each letter (or group of letters) into other letters, numbers, or symbols. Generally,
codes work on words, whereas ciphers work on letters. For a long period, a combination of
codes and ciphers in the form of nomenclators (a sort of secret dictionaries) was used.
Nowadays, only ciphers avail.

Two of the cryptographic systems used in Antiquity illustrate the basic methods of
ciphers that are still being used today: transposition and substitution. The Spartans used a
staff of wood around which a strip of papyrus or parchment was wrapped. The message was
written vertically on the staff, so that after the strip of papyrus was unwrapped, all the letters
ofthe message were mixed up. The message could be decrypted by winding the strip around
a staff of the same thickness. This process of mixing letters together is called transposition.

Another basic method is substituting letters by other letters or symbols. Julius Caesar
invented a system in which each letter was substituted by the letter three places further down
the alphabet (jumping from z again to a). Decrypting was done by substituting each letter

by its third predecessor. The system of replacing each letter by a letter a fixed number of
places down the alphabet is called a Caesar cipher. Another kind of substitution cipher is the
Hebrew system of Atbash.

Whereas the operations of substitution and transposition used to be done by hand, from
the First World War onwards, machines were developed to encrypt and decrypt messages
automatically. These machines were widely in use during the Second World War. The
British, for instance, employed tens of thousands of people to crack the German machine.
A like number of US cryptanalysts managed to build a replica of the Japanese machine, so
that they were able to read almost any message encrypted with it. (It was not enough to
prevent Pearl Harbor, although they came close [see Kahn, Chapter 11.)

During and after the World Wars, cryptology was very much an intelligence issue. The
invention and breaking of systems were reserved to military and security institutions. The
world's best cryptographers were employed by the US National Security Agency, which sur-

Atbash

Atbash is a Hebrew encryption system based on substitution. Each letter is replaced by the one below or
above it in the other row.

R 3 3 i n 1t n                D , 3/ 7

aleph bet gimel dalet heh wav zayin chet tet    jod    kaf

n    w 7 P 3 D        V          O           1         D        5

tav shin resh qof Sade pe ayin samekh nun mem lamed

Thus, Babel (531) becomes Sheshach (luw), an encryption used in Jeremiah 25:26: "and all the kings of the
north, near and far, one after the other - all the kingdoms on the face of the earth. And after all of them, the
king of Sheshach will drink it too." [Kahn, 77-81
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rounded the field with an aura
Terminologyof utmost secrecy (the agency

commonly being known as Encoption is the automated process of hiding data so that no

'No Such Agency'). Althoug procedure (algorithm) and a key. Decryption is the reverse process. A
h

unauthorized people can access them; this is done by means of a

citizens and scientists were cOptosystem is an implementation of an encryption scheme or

working on cryptology, result        algorithm. The making of crypto systems is called cryptography, the
breaking of them is called ayptanalysis.   Cryptology isthe science thatwere   largely   classified and studies both aspects. Cryptography also includes making authent-

publications were sparse. This ication or digital signature schemes that use an algorithm and a key.

only  changed  in the 197Os,
A clear message is called a plaintextmessage, which is

transformed by cryptography into a ophertext message.
with two simultaneous devel- In symmemccrypto systems, both sender and receiver use the

opments that meant a break- same key. In asymmetricor pub//c-keycryptography, they use
different keys. Symmetric keys are called secret keys, whereas public-

through in cryptography. key encryption uses pairs consisting of one pnvate and one public key.

3.1.2. Intermezzo - dramatis personae
Alice and Bob have been corresponding secretly for many years, since the advent of modern
cryptography. They are now the main characters in the ongoing story of cryptography
literature. Their communications security is threatened by Eve, an eavesdropper who listens
in on them, and Mallet, a malicious interceptor who can alter and fabricate messages.
Criminal Carol is also an avid user of cryptography. Occasionally, Alice and Bob attract the
attention of Leah, a law-enforcement agent, who together with policewoman Polly is
monitoring Carol. Alice and Bob sometimes use the trustworthy services of Trent, a Trusted
Third Party, or of Dorothy, a Key Escrow Agent who holds private keys in deposit.

3.1.3. Symmetric and public-key cryptography
In the early 1970s, in response to a request for ciphers  by  the US National Bureau  of
Standards, 1BM submitted a recently developed crypto system called Lucifer. A weaker
versionz was developed into a new system, the Data Encryption Standard (DES), that has
remained a standard to the present day. It is a conventional crypto system, using many
alternating rounds of substitutions and transpositions, with a 56-bit key. It is a symmetric
system, in that both encryption and decryption use the same key.

DES has proved a strong system. Despite doubts about the key length, its US status of
Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) has been extended each five years; it was
last  recertified  in 1993. Since the middle  of the 199Os,  DES  can be cracked,  but  at
considerable cost;' it is still secure for most purposes. For maximum security, triple-DES is

2      The initial submission of IBM, Lucifer, contained a 112-bit key. This was reduced to 56 bits, allegedly under
pressure of the NSA.  When  in the 19905 a new cryptanaiytic method, differential cryptanalysis,  was
invented, DES was found to be so designed that it was optimized against this attack, a significant
improvement on Luci fer. Apparently, the developers of DES already knew about differential cryptanalysis
at the time they made it, fifteen years before it was reinvented. A longer key than 56 bits would not have
significantly improved the strength of DES against differential cryptanalysis, and so the reduction to 56 bits
turned out to be not really a weakening. [Wayner 95,77-80].

3       Already in the 197Os, it was thought a special computer could be built at a cost of several million dollars to
crack DES in a day. In 1993, it was estimated that a USD 1 million machine could crack DES in an average
of 3.5 hours. [Schneier, 283-284] The Electronic Frontier Foundation built a DES cracker in  1998 at the cost
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used to encrypt the message three times, using two 56-bit keys (yielding an effective key-
length of 112 bits) Since DES is no longer completely reliable, the US National Institute for
Standards and Technology is developing a new symmetric standard, the Advanced
Encryption Standard, which can serve as a FIPS for the next decades; the AES should offer
significant advantages over triple-DES.4

Today, many other strong symmetric systems exist, such as IDEA (developed in the
1990s and considered a strong symmetric cipher), RC4 and RCS, Blowfish, and Khufu.
There is one symmetric crypto system that is provably and unconditionally secure. This is
the One-Time Pad (OTP).5 Although it is the only provably uncrackable crypto system,6 it

is not in wide use. Not only is it difficult to generate a truly random string of bits, but, more
importantly, the key can be used only once (there is an easy method of attack if it is used
twice), which makes it impracticable. Moreover, the key must be as long as the message and
must be exchanged securely between sender and receiver; this pays offonly for small and
highly confidential messages (and for storage of information). Its main application has been
(or is?) in the red line between Moscow and Washington.

The drawback of symmetric crypto systems  is that one has to first distribute the secret
key securely - you cannot use conventional cryptography for this because you need a
common key first. Besides, you need a lot of keys, one for each pair of persons
communicating with each other. With large groups, the required number of secret keys
becomes enormous (for 100 people,  you need almost 5,000 keys). The thought of solving
these problems triggered the development of a new kind of crypto system: one in which you
can communicate securely before first having to exchange secret keys.

The idea ofthese crypto systems was launched in  1976 by Diffie and Hellman [Dime].7
They proposed a public-key crypto system, in which each user has a pair of keys, one private
and one public. A message encrypted with the public key can be decrypted only with the
corresponding private key, and vice versa. Either key ofthe pair can not be derived from the
other. The private keys are kept secret by the users, but the public keys are widely published.
If Alice wants to send a message to Bob, she looks up his public key in a key directory,

of USD 250,000, it cracked the message in RSA's DES Challenge Il in less than three days. [EFF] Compare
the sidebar in 3.1.5.

4     The AES should specify an unclassified, publicly-disclosed, royalty-free encryption algorithm, providing
strong security for twenty to thirty years. Submissions to the AES selection process include RC6, Rijndael,
Serpent, and Twofish. In August 1998, the first Candidate Conference was held, initiating the Round 1
Evaluation and Analysis period. The process of adopting the FIPS will take at least two years. and likely
much more. [NIST 98]

5      The One-Time Pad consists of a truly random string of bits that is used only once as a key. The ciphertext
is the addition (XOR) of the plaintext and the  key (XOR means 'exclusive or': 0+0=0,0+1=1,1 +0=0,
1 +1=0).  Since  the  key  is completely random, the ciphertext does not contain any information  on  the
plaintext. With a different random key, it decrypts to a different plaintext, and without knowledge of the key,
one has no way of knowing what the real plaintext was.

6       All other systems are said to be computationally secure: they have withstood public scrutiny for a long time,
in that ciphertexts can not be deciphered in a reasonable time. This is the best one can say of these systems:
they have good reason to be thought strong. The OTP is the only system that is known to be strong.

7        Actually, this was the second invention of public-key cryptography. As was revealed only in 1997, James
Ellis and Malcolm Williamson of the UK Communications-Electronics Security Group had invented the
same concept, 'non-secret cryptography', in 1970. CESG had kept it secret all the while. [Ellis]
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encrypts the message with it, and sends it to Bob. He can decrypt it with his private key -
and no-one else can, since he is the only one who knows his private key. The great ad-
vantage of this system  is that you do not first have to exchange keys in a secure manner.

(There is, however, another problem: you have to
FOKKE & SUKKE be sure that the public key you use is the right

/AAQ\/EL A-T -THE WONDER OF CRYPTO -     one; see below.)GRAPHY
There is another property ofpublic-key crypto

COPYGRPHY,
5 LD F BLLCkStl 13 N'T IT systems which makes them attractive. They can be

INCREOISLET used to authenticate messages and to prove their
WILLWE EVER
DECIPHEQ WHAT integrity. To do this, Bob uses his private key to
SUKKE  JUST SAIO          4

.     ) encrypt' (or 'sign') the digest of a message to
i Alice, which he sends along with the message.

Now Alice (or anyone else) can check the
authenticity and integrity of the message (or
'undo the signature') by using Bob's public key to
decrypt the digest. If her own digest of the
message as received matches the decrypted digest,

AMT the message cannot have been tampered with and

must have been sent by Bob, since only could
have signed the digest with his private key. This does not provide for confidentiality, since
the message is sent in the clear. Secrecy can be established, however, by encrypting the
message, after signing, with Alice's public key. Then, only Alice can decrypt it with her
private key, and subsequently undo the signature with Bob's public key.

An important implementation of a public-key crypto system is RSA, named after its
inventors Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman  [RSA].  It was developed in  the late 197Os, and counts
as the best-known public-key crypto system.

The working of public-key cryptography
Public-key cryptography is based on one-way trapdoor functions. A one-way function is a
mathematical operation that is easy to do in one way, but difficult or impossible to reverse.
An everyday example is the throwing of an antique vase into thousands of pieces: easy
enough to do, but almost impossible to reverse. A trapdoor one-way function means that
there is a trick (i.e., secret information) with which it is easy to reverse the otherwise one-
way operation. In public-key cryptography, you use the trapdoor one-way function to
encrypt a message, and use the trapdoor to decrypt it.  The pair of public and private keys
consists of two numbers computed by using the trapdoor.

An analogy may clarify this. Bob has settled on translation into Kwakiutl as his crypto
system. His public key is the English-Kwakiutl dictionary, which he publishes widely (say
on the Internet). As private key, he uses the Kwakiutl-English dictionary, which he keeps
secret. To send a message to Bob, Alice uses the English-Kwakiutl dictionary to translate
her message into Kwakiutl. Now Eve, who eavesdrops on the message, has access only to
the English-Kwakiutl dictionary; to translate back a single word, she has to leaf through the
entire dictionary to see which English word it matches. Bob, on the other hand, can use the
Kwakiutl-English dictionary to conveniently translate the message.
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With this system, Bob can also sign messages. For this, he has another key pair, say
Xhosa. He now publishes the Xhosa-English dictionary, while keeping secret the English-
Xhosa one. To sign a message, he translates it into Xhosa. Anyone can subsequently
translate it back into English, using the public Xhosa-English dictionary. Thus, they can
check the signature, for Bob is the only one who 'knows' Xhosa.

Mathematically, this is done through exponentiation with numbers (typically of about
two hundred digits), modulo a certain large number, the product of two prime numbers
(arithmetic 'modulo k' means reducing all numbers to a number below k, which is what you
do when you say it is 7 o'clock when it is 19:00 hours: you count modulo  12). The public
key is used for exponentiating the message (digitized into bits). For decryption, Eve can try
to compute the inverse of the exponentiation, but this is (probably) a so-called 'hard'
mathematical problem, meaning that it takes too much time to be computationally feasible:
Bob, who has got the private key, uses this to make another exponentiation - the private key
is chosen in such a way that the two exponentiations neutralize each other. 9

Because the mathematical implementation of public-key cryptography uses numbers,
both encrypting to keep the message secret (Kwakiutl) and encrypting for signing messages
(Xhosa) can be done by the same key pair. This property makes public-key cryptography a
convenient, multifunctional system.

There is one drawback. Public-key systems are slow - much slower than conventional,
symmetric crypto systems. RSA is about ten times slower than symmetric systems such as
DES or IDEA, making it inefficient for encrypting large messages.w Therefore, in most
applications, a combination is used to exploit the advantages of both systems. First, Alice
uses RSA to send a, say, DES key to Bob; she can do this by looking up his public key. After
Bob has decrypted this message with his private key, he and Alice both have got the same
DES key, so now they can use the fast DES to communicate securely. The combination of
a symmetric and a public key system is called a hybrid crypto system.

Authenticity, integrity, and non-repudiation
Authenticity and integrity (without confidentiality) can also be safeguarded by hash
functions and message authentication codes. A one-way hashfunction is a one-way function,
without a trapdoor: it can only be used to transform a message into a digest, which cannot
be reversed. The digest, or hash, is usually a short, fixed-length block (typically  128  to  160
bits) (for an analogy,  one can think of a mincing machine outputting a very concentrated
piece ofminced meat). To show that a message has not been tampered with, Alice can use

8     A 'hard' problem is a problem that can not be solved in polynomial time. This means that as the numbers
involved get larger, it quickly becomes too time-assuming to solve the problem. For sufficiently large
numbers, the problem is too complicated to be solved - even with supercomputers For example, presently,
200-digit numbers are beyond factoring.

9       There is another class of public-key crypto systems (such as Di ffie-Hellman and EIGamal), which are based
on another mathematical problem: discrete logarithms. For convenience's sake, I restrict the description here
to public-key systems based on the factoring problem, such as RSA.

10 Elliptic-curve crypto systems, which have been developed in recent years, speed up public-key cryptography
significantly. However, certain elliptic curves can be cracked relatively easily. and it is not yet certain
whether implementations can ensure that users avoid choosing these weak curves.
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a message authentication code (MAC). This is a key-dependent one-way hash function (it
can also be a one-way hash function that uses a symmetric crypto system to encrypt the
resulting hash).  With the input of the secret key, the MAC computes a hash, which  is sent
along with the message. Bob, who also has the secret key, can then verify the message's
integrity: he also computes the hash on the received message with the secret key, and
compares this with the received hash. Only ifthese two match can he be sure the message
has not been tampered with. Mallet,  if he intercepted the message, can not have altered the
message and computed a new digest to send along with it, since he does not know the key
Alice and Bob use. Note that a MAC does not provide for confidentiality, as the message
itself is sent in the clear.

I f instead of a symmetric system (with a secret key known only to Bob and Alice) Alice
uses a public key system with a hash function, the result is usually called a digital signature.
Alice signs the hash with her private key, and sends the message and the signed hash to Bob.
He, upon receiving Alice's message, undoes Alice's signature ofthe hash, computes a digest
ofthe message himself, and checks whether these match. If they do, only Alice could have
sent the message, since she signed the hash. Moreover, the message has not been tampered
with, or it would have yielded a different digest.

Besides safeguarding confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity, public-key cryptography
can also be used for a fourth objective, non-repudiation. Assuming her private key has not
been compromised, Alice can not repudiate messages signed with her key (in a common-
sense understanding, that is - legally, she can always repudiate anything, and with a good
lawyer, she might convince a court that someone else used her key). She can only repudiate
signatures if she has notified a key compromise within a reasonable period after noticing the
compromise. Messages will have to have been time-stamped in order to see which messages
Alice can not repudiate. Non-repudiation of the receiver can in general not be effected,
except by more complex protocols and procedural agreements.

Table 3.1 summarizes the objectives the various forms ofcryptography can serve.

objective integrity andconfidentiality non-repudiationcrypto system authenticity

symmetric yes yes/no" no

public key yes yes (yes)

hash functions no no no

message authentication no yegno" no
codes

Table  3.1.  Cryptography and security objectives

11 Symmetric crypto systems and MACs can provide for integrity and authenticity between communicating
parties. However, they cannot prove this to others: there is no way Bob can prove a message came from
Alice, as he could have encrypted it with their common key himself.
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3.1.4. Cryptanalysis and the strength of crypto systems
The art of breaking encoded messages and crypto systems is called cryptanalysis. It is the
counterpart of cryptography, the art of making crypto systems. Cryptanalysis can attack  any
part of the process of encryption, fur example, the algorithm  used, its implementation, the
key management, carelessness of the user, or the waste-paper basket.

A cryptanalyst's attack depends on the information at his disposal. The most basic is a
ciphertext-only attack, where the cryptanalyst has only got a ciphertext to decipher. A
known-plaintext attack is easier, as the cryptanalyst has got a ciphertext and a corresponding
plaintext, for example, because he has found it somewhere or because he can guess the
contents of a standard message. Still more powerful is a chosen-plaintext attack: the
cryptanalyst can choose plaintexts and have them encrypted (for instance, by testing how a
stolen smart card encrypts plaintexts). If the crypto system can resist a chosen-plaintext
attack, it is strong indeed. In developing new systems, devisers often assume a cryptanalyst
to be able to commit a chosen-plaintext attack; the system should be devised in such a way
that it resists this.

Still,  it is difficult to assess the strength of a crypto system. Crypto systems are always
under attack, from all angles. Although one can argue that a certain algorithm is theoretically
sound, and one can study an implementation to see if it contains any trapdoors, still one does
not know whether the system does not yield to an attack unthought of. New attacks appear
every so often. For instance, in November 1995, Paul Kocher announced a timing attack that
cryptanalyzes by means of closely timing the processor's cryptographic operations [Kocherl
Against a computer, this is essentially an academic attack (someone who is powerful enough
to measure to the microsecond what your computer is doing is likely also able to look over
your shoulder at the screen), but it may work against smart cards. Another attack, developed
in   1997 by Biham and Shamir (extending an attack developed   in   1996 by Bellcore
researchers), uses a micro-wave oven to trigger minor errors in the processor of a smart card;
the results can be exploited for cryptanalysis through 'differential fault analysis'. [Biham]

Even the mathematical security of an algorithm can not be proven. Public key crypto
systems rely on problems that are thought to be 'hard', such as taking discrete logarithms
(Diffie-Hellman) or factoring large numbers (RSA). However, there is no proof that these
problems are indeed hard - there could be a solution as yet unthought of to factor large
numbers in reasonable time.

There is an argument in favor, though, of assessing the problem as 'hard': the problem
of factoring has been studied by many specialists for decades, precisely because it has such
great implications in the field of cryptography.  It had already been studied for a long time
before, and the fact that it has large implications in cryptography has only added to its appeal
as a research object. This makes it unlikely that someone comes up with a new and easy
method of factoring large numbers. The more people are attacking the problem and the
longer they take, the more likely it is that the problem is indeed 'hard', even though it has
not been mathematically proved.

The same argument holds for assessing the strength of a crypto system. if a crypto
system has been published fur a long time, has been studied by many cryptanalysts around
the world, and still resists cracking, then it can be assumed to be strong. So, DES and RSA,
which both were published in the 197Os, are good crypto systems which are unlikely to be
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broken all of a sudden.12 This can not be said of unpublished crypto systems: they have not
been intensively scrutinized, and there might be a backdoor cracking method that its devisers
overlooked. 11

This is why most cryptologists argue that crypto systems should be published: the system
will be widely studied and analyzed, so that any flaws it contains will likely be found. This
way, for instance, the implementations of public key cryptography based on the 'knapsack'
problem 14 were found insecure, even though the mathematical problem was 'hard'. Crypto
systems that rely on secrecy are generally viewed with scepticism by experts (who call such
systems 'snake oil') - they know the complexity of devising a crypto system, and only trust
it when it has been studied by experts in the field. As the fundamental tenet of cryptography
says: "If lots of smart people have failed to solve a problem, then it probably won't be solved
(Soon)." [Kaufman, 401

Apart from attacking the crypto system itself, the cryptanalyst will try any other possible
attack. "There are numerous practical attacks that don't involve cryptanalysis, that can
expose the contents of a PGP encrypted message as easy as peeling a banana. These attacks
are cheap, efficient, sometimes difficult to detect, and may be elegantly simple." [McNamara
97] For instance, someone may have used weak keys or weak passphrases (which can be
automatically cracked by, e.g., PGPCrack). Attacks often benefit from design errors. Many
designers focus on theoretic attacks, resulting in products so complex that they lead to
implementation blunders and consequent security failures. According to cryptanalyst Ross
Anderson, almost "all security failures are in fact due to implementation and management
errors." [Anderson 94]

Even if the system and implementation are secure, someone can attack the key
management by bribing someone. If the persons involved are beyond corruption, he may use
a TEMPEST device to intercept the electromagnetic radiation your computer emits.  If you
prevent a TEMPEST attack by building a Faraday cage, he will infiltrate your favorite pizza-
catering service and look over your shoulder while you type in your key. Crypto use is only
as strong as its weakest link:  it pays to use strong systems only if you take into account all
feasible attacks. Indeed, most attacks do not seem to use cryptanalysis at all, but merely
involve "crooked employees, clever sting operations, stupid implementations, integration
blunders, and random idiocies." [Schneier. 214]

12    Of course, Eve might have cracked the system and have kept silent. After cracking a few sensitive corporate
messages to do profitable business on the stock market, and after selling some nuclear-technology secrets
to a backwater country, she could have retired to Puka-Puka, and no-one is the wiser.

13 For instance, Bruce Schneier, John Kelsey, and David Wagner announced on 20 March  1997 that they had
discovered a flaw in the privately designed Cellular Message Encryption Algorithm used in digital cellular
phones. allowing an attack to succeed within minutes on a conventional personal computer. [Counterpane]

14 The knapsack problem is the task of exactly filling up a knapsack with a selection of boxes from a given
collection ofboxes. In mathematics, this comes down to the following exercise: given a set of integers, find
a subset o f these integers that add up to a given large integer.
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Distributed attacks

Several efforts have shown the vulnerability of aypto systems to major, concerted attacks. Over the past two
years, several cracking contests have tested the strength of symmetric crypto systems with varying key
lengths. All contests except the last one were won by the combined computing power of many computers
testing keys in their spare time (e.g., at night, or in the form of a screen saver), fadlitated by lively discussions
and software exchange over the Internet. The results show the power of networking, with more and more
people participating in combined attacks.

date of system and number of key spacetime spent crackercrack key length computers involved searched

28.1.97 RC-5 40 bits 3.5 hours 250 32% Ian Goldberg

10.2.97 RC·5 48 bits 13 days 3500 58% Germano Caronni and others

17.6.97 DES 56 bits 120 days 70,000 25% Rocke Verser, Michael Sanders,
and others

19.10.97 RC-5 56 bits 250 days 500,000 4796 David McNett and others,

distributed.net

23.2.98 DES 56 bits 39 days no Infomiation 90% David McNett and others,
available distributed.net

15.7.98 DES 56 bits 2.5 days                       1 25% EFF DES Cracker

3.1.5. Key length
A good working assumption in cryptology is that the strength of a crypto system relies
entirely on the keys." That  is, the system should be so strong that the only way to crack it
is to try every possible key: a brute-force attack. Therefore, keys should be of sufficient
length to resist a brute-force attack. Trying every possible key to see which one fits can be
done in parallel, on many computers at the same time. Also, one can build special hardware
for cracking algorithms; although this hardware can be used for cracking only one system,
it is much quicker than general-purpose software. Brute-force attack is a trade-off between
cost and time: the more money you spend on computing power, the quicker you will find the
key.

The number of keys to be tried rises exponentially with their length. Every bit added to
a key doubles the number of possible keys. If you are not sure how much computation
capacity the attacker has got, it is wise to add a few key bits to be on the safe side - it does
not cost much to use a somewhat longer key, but it makes the cryptanalyst's work of brute-
forcing the key space a lot harder. A rule of thumb known as Moore's law says that the
computing capacity of computers doubles about every eighteen months. To keep abreast of
advances in computer technology, it therefore suffices to raise the key length by one bit
every year and a half, or to add six bits every ten years.

15   Sooner or later, someone will find out how the system works (like the American cryptanalysts building a
replica of the Japanese encoding machine in WWII). Cryptography experts hold that 'security through
obscurity' does not work: a good crypto system relies on the secrecy of its keys, not on its own secrecy.
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The required length for symmetric keys and for asymmetric keys differs due to the
variety in attack. Strong symmetric systems can be attacked only through brute force (trying
every possible key), whereas public key systems are attacked by trying to factor the large
numbers they are based on. Symmetric keys are usually 64 to  128 bits long,  DES, with  its
56 bits, is crackable, although at considerable cost; to be on the safe side, triple-DES is used,
with an effective key length of 112 bits. A panel of acknowledged experts in 1996 suggested
a minimum symmetric key length of 75 bits for keeping messages secure for some time to
come. 16 Adequate asymmetric keys vary from 768 to 2048 bits in length.

Apart from using a large enough key, one can also thwart brute-force attacks by
compressing a message before encryption. With a robust compression system, you can
remove most information redundancy from the data. This makes it difficult, if not
impossible, for a brute-force attacker to recognize the original message when he tries the
right key.

Developments that may shake the field

Computer power advances rather steadily. Moore's law (computer power doubles every eighteen months) of
the 1960s still holds today. This means that cryptography users can rely on current estimates of how much
time and money it costs to break a crypto system. However, there are several developments that might
change this outlook.

First, biotechnology can be used to solve mathematical problems. DNA has solved the 'hard' problem of
the traveling salesman (find a travel path that visits a specified number of cities exactly once). With smartly
chosen strings of DNA, each representing a city or a road between two cities, a (liquid) solution containing
these DNA strings and an enzyme to link them together, a (problem-solving) solution was found. Although a
modest project, the attempt shows that traditional computers do not have a monopoly in problem solving.
Efforts are made to use biochemlcs for cracking crypto systems. [Leutwyler] However, it is uncertain whether
such solutions scale well. According to Donald Beaver, for factoring a 1000-bit number, "far more than (...)
10200000 liters of solution would be needed, an amount that perhaps would have unsettled the biblical Noah."
[Beaver]

Second, efforts are being made to develop quantum computers. These would rely on quantum properties
of photons to represent bits of information. The uncertainty principle means that one bit could have different
values at the same time, a revolution in computing. A quantum computer might factor a large number In
polynomial time, possibly leading to the downfall of factoring-based public key cryptography. However, due to
physical problems, It is as yet uncertain whether such computers will ever be feasible.

Apart from revolutions in computing, thermodynamics places limits on computing power. A certain
amount of energy is needed to represent information: each operation involves a minimum amount of energy.
According to Bruce Schneier, there is not enough energy in space to brute-force attack a 256-bit symmetric
key Cuntil computers are built from something other than matter and occupy something other than space").
[Schneier, 158]

For the time being, one can rely on conventional computer technology and cryptography to safeguard
information security. It can do no harm, though, to keep an eye on developments elsewhere In science - some
application might appear to shake the present-day crypto field.

3.1.6. Key management
As the security of encryption lies mainly in its keys, not only do they have to be of sufficient
length, but they also have to be kept well. Symmetric keys and private keys have to remain
secret, whereas public keys require a proof of integrity. Key management is the most

16    "[K]eys used to protect data today should be at least 75 bits long. To protect information adequately for the
next 20 years in the face of expected advances in computer power. keys in newly-deployed systems should
be at least 90 bits long." [Blaze 961
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significant part of using encryption. Just as it is useless to have the best safe for your
valuables if you stick a paper on top of it with the code, it does not help to use a strong
crypto algorithm  i f you are careless with your keys.

Good cryptographic keys are random (or random-looking) strings of numbers of at least
eight characters: they are more like %p8@,CO,hq than like topsecret. Except mnemonic
wizards, people have to store the keys, which usually happens immediately after generation,
under protection  of a password (or, ideally, a passphrase).  A good option  is to store the  keys
on magnetic or smart cards - these tokens can serve as conventional keys to be inserted in
a lock in the computer or communications device. Alternatively, the keys may be encrypted
by a master key, which is closely guarded by a trusted person.

Once you lose a key, you lose the information, as the system is (supposed to be)
uncrackable (or you need not have used it in the first place). Also, employees can suddenly
die or be bribed by the competition. It is therefore prudent to keep back-up keys somewhere,
even though this might diminish security. Often, back-up keys are stored centrally with a
security employee or the management. Sometimes, a key-escrow agent may be found outside
the company - this is usually a Trusted Third Party (TTP).

Especially private keys, which have a lifetime of several years, should be guarded from
disclosure. Once a private key has been compromised, all users should be notified, lest they
rely on the corresponding public key that is no longer valid. For this, key-distribution centers
or Certification Agencies maintain lists of compromised keys. To solve liability questions
that may arise  in case of a key compromise,  a key certificate can be issued with a limited
time-span, and agreements can  be made on the time limit to notify the key center of a key
compromise. Because the idea of using digital signatures is useless if people can sign a
message and subsequently deny having signed it ("Oh, sorry, 1 lost my key before this
message was signed."), it is advisable to have a TTP time-stamp transactions. If the key
center has not been notified of a key compromise before the time-stamp, the signature can
be considered valid and the holder of the corresponding private key is accountable for the
signature.

In public-key crypto systems, one must rely on the correctness of the public key. Mallet
can issue a public key in Bob's name. He can then read any message Alice sends to 'Bob'.
Therefore, Alice must have a way of knowing that a public key really belongs to Bob.  The
reliability of public keys is usually ascertained by the digital signature of a Certification
Authority (CA). This CA issues key certificates containing the public key, identifying
information, a time-span, and the signature of the CA.

Two systems for communications security, Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) and Privacy
Enhanced Mail (PEM), illustrate potential key-certification structures. PGP has a flat,
horizontal structure, with users certifying each other: ifyou trust someone, you sign his key.
I f someone's key is signed by (someone whose key is signed by) someone you trust, you
will  accept his public key.  So, PGP relies on a web of trust.  In PEM, on the other hand,
certification is hierarchic: a top certification center certifies national certification centers,
which certify local or corporate certification authorities, which certify users. The trust of
PEM depends on faith in the top certification center.
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Figure 2.2. The certification structures of  PEM (left) and PGP (right).

The framework for key-management services (such as key recovery, certification of
public keys, and time-stamping messages) is called a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). The
establishment of a PKI is important to ensure that cryptography can be used well in the
information society. People are often required to use cryptography for communicating with
unknown people, and so, they must have a way ofensuring that the keys they use are valid.
Trust is essential, and this can almost only be established through a certification
infrastructure that has a firm basis in law (formulating requirements for CAs. for instance)
as well as in practice.

Today, PKIs are beginning to emerge, oriented either more vertically or more
horizontally, depending on their context. An intra-organization PKI, for instance of a
multinational, will usually be hierarchic, but it may have a cross-certification relationship
with PKIs of fellow multinationals. These could all be hierarchically incorporated in a
Chamber of Commerce PKI, which could in its turn cross-certify an international NGO PKI.
At the national and international levels, all sorts of PKIs are conceivable, and time will tell
which PKIs will emerge where. (See further 7.1.)

3.1.7. More distinctions
Apart from the difference between 'weak' and 'strong' crypto systems,17 some more
distinctions are useful in describing the field of cryptography. Cryptography can be used for
protecting either communications or data storage. This influences the choice of crypto-
graphy. In general, for communications security one needs - usually short-term - confi-
dentiality or integrity and authenticity,  or all of these. For storage, only confidentiality or
integrity are needed, but for a longer period. In communications, session keys can be
discarded directly after the conversation; for storage, the keys obviously have to remain
valid and secret for as long as the information needs to be stored. Therefore, the
management of keys also varies with the application.

The Spartan and Caesar ciphers show that cryptography can be implemented in hardware

17    'There are two kinds ofcryptography: one that keeps your little sister from reading a message, and one that
keeps the government from reading a message." [Schneier. xix]
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(the Spartan staff) or software (the Caesar algorithm). Often, modern cryptography is
implemented in (tamper-proof) hardware. 18 This is mainly for efficiency reasons: software
implementations are slower and more vulnerable to attacks. The drawback of hardware  is
that it is less fit for distribution and upgrading; software implementations can be easily
transmitted and upgraded. As processing speeds continue to advance, more cryptography

may be implemented in software, although for specific purposes hardware solutions will
probably remain preferred.

In networks, cryptography can be used link-by-link or end-to-end. Link-by-link
encryption means that each node in the network decrypts incoming messages and encrypts
outgoing messages; in the node itself, the message is in the clear. in end-to-end encryption,
on the other hand, a message is encrypted at the start and decrypted only after arrival at its
destination. The advantage of link-by-link encryption is that the sender only needs to know
the key ofthe first node, regardless ofthe addressee. With end-to-end encryption, every user
should know the keys of all the people he might want to communicate with. However, in
link-by-link encryption, the message can be read at every node, so the overall security is
only as strong as the weakest node, and all nodes have to be trusted. End-to-end encryption

safeguards security over an insecure network.

3.1.8. Hiding cryptography
Just as messages can be hidden by cryptography, the use of cryptography can itself be
hidden. This is called steganography (hidden writing). For instance, a message can be
tattooed on the scalp of a courier, who - once his hair has sufficiently grown - runs to the
addressee, who shaves his hair and reads the message (as Histiaeus did with a slave to urge
his son-in-law to revolt against Persia, according to Herodotus [Kahn, 81]). Quicker is an
ancient Chinese method of hiding a message written on very thin silk in a ball of wax which
the courier hides or swallows [Kahn, 73].

More elegant forms of steganography hide messages in messages - seemingly innocent
texts that contain secret messages underneath. Naive people 'hide' their PIN codes in their
address book, writing it as a postal code'9 - usually to no avail, as it is easy to detect fake
postal codes. Another example is 'Yuan Xiao', a poem by a Chinese student in the US,
which was published in the Chinese official newspaper Renmin Ribao (People's Daily) in
March 1991. Seemingly an innocent  poem, it escaped the notice  of the severe Chinese
Communist Party's censors, but most of the readers noticed the hidden message: the
diagonal was a call for Prime Minister Li Peng to be replaced.20 More practical than Chinese
is the use of digital signatures to send subliminal messages: hiding data in the signature
attached to the message. In fact, "[a]ny signature scheme can be converted into a subliminal
channel" [Schneier, 536] (see also 7.3.2).

18     Note that claims of tamper-resistance should be viewed with some caution. [Anderson 96].
19   Dutch postal codes have the form 1234 AB. which can 'hide' the PIN 1234.
20 Subsequently, Chinese officials have become more cautious. Public-security officers withheld a letter written

by dissident Wang Dan in prison. They did not understand the poem it contained, and suspected that it
contained secret signals to outsiders. Consequently. they required Wang Dan to write another letter. [,Wing
Pao, 26 August 1997]
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Most methods of steganography tend to significantly enlarge the message size. A system
(mockingly) proposed by a Dutch professor, in reaction to the Dutch plans to restrict crypto
use, would multiply a message's size seventy times [Mulder]. Moreover, systems that hide
messages in normal-language texts are hard to automate. However, efficient programs exist
to hide messages in digitized images (for instance Stego, Hide and Seek). These images
consist of many (usually 256) shades of white to black (or color)21; in the least significant
bit of each byte of a pixel, a bit of the message can be hidden. This hardly alters the
appearance ofthe image, as the subtle shade differences are unnoticeable to the human eye.
Thus, you can store a 64 kilobyte message in a  1024 x 1024 grey-scale picture [Schneier,  101.
This process is also possible with digitized sounds.

Another way to 'hide' cryptography is to use a 'duress' code, which can apply two
different keys to the same ciphertext: one decrypts it to its original (real) plaintext, the other
decrypts it into another, innocent message.22 Some password systems use this method of
duress codes: if a bank employee is forced at gunpoint to get money from the safe, he can
type in a password that opens the safe but at the same time triggers a silent alarm.

Detecting cryptography
How do you distinguish, in E.M. Forster's phrase, 'mystery' from 'muddle', or cryptography
from nonsense? Ifyou have a random-looking stream of bits, how do you know whether it
is an encrypted message, a picture hiding a message, or just plain nonsense? If you can
transform it into something meaningful by means of a decryption algorithm, you can
reasonably assume that the string was indeed the encryption of that message. Failing this,
there is no real method of distinguishing between the two. Checking the pattern of the
random-looking string can help, as good crypto systems transform a message into a
ciphertext that satisfies the main properties of randomness. The context can give more
evidence. E.g., the least significant bits of digital images have patterns not necessarily
similar to those of ciphertexts, so the pattern may indicate that an image hides a message.23

21     According to Peter Wayner, i f colors are defined by 8 bits, the effects of hiding data in them can be quite
significant, but with 24-bit colors the result is much better. [Wayner 96, 159-160]

22     Say you want to send the message: "twelve tons of dope" using a Vigenere system (addition of letters:
A+B=B, C+D=F, et cetera). With Hamlet's monologue as a key, this yields the ciphertext
plaintext: twelvetonsofdope
key: TOBEORNOTTOBETHA
ciphertext: MKFPJVGCGLCGHHWE
When forced to decrypt, you might - instead of giving the real key - use the key BWSJ YNLY NEGQ
NDSR, which decrypts the message as follows:
ciphertext: MKFPJVGCGLCGHHWE
key: BWSJYNLYNEGQNDSR
plaintext: longlivethequeen
This way you can decrypt the ciphertext to any plaintext you choose: from the cipher-text and the desired
plaintext. you can compute the key you need to 'decrypt' to the desired plaintext.

23 One could prevent detection through this kind of analysis by building an image around the (cipher)text to
be hidden, instead of hiding the text in an existing image. Computer graphics or fractals are possible
candidates to compose images from (random-looking) texts.
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3.1.9. Protocols
Apart from cryptographic algorithms, a large number of cryptographic protocols are being
developed. These are a series of steps, involving two or more parties, designed to accomplish
a task using cryptography [Schneier. 211. They can be used for a wider variety of objectives
than simple crypto systems. Indeed, it is amazing what can be accomplished through
cryptographic protocols: mutually distrustful parties can do a great variety of things over a
network without being able to cheat. For instance, they can fairly toss a coin or play poker
over the telephone, or sign a contract simultaneously over a network.

Suppose you are a carpet dealer in Baghdad. One day, Ali Baba comes and steals a
carpet. You run after him, but he flees into a tunnel in the rock. At a junction, you are at a
loss; as you cannot wait all day, you choose left. Wrong: at the end there is a blank wall, but
no carpet robber. Bad luck. The next day, the same happens, and this time, you go right at
the junction - wrong again. The stars must be against you.  By the tenth carpet you lose this
way, though, you will doubt whether it is only bad luck - the chance of your choosing wrong
ten consecutive times is less than one in a thousand. There must be a catch: Ali Baba knows
a secret passageway connecting the two tunnel ends, so that he can escape no matter which
way you go. You do not know where this secret passage is, but you are convinced it must
be there. Ali Baba has used a zero-knoivledge protocol to convince you that he knows a
secret, without giving it away.

Zero-knowledge protocols have interesting applications, for instance in authentication
procedures: you can authenticate yourself by showing you know a secret (for instance, a PIN
code), without giving any information about the secret itself.

Other cryptographic protocols that have a great potential are secret-sharing protocols.
With these, you can divide a secret among a number of people, so that they can reproduce
the secret only when a certain number ofthem are together, still, each single holder does not
have any clue to the secret. The protocol can be sophisticated into any detail desired: you
can give certain (groups of) people priorities or veto rights. Secret sharing can be used for
taking major decisions, such as launching a missile attack, or for sharing a vital company
secret among the board.

..,

3.2. Applications

Cryptography is used to safeguard information-security objectives: integrity, authenticity,
confidentiality, and (within limits) non-repudiation. In the information society, many
applications call for these objectives. Often, cryptography is virtually the only way to
effectively safeguard information. This section will show to what uses cryptography can be
put by the various participants in the information society.

3.2.1. Providers
Network providers can incorporate cryptography in their networks, to make sure all
information transfers are secured from altering and eavesdropping. Link-by-link encryption
will ensure that in between nodes all information is enciphered. The new version of the
Internet Protocol (IP - the basic protocol that determines transmissions over the Internet),
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1 Pv6, is to incorporate DES in the network layer. At the transport layer, network providers
can incorporate the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to facilitate secure communications between
communicating parties over the Internet. The ISDN protocol includes the capability of
incorporating encryption. Even if built-in encryption is not always viable for large, public
networks (for instance, because of lack of interoperability), network encryption can be
efficient for local area networks or intranets.

The major network to incorporate cryptography is SWIFT, the international financial
network. Because of the enormous value of its transactions, protection is paramount.  It is
estimated that daily halfthe world's Gross Domestic Product travels over the network. This
calls for maximum transmission security safeguarding both integrity and confidentiality.24

For service providers, cryptography is a good feature in new services to enlarge
consumer trust. For instance, the WWW browser Netscape has a cryptography feature that
allows subscribers to communicate securely: users that obtain a signed certificate are assured
that all their communications are automatically encrypted (as long as, of course, the other
party also has a certificate). It can also serve to authenticate clients and servers. Internet

Service Providers will be required to protect the privacy oftheir clients (at least by providing
adequate security of stored unread e-mail), and perhaps to provide their clients with means,
including cryptography, to protect their online activities.

Other services that can profit from cryptography are teleconferencing, for which general-
ly confidentiality should be safeguarded.2S Still more important is the protection of mobile
telecommunications, one ofthe fastest growing markets. As radio communications are easier
to intercept than wire communications, they should be better protected. GSM has
incorporated the encryption algorithm A5 to automatically encode all communications
between the mobile phone and the base station.26 Software developers can use Message
Authentication Codes to serve as proof of correctness of software [Hueskel; especially for
critical company operations, users need to be sure the software has not been tampered with.

For service providers and content providers, protecting intellectual-property rights will
be a major crypto application, although the technology is yet in an early stage. Major market
shares of the information society will consist of conditional-access services and payable
services on demand. Pay-TV and (near) video-on-demand are quickly gaining ground. They
rely on the possibility to shield transmitted information from unauthorized use. Conventional
(analogue) scramblers used for encoding programs on a broadcasting net are traditionally

24     "In such business, confidentiality is paramount - consequently. security is a fundamental aspect o f the entire
S.W.I.F.T. system and is rigorously implemented throughout in order to address the full spectrum of risk."
[SWIFT. 8]

15     The EC Council resolution on the use  of videoconference  and videophone  techniques for  intergovernmental
applications of 9 June 1986 [86/Cl60/01]calls confidentialityoneof theproblems specifictothe use of
videoconference facilities by governments. Likewise, most company meetings contain sensitive information,
and private video-conferencing may be privacy-sensitive.

26   Encryption can also be used to prevent the cloning of mobile phones: the reprogramming of a stolen
analogue phone to resemble a legitimate phone. causing the Calls to be billed to the legitimate owner.
Fraudulent use of stolen mobile phones by cloning rose by 500 per cent in 1995. Newer systems. such as
GSM. use encryption to prevent cloning. [CLSR, January-February 1996]
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easily breakable.27 For video-on-demand to really take off, better encoding schemes are
called for, relying on good crypto systems to prevent unauthorized decoding. Likewise,
Digital Versatile Disks (DVDs, the next-generation compact disk) will incorporate
encryption to prevent piracy ofthe movies stored on them.

Also, for the online distribution of copyrighted works, such as books, compact discs, or
digitized art works,21 encrypted distribution and electronic copyright-management systems
are necessary.29 Such protection may include 'locking' products (publishing a product of
which the main part is cryptographically locked; users can download it and pay a fee to
receive the decoding key), fingerprinting (adding buyer-specific data to each sold copy),10
and watermarking (marking the source and copyright information with steganographic
methods, so that the watermark will be preserved when the product is copied or altered), 3I
all of which measures require some form ofcryptography. Since it is impossible to prevent
authorized users from redistributing the product (they, after all, have legitimate access to the
product as it is), mechanisms to track unauthorized re-use, such as watermarks, may be even
more important than secure distribution to authorized users. Cryptography can help tracing
the source of leaks, when 'traitors' (authorized recipients) allow non-authorized parties to
obtain the data [Chor].

The technical protection for conditional-access services and for copyright-management
schemes is being supplemented by legal protection. First, the European Commission has
presented a draft Directive on legal protection of conditional access services in July 1997
[COM (97) 3561, which covers all broadcasting and online services offered on a conditional-
access basis. The draft requires member states to prohibit commercial activities that facilitate
unauthorized access to pay services.32 Second, the WIPO Copyright Treaty requires
legislation to prohibit the circumvention of technological copyright-management infor-
mation.33 The European Union and the US are taking Steps to implement these requirements.

27 For instance, illegal decoders were publicly marketed for decoding European Broadcasting Union
transmissions of the European Championships soccer in 1996. IVolkskrant. 29 February  1996]

28 Marketing digitized art constitutes an emerging market, but museums worry about losing control of their
collections. 'Some computer-literate museum employees are starting to think about ways to encrypt such
images so that only authorized users can look at them." [Powell]

29   "Technologies developed for securing information hold promise for monitoring the use of protected
information, and provide a means for collecting and compensating the owners of intellectual property."
[OTAJ

30 Such fingerprinting can also be done anonymously. [Pfitzmann]
31 For instance, Playboy is watermarking its online photos to track use of its images on the Web. [Lazarus]
32 The scope of the draft directive is broader than the original Green Paper on the legalprotection ofencopted

services in the internal market of July  1996, which covered only illegal decoding of broadcast services.
Amendments to the draft directive raised concerns within the cryptographers community in carly  1998, as
they appeared to also prohibit cryptanalytic research. However. the final proposal for the Directive

[COM(98) 332] implemented these amendments.
33    Article 1 1, 'Obligations concerning Technological Measures", of the WIPO Copyright Treaty. adopted 20

December 1996. reads: "Contracting Parties shall provide adequate legal protection and effective legal
remedies against the circumvention of effective technological measures that are used by authors in
connection with the exercise of their rights under this Treaty or the Berne Convention and that restrict acts,
in respect of their works. which are not authorized by the authors concerned or permitted by law." The WIPO
Performances and Phonograms Treaty of the same dat contains a similar requirement.
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The Dutch government likewise recognizes that criminal law should protect against infringe-
ments of technical measures, such as encryption, that protect information [25880, nrs 1-2.61

Cryptography also facilitates new business processes for content providers. For instance,
record companies welcome the option of recording music at different places at the same time
- vocals in New York, the band in London. They can efficiently exchange the recordings
over the internet in a secured, confidential way, and mix the recordings.

3.2.2. Government
Traditionally, governments have been the main users (and breakers) of cryptography. They
employ it in diplomatic services, intelligence gathering, military affairs, internal memoranda,
et cetera. The 'black chambers' of the eighteenth century, which deciphered virtually all
diplomatic correspondence [Kahn. 157-188], have a modern counterpart in intelligence agencies
that employ a large number of mathematically trained cryptanalysts.

Yet cryptography is not only used for intelligence purposes. It shields personal registries
maintained by the government, such as municipal, social-security, and police registries.
Equally important, it protects intra-government communications. Some examples of
government networks requiring high levels of information security are a trans-European
public administration network called for by the Bangemann report, OB2000 (a Dutch
network for electronic messages within (local) governments and for communication between
government and citizens), and C2000 (a Dutch single, high-grade network for mobile voice
and data communications between police, fire brigades, ambulances, and military
constabulary). More specific applications also call for encryption, such as the information
interchange between the Central Criminal Intelligence Agency and Interpol [Hendriksl, and
the online checking of license-number information by traffic wardens ITelecommagazines

September  1996].
As government information is increasingly published electronically to facilitate access

to public-sector information, the concern for integrity is growing. In many cases, for
instance, in applying for a subsidy or in setting up a business, people must be able to rely on
the correctness ofthe electronic administrative information.

Also, cryptography opens up new ways for improving the relationship between citizen
and administration.14 For instance, online tax declaration is a client-friendly and expedient
medium. Electronic elections and referendums may be held, with large efficiency gains. The
reliability and unforgeability of votes can only be safeguarded by cryptography, such as
digital signatures with private keys issued by an election Certification Authority. Electronic
toll collection or road-pricing schemes can be implemented. The data used in these projects
must not only be correct, but also confidential, as information on traveling behavior can be
privacy-threatening.

34     Indeed, in less democratic countries, cryptography may even enhance the democratic value of parliamentary
decisions itself In early 1998, China's National People's Congress put into use a new electronic voting
system that 'is designed to make it impossible to track down any individual deputy's voting options"
[A7nhua, 4 March  1998]. This might help in transforming the traditional applause machine  into  a more
critical legislative body.
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One of the most important uses of cryptography in this context  is that it helps to prevent
crime. Cryptography protects against computer crime, fraud, and industrial espionage. In the
words of James Fotis, Executive Director of the Law Enforcement Alliance of America, "the
threat to public safety comes from the  lack of encryption; files that are not secure are ripe
fur theft and misuse. (...) [B]y using encryption we can reduce computer theft crimes and
lower economic espionage." [Fotisl

Last, a quaint application has been proposed  in the draft Dutch Computer Crime Act 11.
Cryptography can be used for 'seizing' or 'attaching' information that the judiciary wants
to bring out of someone's power (for instance, because it is child pornography), comparable
to the traditional seizure of property. If the seizure of the information carrier is
disproportionate, the 'cybersheriff could encrypt the information on the owner's disk, so
that the in formation would get out of reach of the person involved (provided he does not
have a copy somewhere). Only when the judge grants replevin, the information would be
decrypted and thus 'returned to the owner'. 35

3.2.3. Other users
Besides the government, the other users of the in formation society - both individual and
corporate - can gain much from new ICT applications. In many cases, integrity, authenticity,
or confidentiality are called for.

Financial applications
First, financial transactions have to be secure. Home banking is an increasingly popular
activity, which relies on the integrity, authenticity, and confidentiality oftransmitted requests
and orders. For online payment, transmitting credit-card numbers over networks is, to say
the least, risky. Losses through the interception of credit-card numbers have occurred
repeatedly. Information that is directly valuable should be encrypted before being sent
online, if not before being typed at all - packet sniffers can intrude in terminals and record
in formation to be downloaded later by the initiator of the sniffer (which can even bypass
firewalls). It is wiser to use a zero-knowledge protocol to give the credit-card number,16 for
instance, by challenged signed response: the server gives the client a random number, which
he types into a personal calculator containing a chip with the credit-card number. Inside, the
chip computes a hash from the random number and the credit-card number, which the client
send to the server. The server can then veri fy the correctness of the credit-card number by
computing the same hash.

Other methods are being developed for online payment. Electronic cash (e-cash) systems

35 First suggested by Ministry ofJustice official Alexander Patijn [Patijn, 805], it was incorporated in the draft
Computer Crime Act 11. proposed article 1250. Another way to 'seize data would be to copy them and delete
the 'original' data.

36   "An Internet user should not be required to type in a password or reveal any personal characteristics that
someone else could copy. Instead users should be asked to provide answers that depend on their knowledge
of some secret without revealing it." IBethj
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have been proposed and are being tested in practice.17 An electronic coin or note is a (large)
number digitally signed by the issuing bank. An (electronic) shop-owner can verify the
bank's signature and send it to the bank to add to his account. All e-cash systems incorporate
a feature to prevent or to detect and trace double spending. Anonymity is a disputed feature:
it is desirable from a privacy point of view (normal cash, after all, is anonymous), but it
creates opportunities for illegal purposes, like money laundering, tax evasion, and cashing
a ransom anonymously with no risk of being traced [Solms].

A particular use for electronic cash is micropayment: paying very small fees for very
small services, like viewing a WWW page. Such a feature might stimulate the development
of good web pages: page makers would be rewarded for their efforts, and competition would
ensure that the web does not perish in a chaos of infinitely many web pages where no-one
can find his way. Micropayment could be a feature implemented in browsers: each user has
a stack of electronic coins (each, say, of tens of a cent), of which the browser would
automatically transfer one to the holder of the requested web page, while transferring the
page to the user.

Digital money will increasingly be stored on smart cards. Altogether, smart cards hold
great promise, not only for storing digital money (in Dutch the 'chipknip' or 'chipper'), but
also for membership cards, medical-insurance cards, museum cards, and public-traffic
permits. To protect the information on smart cards, which can have direct financial value or
be privacy-sensitive, cryptography should be used to guarantee authorized use only of the
information stored. 38

Privacy and sensitive data
Cryptography will also ensure that on multi-functional smart cards, people can only read the
sections they are allowed to access - an important feature to prevent the making of privacy-
threatening personal profiles. More in general, cryptography serves to protect personal data
files, as required by data-protection laws.19 Moreover, for many purposes, Privacy
Enhancing Technologies (PET) can be used to protect personal information from
unnecessary disclosure: pseudonymous data often suffice for the purposes of collecting
personal data. A Norwegian report thus recommends 'pseudonimizing' health registries, so
that data can be gathered for research purposes without threatening personal privacy [NOUJ.
A joint report of the Dutch and Ontarian data protection registrars strongly recommends the
use of PET in a variety of applications. Often, it is not necessary to know the identity of the
people involved: a pseudo-identity suffices. Only for authorizing and billing is it necessary

37     DigiCash has developed ecash'M, a digital equivalent of cash which was accepted as currency by Mark
Twain Bank (until September  1998) and by some other banks on an experimental basis. Contrary to the
'cash' of DigiCash, other online-payment systems rely on encrypted transmission of credit-card numbers or
account information (CyberCash, First Virtual, Netscape's built-in encryption software developed with
MasterCard and Visa) or on smart cards (Mondex).

38 "Smart cards have been technologically demonstrated. Whether the business and personal privacy issues they

raise can be settled is another matter. Companies in a wide variety of businesses see uses for smart cards, but
each has an interest in controlling the personal information that will be stored on them." [Zysman]

39    According to the Dutch Data Protection Authority, encryption is one of the most powerful tools to protect
data bases and data supply as required by the Data Registries Act. [Registratiekamer 94]
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to know the name and address of the users of the service. [Registratickamer 95] Cryptography
will help implement  the ' identity protector'   used in privacy-enhancing technologies.
Similarly, cryptography can protect data bases, so that it is easy to find the data of a single
person but hard to extract an entire mailing list from the data base [Schneier, 73-4].

In general, storage will require encryption to shield sensitive information in a variety of
situations, from keeping a secret diary40 or shielding adult material from your kids to
outlining plans you do not want others to know of - both in private and business

surroundings.
Aside from the protection of stored personal data, data security often also requires

communications safety. Business communications need to be protected, both from eaves-

dropping and from altering. Many intra-enterprise communications are confidential, such
as annual figures, research and development information, personnel mutations, and travel
information of high corporate officials who run a risk of being taken hostage. Many (larger)
companies use private networks or intranets, where the security risk is lower. Still, even
private networks are vulnerable to hacking and eavesdropping, so that sensitive information
should be protected additionally by cryptography. Also, cryptography is a good means of
shielding information from unauthorized users within a company (especially important since
the larger part of security threats comes from employees)

Also for private use, cryptography will be required for communications security. As the
use of e-mail is soaring, increasingly people are sending confidential information across

public networks. One ofthe principles ofthe US NII Task Force reads: "Individuals should
be able to safeguard their own privacy by having (...) the opportunity to use appropriate
technical controls, such as encryption, to protect the confidentiality and integrity of
communications and transactions". [NI,TFJ The use of e-mail encryption will likely be a
major application of cryptography in the near future. Examples are electronic private letters,
electronic confessions,41 online psychological help, 2 or escaping from government scrutiny.
Lawyers and their clients will often want to communicate confidentially through
encryption. 43

Human rights
Cryptography can be life-saving for political and human-rights activists who fear persecution
from human rights violating governments. The US State Department report on human-rights
practices lists quite a number of countries whose governments illegally monitor the

40    In 1996, an employee of Emmen municipality was suspended when his diary, which he kept at work on his
hard disk, was found to contain rather unkind statements about his colleagues. Although the diary had been
erased from the hard disk, two colleagues managed to unearth it with undelete utilities while he was on
holiday. Cryptography would have helped the employee to keep his diary secret - and his job.

41     In 1996, an Austrian priest went online to offer a confession service. He encouraged people who wanted to
confess to use PGP. [Cf. Landwehr]

42 Psychologist Robert Wilson expects 40 per cent of psychological help to take place online within a few
years, especially since it is decidedly cheaper. Untermediair. 25 September 19971

43   The Iowa Supreme Court Board of Professional Ethics and Conduct has stated that e-mail containing
sensitive material must be encrypted. or else the lawyer must obtain written acknowledgment  from the client
that he consents to the risk. \EPLR 1996.5151
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communications and illegally search the houses of its citizens, notably of dissidents.44 Phil
Zimmerman, maker of PGP, received several messages from a Central European human-
rights activist who thanked him for writing PGP. "Without PGP we would not be able to
function and protect our client group. Thanks to PGP 1 can sleep at night knowing that no
amount of prying will compromise our clients. (...) There is no Constitution, enforced by
capable courts in this part ofthe world able to protect us from such abuses, so we must have
the right to protect ourselves from abuse" [Zimmerman 961. Human Rights Watch has called
on governments to allow "users of the Gli to encrypt their communications and information
without restriction."  [HRW]  When  Hong  Kong  had been handed  over to China  in   1997,
Amnesty International called on its China coordinators to encrypt all communications with
Amnesty's Hong Kong Regional Office. After the 1996 publication ofNicky Hager's book
on the global surveillance system Echelon (see sidebar in 4.3.2), a project was started in the
Pacific to promote and supply publicly-available encryption software to democracy
movements in countries with repressive governments. [Hager]

Public and private networks
Encryption is important in connections with the outside world. More and more individuals
and companies connect to public electronic networks. Security is a major concern, especially
when connecting to the Internet. Firewalls generally protect internal systems from outside
threats, but some sophisticated attacks can bypass even firewall protection. Sensitive infor-
mation has to be additionally protected with cryptography from spoofing attacks.45 In
connections with the outside world, virus protection is paramount. Cryptographic integrity
checks (for instance, a signed hash) can serve to assure that a software program has not been
altered by a virus. Each time the program is invoked, the computer first checks the hash to
see ifthe program is still the same.

Through external connections, communicating with other parties, for instance, in
distance selling, negotiating mergers, exchanging marketing information, and tendering, is
increasingly done online. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) uses standardized commun-
ication formats, for instance for insurance contracts, court pleadings, bills of sale, and
shipping documents. Production and sale chains can be set up for just-in-time order and
delivery; in consequence, the stock can be much smaller and efficiency is enhanced. The
factories and companies in the chain have to rely on the integrity and authenticity of the
orders; these objectives can be effected through digital signatures and message authen-
tication codes.

Cryptography is essential for electronic commerce. Digital signatures and Certification
Authorities can address the need for non-repudiation, integrity. and authenticity of requests

44 For instance, on China, the report states: "In practice, however. authorities frequently monitor telephone
conversations, fax transmissions, electronic mail, and Internet communications of foreign visitors,
businessmen, diplomats, residents, and journalists as well as Chinese dissidents, activists, and others.
Authorities also open and censor domestic and international  mail. (...) Government security organs monitor
and sometimes restrict contact between foreigners and citizens, particularly dissidents." [DoS]

45    In a spoofing attack, TCP/IP packets are faked so that a server is fooled into believing they come from an
authorized user; this way, one can even bypass firewalls. The only real method of protecting information
against these sophisticated attacks is to use cryptographic authentication.
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and delivery (provided international legal recognition and liability issues are solved). Often,
confidentiality may be called for. "The use of strong encryption which ensures the
confidentiality of both sensitive commercial and of personal data is one of the foundation
stones of electronic commerce." [COM(97)157. at 501 The Bonn conference likewise recognizes
"the importance of the availability of strong encryption technology for electronic
commerce." [Bonn, at 35]

Another option created by electronic networks is teleworking. If employees work at
home, they may save commuting time and child-care costs. Access to the company's
network and automation facilities can be established through telephone-modem connections,
but the openness of the public telephone network warrants encrypting all communications
between the company and home.

Other applications
Besides confidentiality, integrity of communications is often necessary.  R&D in formation,
annual returns, and the like must be relied on. Integrity is also paramount in safety-critical
processes. For instance, in automated medical procedures, such as the administering of
medicine or computer-supported operations, the integrity of the data used is a matter of life
and death.46 As a result of a nurse altering data in the data base of a British hospital, a child
with meningitis received medication for a heart disease [Breed, 171 Several cases are known
of factory robots having killed people [Neumann. 651. In safety-critical applications, both the
integrity of information input and of the software used must be ensured; cryptographic
checks play a significant part in this.

A secret-sharing protocol (3.1.9) can help to protect key company secrets, such as the
recipe of the company's product or the combination to the safe. It is dangerous to have a
single person keep secrets (what happens i f he debauches, defects, or dies?), so the secret
should be shared among, say, five company officials and employees, in such a way that each
three of them can decrypt the secret. A secret-sharing protocol ensures that the secret is
divided among them, without any single person having knowledge ofthe secret: it is only
with a minimum number of them that they can reconstruct it.  So,  if any one holder defects
to a competing company, he can give away no information, and the secret can still be recon-
structed. The chances of the competition bribing a number of employees is significantly
smaller than the chance of a single employee being corrupt.

Last, the advent of public-key cryptography creates a curious possibility: you can prove
you have made an invention without making known how it works. You simply make a hash
of the document describing your invention, sign it with your private key, and publish it in
the New York Times. Later, by the time you want to market your invention, you can patent
it; the published and signed hash serves as proof that you made the invention at the time of
publishing, which invalidates claims of others that made the same invention after you.
Delaying marketing of a new invention gives you more time to sophisticate it or to do
market research; with traditional patent claims, time runs against the inventor.

46    A woman who had been told she and her children had incurable syphilis killed her daughter and tried to kill
her son and hersel f The medical information turned out to be based on a computer error. INeumann. 711
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3.2.4. Cryptography in practice
Cryptography is widely available. A worldwide survey ofcryptographic products by Trusted
Information Systems found 1619 products  as of December 1997 (rising  from  1393  in
December  1996). Of these, 656 non-US products were identified from 29 countries (43 per
cent using DES), mostly in Europe, but also in Argentina, India, Iran, Mexico, and Russia.
These products were produced and distributed by 949 companies (475 US, 474 non-US) in
at least 68 countries. [Tls}

Although the potential applications for cryptography are abundant, its present use is
confined to a few major areas. It protects the integrity of valuable information, it
authenticates people who engage in transactions, and it shields confidential information from
unauthorized access. It is mainly used in financial areas (bank transactions, home banking,
smart cards, e-cash), in privacy protection (personal registries, smart cards, government
registries, sensitive information storage), and communications security (e-mail, facsimile,
the air interface of GSM).

A  survey of business cryptography use, ordered by the Dutch government  in  1994  when
it prepared its hapless law to restrict crypto use, concluded that cryptography is mainly used
by large organizations. Of the 97 respondents, 18 organizations indicated they used
cryptography, and ten expected to start using it within the next ten years - a total of 29 per
cent. Cryptography was mainly used in business provision of services (notably banks) and
in telecommunications. The researchers expected that future cryptography spread would be
larger than the results indicated, given the fast growth of the number of computers and
modern applications like home banking and EDI. [KPMG 94,6-71 In the US, the Chamber of
Commerce estimated that  17 per cent of companies used encryption for confidentiality in
1995. They expected the figure to rise to 60 per cent by 2000 Imentioned in Denning 97b].

So, in practice, cryptography is still mainly used by large entities: banks, great
enterprises, administrations. Individuals and small and medium-sized enterprises are starting
to use it, but in general they lag behind, possibly through a failure to recognize the
importance of information security, and through a lack of standardized, user-friendly
cryptography products. It is commonly expected, however, that crypto use will rise
significantly in the near future, as more and more areas of life are digitized and as encryption
technologies become more widespread and user-friendly. 47

3.3. Conclusion - the importance of cryptography

"Cryptographic technologies are nowadays widely recognised as the essential tool for
security and trust in electronic communication. (...) Encryption of data is very often the only
effective and cost-efficient way of meeting these requirements." [COM(97) 5031

47 "The market for encryption in distributed computation, databases, and electronic mail is beginning to expand
exponentially as the U.S. and other countries develop and popularize electronic commerce, public networks,
and distributed processing. (...) Less technologically advanced countries, where demand for encryption
software is reportedly negligible, will soon undergo widespread development and computerization leading
to increased demand for encryption software within the next 10 years." [DoC]
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Through the advent of public-key encryption, a whole range of crypto applications has
opened up to secure information. Some of these are exotic, but many applications are basic
and will be essential in the information society - for providers, for users, and, not least, for
governments. The confidentiality and integrity of communications and stored information
will often have to be safeguarded through encryption.

The importance of cryptography is widely recognized by governments. For instance, the
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs stated: "It is undisputed that for businesses and
government alike cryptography forms an indispensable and useful instrument for the
reliability and security of message traffic and ofthe infrastructure and telecommunications
services used for this." [24565, nr 1,5] Likewise, the German Ministry of Economic Affairs
found that "effective infurmation protection requires secure encryption methods (...) A
reliable protection of [confidential] information from unauthorized access is often only to
be effected through the deployment of secure encryption methods." [BfW] The Australian
Walsh Report found that the "ready availability of strong encryption (...) is the most effective
safeguard of individual privacy." [Walsh, finding 1 2 39]

Most importantly, even proponents ofrestricting cryptography in view ofcryptocriminals
recognize the need for strong cryptography. "Practically everyone agrees that cryptography
is an essential information security tool, and that it should be readily available to users. I take
this as a starting assumption and, in this respect, have no disagreement with the crypto
anarchists" [Denning 96] (written when professor Denning still advocated systems with built-in
law-enforcement access to keys). Even the director of the FBI, Louis Freeh, agrees: "We see
encryption as a public safety issue, and we are (...) absolutely committed to the developmentof encryption technology. In order to do all of the things we want to do in public safety - as
well as in commerce and for national security - we must be strong proponents of
encryption." [Freeh 95b]



Chapter 4. Cryptocriminals, a public concern

Communications,  not  easy at  the  best  of times  in  Pakistan,  were,  quite  literally,  bugged.
I  eventually  got  through from  Jslamabad  to  speak  to Jamila  in  Peshawar  on  the phone,
only to be cut ojf after just a few words. When I redialled, the phone had gone completely
dead. 1 asked the advice of the English journalist whose phone it was.
'Oh,'  he said,  not at all surprised,  7 know what it is.  You were speaking French.  The
man  listening  in wasn't  able  to  understand,  so  he's  cut  the  line  off and  gone  to find  a
colleague  who  can.  Give  him  a few  minutes  to  do  so  and you'll  get  through with  no
trouble. '

I followed  his  advise and  he was perfectly right.
(Nick Danziger, Danziger's Travels)

Cryptography has a wide range of applications. As it can satisfy many good, even essential,
needs in the information society, so it can be put to less noble purposes in the crime society.
This chapter deals with the nefarious uses of cryptography: it will define in which ways
encryption hampers law enforcement.

For a good understanding of the law-enforcement problems, one must analyze the
context in which investigation takes place. Therefore, 1 will sketch some developments in
crime (4.1) as well as in substantive criminal and criminal-procedure law (4.2),
concentrating on the developments that are particularly relevant to ICT-related investigation.
Then, I will describe relevant investigation methods, concentrating on gathering information
in transport (tapping and traffic analysis, 4.3) and in storage (e.g., search and seizure
procedures, 4.4). This will define the place of today's crime and crime-fighting in society,
which enables me to analyze just what problems cryptography poses to law-enforcement
(4.5). 1 conclude with an assessment ofthe essence and scope ofthe crypto-problems for law
enforcement (4.6).

Obviously, law enforcement and cryptocriminals are issues society at large faces all over
the world. With an increase in international crime and with the advent ofthe information
society, cryptocriminals will more and more become an international problem. However,
international or multinational investigation and cooperation is yet in its infancy -
investigation continues to be very much a domestic issue. Problems and procedures differ

in each country, perhaps not in essence, but at least in emphasis. I will describe the Dutch
situation, and provide occasional side-steps to other countries that can serve as indications
of how those countries would deal with these problems. The analysis in this chapter will
serve as a case study, which may be transposed to other countries' systems and cultures as
appropriate.
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4.1. The crime society

In the 1950s, crime was not a prime issue in the Netherlands. Ordinary crimes such as theft
and robbery prevailed. Two decades later, society was confronted with hijackers, psycho-
rapists, and terrorist groups. Still, crime was mainly restricted to small groups operating on
their own.

Then,  in the 1980s, the Netherlands discovered a new phenomenon: organized crime.'
Criminal organizations and organized criminals seemed to threaten society in ways and on
a scale beyond imagination. They were supposed to penetrate the legal realms of society,
they seemed to gain incredible profits which they invested in legal activities, and they began
to spy on the police rather than suffer to be spied upon.

At the same time, with the rise ofthe information society, computer crime became more
pervasive. Hackers hacked their way into Pentagons, viruses spread like a disease, and
computer fraud rose significantly.

Society's answer to these new types of crime was to intensify investigation and to try and
find new ways to combat modern crime. 'Crime-fighting' and the 'war on drugs' became
buzz words in policy documents, as the legislator called for adequate measures to react to
organized and computer crime. Laying bare the communicative patterns of criminals
appeared to be one of the best methods of investigation.

This section deals with the criminal part of present-day society. It starts with a
description of the new, serious forms of crime confronting society: organized crime,
business crime, computer crime, and other forms of serious crime. I use these categories
mainly because one can distinguish between typical perpetrators of these crimes. How and
when these categories of criminals use information and communication technologies is of
particular relevance to the crypto problem. I will outline the information behavior and the
use cryptography ofthese various categories.

4.1.1. Organized crime

They plan the overthrow of something.
Maybe by bomb, or gun, or spoken word.
That something exists. It modifies the words
Of the  conspirators
(Howard  Nemerov,  Portrait  of three  conspirators)

One can speak of organized crime when there are groups of persons who
•   are primarily focused on illegal financial gain,
• commit crimes systematically with serious consequences for society, and

I It isa misconception that criminal organizations only came into being in the past few decades. As far back
as the  17th and  18th centuries, criminal groups roamed the country; they would fit most present definitions
of a criminal organization. [Duyne] Still. the 1985 parliamentary memorandum Society and crime stated that
the Netherlands had in the past largely remained free from organized crime [18995, nrs  1 -2.47].
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•  are able to relatively effectively shield these crimes, in particular through showing
willingness to use physical violence or corruption [Traa, 251.2

Organized crime is to be distinguished from business crime (or somewhat broader:
organizational crime), which indicates members of a legal organization (primarily
businesses) participating in committing offenses, while the organization does not as such
function as a criminal organization (see 4.1.2).1

Contrary to what the term suggests, criminal organizations are not always well-structured
and hierarchical. Rather, they operate in network structures or worldwide webs. One could
speak of'disorganized crime' [Duyne, 6], since the behavior of the organization is not ruled
by market or company rules, but rather by the need to keep its activities secret from the
judiciary. One could also speak of organizing crime, to stress the dynamic, ever-changing
character of the criminal groups [Duyne, 181. Flexibility and international cooperation4 are
notable characteristics.

Activities
Criminal organizations engage in a range of illegal activities. Most specialize in particular
areas, but some organizations are active in diverse markets. Besides financial crimes, the
core activity ofcriminal organizations is trade in forbidden goods and services - formerly
prostitution, gambling, and arms, nowadays mainly drug trafficking. The gains in this area
are so high that at least part of the gain has to be reinvested in the 'upper world' (the legal
realms of society). Money laundering is therefore an activity which any criminal
organization somehow has to take part in; some specialize in laundering profits for other
criminal organizations. Thus, modern crime is much more intertwined with the legal

economy.
Apart from the main area of drugs, new areas of crime include trafficking in waste

material ('waste crime'), nuclear materials, arms, and people (women, refugees, illegal
immigrants). These require more specialist knowledge or have smaller markets, and are
served by more specialized criminal organizations.

Another area that forms a great potential for organized crime is the area of taxes and sub-
sidies. Especially in the European Union, the economy is being regulated through a complex
system oftaxes and subsidies, leading to large 'price wedges' between the costs of manufac-
ture and of sale. This creates opportunities for organized fraud schemes. 122838, nr 2, 2]

2     Interestingly, the FBI definition is quite similar, except for the final part: 'Any group having some manner
of formalized structure and whose primary objective is to obtain money through illegal activities. Such
groups maintain their position through the use of violence or threats of violence, corrupt public officials,
graft, or extortion, and generally have a significant impact on the people in their locales or region of the
country." [Abadinsky, 3] The "significant impact on local people" is US-centric, being largely inspired by
Italian-style mafia and South American-style drug cartels.

3      I disregard the academic debate over the definitions of organized crime and business crime. Although the
two overlap significantly (in many cases, business crime verges on organized crime, and the two are often
interdependent). for the purposes of this book, it is useful to distinguish between (purely) criminal
organizations and business criminals (who operate largely within a lawful context)

4      A survey by the German Federal Criminal Bureau (Bundeskriminalamt) found 67.5 per cent of the criminal
organizations to cooperate with different nationalities. [Duyne, 24]
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Seriousness
The past few years have wimessed an enormous increase in political attention for the
problem oforganized crime. Reading the reports and statements of policy makers, one gets
the impression that society is shaking to its foundations. The 1992 memorandum on organ-
ized crime in the Netherlands reads: "The threat to Dutch society emanating from present-
day criminal organizations must in our opinion be taken very seriously, given the far-
reaching economic and moral implications." [22838, nr 2,61 In discussing this memorandum,
the Minister of Justice and the parliament were of the opinion that the seriousness of
organized crime can hardly be overestimated [23047, nr 6, 31. UN Secretary-General Boutros-
Ghali, addressing   a   1994 UN conference, warned against the destabilizing effects:
"Transnational crime, however, undermines the very foundations of the international
democratic order. Transnational crime poisons the business climate, corrupts political leaders
and undermines human rights. It weakens the effectiveness and credibility of institutions and
thus undermines democratic life." [Boutros-Ghalil

The financial gains and turnover of organized crime cause significant losses to the
economy, as well as serious damage to the environment. Moreover, the potential inter-
weaving of criminals in the upper world could form a serious threat to the stability and
integrity of the entire society - and to its functioning as a democratic constitutional state.'
However, there are no indications that organized crime has systematically infiltrated specific
sectors or free professional groups, such as attorneys, notaries, or accountants [Traa, 50,561.

Organized crime takes place in the dark recesses of society, and it is difficult to assess
its real extent and threat. There is no method to assess the 'how-badness', and therefore one
may easily create spooks [Duyne, 1931.6 One can say, though, that there has been an increase
in organized crime over the past few decades, to such an extent that organized crime is a
significant part oftoday's society. The potential threats to the economy and the integrity of
our society are obvious, but it is di fficult to estimate the scope of these threats.

Information behavior
Criminal organizations must communicate in order to plan and perform their activities. They
have a high need for communication.7 As the organization is larger and its operating field
is bigger - often covering several countries - the criminals must use telecommunications to
discuss their plans, give orders, convey information on where and when to operate, and warn
each other against pursuing police agents.

5      According to the Dutch criminologist Hoogenboom. society might suffer more damage in the future through
the offenses committed by legal corporations, and sometimes also by administration, than by organized
crime Istaatscourant 4 April 1996]

6       One might wonder what caused the sudden government attention for organized crime. Schmid suggests three
reasons:  1. The government needs a new enemy after the collapse of the Eastern bloc. 2. Ministries need
more money, and so they create problems to combat. 3. There is really something amiss. After some
consideration, Schmid opts for the third reason. [Schmid, 7]

7 "Organized crime is characterised by, among others, the fact that the criminal behavior is thoroughly planned
and presupposes the cooperation ofseveral perpetrators, who particularly in the planning phase have a large
communication need." [Thiesen. 49]. 'Especially criminal organizations, with a view to executing their
actions, often have to rely on intensive communication." [23047. nr 3,2]
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In general, criminal organizations have enough money to use the newest technologies.
The telephone has been used since its invention to commit crimes.8 Lately, facsimile
machines, mobile communications, and computer networks have proved welcome additions
to make communications easier and more flexible. With mobile data terminals, one can
exchange any message around the world from any place within seconds.

Ofcourse, criminals are aware that their communications are being monitored. Although
this does not always keep them from using communication means which they know to be
tappable, criminal organizations are sophisticated enough to take efforts to prevent the police

from hearing them. They are aware of police activities and anticipate new investigative
methods.' Increasingly, criminal organizations are shielding themselves from police scrutiny
[Traa, 281. For instance, a criminal group that operated a drugs line on Morocco and ripped
drug consignments from other criminal organizations "did all possible to keep the internal
communications secret" [Traa, 361. An effective criminal must be a good information
manager.

Criminals exploit legal and technical gaps in the police's monitoring capabilities. Today,
for instance, the police has difficulty in tapping certain mobile phones and data communica-
tions. Consequently, criminal organizations regularly use mobile phones, often a large
number of them at the same time, and they use prepaid or stolen phone cards, which makes
it difficult for the police to trace the right number to tap. "Some leaders of a criminal
organization had an entire battery of pocket or car telephones at their disposal. None of these
were registered on their own name. Others let themselves be beeped, after which they held
their conversations only in public phone booths." [Duyne, 1741 10

A good example of in formation behavior is the group of Henk R., which imported and
exported soft and hard drugs and produced XTC. The organization used modern
communications equipment, such as pagers, mobile and car phones, and facsimile machines.
The organization feared that the police was listening in on them and therefore did not use
home telephone connections. Henk R. made sure all his people were continuously reachable
by mobile or car phones. Furthermore, Henk R. had an interest in a telecommunications
company in Amsterdam. This enabled him and the members of his organization to change
mobile or car phones or connection numbers at any moment. This happened regularly, in
particular when a drug consignment had been confiscated or when members of the
organization were held by the police. The group also had unregistered phones at their
disposal. Besides, telephones were purchased with false papers, and phones were registered
on names of people who were not involved in the organization or who were even completely
ignorant. [Traa, 193-194]

8 'The period since the Second World War has seen a democratisation of the telephone and a consequent
increase in the number of offences committed with its assistance." [CoE 82,5]

9      Cf. the Second World War, when the phone was a relatively unfamiliar medium. People had the idea that
the occupying forces could eavesdrop on all phone calls, which led them to largely refrain from using the

phone for communications. Interestingly,  as most telephone exchanges had been automated, the possibility
of phone tapping was rather limited. [Hogesteeger, 32-33]

I O 'The members of the organization communicate among themselves almost exclusively through car phones
that can only be tapped with difficulty. In their houses and offices, several mobile phones are available for

that purpose," [22838, nr 2,4]
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Another common way of trying to thwart FOKKE & SUKKE
telephone taps is talking in codes. Instead of HAVE €OMETHING TO DISCUSS
talking about drugs or consignments, people
will use codes and seemingly talk about every-
day affairs. Thus, one can hear: "1'11 come and

Bal You  SAIDsell 10,000 sheep." [Duyne, 1741 Whether this IT WA5 GOING TO SNOW
w -THE WARBORreally hampers investigation is to be seen,

especially when such diverse things are being
ordered as "batches of jackets, stuff, young
piglets, pure earth, milk, rooms", when it
appears possible to order half a cassette or half      Tln       .    1
a movie, and when a request is made to bring

-11 ll      -             -    Sa pair of scales [Traa, 254]. Such 'codes' are
easily crackable.                                                             1   2 »

1

Use of cryptography 43  RI 1- a - 'liTNot many cases are known of criminal org-
anizations using encrypted communications.
An example of the pre-automated era are the rumrunners shipping liquor to the dry US in
the 1930s. Although they used increasingly complex codes, cryptanalysts cracked message
after incriminating radio message, culminating in leading cryptanalyst Elizebeth Friedman's
cracking of the Consolidated Exporters Corporation radio traffic. The prosecutor
acknowledged her worth: "Mrs. Friedman was summoned as an expert witness to testify as
to the meaning of certain intercepted radio code messages.... Without their translations, I do
not believe that this very important case could have been won." [Kahn, 802ff]

As, currently, tapping mobile phones can be made difficult by easy measures (such as
using prepaid cards or various unregistered SIM cards), there is not yet a real need for
criminals to use cryptophones. A Dallas detective noted "that the big drug dealers were not
encrypting phone calls. Instead, they were swapping phones (using cloned phones) to stay
ahead of law enforcement." [Denning 97dl The use of codes, however translucent, may
indicate, though, that technologically advanced criminals could start using cryptography as
the modern equivalent ofthese codes. 11

Some cases indicate that criminal organizations do use encrypted data transmission. The
Danish police has, to a limited extent, encountered encrypted data transmission among
suspects [Thiesen. 491. A German jurisdiction leader stated that "hot business such as arms and
drug trade is not any more done by telephone, but is being settled in encrypted form on the
worldwide data networks." U)er Spiegel, 25 March 19961 And a White House official claimed that
"organized crime members are some of the most advanced users of computer systems and
of strong encryption." [EPLR, 13 September 1996] The Cali cartel allegedly used sophisticated

11     On the other hand, criminals may also turn to other communications means, 'The current practice shows that
suspects aware of the danger of being monitored shift to other ways of communication rather than send
encrypted messages." [E. Schmidt-Jortzig, quoted in Moeller]
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encryption for their telephone conversations [Denning 97d]. However, even  i f they will use
encryption among themselves, criminals will have to communicate with the upper world in
the clear - the more the organization tries to enter the legal realm, the more plaintext
communications they will have to make. I 2

In general, criminal organizations are much more dependent on data communications
than  on data storage.  They do not need to keep records of their transactions, and they can
quickly destroy most of the incriminating information they have on paper or disk.  If they
have to keep data stored, it is probable they will try to shield these data, and cryptography
is a likely means of doing so. Almost all of the organized crime and terrorist cases listed by
Denning and Baugh in their directory of cryptocriminals involve stored encrypted files, not
encrypted communications; the Walsh report found the same [Walsh, 3.2.11. For instance, the
Japanese religious sect Aum Shinrikyo, which committed a gas assault on a Tokyo subway
station in  1995, had encrypted some of its computer files with RSA; the authorities were able
to decrypt the files after they found the key on a diskette [Denning 97dl. In another case, Dutch
police captured a PC with an encrypted partition they were unable to decrypt at the time.
There was enough other evidence to convict the organized crime member, and when the disk
was eventually decrypted, it was found to be of little interest. [Denning 97d]

But overall, it seems few criminal organizations presently use cryptography. The Dallas
detective investigating a national drug ring said that "in the ten years he had been working
drug cases, this was the only time he had encountered encryption, and that he rarely even
encountered computers. He noted that the Ecstasy dealers were into computers more than
other types of drug dealers, most likely because they are younger and better educated. They
are using the Internet for sales, but they are not encrypting electronic mail." [Denning 97d]

4.1.2. Business crime
Business crime can be defined as offenses committed by organizations that mainly rely on
legal activities for their income; business fraud is the main example of business crime. In
contrast to organized crime, business crime takes place for a large part in the upper world.
Organizations that perform legal activities can commit fraud or waste dumping, but they
have to maintain a legal basis. Whereas criminal organizations can easily give up front stores
and start new ones without hampering their main activities, legal organizations depend on
the legality of their main activity. The types of business crime committed are mainly
financial offenses, such as tax fraud, money laundering, bribery, and forgery.

Seriousness
Business crime may involve  large sums of money,  and the interweaving of legal institutions
and crime poses a threat to the long-term credibility of the rule of law. Therefore, business
crime is an important issue for criminal investigation. The increasing importance of financial
investigation to curb money laundering and large-scale fraud underlines this.

12 The Australian Federal Police stated that 'much valuable telecommunications interception evidence and
intelligence comes from targets talking to people who are not part of a criminal activity and who would not
use encryption (arranging hotel, shipping or airline bookings is one obvious example.)" [quoted in Orlowski]
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information behavior and use of cryptography
The main goal of corporations committing business crime is not to make as much money as
illegally possible, but to assure the survival ofthe company. Consequently, the corporation
needs to conform to legal rules, and keep accounts and suffer tax investigations. This means
that their reliance on information storage is much greater than is the case with criminal
organizations. In the case oftax fraud, which is often assisted by forgery, a double account
may need to be kept," and the 'black account' will need to be hidden. Cryptography may
be a useful tool for hiding these kinds of activities. In practice, investigators found that in
business crime cases, ifcryptography is used, it is generally ready-at-hand systems, such as
those in WordPerfect or Lotus. "Encryption in these cases was used mainly to conceal
financial, procurement, and other business records. It was generally broken." [Denning 97d]

Apart from crooked businesses, fraudulent employees will also be a target for
investigation. Their fraud often concerns deceiving the business itself in order to make
money. This usually involves forgery, not secret data to be hidden in double books or to be
shielded by cryptography. Occasionally, their computers may contain encrypted diaries or
fraud-enabling software. Fraudsters operating on an individual basis or with one associate,
a study on VAT fraud concluded, "tended to take no, or less sophisticated measures to

protect their operation from exposure." [Aronowitz, 99]
When it comes to communications, the perpetrators of business crime will usually use

common means of communication, such as the phone or the company's e-mail system. They
often are less prepared for being tapped, and they will not likely use cryptography on the
phone - unless this be a common feature of the company's communications policy. E-mail
will often be in the clear, unless the company's policy is to regularly encrypt outgoing mail.
On intranets, however, such regular encryption is more common.

4.1.3. Computer crime
Computer crime refers to all punishable acts in which the computer plays a significant part
(cf. 2.2.2). Thus, hacking is a form of computer crime, as it can not be perpetrated without
a computer. Destroying a computer is generally not regarded as computer crime, unless it
be a computer that contains the only copy of a nearly finished dissertation -  in that case,  the
fact that it is a computer rather than a ping-pong ball being destroyed is significant.

This definition refers to intrinsically computer-related crime. As I treat the problems of
(computer-related) cryptography for judicial investigation,  I will  use a broader definition:
computer crime refers to all punishable activities of which the perpetration or investigation
requires knowledge of computers. Thus, a fraud committed with a computer - which could
equally well have been committed on paper - falls within this broader meaning of computer
crime: the police must have knowledge of computers to be able to investigate this fraud.

The main forms of computer crime are: fraud, forgery, computer sabotage, software
piracy, and hacking [OECD 861. A more extensive list, compiled by the Council of Europe
[CoE 901, includes:

13      For instance, in  1985, a municipal fish market implemented a 'Roundabout System' (BuitenOm Systeem) to
keep the sales of 'gray' fish out of the regular records [Charbon, 34-35].
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• unauthorized access
• unauthorized interception
•      unauthorized use of a computer ('joycomputing')
•     alteration of or damage to computer data or computer programs
• computer sabotage
• computer espionage
•      unauthorized  use or reproduction  of a protected computer program (' software piracy')
• unauthorized reproduction of a topography ('chips piracy')
• computer forgery
• computer fraud.
The Internet facilitates new forms of bad deeds which do not fall under these headings, such
as spamming or unfair competition by abusing HTML metatags.

Computer-related crimes differ from traditional crimes, in that they are generally quickly
executable, invisible, automatically and endlessly repeatable, and borderless, and they
potentially involve high damages. Thus, computer crime can be at the same time highly
profitable and hard to trace, making it alluring for criminals and 'respectable people' alike.
Computer crime for a large part takes place in business surroundings, as the main
perpetrators of computer crime are regular employees (see 2.2.2)

Apart from computer-related crimes 'proper', a number of traditional offenses are com-
mitted with computers, and therefore fall within the scope of the wider definition: they
require computer knowledge to investigate them. The main offenses at issue are fraud and
'information crimes': hate crimes  (such as calumny or propagating racism) and child
pornography. Increasingly, perpetrators of these crimes exploit the potential of computer
networks. As with other types of computer crime, they are hard to track down, especially  in
an international context.

Seriousness
It is difficult to assess the incidence of computer crime. There is a high dark number of
unreported and - perhaps - undetected incidents. It is estimated that only a few per cent of
all computer-related offenses are reported. The reasons for this obscurity lie mainly in the
invisibility of computer crime itself and in the unwillingness of many companies to report
computer crime incidents. Enterprises fear loss of respect and customer trust if it is known
that their information security is flawed. Besides, they often prefer to handle incidents
internally rather than have the police obstruct the continuity  of the corporate network by  its
investigation. Moreover, most companies would be unhappy if the prosecution details the
information-security flaws as evidence in a public trial.

Despite the di fficulty of estimating the incidence of computer crime,  one can say somet-
hing about its development. Over the past decade, computer crime has risen, and there are
various reasons to estimate that it will rise significantly in the near future. As the information
society is taking shape, more and more areas of society are being computerized, creating
new opportunities for computer crime. Moreover, the present young generation is growing
up with computers integrated into their education, upbringing, and leisure activities. They
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will be familiar with computers to an extent only a small part of present-day society is. 14 1 f
the level of security gaps remains the same (see 2.2.2), a lot more potential malefactors will
attack the all-pervasive computer systems.

In a study on the future of high-technology crime, traditional experts (with law-
enforcement backgrounds) and non-traditional experts (hackers) were asked about their
assessment of future computer crime. "Child pornography, property crimes, data manipula-
tion, and the criminal use of cryptology are some key areas of importance identified by [the
traditional experts]. (...) Both groups agree that the focus of new criminal activity will
include attacks on computer systems and the use of computers to commit fraud and
manipulate data. These activities are likely to come in the form of counterfeiting, financial
fraud, and software piracy. Advancements in computer technology itself will assist in the
commission of these types of crimes." ICoutorie. 261

information behavior and use of cryptography
Most computer criminals have considerable knowledge of modern technologies, and so, they
are likely to use cryptography to facilitate or hide their activities. Computer fraud will be
hidden in encrypted files, virus makers will use encryption techniques to make their viruses
more persistent and obscure - or to encrypt and extortl'. and hackers will store their bounty
in encrypted form. For instance, the Danish hacker 'Macronite' encrypted his hard disks just
before being arrested; as he refused to surrender the key, the investigation was stuck [Harboul.
Hacker Kevin Poulson used multiple-DES to encrypt files documenting his feats. These were

cracked; allegedly, it took a Department of Energy supercomputer several months. In several

cases, pedophiles and child pornographers were found to have encrypted e-mail and files;
often, the culprits used PGP, likely because they generally are educated, technically
advanced, and experienced Internet users. [Denning 97d]

As computer crime is mainly committed by individuals rather than by groups (excepting,
perhaps, computer fraud by businesses), communication is less important an issue.
Consequently, computer criminals will less likely use cryptography to shield their
communications (a notable exception is closed groups of people exchanging child porn
electronically). However, they may often use data transport, for instance in hacking, and
here they can use cryptography or anonymous remailers to hide their activities. Warez user
communities, who share illegally copied or cracked software, often use cryptography to
exchange passwords needed for downloading - a journalist investigating the practice
encountered a high number of PGP keys, and noticed that almost all warez sites contained
cracked crypto software Womputable, 10 January 1997].

4.1.4. Other types of serious crime
Other types of serious crime relevant to the crypto problem are serious forms of non-organ-
ized, 'traditional' crimes. One can think ofterrorism, kidnaping, murder, and armed robbery.

14 "Our society is about to feel the impact of the first generation of children who have grown up using
computers. The increasing sophistication of hackers suggests that computer crime will soar as members of
this new generation are tempted to commit more serious offenses." [Kenneth Rosenblatt quoted in Coutorie]

15 Cryptoviruses encrypting critical files were used to extort at least nine businesses in London. [Denning 97d]
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In these cases, preparation of the crime can involve communication between perpetrators,
or storage ofdata relevant to the crime. Although less likely than with criminal organizations
or computer criminals, offenders may use cryptography to hide their activities from
investigation, as in the case of Aum Shinrikyo's gas attack on the Tokyo subway.

Petty crimes are not a real issue in the cryptography debate. Usually, investigative
powers such as tapping can only be used in serious crimes punishable with several years of
imprisonment. Moreover, the police will be less dependent on automated information in
investigating petty offenses, as these usually do not involve information transport or storage.

4.2. Investigation

Investigation used to be defined as all examination intended to clear up a presumably
committed offense and to prepare the possibility of imposing a related criminal sanction
[Corstens, 2371. It includes fact-finding, as well as measures taken to assure that the potential
sanction can be executed, such as seizure to confiscate property. In this understanding,
investigation can only take place when there is probable cause that a particular offense has
been committed.

However, because increasingly, the investigation of particularly organized crime takes
place in the context of laying bare networks of criminal groups rather than in the context of
specific offenses, a broader definition has been proposed by the Van Traa committee.
Investigation is: collecting, registering, and processing data and information
•     on the basis of a reasonable presumption that punishable acts will be committed that,

given their nature or the organized context in which they are committed, are a serious
infringement of the rule of law, or

•     on the basis of at least clear indications that punishable acts have been committed
in order to arrive at a criminal sanction. [Traa, 4551

Dutch criminal and criminal-procedure law have been significantly changed to meet
developments in the field of crime, particularly of organized crime. Moreover, several
organizational measures have changed the outlook of investigation practice, and the stages
in which criminal investigation takes place have gradually shifted. This section deals with
these developments, to outline the context in which the investigation of organized crime,
business crime, and computer crime takes place.

4.2.1. Developments in criminal investigation
Roughly speaking, the developments in criminal investigation come down to increasing
attention for the informational and financial behavior of criminal groups, and to a general
broadening of investigative powers.

tn criminal law, three major topics are relevant. First, the 'loot-targeted' approach has
been significantly extended in  1993. To attack criminal organizations where it hurts them
most (money and fast cars), a convict can be dispossessed of his illegally acquired gains. To
enhance the feasibility ofexecuting this sanction, the police can seize property, such as bars
of gold or Ferrari's, in anticipation of a court decision. The law, commonly referred to as
'Strip 'em', has yet to prove its value in practice; often, the loot tends to be untraceable.
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Second, certain preparatory activities were penalized  in  1994:  acts in preparation  of
serious crimes to be committed in conjunction with others. Potentially, the law has a very
broad scope. For instance, in theory, a lawyer who corresponds with a notorious drug
syndicate leader on tax issues might be accused of activities in preparation of the offense of
participating in a criminal organization (art. 140 DCC). The effect is that, especially where

organized crime is concerned, investigation can take place in a very early stage, even before
the (presumed) criminal organization has committed any offenses.

The third topic is computer crime.  In  1993, the Computer Crime Act (CCA) extended
the Dutch Criminal Code with several computer-related offenses, the most important being

hacking, manipulating or damaging data (including spreading viruses), forging credit cards,
and committing fraud with telecommunications services (such as phone freaking).  In  1998,
a follow-up Computer Crime Act 1 I was proposed, to deal with liability of service providers,
unauthorized access of protected e-mail, the power to demand decryption, and some more
or less cosmetic improvements ofthe wording ofthe CCA provisions.

In the area ofcriminal-procedure law, the police has gradually acquired more powers.
Since the introduction of tapping telephone conversations in  1971, the developments in
telecommunications have forced the legislature to broaden the scope of this power to the
tapping of all telecommunications traffic. The Computer Crime Act, along with the penaliz-
ation of computer-related offenses, introduced new measures  in  1993 to enable the police
to investigate computer crime (referred to as investigating in 'automated surroundings') (see

4.3 and 4.4). The draft Computer Crime Act Il revises the wiretap conditions and introduces
some guidelines for Internet investigation, notably to allow pseudo-purchases via the
Internet of data (read: child porn).

Recognizing that 1CT will be an essential part of everyday life in the information society,
the Policy Advisory Group on Computer Crime has proposed that digital investigation
(investigating punishable acts committed with the help of any kind of ICT) be incorporated
into everyday police work. Its June 1996 report [Beleidsadviesgroep] recommends that the  ICT
knowledge ofthe basic police staff be enhanced through education, so that they will know
how to act when they encounter ICT in the course of an investigation. They should be
supported by the more specialist investigation knowledge of the computer-crime teams.
International cooperation and the development ofthe Internet are among the urgent issues
to be addressed.

The stress on investigating the financial behavior of suspects has led to the introduction
of a specific type of investigation: the criminal financial inquest, aimed at determining the
illegally acquired gains. Such an inquest will help the judge 'strip' the suspect. Moreover,
banks and exchange offices are obliged to notify the police of large and unusual financial
transactions. Increasingly, financial investigation is seen as an outstanding means for
investigating organized crime.16 One can assume that financial investigation and digital
investigation will be major tools for future criminal investigation.

16 'Financial investigation is an entire way of working.  From all activities within a criminal organization, you
bring out all activities in the financial field. You look via those financial lines, who actually belongs to the
criminal group. In practice, it appears you get a good overview indeed of who is really involved." [G.J.C.M.
Bakker, team leader customs investigation FIID, quoted in Traa. 280]
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Another development has been a gradual broadening of the scope of investigational
powers, not through legislation but through case law. Consequently, procedural safeguards
for suspects have been somewhat reduced - what safeguards were introduced are mainly due
to European Court case law. For instance, whereas evidence resulting from an unlawful tap
can not be used in court, the Supreme Court has allowed such evidence to be used in a trial
against a different suspect who only later had become known. [HR 14 April 19871

As the courts perhaps slowly slacked the restrictions on coercive powers, the police
perhaps did more than was technically allowed, arguing: "What is not explicitly forbidden
is allowed." New methods of investigation - unregulated in the Code of Criminal Procedure
- were put into practice, such as 'peeping operations' (breaking into sheds and garages to
see whether an official search might be useful), the placing of direction transmitters,
infiltration, and 'controlled delivery' of drugs. Eventually, there were so many signs that
some police teams were operating on the verge of illegality, that a major parliamentary
inquest was held into criminal investigation by the Van Traa committee.

IRT-gate

It was a voyage of discovery, prosecutor Van der Veen felt, like Columbus. Bruinsma and, after his liquidation
in 1991, his three (Delta') heirs were top criminals that escaped traditional crime-fighting methods. To knock-
out the number one criminal organization of the Netherlands, new ways of investigation had to be explored.
So, the InterRegional Team (IRT) of North Holland and Utrecht Introduced the 'Delta method': delivering soft
drugs under the secret direction of the police. Thus, an informer facilitating these shipments could grow into a
civil infiltrator and gradually climb higher in the criminal organization, as he gained the confidence of Bruinsma
and his heirs that he was a trustworthy criminal.

By September 1993, the police considered directing the marketing of a trial shipment of 100 kilograms of
cocaine, in order to provoke a megashipment of 5000 kilos of cocaine. Then, the police would strike, and catch
the Delta bosses. It never came to that. T'he supervision of the IRT had been transferred to the Amsterdam
authorities in July 1993. In September, Van Kastel became the new IRT leader, and by the end of October, he
discovered that the IRT was involved in the innovative Delta method of controlled drug delivery, for which he
did not want to bear responsibility.

From then on, things went fast. Van Kastel discussed the affair with the relevant Amsterdam authorities,
who informed the responsible ministers, and they decided to stop the Delta method. A press release of 7
December 1993 announced that the IRT had been dissolved, apparently because the Amsterdam authorities
considered It the only way to stop the method from continuing. Many who had worked hard to set up the IRT
cried out loud, arguing in public that other causes (corruption?) must have been the real reason for the
dissolution of the IRT. A controversy was bom. Feuds ensued between the Amsterdam crime fighters and their
interregional colleagues (or competitors), between proponents and opponents of the Delta method, and
between prosecutors and lawyers who eagerly took advantage of the increasingly available amount of
information on illegal investigation practices. The police had 'directed' at least 100 tons of soft drugs to be
marketed, and besides, several secret and unsupervised investigation methods came to light, such as 'peeping
operations' that explored the usefulness of an official search or that placed cameras and direction transmitters.
The supervision of these measures turned out to be seriously flawed (perhaps partly because some policemen
would go'prosecutor-shopping' to find a prosecutor who would give them the freedom they desired). People
spoke of a breakdown of investigation authority. The press eagerly published all sordid details of the affair,
and it became apparent that something was really rotten in investigation practice at large.

By the end of 1994, a parliamentary inquest chaired by Maarten van Traa had to set things straight. Its
task was to find out what had really happened, and to suggest adequate regulations for investigation methods
and for effective supervision to keep investigation within its proper limits. The Van Traa committee did a
thorough job and in early 1996 published its ten-volume report Regarding investigation. Their golden rule 'No
power without responsibility, and no responsibility without giving account' prompted new legislation that would
precisely define the contents and limits of investigation powers.

Meanwhile, long after the dissolution of the IRT, the Delta method lived on in North Holland and Utrecht.
After all, one could not risk stopping the activities of the infiltrator all of a sudden - he had to be 'reduced'
Slowly...

[Source: 24072, nr 14, Chapter 7]
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The Van Traa report concluded that in several ways, criminal investigation had gotten
out of hand. The 'crisis in investigation' was to be addressed by a thorough rethinking and
reordering of investigation, with legislation detailing which powers can be used in which
circumstances. The recommendations and parliamentary discussions were followed by a
reshuffling of police officials, clearer controls on investigation practices, and legislature
proposals regulating investigation powers, in which a balance was sought to define
investigation powers in enough detail to be clear without becoming a straight-jacket. The
draft legislation targeted special investigation powers, police registries, and pledges to
criminal witnesses.

Draft legislation

As of 1 July 1998, the Dutch legislature is considering several legislation proposals in criminal procedure law.
The following are relevant to the crypto debate.

Special investigation powers
Resulting from the IRT-gate debate, the draft law on special investigation powers [25403, nri 1-2] iS a major
proposal to redefine investigation powers and to introduce several new ones. It aims at laying down strict
conditions under which the investigation powers can be used, and to check their use In practice by sufficient
supervision measures. With the introduction of a new 'suspicion criterion' - the reasonable presumption that
someone is involved in the scheming or committing of organized crimes - it extends the scope of investigation
(which, so far, targets only specific crimes that have been committed) with cases that center on organized
crime in general. Moreover, some of the investigation measures (such as infiltration and pseudo-purchase) can
also be performed by civilians. The investigation measures dealt with in the draft are: observation, infiltration,
pseudo-purchase and pseudo-provision of services, systematic information retrieval, 'recording' a private place
(largely, a 'peeping operation'), 'direct eavesdropping', wiretapping, and gathering telecom traffic data. Having
been introduced in June 1997, the proposal still awaited discussion in the Second Chamber as of July 1998.

Crown witnesses
Another result of IRT-gate is a draft law to regulate 'pledges to witnesses in criminal cases', which would allow
the Public Prosecutor to bargain with criminals and give them some judiciary reward in return for their
testimony in a serious case against another criminal. This crown-witness legislation was drafted in 1997 and
sent to the Council of State for advice after approval by the Council of Ministers in April 1998. It is to be
submitted to parliament by the end of 1998.

Telecommunications Act
To meet the effects of the liberalization of the telecommunications market, the Telecommunications Facilities
Act is to be replaced by a Telecommunications Act [25533, nr 309]. It aims at strengthening the Netherlands'
competitiveness, safeguarding the quality and accessibility of the telecom infrastructure, and protecting the
public interests in accessing and using telecom facilities. Thus, It includes, for Instance, provisions on liability,
universal service, number policy, interconnection, and privacy. Also, It requires telecom providers to ensure
that their networks and services are tappable from the start. Having been approved by the Second Chamber in
April 1998, the proposal was scheduled to be approved by the First Chamber in late 1998.

Computer crime II
In some respects, the 1993 Computer Crime Act (CCA) is felt to be inadequate to deal with computer crime.
An update law is being drafted, the Computer Crime Act II, which contains four major items: the liability of
telecommunicatjon providers, the power to read 'closed' electronic messages stored with a telecom provider
for later distribution, the power to seize and confiscate data, and an extension of the power to demand people
to decrypt. (Ini ally, the draft contained a provision to demand suspects to decrypt as well, but this was
removed after protests from the legal community.) Besides, several textual improvements of the CCA
provisions are proposed, and the terminology is adapted to the liberallzation of the telecom market. The
January 1998 draft had not been submitted to parliament by July 1998.
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4.2.2. The organization of criminal investigation
In the Netherlands, the people involved in criminal investigation fall into three categories:
the police, 17 the public prosecutor, and the examining judge. Roughly, the public prosecutor
leads the investigation process, while the police executes the investigation. In case of an
inquest. the examining judge takes over the leadership of the investigation, in consultation
with the public prosecutor.

The police, after a recent reorganization, operate in 25 regional forces and one national
force, the National Police Services Force. The regional forces have the tasks of maintaining
public order and giving help to the needful (under supervision of the regional mayors) and
maintaining the rule of law (under supervision
of the public prosecutor).  In this last capacity, FOKKE & SOKKE
they investigate crimes. HAVE JusT JOI.€D -rwe FBI

The National Police Services Force consists
of a great number of specific services. It
includes the Central Criminal Intelligence AND NOV./ HE'S

JUMPING -THE RED
Agency, which coordinates national and inter- LIGHT AGAIN "

national investigation, and the Payment Traffic 00 YOU
Detective Service, which coordinates and exec- ON To US7

THINK HE'S

utes investigations into money and
securities-                                <traffic offenses.

With a view to combating organized crime, - S
six special interregional teams (IRTs) were 8.

8..  K
established in the early  1990s. They were each                               -
to investigate a special type of organized crime, -- 20'T

such as heroin trade from Turkey or the
production of synthetic drugs. Due to IRT-gate (see sidebar) and a lack of clarity regarding
their position, their work has not yet fully budded.'8 One national team with a similar task,
the National Detective Team has been formed.

Similarly, in 1991, special teams were formed to investigate computer crime. The
Computer Crime Teams conduct specific investigations and collect and analyze information
on computer crime. They assist police teams with activities involving computers, such as
searching a company with a large automated system, and examining seized computers. Their
work is supplemented by the forensic computer-investigation division of the Forensic
Laboratory, which aids in examining, among others, pagers, computers, computer files, and
smart cards.

A number of specialist investigation services and teams perform additional investigative
tasks. The most important ones are the Economic Surveillance Department, which
investigates economic crimes such as illegal imports or stock-trade fraud, and the Fiscal
Intelligence and Investigation Department, which investigates (serious) tax-fraud cases.

17 More precisely, law-enforcement agencies, such as police detective teams and special investigation serv ices.
lshall often refer to this collectivity as 'the police', using the common notion of police as 'crime fighters'.

18 Since IRT-gate, the teams are usually referred to as 'core teams', to not associate them with the past excesses
ofcertain IRTs.
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The special investigation services generally have a restricted task and limited powers in
investigating crime. On the other hand, they have inspection competence. Thus, regardless
of a suspicion of criminal activity, they can wield certain powers to check whether pertaining
regulations are being complied with.

Of the other two parties in criminal investigation, the public prosecutor is closest to the
police, leading the investigation. He decides to start an investigation, to start an inquest to
be able to execute certain coercive powers, to close an investigation, and whether or not to
start a prosecution. Once an inquest is opened, the supervision is referred to the examining
judge, who can order coercive powers to be performed. In general, the execution of coercive
powers, such as search, seizure, and phone tapping,  lies with the examining judge, the public
prosecutor, or police agents, depending on the gravity ofthe corresponding infringement of
constitutional rights (the graver the breach, the higher the official needed to perform it), and
on the urgency involved to perform the measure - in certain cases, lower officials can
execute the coercive power if there is no time to wait for the higher official.

4.2.3. The stages of criminal investigation
The investigation process consists of several stages. The 'pro-active' stage is the stage when
there is no indication yet that an offense has taken place. Once there is probable cause that
a (specific) crime has been committed, the stage of investigation proper starts.'9 When the
public prosecutor wants to exercise certain powers, he can demand the examining judge to
open an inquest. As soon as enough evidence has been gathered, the inquest is closed and
a prosecution against the suspect is started. In this prosecution, the evidence gathered during
the investigation is presented in court and examined by the judge.

The 'pro-active' stage was regularly not counted as belonging to investigation, but
changes in the field have made it a significant part of investigating organized crime, where
the focus of the investigation is on the criminal group rather than on a specific crime already
committed, and where the investigation may also target the planning of crimes. The draft law
on special investigation powers provides a basis to perform coercive powers when there is
not a concrete suspicion ofa specific crime. (Formerly, this was generally not possible,20 as
coercive powers require a warrant which can only be given in the stage of investigation
proper or during an inquest.) The law does not speak of the 'pro-active stage', but refers to
another 'suspicion criterion': investigation can also take place when there  is a suspicion that
serious crimes are being schemed or committed in an organized context (this is limited to
crimes for which pre-trial detention is allowed or which form a serious breach of the rule of
law) (proposed art. 1328 DCCP).

During the inquest, grave coercive powers can be used, but the (impartial) judge allows

19 One should bear in mind, though. that in practice,  in the investigation of organized crime, a distinction can
hardly be made between investigation ofoffenses already committed and the investigation focused on laying
bare criminal networks." [23047, nr 6,4]

20 The inspection powers of special investigation services can be used to gather information in this stage, but
these powers may not be used primarily for investigation's sake (which would be ddtournement de pouvoir.
that is. abuse of power). If the special services find evidence of crimes while inspecting a case, they can
proceed to investigate this (which. as continued application of their inspection power. is not dZtournement)
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them  only  if they are necessary  for the investigation, taking into account the rights of the
suspect and others whose constitutional rights may be infringed by the measures. Sometimes,
the rights of the suspect can hamper the investigation. For example, a suspect's right to know
that an investigation is taking place will render a telephone tap useless. A major revision has
taken place of the inquest stage, in order to better anticipate such practical and legal
problems. The drift of the change is to limit the inquest to investigation powers which
directly require the personal involvement of the examining judge. 21

At the trial, the information gathered during the investigation may serve as evidence. The
only admissible sources of evidence are the observation of the judge during trial, statements
ofthe suspect, of witnesses, and of experts during trial, and (written) records. The judge will
use the evidence according to his personal conviction: he has a discretionary power to use
evidence as he sees fit (as long as he complies with the minimum rules of evidence).
According to the exclusionary rule, 'contaminated' evidence (resulting, for instance, from
improper or unlawful investigation activities) will be laid aside. Sometimes, ifthe improper
activities ofthe police have seriously breached the rights ofthe defendant, the judge can rule
the public prosecutor to be dismissed in his prosecution. Also, the judge will need to be
convinced of the truth and reliability of the evidence, and so, the police must act
systematically and carefully when gathering evidence, following guidelines and accounting
their acts. Particularly with computer-related evidence, special care must be taken to assure
its integrity and authenticity.

4.3. Gathering data in transport

In the process of investigation, the police sometimes need to violate people's rights. For
instance, in investigating the scene of a crime, they have to trespass into someone's home.
Because oftheir gravity, infringements of constitutional rights require an explicit legal basis,
and they have to be as restricted as possible. The ways in which the police can breach
fundamental people's rights are called coercive powers. These can only be introduced
through an Act of Parliament: the constitution requires that infringements of fundamental
rights by law-enforcement agencies can only take place ifthey are embodied in national laws
and if they are necessary in a democratic society for the sake of, among others, national
security or the prevention of offenses. 22

The coercive powers that involve ICT-related information retrieval can be divided into
powers that gather data in transport (4.3) and those that gather stored data (4.4). Gathering
data in transport concerns retrieving the data themselvest tapping (4.3.1-4.3.2) and gathering
information about the data: traffic analysis (4.3.3).

21      In the early  1990s, the Moons Committee proposed several changes in the rules governing the inquest. Some
of these are being implemented in the draft law on the revision of the inquest [23251].

22 The European Court of Human Rights requires infringements o f fundamental rights to be established by
'substantive' law, which may be an Act of Parliament or settled case law \Kruslin. Huvigl
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4.3.1. Tapping
Telephone tapping is eavesdropping (monitoring or recording) public telecommunications
as part of criminal proceedings or as part of national Security [24679, nr 1. 41, or, broader,
"clandestine interference with the telephone system in order to intercept a conversation."
[CoE 82,5]

The  power  to tap phones was introduced  in 1971, because  "in the preparation  and
execution of the operations of criminal gangs, the telephone plays an important part."
[Lensing.  toi 1] Since then,  it has become an increasingly popular means of gathering
information, especially in the investigation of organized crime.  It is not used so much as to
gather evidence, but rather to get a clear view ofthe criminal organization concerned, so that
the police can better and sooner intervene. Apparently, tapping is particularly useful where
first offenders are concerned, or people in the periphery of a criminal organization, as they
usually do not reckon with the possibility of being tapped IRcijne, 35-361.21 Even with
criminals aware ofthe danger of being tapped, the police will gain information on contacts
and appointments.

Often, real-time interception is crucial, to prevent crimes or to act quickly on intercepted
plans - notably to follow suspects or to intercept deliveries on the spot, and so to gain
evidence. "Law enforcement agencies require a real-time, fulitime monitoring capability for
the interception of telecommunications." [96/C329/011

24

Despite the costs, which can be prohibitive, the use of telephone taps has increased
Significantly over the past decades. The reasons for this are the rise in attention paid to
organized crime, the apparent success in quickly gaining information on criminal
organizations, the high density of phones, and an easing of judges' willingness to give
allowance.2, Whereas in 1986,1,088 taps were executed, by 1994, the number of taps had
risen to 3,284 [Reijne. 191.26 One should realize that one allowance of tapping may involve
several connections being monitored, often for a longer period. Thus, one tap warrant can
lead to over 80,000 conversations being heard.27

Conditions
The legal conditions for applying a tap are as follows. The investigation must urgently
require a tap (a consequence of art. 8 para. 2  ECHR). The case must involve a crime for
which pre-trial detention is allowed (usually, an offense punishable with at least four years

23 Another example of the use of a tap is the case of the 'Exportteam', where the phone of a civil infiltrator was
tapped to see whether the information he gave was correct. [Traa, 272] Sometimes. to enhance the
effectiveness of a tap. the police apparently consider leaking 'disinformation' to the press. to provoke
suspects into discussing the 'news'. [Traa, 287]

24    Likewise, the Walsh report concludes that uthe availability of real-time decrypted communications is central
to the investigative capability of law enforcement agencies" [Walsh, 1.1.9].

25 From interviews with four examining judges. it appeared that: "There is a clear increase. (...) The boundaries
have shifted. (...) All in all. these things lead in certain views to a quicker application of [tapping]." [Breuil,
47-48]

26 The figures are inaccurate due to incomplete reports by the courts and. perhaps. differing definitions of what
constitutes 'a tap'

27     In the Laundry case, which involved both the tapping of normal and car phones and of facsimile machines,
88.424 conversations were heard. [Traa. 226]
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of imprisonment).28 The draft law on special investigation powers contains a revision of the
tapping provisions. It includes a new power to tap in the not-so-called 'pro-active' stage, that
is, when there is a suspicion that serious, organized crimes are being schemed (see 4.2.3).

Another condition is that there is a reasonable expectation that the suspect will participate
in the conversation. Thus, not only suspects' phones can be tapped, but also, for instance,
relatives' phones. This condition is somewhat peculiar, as in practice a large number of taps
are so-called 'NN taps', being part of an inquest in which the suspect is not yet (formally)
known. This allows a broader tapping of phones, since there  is no suspect expected to talk
over specific phones.In practice, NN taps can continue long past the moment at which the
suspect really becomes known to facilitate this broader tapping, making the condition that
the suspect should likely participate in the tapped conversations a parody rather than a
safeguard. Moreover, it is sometimes useful to continue a tap even when the suspect has
been taken into custody, and conversations from third parties (such as relatives) can also be
important for ascertaining the truth. Therefore, the draft law on special investigation powers
suggests dropping the condition.

If one of the participants to a conversation is someone who has a professional right of
non-disclosure (mainly, lawyers, notaries, doctors, and clergy). the police can not monitor
or record it (unless the professional himsel f is suspected).

Only the 'public infrastructure' may be tapped (home connections as well as mobile
phones). Private networks (for example, a corporate or campus phone network) are beyond
scrutiny. However, the forthcoming Telecommunications Act allows non-public networks
and rented lines which are open to third parties to be tapped by decree; thus, intranets - say,
a worldwide network of a multinational, consisting of rented lines - can be tapped. Wiretaps
may  also include in-house conversations overheard  i f the receiver has not been  put down
well[HR 21 March 1989].29 Radio communications can readily be intercepted if this does not
involve a 'special effort' on the part ofthe police. For intercepting radio communications
that does involve a 'special effort', such as the use of advanced devices, or systematic and
sustained interception, a warrant is required.

There is not a specific formal term for which the tap allowance can be given. Guidelines
recommend a term of four weeks, to be extended each time with four weeks. The draft law
on special investigation powers formalizes this term - one of the consequences of the
Kruslin and Huvig verdicts of the European Court, in which the court judged that tapping
must be "based on a 'law' that is particularly precise. It is essential to have clear, detailed

28    Tapping can not be used in the case of simple hacking. as traffic analysis will suffice (see below). In the case
of'onward hacking' (from one hacked site to another). the source from which the hack is perpetrated can
not be recovered from traffic analysis, but this offense has been penalized with four years in order to allow
content tapping.

29   Technically, the police could also listen in on conversations within a house even if the receiver is on the
hook. By blowing up the capacitor of the phone with an electric surge over the phone line, the phone is
automatically taken 'offhook'. This is still possible with many phones. Consequently, the police can claim
that the in-house conversations thus recorded took place while the receiver was offthe hook, and. referring
to this court decision, use the recordings as evidence. According to Statewatch, the new UK telephone ISDN
network uses a protocol with a built-in facility to take a phone 'off hook' and listen to conversations near
the phone without the user being aware \Statewatch bulletin. March-April 19951.
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The effectiveness of tapping

A 1996 study by the WODC (an academic, advisory center to the Ministly of Justice) investigated the practice
and efficacy of tapping in the Netherlands. The study showed the following results on the effectiveness of
tapping [Reijne, 35-44].

The goals of tapping - gathering evidence, tracking perpetrators, and uncovering criminal networks - are
achieved in one half of the cases. Examining judges were of the opinion that In 70 per cent of the cases, the
same results could absolutely not have been reached without a tap. Indeed, many interviewees indicated
sometimes not to know how to fight organized crime without tapping. Examining judges particularly value
tapping in cases of drugs, theft, and fraud.

With criminal organizations, tapping yields useful information on networks and financial gains. As the
persons tend to be more wary of speaking overtly (considering the frequent use of codes), tapping does not
often provide direct evidence. With business crime, however, evidence often results directly from facsimile
tapping. On the other hand, some Interviewees think tapping does not offer much for investigating business
crime. With individual crimes, especially serious offenses against people, tapping generally provides direct
evidence. Computer crime is not mentioned in the study. The study found that in 41 out of 91 cases, the tap
did not yield any evidence. In 21 cases, the tap furnished direct evidence, In 15 cases, indirect evidence, and
in 14 cases both.

One caveat in evaluating the effectiveness of tapping is the influence of interpreters, some of whom are
considered unreliable; many interpreters select conversations without fully knowing the particulars of the case
under investigation. It is also worth noting that the costs for interpreters have risen sharply, and now exceed
the costs for tapping and printing [Reijne, 71].

The ultimate evaluation shows that two thirds of the interviewees consider tapping a reasonably to
extremely effective means of investigation. Some, however, think the expectations of tapping too high, and
consider tapping to often cost more than it yields.

A comparative study on wiretapping in Germany and the US is one of the few studies with figures on
effectiveness in other countries [86ttger]. Based on the US wiretap reports of 1987-1989, the study found that
in 95 per cent of the cases In which wiretaps were employed, incriminating conversations were recorded.
Arrests were made in 47 per cent of the cases, whereas in 33 per cent of the cases, someone was convicted.
In the cases in which at least one person was convicted, on average, another 8 to 15 persons were convicted
as well, which the authors perceive as an indication that wiretaps are indeed efficaclous in laying bare
structures of criminal organizations. The figures suggest that wiretaps are less productive in yielding decisive
evidence, since the incriminating conversations have not led to arrests or convictions in many cases. Or

perhaps there are long-term effects the study could not incorporate. According to the 1997 yearly report of
the Administrative Office of the US Courts, 20 per cent of all conversations intercepted in 1997 produced

Incriminating evidence (it does not say In which percentage of cases), leading to the arrest of 3,086 persons
and the conviction of 542 persons, a conviction rate of 18 per cent of all persons arrested. The cumulative
figures show that in 1997, the wiretaps completed in previous years led to 1,762 more arrests and to 2,352
more convictions. The number of convictions resulting from the 1988 intercepts, for example, increased from
543 in 1988 to 1,192 in 1989, and then decreased through 400 in 1990 to 57 in 1993 and 11 in 1996. [OA] The
effects of wiretaps may therefore be slow but sure.

rules on the subject, especially as the technology available for use is continually becoming

more sophisticated."

Legal problems
One of the main legal problems with tapping is the requirement to notify a suspect that a
criminal investigation is taking place against him. Naturally, once a suspect has been
notified, the tap is useless. For this reason, the notification is usually postponed until the
latest possible moment, just before the inquest is closed and when an indictment is near. The
judges allow this postponement with a view to the efficacy oftapping. This point might also
be an argument for public prosecutors to open an NN tap, even  i f they have enough reason
to suspect someone in particular. The contradiction between the requirement of internal
openness (the right of the defendant to know the activities of the prosecution) and the

requirement of effective investigation has led the draft law on special investigation powers
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to disconnect the telephone tap from the inquest. Tapping would also become possible in
investigating the 'scheming of crimes'

A related problem is the current requirement to destroy information and material that are
no longer relevant to the investigation. Although intended to protect the suspect's privacy,
the obligation leads to a situation in which the defendant can not check whether
conversations have been transcribed (or translated) correctly, and he has no opportunity of
demanding disculpatory information to be added to the file. Therefore, the draft law on
special investigation powers requires the prosecutor to keep the original recordings until two
months after the case has ended.

Technical problems
The rapid developments in the communications infrastructure are posing major challenges
to the technical feasibility of wiretapping, through the introduction both of new networks
and of new services.

New networks usually have different technologies, and so, tappability is not self-evident.
For instance, ISDN seems difficult to tap. More importantly, the police has difficulty in
tapping certain mobile phones. Although analogue car phones can be intercepted byscanning the spectrum,1° with the advent ofdigital and satellite communications, tapping has
become increasingly difficult. For instance, GSM uses encryption for the air interface,
making scanning useless. Therefore, tapping GSM happens at the terrestrial infrastructure,
which initially required considerable effort." Now, GSM and other digital mobile telephony,
such as DCS-1800, are being tapped regularly. Satellite-based mobile phones are currently
out of tapping's reach.n The EU is working on a treaty to ensure interception capabilities
of mobile satellite communications.

Still more problematic is tapping electronic messages. The main problem is the packet
switching technology. As the messages are divided by, e.g., the TCP/IP protocol into many
small packets, which are all routed over the network depending on the availability of
capacity,  it is virtually impossible to intercept all parts of a specific message along the way,
unless the tap is placed close to the house connection of the sender or recipient. "This
technology makes tapping complicated." [Dijkl

Like new networks, new services often rely on new technologies. Sometimes, these do
not pose technical problems. Facsimile machines can be easily tapped, and this happens

30 This requires ajudicial warrant, as scanning the spectrum and selecting the conversations oftargeted suspects
involves a special effort. In the case of Henk R. (see 4.1.1) , the police listened in on Henk's car phones with
mobile scanners; they had a warrant to eavesdrop for four weeks on all car phone conversations in which he
participated. [Traa, 198] Pagers can be intercepted through scanning, like analogue mobile phones. Strangelyenough, the Amsterdam court has considered the scanning of pagers to involve no special effort, so it would
not require a court warrant. [Rb. Amsterdam, A.D.]

31 'GSM differs thus fundamentally in complexity from other services, and is estimated to be relatively difficult
to monitor." [Nielsen, 37] According to the Tapping GSM regulation, GSM should have been tappable in the
Netherlands by I January 1996 [24108, nr 5,3]. which was rather optimistic.

32 Satellite-based mobile digital telephones are "presenting prosecuting authorities throughout Europe with a
problem. (..) [These are] seeking European co-operation in setting up a system to monitor international tele-
phone calls made on this type ofmobile phone.' [Nash]
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regularly.11 For example, in the Tanker Cleaning Rotterdam case, phones and company
facsimile machines were tapped for six weeks [Traa. 204].14 Other services, however, make
tapping more difficult, for instance because it is harder to find the right point to tap. Thus,
a recent problem with intercepting mobile communications is the use of prepaid cards, which
can prevent customer identification; this is one of the main problems today for tracing the
user of a mobile phone:S Also, the *21 switch-based call-forwarding service has made
wiretapping as such more difficult. 36 Likewise, calling houses which offer cheaper phone
calls through international lines give criminals yet another opportunity of using more or less
anonymous phones. The advent of Internet telephony adds considerably to the difficulty of
tapping phones, because criminals can use this technology which, for the time being, is hard

to tap. And the rise of mobile data terminals may make these things worse yet for the police.
A more general problem is the increasing variety of protocols and formats. Whereas

formerly, only analogue conversations were transmitted over telephone lines, nowadays a
telephone tap can also record digital signals. So, the police must first distinguish the
communication protocol used, and subsequently identify the format in which the contents

are transmitted (is it compressed digitized speech, a compressed image or video file, or
perhaps a MIME-encoded WordStar text file?).

Finally, a technical problem is knowing which numbers to tap. With the liberalization
of the telecoms market and the enormous growth in applications and services, people can
have several telecommunication subscriptions with different providers (say, Internet access
through XS4ALL over an ISDN line belonging to Telfort, a Libertel subscription for the
telephone that uses the old telephone line belonging to KPN, and a mobile phone from
Dutchtone). Thus, it is increasingly difficult to quickly have access to the subscriber
information necessary to know where to tap. To address this, the government proposes to
set up an in formation center which will collect the required data. 125533. nr 5. 133]

Maintaining tappability
With the implementation ofthe Computer Crime Act in  1993, all kinds oftelecommunic-
ations can legally be tapped, including facsimile messages, electronic data transfers, mobile
phones, and satellite communications. The technical feasibility of tapping all forms of tele-
communications, however, is still dubious. Thus, as US FBI director Freeh stated: "Merely
maintaining without expanding the ability of law enforcement to conduct court-ordered
wiretaps is the single most important problem law enforcement faces today." [Freeh 954

33  Before 1993. the tap competence included only telephone conversations [HR 26 May 19921, and so.
facsimile messages or data messages were not allowed to be tapped.

34    The fact that facsimile machines are regularly being tapped in China became apparent when a New Zealand
tourist was expelled from the Tibet Autonomous Region. The Chinese authorities accused him of trying to
subvert the government and split the country. because he had sent a facsimile message from the Lhasa

Holiday Inn, in which he had mentioned having heard a bomb explode near his hotel. ITIN]
35 The government seems to hope that this may be redressed b) technical solutions [25533. nr 8.  10-12]. but

this does not seem quite feasible. Registering the people that buy prepaid cards may ensure traceability, but
this poses a significant privacy threat,

36    "With the currently available tap facilities, the judician' can not listen in on conversations held through *21 "
[Dijk]
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The authorities worry that this valuable investigation method is becoming powerless, and
they want to assure its continued efficacy in the future. Thus, the Dutch government requires
telecom providers through article 64a TFA to take the necessary technical measures to assure
that their infrastructure is tappable. The cost for tappability is theirs, while tapping is paid
by the judiciary. The main action line of the government is to oblige all telecom operators
to make sure their systems are fit for judicial taps from the start: "All public telecommunica-
tions networks and services (..) should be tappable from the moment of their introduction."
[24679. nr 1, repeated in 25533. nr 3,43] The draft Telecommunications Act, which is to replace
the TFA shortly, incorporates  this in article  13.  In  fact,  it is internationally a common
requirement: the EU and the US both require telecom providers to ensure tappability of all
forms oftelecommunications. 37

The government may ardently wish to maintain tapping capability, but at the moment,
tappability is far from being the case when it comes to mobile phones and electronic data
transfers. It will likely take several years before the police can tap all mobile phones, Internet
telephony, and e-mail. The authorities are aware that - even with the guideline of mandatory
tappability - the potential for intercepting telecommunications may decrease, and they are
looking for alternatives, such as direct eavesdropping.

38

4.3.2. Tapping in other countries
Although regulations and practices differ, almost all countries allow judicial taps. In the

European Union, all countries have a legal regulation for law-enforcement tapping -
Belgium  was  the  last to introduce legislation,   in   1991   (see  [coE  82]  and   [Huybrechts]).

Moreover,  like  the   1995  EU  Council  resolution,  the   1995  Council  of Europe Recom-
mendation Concerning Problems ofCriminal Procedure Law Connected with Information
Technology recommends states to impose obligations on network operators to "avail
themselves of all necessary technical measures that enable the interception of telecom-
munications by the investigating authorities." [CoE 951

In   Germany, the wiretap regulations have recently been adapted.   The    1996
Telecommunications Act requires network providers to ensure technical tappability (paying
the costs themselves), and to provide yearly tapping statistics to the regulation authority. The
Accompanying Law to the Telecommunications Act of December 1997 covers the personnel
consequences of liberalization and aims at ensuring future tappability by requiring all
employees of telecom providers to cooperate in tapping. The Accompanying Law would
also extend this cooperation requirement to operators of corporate networks [wuermeling].  The
number of taps has risen from  1,805 in  1987 to 3,499 in  1992 and 3,667 in  1995. [CR 1996 nr
4,256] There was a sharp increase in  1996,  with 6,428 telephone connections and  1,911

37    The EU Council Resolution of 17 January 1995 calls "upon the Ministers responsible for telecommunications
(...) to cooperate with the Ministers responsible for Justice and Home Affairs with the aim of implementing
the Requirements in relation to network operators and service providers.' The first requirement reads: "Law
enforcement agencies require access to the entire telecommunications transmitted, or caused to be
transmitted, to and from the number or other identifier of the target service used by the interception subject."
[96/C329/01 ] For the United States, see 4.3.2

38 "The present competence proposed [direct eavesdropping] can to a certain extent replace the decreasing
possibilities to intercept telecommunications." [23047, nr 3,2-3] See further 9.1
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Echelon

Even before the body of former Iranian prime minister Shahpour Bakhtiar had been found in Paris, his
murderers were stopped by Swiss customs. On 7 August 1991, a day before the body was found, Teheran
sent an (encrypted) message to its diplomatic missions in London, Paris, Bonn, and Geneva asking "Is Bakhtiar
dead7" Then, French authorities monitored all communications from public phone booths on the Paris-Geneva
highway, and intercepted a call from the perpetrators to the Iranian diplomatic mission in Geneva, essentially
solving the murder before its discovery

The interception of the Iranian communications was part of a US-led global surveillance system that has
been operated since at least the early 19805. Designed by the US National Security Agency, the ECHELON
system regularly intercepts e-mail, fax, telex, and telephone communications around the world. The countries
of the UKUSA signals intelligence agreement - the US, the UK, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand - operate
an extensive network of stations that intercept the communications carried by Intelsat and other satellites, as
well as those transported over land-based microwave networks. The intelligence agencies of the countries
each scan the intercepts for key words, organized in a wide range of categories, that include names,
addresses, and places of interests. (Although it may not yet be feasible to thus scan all spoken messages,
high-volume voice-recognition technology may soon be capable of processing most telephone conversations as
efficiently as written messages can be scanned nowadays.) Subsequently, with 'Intelligent' agents based on
statistical methods and neural networks, key words and their combinations are looked for to select the most
interesting messages. T'hese are forwarded to the headquarters, where specialists read them and act

accordingly.
Despite earlier publications - as early as 1988, Duncan Campbell reported on ECHELON in the New

Statesman - ECHELON only gained publicity in 1996 with the publication of extensive details by Nicky Hager,
who had interviewed many New Zealand intelligence staff members. With the publication of a European
Parliament document in early 1998, in which Hager's findings were repeated (along with a frightening number
of other surveillance and control technologies), the global surveillance system seemed to receive wider
attention by the institutions that safeguard democracy. So far, however, UKUSA governments seem to simply
and happily continue global monitoring.

Although since the end of the Cold War, the global surveillance systems have often been justified by the
need to fight terrorism and to facilitate economic intelligence, according to Nicky Hager, "by far, the main
priorities of the intelligence alliance continue to be political and military intelligence to assist the larger allies to
pursue their interests around the world. Anyone and anything the particular governments are concerned about
can  become a target." Thus, for instance,  GCHQ,  the UK intelligence agency, intercepted the communications
of Amnesty International and Christian Aid.

Incidentally, one might expect ECHELON to suffer from large-scale encryption by governments, who in
diplomacy and state secrets after all are well-known users of robust cryptography. Of course, the NSA had
reckoned with that. A report by Wayne Madsen of 1998 revealed that for decades, the US government had
routinely decrypted top-secret messages of 120 countries through a secret agreement with Swiss crypto
producer Crypto AG. Their machines had been manipulated so that the secret key would be automatically and
clandestinely transmitted with each message. The Iranian authorities, after the Bakhtiar killing, felt that their
encryption scheme had been cracked, and they arrested Hans Buehler, Crypto AG's marketing representative
in Teheran. He was questioned for five hours a day for nine months, but he apparently did not know the
equipment was bugged. In 1994, two Iranians were convicted for Bakhtiafs murder, but the third, Zeynold
Abedine Sarhadi, was acquitted. Madsen suggests one of the reasons may have been a tacit agreement to
spare Sarhadi in order to avoid having to use the intercepted and decrypted communications as evidence.

ISources: Hager, Madsen, Wright 98]

mobile phone connections being tapped [DB}.
In the United Kingdom, the power  to  tap  evolved  from  the  17th-century  power  of

government officials to intercept and open mail [Kahn, 172]. It was given an explicit basis
only in  1985, with the Interception of Communications Act 1985 defining the conditions for
law-enforcement, intelligence, and security wiretapping. Although it authorizes interception
by warrant, it does not allow use of direct wiretap evidence in a criminal prosecution [LAB].
Still, during  1996 and 1997, "interception of communications played a part - often the
crucial part - in operations by police and HM Customs which led to 1,200 arrests" [Rochel
The wiretap figures (for Great Britain) have risen  from  522  in   1989  to   1,047  in   1994
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Istatewatchl: in 1997, there were 1,647 wiretaps [EPIC Alert 5.Ill.
In the United States, tapping is regarded as essential by law-enforcement agencies, but

it  is controversial with civil-liberties organizations.  Part of the crypto debate has centered
on the ability to tap at all rather than on regulating cryptography to maintain wiretappability.
A Supreme Court decision (Katz  v.  United  States) in 1967 that wiretaps were searches
requiring warrants under the Fourth Amendment, led to the enactment ofthe Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, which together with the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act of 1986 today regulates the interception of telecommunications. The conditions
for intercepting electronic communications (such as e-mail) are less stringent than for
intercepting voice communications; the exclusionary rule (which rules out illegally acquired
information as evidence) does not hold for electronic interceptionS. [NRC, 84-86]

To meet the challenge of continued
FOKKE & SOKKE

tapping capabilities, the 1994 Commun- HAD EXPECTED MORE SKING AND UNDER vK-rER
poRS uiTSications Assistance for Law Enforce-

ment Act (CALEA) was enacted. This
requires telecom providers to make DOING NOW F HE i S PAST/NG

I,MAT 'S HE

uP A GAY-RIGHrStheir networks tappable. Especially the
requirement to facilitate a maximum

POSTE

number of simultaneous taps has raised
9

fierce discussions. After two earlier
trials, the FBI published final wiretap
capacity figures in March      1998,
requiring the simultaneous tapping of

' "itover 57,000 lines nationwide [see FBI].
However, the CALEA deadline for - -,71
meeting the tappability requirements, 41-  «     '3"    f'»--    U28    October    1998, was considered                           1,                           -     - 

-     eP *ilunrealistic by the telecoms industry,        iROVT-

especially since negotiations by
industry and the FBI on technical wiretap standards stranded, allegedly because the FBI
insisted on far-reaching capabilities extending beyond CALEA. For instance, the FBI was
seeking enhanced ability to track geographical locations of cell phones, and the ability to
separate out content from  signaling data of packet-based communications IEPIC Mert 4.151.
In mid-1998, the deadline for CALEA implementation was postponed until 30 June 2000.

In the US, the number of (both federal and state) taps has varied between 634 and  1,100
in the period 1984-1997. In  1997,1,094 taps were placed. The majority of US interceptions
involved drug investigations (73 per cent), followed by gambling and racketeering (both 8
per cent). [0Al

The efficacy of wiretapping is disputed in the US, as only few cases use intercepted
communications as evidence. [Bottger. 121 The FBI, on the other hand, claims that "[c]ourt-
ordered wiretapping is the single most effective investigative technique used by law
enforcement to combat illegal drugs, terrorism, violent crime, espionage and organized
crime. The majority of wiretapping is conducted by state and local law enforcement.  Last
year there were 1,154 wiretap court orders nationwide for all of law enforcement but these
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court-ordered wiretaps are critical to saving lives and solving the very worst crimes suffered
by the public. Moreover, that number is not expected to increase in any significant manner
when the law already passed by Congress [CALEA] is fully implemented. (...) '[T]here is
no intention to expand the number of wiretaps or the extent of wiretapping.'" [Freeh 95c]

In short. Germany, the UK, and the US have recently adapted their telecommunications
regulations to ensure future tappability in the light oftechnical and regulatory developments.
All have experienced a significant increase in wiretaps over recent years, comparable to the
Netherlands. The figures show that wiretapping is used extensively in the Netherlands and
in Germany (although less than in the Netherlands). The UK and the US are tapping
relatively little.39

4.3.3. Traffic analysis
Besides tapping phones to get at the content, the police can gain information from telecom
operators about the communications as well. Not only can the content of conversations be
useful for investigation, also the knowledge of who called whom when, how often, for how
long, and from where is of interest. These traffic data can give a good indication of
communications patterns and lay bare the structures of criminals participating in joint
activities.

As traffic infurmation is less privacy-sensitive than the contents of conversations, the
competence to demand traffic data is less grave and, consequently, to be preferred to tapping
if it suffices to gather the required information.

The public prosecutor and the examiningjudge have the competence to command people
working with a public telecommunications operator to give information on conversations
that have taken place, in which - presumably - the suspect participated (art.  125f DCCP).
Although this suggests that the power can only be applied to past conversations, in practice,
permission is usually given for requiring information on future conversations, so that the
operator can take measures to be able to comply with this request. The application is only
possible with offenses for which pre-trial detention is possible, as well as hacking40; the draft
law on special investigation powers would also allow traffic analysis when there is a
suspicion that serious, organized crimes are being schemed. The conditions may be revised
when the results of a study into the law-enforcement need for business data will be available.

The digitization oftelephone exchanges has enabled better and broader traffic analysis,
as more data are stored automatically [23047, nr 6, 201. Traffic analysis can be an important tool
in investigation, although its usefulness must not be overestimated. It supplements the

39    There are several reasons why tapping is used less frequently in the US than in the Netherlands. For one
thing, in the US, the judge supervises the application of wiretaps more closely, and he has to openly account
for his considering the tap necessary  In the Netherlands, the examining judge authorizes the tap, but he does
not need to openly motivate his decision. More importantly, the application of the subsidiarity principle
differs. In the US, wiretapping is considered a last resort. more intrusive and graver than, for instance.
undercover operations. In the Netherlands. wiretapping, although considered a grave measure, is found
convenient in many more cases, and preferable over employing undercover agents. This difference may be
partially due to a different conception of privacy. [Cf. 25403, nr 5]

40    Although only punishable with six months' imprisonment, hacking was added here. because traffic analysis
is virtually the only way oftracing a hacker.
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content scrutiny of tapping, but it can not serve as an alternative, because for many purposes,
it is necessary to be aware of what is being said rather than that something is being said.

4.4. Data storage

The most common method of finding evidence is looking for it. One can of course first
kindly ask people to hand over data (4.4.1), but if they refuse, the police can use graver
measures. They can search for the information itself, and look for computers and data
carriers for search and seizure (4.4.2); they can also use computers to search for data over
a network (4.4.3). ifthe computer is access-protected, the police should be able to undo the
protection (4.4.4).

4.4.1. Handing over data
As the competence to search and seize property is a grave measure, the police should first
try other effective means to achieve the goal of evidence gathering (according to the
principle of subsidiarity). Rather than seizing things by force, they can ask the keeper to
hand over the (seizable) objects needed. The police should specify which objects should be
handed over. The competence is limited when it comes to letters and people with a right not
to give evidence because of their profession, and the command for handing over can not be
given to a suspect.

As data are not 'property;41 the Criminal financial inquest
police need an additional power to

For the estimation of illegally acquired gains, a criminalcommand the handing over of data financial inquest can be opened in order to allow certain
that may serve the investigation. This measures; the offense concerned must be punishable with a

competence was introduced in  1993 fine of the fifth category (NLG 100,000). During the financial
inquest, the examining judge can use the same powers as

with the Computer Crime  Act. It during an inquest. Thus, he can have phones tapped, request
authorizes the examining judge to traffic information, investigate computers, and search and

seize (this includes the power to search and seize letters andcommand someone to hand over other writings, so it is likely he can investigate e-mail
specific (automated) data relating to messages). For instance, in the Henk R. case, the financial

inquest was focused on investigating the seized administrationthe crime or to the suspect. The and tapping phones [Traa, 240]. The police has a general
suspect can  not be given  this com- competence to command someone to give documents or data
mand. The addressee can comply for inspection, although this command may not be given to

the person who is the target of the investigation, and people
with the order by recording the data.      with a right to non-disclosure can remain silent.
bringing them to the court registry,
or giving access to the examining judge (for instance, through an online connection). The
way in which data are to be handed over is to be determined by the examining judge.  In the
case of encrypted files, this formulation, however vague, can not be supposed to include the

41     Despite two rulings  by the district court o f Arnhem, data are not considered 'property'  in the sense of
criminal law, as they are multiple and the product of mental rather than physical labor, and as copying them
does not take them away out of someone's power of disposal. Moreover. special laws address immaterial
values. such as intellectual-property law.
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competence to order that the data should be handed over in unencrypted form; this would
imply that the keeper should first modify the data, and this is contrary to the intention of the
article, which presupposes the integrity of the surrendered data.

Apart from the police which investigates crimes, special investigation services also have
coercive powers. These services inspect compliance with special regulatory laws, such as
tax or environment laws. Their competence differs from that of law enforcement. For
instance, the Fiscal Intelligence and Investigation Department (FIID) can command people
to show them relevant documents and files. The addressee has to comply with such a
command, under penalty of six months' or - if denied wilfully - four years' imprisonment.
The subject of an investigation provides the investigation agent with books, records, or other
data-storage devices, or the contents thereof. The data must be provided clearly and without
restriction, and copies can be made (art. 49 State Taxes Act). The wording of the article
seems to imply that the data handed over must be in the clear, and so, decryption may be
commanded.

4.4.2. Search and seizure
If necessary, the police can look for evidence contrary to people's will: with a search
warrant, they can tum a house upside-down to recover pieces of evidence. These pieces can
be photographed or otherwise recorded, or they can be seized to serve as evidence in court.

The ability to search and seize property includes the competence to search in computers
and to copy data. After all, a house search is the gravest possible coercive power to dig up
evidence. The Cocaine in kitchen cupboard case   has   interpreted   it   as   a   ' focused   and
systematic investigation,'42 in which closets may be opened (with force,  i f needs be), floors
may be broken up, and clocks may be searched (taking into account the principles of subsid-
iarity (first try the least infringing measure) and proportionality (use as little force as is
necessary)). Therefore, also computers can be subjected to a search. Analogously to the
taking of finger prints, copies can be made of data stored in the computer. Thus,
investigating stored data can regularly be executed. It can only be done during a house

search, though, as looking in a computer to see if there is incriminating evidence can only
be done through a 'systematic' investigation. Therefore, the police41 can only look for
electronic evidence in more serious cases - those for which pre-trial detention is possible (or
in inflagrante delicto situations).

Another option for investigating computers is to seize them and subsequently investigate
the seized object. This is a useful competence for stand-alones, laptops, diskettes, and
personal digital assistants, which can be seized both in a search (e.g., when the police lacks
the time to exhaustively investigate the computer on the spot) and while arresting or
stopping someone, or in an in flagrante delicto situation. The seizure competence includes
all objects that can serve to ascertain the truth or the illegally acquired gains. The search and

42   Such a 'focused and systematic investigation' can only be executed in case of a house search with a
corresponding warrant, other ways of intruding in homes to look for evidence are restricted to 'casual'
looking.

43     A house search should be executed by the examining judge. or, if his arrival can not be awaited, by the
public prosecutor or. again in case of urgency. by an assistant prosecutor.
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International investigation

As organized crime and computer crime take place in a largely International context, international cooperation
in investigation is an increasingly important issue. Investigating criminal organizations operating in various
countries requires legal assistance, notably for wiretapping and searching in other countries. Computer crime
often involves online international investigation, for instance, because evidence is stored abroad or because
the crime has effects in several countries.

International cooperation in investigation takes place on two levels. First, legal assistance is given by
states based on a mutual agreement, usually a (bilateral or multilateral) treaty. Thus, foreign states can
request the Netherlands to find evidence in a certain case. T'he examining judge can then use certain powers
he has during an inquest, for instance, tap a phone or conduct a search. As the procedure for requesting legal
assistance takes some time, this will often be inadequate to investigate computer crime. In 1995, the Council
of Europe recommended adapting criminal-procedure laws to enhance the international Investigation of
computer crime. [coE 95] For instance, the possibility to search online In computers abroad would greatly
improve evidence-gathering in computer-related cases.

Second, joint investigation is called for in international cases. As many of today's criminal organizations
operate internationally, state-bound Investigation and the slow provision of legal assistance are insufficient.
Joint investigation teams could serve the task of investigating organized cross-border crime. The EU Maastricht
and Amsterdam Treaties call for closer police and judicial cooperation, including operational cooperation in
Investigating crimes. Such joint teams may be supported by members of Europol, the facilitating investigation
service of the EU. The main task of Europol will be to assist member countries In investigation, mainly through
facilitating information exchange, education, and research.

seizure of letters or other writings is limited: there must be a clear connection with the
offense or the suspect, or the court must authorize it. For seizing letters entrusted to the
postal or telegraph service, the examining judge can order the contents to be made known
to the police, as far as they are apparently intended for the suspect or originate from him.
There is hardly any case law yet to indicate whether this competence could be used to seize
e-mail messages stored with a service provider.

Whereas special investigation services have more powers than the police to command
information to be given, they have less powers to search for it if the subjects do not
cooperate: they can not, e.g.,  as such conduct a house search or tap phones.44 They can,
however, seize property. Thus, the FIID can seize books, including computers and diskettes.

4.4.3. Searching elsewhere
While conducting a search in a computer, it is possible that the police find that data are not
stored in the computer, but elsewhere in a network to which the computer is connected. If
this other place of storage is beyond the limits of the search warrant - a likely case  with
networked computer systems, searching in the computer system elsewhere requires another
warrant. Because requesting other warrants for the location where the other computer is
located is both impractical and detrimental to the investigation (a suspect could easily
destroy the information in the meantime), a specific power to search elsewhere in computers
while conducting a search was introduced  with  the 1993 Computer Crime  Act.  The
competence stops at the national border, as national sovereignty prohibits investigating in
other countries (safe when specific treaties create a competence for cross-border invest-

44     "In other words: according to general criminal proceedings, the suspect does not have to cooperate with the
seizure, and the judiciary can look themselves. in special criminal proceedings, the judiciary may not look
themselves, but the suspect must cooperate." [Buruma, 218]
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igation). Moreover, the power must involve data that are reasonably necessary for ascertain-
ing the truth, and the computer systems located elsewhere must be legally accessible to the
regular occupants of the location being searched. Again, letters and personal writings are
protected analogously, so that probably e-mail messages stored elsewhere can not be read.

4.4.4. Providing access
Many computers are protected against unauthorized access. Therefore, the police will have
difficulty searching a computer ifthey can not remove its protection. Article 125k paragraph
1 DCCP authorizes them, during a search, to request someone who is likely to know the
means of protection to provide access to the computer, or to provide the knowledge of the
protection. As the command can not be given to suspects, the police will have to address a
system manager or,  in case of a home personal computer, housemates. 45

With the introduction ofthe Computer Crime Act, it was already recognized that not only
access to the computer could be protected, but also access to files - through encryption.
Therefore, article 125k paragraph 2 DCCP was introduced, declaring article 125k paragraph
1 analogously applicable. Thus. the police can require someone likely to know the means
of encryption (i.e, the key) to surrender the key or to decrypt. As usual, the suspect can not
be addressed. 1 will further describe the potential and limitations of this competence in
Chapter 8, when analyzing the option ofcommanding a suspect to decrypt. Note that usually
the suspect is the only one with knowledge of the key, which makes the present competence
virtually useless in practice. This is all the more so, because the police always copies the
encrypted data for later investigation at the office - and then the power to demand
decryption can no longer be given, the house search having ended. The draft Computer
Crime Act II addresses this latter issue by allowing the command to be given when the
search has ended, but leaves the former problem unaddressed.46

4.5. Problems through encryption

Inevitably, cryptography will be used by criminals to hamper investigation. In this section,
I will use the applications ofcryptography detailed in section 3.2 to assess how criminal use
of encryption may thwart the in formation-gathering powers of law en forcement.  From th is
analysis, I will define the main problems to be handled in the second part of this book.

Encryption for the sake of integrity and authenticity will not hamper evidence-finding,
as this leaves the original text in the clear.47 Only encryption for confidentiality purposes
renders the message unreadable. Also note that whereas cryptography hampers tapping, it
does not obstruct traffic analysis. I will therefore restrict myself to confidentiality encryption
hampering the retrieval ofthe contents of data.

45 Since family members to the third degree and spouses can remain silent, this will often be ineffective.
46   Initially. the draft proposal contained a provision to demand suspects to decrypt, under strict conditions

After protests from the legal community against this infringement of the privilege against sel f-incrimination,
the provision was removed from the draft.

47     If, as is usual. a signed hash is used. If the entire message is encrypted with a private key. the police can use
the public key to decrypt Cf. 7.3
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4.5.1. Main crypto-problems
lf network providers use encryption to secure their network, the communications transferred
over their infrastructure will be out of reach of police tapping. However, the obligation for
providers to assure the technical tappability of telecommunications infrastructure (art. 64a
TFA; art. 13 draft Telecommunications Act) can be interpreted as prohibiting unconditional
use of encryption by network providers.  That is, ifthey use encryption  as a standard feature
of the telecommunications infrastructure, they should offer wiretapping officials the original
signal as it entered their network. Naturally, providing the original signal will still leave the
police empty-handed if the users encrypt themselves. Traffic analysis will in any case still
be possible if network operators use encryption, as they are required to cooperate and to give
these data to law-enforcement officers.

Encryption use by service providers will generally not hamper investigation.
Telecommerce using encrypted (pay) services, such as video-on-demand, is not part of
criminal organizations' communication patterns, and taps are not hampered by these. 48

The main problem for law enforcement will be encryption by end users. They will use

encryption for securing both information transport and storage. As far as transport \s
concerned, financial transactions, teleworking, video conferencing, and other types of
communications will increasingly be encrypted for confidentiality. Supposing that mobile
phones and data communications can in the future regularly be tapped, criminal
organizations and computer criminals, with their knowledge of computer technologies, are
likely to shift to encryption in order to remain outside the reach of wiretaps. Then,
encryption for escaping law enforcement will be used on a larger - or even large - scale.
After all, robust encryption software and hardware is available around the world, sometimes
even online and as freeware or shareware, such as the widely used PGP.

Moreover, as voice communications will increasingly be performed on digital networks,
even across the Internet, encrypted conversations will be common. For Internet telephony,
the program PGPfone is available from the Internet free of charge;  it can be used for secure

(voice) conversations on the Internet. Especially when encryption programs will be
incorporated in general services, for example, in Internet protocols (IPv6), mail programs
(Pegasus, Eudora), web browsers (Netscape Navigator, Internet Explorer), or operating
systems (Linux, Windows), the use ofcryptography will become common and all-pervasive.
Then, also 'traditional' criminals, such as minor frauds, child pornographers, and individual
serious criminals, will widely use encryption to thwart law enforcement.

So, cryptophones, cryptofaxes, and the encryption of e-mail, data transfers, and voice
communications over digital networks make tapping ineffective: the clear text is only
recoverable at both ends, and currently the police has no means to trace this.

In fact, encryption  is only a threat to tapping i f tapping is possible at all. Conceptually,
tapping causes three potential problems. First, the signal must be intercepted and recorded,
which is largely a physical and technical matter. For most of the communications, this is

48 The information on who is using which services will be interesting to law enforcement, as this can assist the
making of perpetrator profiles. The present powers to request information or,  if the  service provider will  not

cooperate, to search and seize the provider's administration - including the power to request decryption (art.
125k para. 2 DCCP) - are probably sufficient for getting this information.
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possible, although it may be difficult with the Internet packet-switching protocol to intercept
all packets. Then, the signal must be interpreted, which is a logical problem: what do the bits
and bytes signify, what kind of information is it, and what format is it in. Third, once this
is done, only then does encryption come into view. Ifthe file is interpretable as a certain type
of file, the text, image, or sound may turn out to be encrypted. Supposing that the first two
stages can be addressed through technological sophistication, encryption may gradually turn
out to be the main problem for wiretapping. Encryption of data transport, then, is likely to
be one of the main future problems for law enforcement, hampering the tracing of
perpetrators, the uncovering of networks of criminal organizations, evidence-gathering in
fraud cases, and, to a lesser extent, catching computer criminals. FBI director Freeh, in a
speech meant to incite the US Congress to restrict encryption, stated that "drug cartels are
buying sophisticated communications equipment. Unless the issue of encryption is resolved
soon, criminal conversations over the telephone and other communications devices will
become indecipherable for law enforcement. This, as much as any issue, jeopardizes the
public safety and national security of this country. Drug cartels, terrorists, and kidnappers
will use telephones and other communications media with impunity knowing that their
conversations are immune from our most valued investigative technique." [Freeh 9581 One
should bear in mind, though, that such statements are aimed at convincing others of the
necessity of restricting cryptography, and may not be unbiased. Privacy advocates often
point out that "the FBI has not been able to point to a single case to date where encryption
has hampered their investigation of a case." [Hoffman 941 But then again, that may be because
the police wants to let sleeping dogs lie.

Likewise, the use of cryptography for securing information storage (for instance, of
accounts, e-mail folders, and villainous plans) is a threat to law enforcement's ability to
investigate. The current search and seizure procedures are widely inadequate to cope with
encrypted files. Only in a small number of cases can the police require the decryption of
enciphered data, namely, during a search when a non-suspect person knows the means of
encryption (which will rarely be the case), and when tax officials require to see the books.
Even then, faced with a demand to decrypt, the addressee might use a duress code to thwart
the demand: he will produce innocent data rather than the original incriminating plaintext.
Thus, the use of encryption for securing data storage is another main problem for law
enforcement, especially relevant in investigating organized crime (think, for instance, of
laptop computers or personal digital assistants containing address lists), organizational and
business crime (especially if the books are encrypted), and computer-related crime.

4.5.2. Cryptocriminals in practice
There is little reliable information on cases in which cryptography has hampered
investigations in practice. Most policy documents and statements by police officials confine
themselves to stating the potential (imagined?) gravity of the problem and giving one or two
notorious examples. The only extensive (public-domain) study of cryptocriminals was
undertaken by Dorothy Denning and William Baugh  in  1997. A world-wide query to submit
cases of cryptocriminals resulted in a list of examples of terrorism, organized-crime,
espionage, and child-pornography cases involving cryptography. Their findings suggest "that
the total number ofcriminal cases involving encryption world-wide is at least 500, with an
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annual growth rate of 50-100%." [Denning 9731 In a considerable part ofthese cases, the police
were able to retrieve the information, or they were able to convict the criminals regardless
ofthe encrypted data. FBI director Freeh claimed that the FBI has seen the number of cases
involving encryption or password protection increase from 2 to 7 per cent. [Freeh 981 In  1996,
a bill was adopted by US Congress, the NII Protection Act, which requires the Sentencing
Commission to report annually on the use of computer encryption to facilitate or conceal
criminal activity, and so more definite figures for the US may be available in the future.

Some examples of cryptocriminals, apart from those already mentioned in section 4.1,
are the terrorist group responsible for bombing the World Trade Center in 1994 and a Manila
Air airliner in  1995. The laptop of member Ramsey Yousef contained encrypted files on
further plans, which were successfully decrypted; however,  much of the information was
also available in unencrypted documents, and decryption was not essential to prevent the
planned attacks. [Denning 97d] A gambling enterprise operating multiple sites linked by a
computer system encrypted four years of accounts; the codeword was cracked by exploiting
weaknesses  in the crypto system, resulting in a plea of guilty. [Denning 97d] The police  in
Sacramento, California, found a number of large encrypted files with a person suspected of
involvement in child pornography. The suspect refused to surrender the key. [Wayner 93] At
a  1996 OECD meeting discussing crypto policies, "the Italian representative said he was
unaware of any criminal probes defeated by use of encryption, but he reported that the Mafia
was thought to be seeking access to strong U.S. encryption for its communications. This led
Austria to ask whether anyone knew of cases of crooks using encryption. Denmark reported
one case. Holland reported a case of suspected terrorists using high-grade encryption; when
pressed for information about how the case turned out, the Dutch representative simply said,
' The encryption gave us a lot of trouble."' [Baker 961 One of the five computer crime teams
in the Netherlands encountered encryption in about ten cases, involving, for example,
hacking, money laundering, and drugs; in one of the cases, the encryption obstructed the
investigation beyond repair [Komen].

4.5.3. Cracking evidence

So,  that twenty-first  century  kid,  that fast-track  Infobahni,  that  arriviste crooning  1-did-it-
I-way, proved to be not only a scheming usurper, but a moron - who thought himself
uncatchable, and therefore got caught with laughable ease.
(Salman  Rushdie,  The  Moor's  Last  Sigh)

If the police encounter encrypted data, what are their chances of decrypting? Where
encrypted communications are concerned, the chances are slim  indeed.  I f the police can
record and distinguish an entire encrypted communication at all (which is not always easy,
as they should know just where the communication begins and where it ends; or, with digital
networks, they must select all packets of the message), they will likely not be able to
cryptanalyze it. They only have a chance ifthey know how the communication is encrypted,
and if the crypto system is weak enough to allow a brute-force attack. If the data are
compressed before encryption, a brute-force attack becomes very difficult even with weak
systems. Also, given the high number of conversations recorded in a single wiretap, many
messages would have to be cryptanalyzed (remark that selecting relevant messages is
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impossible) Perhaps most importantly. cracking communications through a brute-force
attack cannot be done real-time; it will usually require at least several days and often weeks
or months. This significantly limits the efficacy of the wiretap (cf. 4.3.1); and then, the
police may be reluctant to use decrypted intercepts in court, as this will give criminals
insight into their cryptanalytic skills and capacity - it could "provide a tutorial to criminal
elements bent on eluding law enforcement" [us}

There are much better chances with stored encrypted files (cf. 3.1.4-3.1.5). It is easier
to see or guess with which system the file has been encrypted (for instance, because the
encryption program is stored on the same computer, or because a Crypto User Handbook
features on the bookshelf), and so, a cryptanalytic attack can be better focused and more
efficient. In practice, some criminals use easy-to-crack crypto systems provided with general
software packages, and only the more technologically advanced use strong crypto systems
such as PGP. More importantly, many criminals use weak passwords or passphrases, which
can be fairly easily guessed with automated password-guessing programs, such as
PGPCrack. Sometimes, the key may simply be found stored on a diskette, as the police
found in the Aum Shinrikyo case [Denning 97dl. Since the time pressure is smaller than with
wiretaps (the search alerts the suspects that an investigation is taking place anyway), and the
number of encrypted files may be limited, a brute-force attack may be a good last resort if
the stakes are high enough. (Indeed, the police could perform distributed attacks (see sidebar
in 3.1.5) to use the idle computer power of all police offices, for instance with a screen saver
program, to crack the most important files.)

That there  is a reasonable chance of success is indicated by the fact that data recovery
is often used by businesses who need to decrypt files encrypted by disgruntled or careless
employees. Specialist companies provide such data-recovery services. For example, the US
company AccessData "specializes in data recovery and decrypting information utilizing
brute force as well as 'smarter' attacks. Regular clients include the FBI and other law
enforcement agencies as well as corporations." [Ad Hoc149 AccessData took twelve hours to
crack the custom-encrypted files in a Bolivian terrorism case; AccessData software'o also
enabled the decryption ofencrypted files in the Aldrich Ames spy case [Denning 97dl. Another
possibility is that the manufacturer of the hardware or software has a master key." This way,
the police may recover a certain part of stored encrypted files.

Indeed, the Denning-Baugh survey found that in organized-crime and business-crime
cases, the encryption of stored data was generally broken [Denning 97d].

49    "AccessData (...) reports receiving about a dozen and a half calls a day from companies with inaccessible
data. About one-hal f dozen of these calls result from disgruntled employees (...) another hal f-dozen result
from employees who died or (...) forgot to leave their keys." [Denning 961

50 Phil Zimmermann reported a conversation with the author of the AccessData package that cracks many built-
in encryption schemes in general products: "he said his program only takes a split second to crack them, but
he put in some delay loops to slow it down so it doesn't look so easy to the customer." [Zimmermann 94.
105]

51      Cf. [HR 29 March  1994], in which the Japanese manufacturer of a pocket computer recovered the data from
the protected secret memory.
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4.5.4. Further crypto-problems
An additional problem is caused by the possibility of hiding encryption:2 The use of
steganography to communicate without anyone noticing the exchange of information, e.g.,
through posting a message in a digital image to a news group, can be called the ultimate way
to prevent the police from investigating communications patterns. Although impractical in
cases of urgency or when two-way feedback is needed, it is a viable option for exchanging
shorter messages when there is no urgency.

More damaging to law enforcement will be the use of steganography to hide information
in computers.'1 Files can be stored hidden in images or sounds. The police may search the
computer's contents, but may easily overlook the incriminating evidence. Indeed, to really
hide incriminating files, smart criminals may even "concoct some mildly incriminating
dummy messages to take the place of the really incriminating real messages. A pair of Israeli
spies once did this." [Schneier, 228] One should not overestimate the possibilities of
steganography, though. In many cases, the pattern ofthe image, sound, or text file will show
that it is not an ordinary file. Moreover, there is bound to be some header information for
the stegano program to be able to recognize the file as containing a stealth message.

Problems in proof

Apart from potential crypto problems for evidence gathering, cryptography may also cause problems in court.
As computer-related evidence may result from highly technical procedures, a smart lawyer can cast doubt on
the reliability of the evidence. A judge without a degree in maths will find cryptology abracadabra, and so, he
will have to rely on the statements of experts.

Suppose the prosecution uses evidence resulting from encrypted information, obtained through either
cryptanalysis or through decryption with the proper key (found somewhere or given by someone). The police
will have to prove that the resulting dear text is Indeed the original plaintext. The defending attorney may try
to discredit this, saying there is no mathematical certainty that the given text is the right plaintext. However,
as it is virtually impossible that a given ciphertext decrypts to two meaningful plaintexts, an expert witness will
likely convince the judge of the reliability of the cryptanalysis or decryption. (Compare the pocket computer
decision, where the appeal court stated: "The proposition, that in Japan the secret memories of the pagers
may have been tampered with, has not become plausible. The expert heard in appeal Professor Kaspersen did
state that manipulation was not entirely to be excluded, but he added that he considered this a purely
theoretical possibility. There is nothing that indicated this possibility." This statement was not challenged in
cassation.) The judge must be convinced, however, that the police (or the Forensic Laboratory) has acted
properly in obtaining the plaintext: after all, they might have XOR-ed the ciphertext with a conveniently
inaiminating plaintext to obtain a One-Time Pad key which yields - behold! - the incriminating, but false,
plaintext. So, in the process of cryptanalysis or decryption with an obtained key, the police must act carefully
and systematically, and must make official reports of all activities to ensure that the process can be checked
by neutral experts. The defense might claim a right to a counter-check [cf. Buruma, 228-237]. It would be wise to
have standard procedures for handling encrypted data, comparable to, for instance, the initial proposal for
direct eavesdropping, which contained a prescription for the (automated) recording of each step in the
process of treating the recordings to enhance their clarity. A similar procedure should be developed for crypt-
analysis and, in general, the handling of encrypted evidence.

Perhaps the biggest challenge will be to find expert witnesses who can clearly explain to the judge how
encryption and cryptanalysis work. The gap between the legal and mathematical jargons (not to say: world
views) looms so big, that a judge might be hard to convince that this magic really works.

52   Cf. section 7.3 on stealth messages in digital signatures.
53    Although the presence of stegano-software would indicate that there are files hidden somewhere. A search

on the images with a dictionary attack might render incriminating plaintexts (compare illustration 4.1)
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Illustration 4.1.  UV-scan of a letter written in urine by a detainee.  The revealed
text appeared to contain very  incriminating evidence.  Isource:  Stapel &  De  Koning.  2161
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One other problem deserves mentioning, as it involves cryptography-related
technologies. Electronic cash can be used for sending large amounts of money around the
world in a very short period, as often as is desirable. This is a great opportunity for money
laundering, as tracing all these transactions is virtually impossible. Since financial
investigation has become an important part of investigating organized crime, e-cash poses
a serious problem to laying bare the financial patterns of a criminal organization. This
problem, however, is outside the scope ofthis book.

4.5.5. Scope of the problem
The publicly available information, in particular the Denning-Baugh survey, suggests that
cryptography is encountered in only a few criminal cases. Where encryption is encountered,
it often does not block the investigation, either because the police can crack it or because
there is sufficient other evidence.

In telecommunications, end-to-end cryptography is used little by criminals.'4  If they do,
investigation usually stands powerless. Encryption is used more often in protecting stored
criminal data, but in quite a few ofthe crypto-cases to date, the investigators were able to
crack the encryption or the encrypted data were not necessary for a conviction. Only a small
group of criminals use robust cryptography which cannot be cracked, and where practical
attacks do not work. The Walsh report on Australian crypto policy corroborates this: "For
the present, the investigative capability of the agencies is not significantly affected." [Walsh,
1.2.11] The threat, then, of cryptocriminals to law enforcement is presently a minor one.

The general expectation, however, is that the cryptocriminal threat will grow
significantly in the near to middle future.SS The central claim of the Denning-Baugh study
is "that the impact of encryption on crime and terrorism  is at its early stages." [Denning 97a]
As cryptography becomes familiar to ever wider groups of users, also less technologically
advanced criminals will start to use robust cryptography. The profoundest impact will likely
result from incorporating strong cryptography in general software programs, such as word-
processing, browsing, and e-mail software. US export controls still curb this development,
but it seems inevitable that the information infrastructure and the primary information
services will incorporate strong cryptography in the near future. Then, investigation will still
benefit from practical attacks exploiting weaknesses  in the use of cryptography, but cracking
or brute-forcing of weak crypto systems employed by criminals will be a thing of the past.

4.6. Conclusion

Developments in crime show that organized crime and computer crime have become serious
threats to society. Both are dependent on information-processing: criminal organizations rely
heavily on communications, and computer criminals often use data storage. Both criminal

54  "As far as the committee has been able to determine, criminal use of digitally encrypted voice
communications has not presented a significant problem to law enforcement to date." [NRC, 90]

55 For instance, [COM (97) 503, iII.3(I)], [Denning 97a], [Australia. 6], [Norway, 2], and interpol expert
Takizawa in [Ghosh].
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organizations and computer criminals use modern technologies, and are likely to use these
to shield their activities from police scrutiny. Business crime, including large-scale fraud,
also relies on data storage and may use encryption to hide incriminating evidence. Other
forms of serious crime can also involve data transport or storage.

To counter the threats of serious crime, states investigate crime and prosecute the  perp-
etrators. To assure the safety of citizens and the integrity of society as a whole, investigation
and prosecution are of great concern. The Dutch Minister of Justice has called fighting
organized crime and other serious forms of crime a "pressing social need" [23047, nr 3.31

1n investigating these types ofcrime, information-gathering has a central place. Wiretaps
and traffic analysis are primary tools for revealing structures of criminal organizations and
for tracing hackers. Technological developments are making tapping more difficult, in
particular of mobile phones and electronic data transfers. The obligation for telecom
operators to make their networks tappable may require several years to take full effect.
Search and seizure, including specific powers for investigating in automated surroundings,
are main methods of gathering evidence and tracing computer crime and business crime.

Currently, encryption is used very little by criminals in telecommunications. if they do,
however, it is generally impossible for the police to retrieve the contents of the
communications. At present, the technical problems oftapping all forms ofcommunications
are more serious than the use of cryptography, but once tapping all telecommunications is
widely possible, cryptography is bound to render taps useless. Wiretaps will become illusory
if criminals regularly encrypt end-to-end. The extent to which criminals will do this is hard
to predict, but one can safely assume that it will rise, especially where communications via
the computer (e-mail, Internet telephony) are concerned. Gathering information about the
communications data is not hampered by cryptography, and so, traffic analysis will remain
an important tool for investigation.

Cryptocriminals today are using cryptography oftener in data storage. So far, this usually
does not hamper the investigation, because the police can crack the ciphertext or because
there is sufficient other evidence. However, with the developing information infrastructure,
robust cryptography will come within the easy reach of more criminals (in particular, of less-
automated organized criminals and ofbusiness and computer criminals who currently do not
use encryption, or who use it insecurely). Although significant opportunities may remain for
the police to crack encryption by exploiting weaknesses in crypto use if not in crypto
systems, overall, searches in computers will become ever less effective.

1 conclude that the threat of cryptography to law enforcement, and therewith to society
at large, is currently low, as there are few real cryptocriminals to date. The threat, however,
will increase in the near to middle future. Therefore, there is a significant public concern to
address the crypto problems for law enforcement.

The main crypto problems for law enforcement
Problem 1: criminals' use of strong confidentiality encryption for voice and data transport
Problem la: criminals' use of steganography to hide communications

Problem 2: criminals' use of strong confidentiality encryption for data storage
Problem 2a: criminals' use of steganography to hide data in storage
Pmblem Zb. criminals' use of duress codes to decrypt to a different message



Chapter 5. A survey of cryptography laws
and regulations

So far  key  escrow products  are  enjoying  less  than  stellar sales.

(Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography)

Governments increasingly worry about the threat of criminals using cryptography to thwart
law enforcement. Several governments have taken steps to address this issue; many are still
studying potential lines of action. In this chapter, 1 describe the various existing and
envisaged laws and regulations on cryptography in several countries, focusing on
cryptography used for confidentiality purposes.' I will briefly go into export regulations in
general (5.1); since these are not intended to safeguard law enforcement (they are targeted
at hostile foreign powers and terrorists), the details fall outside the scope of this book. After
a description of the major international initiatives on crypto policy (5.2),  I will outline the
encryption policies of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, France, the Netherlands, the Russian
Federation, the United Kingdom, and the United States (5.3). Together, they cover the full
spectrum of crypto regulations to date (5.4), and so, they provide a good source to look for
directions on how to address the crypto conflict.

5.1. Export and import controls

5.1.1. COCOM and Wassenaar Arrangement
The export of cryptography has long been restricted. Evidently, governments have wanted
to avoid strong cryptography from falling into the hands of fureign powers, which would
have thwarted their ability to do intelligence work. Cryptography has long been regarded as
a weapon, and it is still featuring on lists that control the export of munitions. The main
international agreement on export controls, the treaty of COCOM,2 the Coordinating
Committee for Multilateral Export Controls, was replaced by the Wassenaar Arrangement
in 1996.

1 For this survey, l have made use of several studies, including [Chandler] and [Kuner]. This chapter covers
the state of affairs as of 1  July  1998; for a more elaborate and up-to-date overview, see my online Crypto
Law Survey [Koops]. Most of the documents 1 refer to in this chapter are available online and can be found
through a link from this website, so I have not added the references here. See also [Baker 98b].

2      The 17 COCOM members were Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Japan, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, United Kingdom and the United
States Cooperating members included Austria, Finland, Hungary, Ireland, New Zealand, Poland, Singapore,
South Korea Sweden, Switzerland, and Taiwan.
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COCOM was an international organization for the mutual control of the export of
strategic products and technical data from country members to proscribed destinations. It
maintained, among others, the International Industrial List and the International Munitions
List, regulating all kinds of cryptography. In 1989, COCOM decontrolled password and
authentication-only cryptography. In 1991, COCOM decided to allow export ofmass-market
cryptographic software (including public-domain software). Most member countries of
COCOM followed its regulations, but others, such as the United States, maintained separate
regulations.

The main goal of the COCOM regulations was to prevent cryptography from being
exported to 'dangerous' countries - usually, the countries thought to maintain friendly ties
with terrorists, such as Libya, Iraq, Iran, and North Korea. Exports to other countries were
usually allowed, although states often required a license for these.

COCOM was dissolved in March  1994.  In 1995,28 countries decided to establish  a
follow-up to COCOM, the  Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional
Arms andDual-Use Goods and Technologies. The negotiations on the treaty were finished
in July  1996, and the agreement was signed by 33 countries.1 The Wassenaar Arrangement
controls the export of weapons and of dual-use goods, that is, goods that can be used both
for a military and for a civil purpose; cryptography is such a dual-use good. The provisions
are largely the same as COCOM regulations. The General Software Note excepts
mass-market and public-domain crypto software from the controls; five countries (Australia,
France, New Zealand, Russia, and the US) deviate from the GSN and control the export of
mass-market and public-domain crypto software. Export via the Internet does not seem to
be covered by the regulations. The Wassenaar Arrangement is scheduled to be revised in late
1998.

5.1.2. United States
The United States of America has restricted cryptography export more severely than
COCOM and Wassenaar. Crypto exports were controlled under the International Traffic in
Arms Regulation (ITAR) until  1996; at the end of that year, they were transferred to the
Department of Commerce under the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). ITAR
restricted export of 'dual-use' cryptography by placing it on the Munitions List. For
(relatively strong) products that can encipher data, an export license is usually issued only
for use by foreign branches of American enterprises and for use by financial institutions.
'
Weak'  cryptography  (e.g.,  with a certain maximum key-length, currently  40  bits  for

symmetric crypto) can also be exported.
In   June   1996,   the National Research Council released a long-awaited study   on

cryptography policy [NRC]. lt recommended that export controls be relaxed, but not
eliminated. Export of 56-bit symmetric encryption products (such as DES) should be
allowed, whereas export of cryptography using more than 56 bits should be exportable ifthe

3 Initially, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands. New Zealand, Norway.
Poland, Portugal, Romania, the Russian Federation, Slovakia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden. Switzerland,
Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Later, Bulgaria and Ukraine also signed the treaty.
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users agree to provide the US government access to decoded information. The NRC
recommendations have not (or not yet?) been implemented. Although exports for financial
institutions have been gradually relaxed, the export controls remain largely as they are. To
promote the administration's key-recovery policy (see 5.3), export of 56-bit crypto is
allowed  if the producer pledges to incorporate key recovery  in its products within two years.

The restrictions on cryptography hamper US enterprises, not only those that make crypto
products, but also those that make products in which cryptography is a tool, such as web
browsers or e-mail programs. Because for some businesses it is inefficient or impractical to
make two versions oftheir products, the export restrictions may also have had the effect of
weakening domestic crypto products, as producers may have chosen to make a single,
exportable product. Many people feel the EAR rules to be outdated. Strong crypto products
incorporating US-made cryptography (or derivatives thereof) are widely available around
the world, often online, and sometimes as shareware [Tis]. Several initiatives have been taken
to relax the export controls, both in court and in Congress, but they have to date not been
successful, with the exception of the Bernstein decision. In this case, Daniel Bernstein
sought the ability to export his encryption algorithm; the district and federal courts judged
the export regulations to be too restrictive. They found the licensing system an
unconstitutional prior restraint on free speech (having ruled earlier that crypto source code

was protected by the First Amendment). The decision is on appeal. Another case, Junger v.
Daley, rejected this reasoning and held that encryption export is not protected under the First
Amendment.

5.1.3. Import restrictions
As the main goal of export restrictions is to prevent foreign rogues and spies from obtaining
cryptography, they usually have no pendant in import restrictions - the more strong
cryptography imported, the better. On the other hand, countries with restrictions on domestic
crypto use generally do apply import restrictions, to prevent the internal market regulation
from being disrupted by foreign cryptography. The most notable countries that have import
restrictions are France and the Russian Federation. Other countries restricting cryptography
import include China, India, Kazakhstan, and South Korea.

5.2. International developments

5.2.1. OECD
The OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) have developed
'guidelines' for a crypto policy, after extensive discussions throughout 1996. The OECD
started discussing and drafting policy 'guidelines' in December 1995 with an Ad-hoc
Meeting of Experts on Cryptography Policy. The 'guidelines' were discussed and revised
in several meetings in  1996, leading to the adoption of the Recommendation  of the Council
concerning Guidelines for Cryptography Policy on 27 March   1997  [OECD  97].  The
'guidelines' are non-binding recommendations to Member governments, meaning that they
are not part of international law. The 'guidelines' provide principles which states should take
into account and balance in developing a national crypto policy.
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The principles are:
1.   Trust in cryptographic methods. market forces and government regulation should foster

user trust in cryptographic methods.
2. Choice of cryptographic methods: users should have the right to choose any

cryptographic method, subject to applicable law.
3. Market-driven development ofayptographic methods: the market should determine the

development and provision of cryptographic methods, including international standards.
4.  Standards for cryptographic methods. international and interoperable standards for

cryptographic methods should be developed; national standards should be consistent with
international ones.

5.     Protection    of   privacy    and    personal data. national cryptography policies and the
implementation and use of cryptographic methods should respect the fundamental rights
of individuals to privacy, including secrecy of communications and protection of
personal data.

6.  Lawful access: national cryptography policies may allow lawful access to plaintext or
cryptographic keys.

7.     Liability: the liability of crypto users and of crypto service providers should be clearly
stated.

8.  International cooperation: governments should cooperate to coordinate cryptography
policies; governments should remove, or avoid creating, unjustified obstacles to trade.

The principles should be seen as "interdependent and should be implemented as a whole so
as to balance the various interests at stake. No principle should be implemented in isolation
from the rest." The balance basically has to be struck between the first five (crypto-friendly)
principles and the sixth (police-friendly) principle, lawful access. This crucial and most
controversial principle reads: "National cryptography policies may allow lawful access to
plaintext, or cryptographic keys, of encrypted data. These policies must respect the other
principles contained in the guidelines to the greatest extent possible." Interestingly, the most
crypto-friendly principle, free choice, was adapted at the final stage. Where the earlier
version read that crypto users should have a right to choose any crypto method, this was
extended with the restriction "subject to applicable law", thus opening the door for a
prohibition of cryptography.

Some have welcomed the OECD principles as a victory for privacy over US-pushed key
recovery, while others object to certain points as being too inflexible or too vague. Although
the 'guidelines' do not endorse key recovery, they do not prohibit it either. In fact, the
'guidelines' are vague enough to allow a broad range of interpretation, and states will be
able to choose a privacy-oriented or a law-enforcement-driven policy line as they see fit.
While the 'guidelines' recommend states to cooperate to coordinate their crypto policies, one
may be skeptical about the chances of governments coming to an agreement. After all,
within the OECD, states have not been able to agree, and they have left individual states with
the task of finding a balance themselves between, roughly speaking, information security/
privacy and law enforcement/ national security - a balance the OECD could not find.
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Terminology

Several governments are studying crypto systems that involve some form of law-enforcement access to keys
(LEAK). I will explain these systems in 7.4 and 7.5, but I will already use the terminology here.

data recovery all-encompassing term for retrieving the plaintext of encrypted data if the key for decryption is
not available, through key escrow, key recovery, or plaintext recovery; the TTP providing data
recovery can give private keys, session keys, or plaintexts

KEA Key Escrow Agent, TTP which provides key-escrow services

key escrow generic term for crypto systems that provide government (and authorized-user) access to keys
by having people deposit their private (or supersymmetric) keys with a TTP

key recovery originally a term for a crypto system which provides LEAK by having people tag along to
messages a recoverable session key rather than deposit their private keys; Is increasingly used,
irrespective of the technology, as a generic term for LEAK and a replacement for'key escrow'
which has become a too negative term; I use it In the original sense: recovering session keys

LEAK Law-Enforcement Access to Keys, a generic term for key escrow and key recovery for law-

enforcement purposes
ITP Trusted Third Party; a trusted, independent organization which offers cryptography-based

services that enhance the reliability of electronic data Interchange and storage, such as key
certification, distribution, revocation, and time-stamping; the term includes Certification
Authorities, Key Escrow Agents, and Data Recovery Agencies

5.2.2. European Union
The  1993 draft Green Book on  the Security  of information  Systems IDG xml, which has not
been officially adopted by the European Council, posed a case for the provision of'Public
Confidentiality Services' (which would somehow offer Law-Enforcement Access to Keys).

Since  1996, the European Commission  has been working  on the establishment  of a
Europe-wide network of Trusted Third Party Services [ETS]. The network would be
established for providing certification services by private TTPs. Although primarily meant
for establishing an infrastructure for the use of public-key encryption, the initial proposal
also tried to address the legal-access problem, e.g., through key escrow. The studies
conducted did not address data recovery in-depth, but concentrated on issues related to
establishing a public-key infrastructure for digital signatures. The report on the results of the
1995 TTP projects said that data-recovery systems "can potentially provide at least part of
the answer to the problems raised by confidentiality functions." These "should be
investigated as a matter of priority, in order to complete the picture of TTP functionality."

With the release of the Communication Towards A European Framework for Digital
Signatures And Encryption [COM (97) 503], however, the European Commission has chosen

a direction away from data recovery. Building on its April 1997 Communication on
Electronic Commerce, this communication aims at creating a reliable European framework
for digital signatures. It also addresses confidentiality crypto policy, although it is much less
explicit here than it is on digital-signatures policy. It stresses the economic and societal
importance of cryptography: "the public needs to have access to technical tools allowing
effective protection of the confidentiality of data and communication against arbitrary
intrusions. Encryption of data is very often the only effective and cost-efficient way of
meeting these requirements." The Commission is concerned that restrictions on encryption
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affect the right to privacy, its effective exercise and the harmonization of data-protection
laws in the Internal Market. Also, "divergence between regulatory schemes might result in
obstacles to the functioning of the Internal Market."

The Commission  is wary of data-recovery issues. "Key escrow or key recovery raise a
number of practical and complex questions that policy makers would need to solve, in
particular issues of privacy, vulnerability, effectiveness and costs. If at all required,
regulation should be limited to what is absolutely necessary. Regulation would also need to
distinguish between a multitude of possible key types (storage keys, session keys,
authentication keys, etc.)." The Commission will examine whether national restrictions are
totally or partially justified, notably whether they are proportionate, taking into account the
provisions on the free circulation of goods in the Internal Market, and the requirements of
the Data Protection Directive. Also, regulations should distinguish authentication services
from confidentiality services. An EU expert meeting was organized in Copenhagen, on 23-
24 April 1998, to initiate a broader debate on encryption issues; the meeting exuded a
reserved attitude towards data recovery.

At the RSA Data Security Conference of January 1998, Detlef Eckhert of the European
Commission (DGXIII) said that no regulation is planned for the EU.

ETSI (the European Telecommunications Standardisation Institute) is developing a
standard for Trusted Third Parties. Part of the standard would relate to lawful access to
encrypted data. Great Britain has pushed here fur its Royal Holloway key-escrow scheme
(see 7.4.3) to be used as a basis for the standard, but this was not adopted, as several EU
countries opposed the mandatory key-escrow approach.

5.2.3. Other European initiatives
On  11  September  1995,  the  Council  of Europe4  issued a Recommendation Concerning
Problems of Criminal Procedure Law Connected with Information Technology, which stated
that "measures should be considered to minimise the negative effects of the use of
cryptography on the investigation of criminal offenses, without affecting its legitimate use
more than is strictly necessary." [CoE 95] The recommendation itself does not state which
measures should be taken or how the "balance must be found" in the "conflict of interests
between the needs of the users and law enforcement". Although some have interpreted the
recommendation as leading to mandatory key escrow, the text does not imply this at all.

The   6-8   July 1997 Global Information Networks Conference Bonn Ministerial
Declaration of European Ministers (from the European Union, EFTA, Central and Eastern
Europe, and Cyprus) echoes the OECD 'guidelines'. It recognizes the importance of strong
cryptography, and declares that crypto products should be available internationally and that
users should have free choice, subject to applicable law. Measures to safeguard lawful access
should be proportionate and effective. Like the OECD 'guidelines', this leaves ample room
for interpretation (pro or con data recovery).

4   The Council of Europe is a 40-member intergovernmental organization (not to be confused with the
European Council, which is a body of the 15-member European Union). Its treaties are not directly
applicable in national  law,  but its recommendations induce members to adapt their legislation accordingly.
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5.3. Domestic crypto laws per country

5.3.1. Belgium
In January 1996, Belgium all of a sudden discovered that it had a law which some
interpreted as prohibiting the use of unescrowed encryption. The law had been passed in
December  1994 as part of a larger law and had gone unnoticed at the time. The law adds a
condition under which telecoms equipment may be seized, namely when end equipment
renders tapping ineffective.

According to this law, crypto systems had to be agreed by the Belgian Institute for Posts
and Telecommunications (BIPT), and the law could be interpreted as allowing a phone to
be disconnected when it uses cryptography. It could also enable the establishment of a
system of mandatory key deposits at BIPT, where the judiciary could access them. [Clerk]

Two legislation proposals were submitted    in   June     1996    to    drop the contentious
provisions of the  1994 law. One of these, by Mmes. Bribosia and Maximus, additionally
tried to solve the law-enforcement problem by requiring everyone who would be able to
help in decrypting to do this, provided the help was necessary for the investigation.

The  law was amended on 19 December  1997 to clear the confusion. A new article states
explicitly that the use of encryption is free. The provision of indicated encryption services
to the public is subject to prior notification (four weeks in advance) to the BIPT. The
explanatory note states that the explicit mention that crypto use is free was needed to
indicate the difference with the former law which wanted to subject encryption to key
deposits. The new law does not mean that the government has abandoned every desire to
gain access to coded messages in the future: "this problem will be reviewed later, having
regard to the development of the technology or of potential abuse of encryption by mafia
organizations or terrorists".

5.3.2. Denmark
The Danish Technology Council, in an October 1995 report [stripp], discussed several options
for cryptography policy, varying from doing nothing to prohibiting cryptography, without
really taking a stand itself. According to the report, the issue is a Gordian knot, which the
Danish government should cut expeditiously.

The  Danish IT Security Council adopted a policy on encryption  in  June  1996.  The
Council recommended that no limitations on encryption use should be introduced. Only in
the case oftelecommunications companies providing encryption as an integral part of their
services, the companies should be able to decrypt a communication through a court order.
The Council was of the opinion that secure and inviolable communication should be
promoted and that any encryption prohibition at present is an illusion in reality, given the
spread of efficient cryptography through the Internet.

A departmental Expert Committee, appointed in the summer of 1996 in preparation for
a final decision on the crypto issue by the government, released its Report by the Expert
Committee on Cryptography in April 1997 IECCI. The Committee, under pressure of time,
rather unrealistically restricted its study to a regulation of the sale of cryptography (not its
manufacture, use or import). The Committee recommended that no regulation of
cryptography (sale) should be introduced presently. It further recommended that it continue
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its work, in order to carry out an analysis of the possibilities and consequences of
introducing incentive schemes to induce people to use key-recovery crypto. The Committee
was allowed to continue its work, and in June  1998, it recommended that the government
should refrain from restrictions on crypto use, including incentive schemes to induce people
to use key recovery. lf, however, international developments should lead to other countries
generally favoring key recovery, the government should reconsider this position. On the
basis of the Committee's recommendations, the government was supposed to take a stand
on the crypto issue after the summer holidays.

5.3.3. France
France has long restricted the import, export, use and marketing of cryptography. The
regulation distinguishes between cryptography that can be used only for authentication, and
cryptography that can (also) be used for confidentiality purposes.
Before 1996, delivery, export, and use of cryptography were subject to:
• previous declaration ifthe cryptography could have no other object than authenticating

communications or assuring the integrity of transmitted messages,
• previous authorization by the Prime Minister in all other cases.

Simplified procedures existed for certain cryptography products or services or certain user
categories. For authorization, a dossier containing technical details and administrative data
had to be submitted. Authorization could be subjected to certain conditions in order to
reserve the use of particular types of cryptography to defined user or application categories.

On 18 June 1996, France passed a law slightly liberalizing these restrictions. The law
was published on 27 July 1996 and is referred to as the 26th July law. Decrees on the
application of the law (which had to be promulgated for the law to be applicable) were
delayed significantly, to be published only in February and March 1998. They covered,
among others, the conditions of declarations and authorizations, and the conditions for key-
escrow agencies.

Cryptography that does not provide for confidentiality can be used without restriction
(the previous requirement of declaration is canceled); supply    of authentication-only
cryptography still has to be declared. Use and supply of confidentiality cryptography
require authorization. A decree specifies categories of cryptography which do not require
declaration or authorization, or which require only prior declaration rather than
authorization (e.g., cryptography for video-scramblers or ATMs, and cryptography with
a  key  length  of  up  to  40  bits). A supplier is exempted  from the formalities  for  use
exclusively for developing, validating or demonstrating cryptography, if he informs SCSSI
(the government body responsible for crypto policy) at least two weeks in advance. No
authorization is given for cryptography  for  use by radio amateurs. A supply authorization
for collective use exempts users from acquiring a use authorization.

The law furthermore introduces Trusted Third Parties (TTPs), or rather, Key Escrow
Agents (KEAs). If a KEA and its key-escrow scheme have been approved, users who
escrow their keys with the KEA will be able to freely use the cryptography scheme with
these keys. The KEAs will be required to hand over keys to law enforcement under certain
conditions. Currently, the only approved KEA is (surprise!) SCSSI itself.

Decree 98-102 specifies the conditions for KEAs. It addresses, among others, the
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duration of a license to operate, the information the KEA has to provide to SCSSI, the
information to register, user contract terms, a register of key requests by law enforcement
and a separate (classified) one for key requests by security agencies, security measures,
and how to handle when a KEA ceases its activity. KEA employees are required to have
a French security clearance.

The action plan on Electronic Commerce, published 7 January 1998 by a task force led
by Francis Lorentz, stated that the government was "resolutely oriented towards a liberal
reading  of  the law" ILorentzl. It urged a rapid implementation  of  the  new  law,   and  it
proposed further to promote with its (especially European) partners the principles
underlying the policy, to bring about an agreement with France's most important trading
partners on the principles and establishment of TTPs and key deposits, and to regularly
review the regulatory framework (in particular, the 40-bit limit should be reviewed
rapidly), conducting a broad consultation on this before the end of 1998. Given the quite
restrictive decrees published afterwards, however, one wonders whether the government
as  a whole is "committed  to a liberal reading".

It is unclear to what extent the present regulation is being enforced in practice; it is
rumored to be widely ignored. It seems difficult for individuals or enterprises to obtain
authorization  for '

strong' cryptography.

5.3.4. Germany
In the February 1996 policy document Info  2000:  Germany's  Way  into  the  Information
Society [BfW], the German government supported the European Commission's ETS
initiative. A focal point is promoting encryption to protect confidential information by
network operators.    "In this respect the legal preconditions   for the decryption by state
bodies are to be examined." As regards the fight against crime, "dangerous gaps" in law-
enforcement's ability through criminals' use of encryption should be stopped as soon as
possible. "Where this should not be possible with the available methods, new forms also
of technical information provision should be considered, to not let crime get a lead." The
deployment of criminal law means should be considered  only  as an "ultima ratio".

Several politicians have expressed a desire to regulate cryptography (see [Moeller] for an
overview). There have been many conflicting rumors on the imminence of a crypto
regulation, while the government continued to state it was still forming its opinion.

The German federal government is, in fact, itself divided over the issue. Federal Interior
Minister Kanther stated, in a speech on 28 April 1997, that he wants to control encryption
by allowing only technologies whose manufacturers agree to provide keys to law
enforcement (this seems a requirement for crypto providers to build in LEAK).  In June  1997,
however, the Interior Ministry seemed to favor a two-year voluntary key-escrow approach,
in which the government would certify cryptography products which incorporate key
escrow.  Use of certified products would be voluntary. In October 1997, parliamentarian
Tauss revealed that Kanther favors a crypto chip, comparable to the US Clipper chip, for use
by the government, in order to create market pressure to push others to use the same
technology. There is little support from industry for such an approach. The discussion over
this 'Pluto chip' was downplayed in early  1998, when producer Siemens and commissioner
BS 1 (the government agency for IT security) stated that the chip did not contain a backdoor.
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Contrary to Kanther, the Minister of Economic A ffairs Rexrodt opposes any restriction
on  crypto use. Likewise, the state Ministers of Economic Affairs,  in a March   1997
conference in Eltville, spoke out against a ban on cryptography. Justice Minister
Schmidt-Jortzig also opposes a restrictive crypto regulation. The initiative on Electronic
Commerce, from 29 October 1997, declares: "The federal government does currently not
intend to legally regulate the marketing or use of crypto products. In Germany, therefore,
crypto systems can be freely chosen and used." Ulrich Sandi, from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, said at the RSA Data Security Conference, 13 January  1998, that LEAK systems
were ruled out until at least the end of the year; moreover, he implied that use of US key-
recovery products may not be in accordance with German privacy law.

By mid-1998,  it was generally expected that the issue would,  if at all, be decided after
the September 1998 elections. The recent government statements show that it is generally
leaning towards a stimulating rather than a restrictive approach to cryptography.

5.3.5. The Netherlands
In the early 199Os, when the Netherlands discussed a Computer Crime Act, it was
recognized that the power to search in computers would be useless if the files in the
computer were encrypted. Therefore, a power was introduced to demand decryption (art.
125k para.  2  DCCP). If encrypted data are found  in a computer during a house search, the
police can order anyone who can reasonably be supposed to know the means of encryption
to decrypt the data. The command cannot be given to suspects, respecting the privilege
against self-incrimination.

In March 1994, a Dutch pre-draft law on cryptography leaked out, the drift of which was
a prohibition of having, using, or trading strong cryptography. Those with a "legitimate
concern" could apply for a user license or a trade authorization. One condition for granting
a license was giving information to an administration agency; many interpreted this as a
requirement to deposit keys with the agency. After many protests from those who would
have been affected by the proposed regulation, the government somewhat sheepishly
withdrew it.

As the power to demand decryption is rather useless in practice (in almost all situations,
it is only the suspect who knows the key to the encrypted files, and the command can only
be given during a search), the government has studied on additional means to solve the

crypto problem for law enforcement. An envisaged legislative update, the draft Computer
Crime Act Il, proposes to extend the present decryption command to cover encrypted
telecommunications as well. So, ifthe police encounters encryption in a wiretap, they could
command the conversing parties to assist in decrypting. The draft Computer Crime Act 11
also proposes to extend the power of the police to demand decryption to be given after the
search has ended, to allow the police to seize the hard disk for later analysis. Initially, the
draft also proposed to give the command to suspects as well, in case of grave evidence
against the suspect and if this is urgently necessary for finding the truth. The Explanatory
Memorandum considered this in accordance with the privilege against self-incrimination as
interpreted in European Court case law, but after protests from the legal community, the
provision was removed. (See further Chapter 8 on this issue.)
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The government is working on a Trusted Third
Parties policy, intended to set preconditions for FOKKE & SUKKE
TTPs to operate. The final report on the TTP LEGIJLATI ON

PRESENT THE LATEST EUQOPEAN

project, of March 1998, mentions lawful access to
WE'RE SORRP TO SAY

cryptographic keys as a desirable condition for THAT UNDER THIS NEW
TTPs offering authentication or confidentiality THE DUTCH LANGUAGE SHALL

ANTI -CRTPTOGRAPHY ACT,

HENC€FORT64 ALSO BE FORS,ODENservices.5 However, since most current TTPs do ON THEWORLO WIOE W€8..
not store private keys, and because of the risks F-1   C -involved in requiring TTPs to store keys, the
report suggests that it should not be mandatory for
TTPs to store private user keys, although it
recommends TTPs to do so.  if the TTP does (in , .<'CvT
effect becoming a KEA), the police can access the
keys with a warrant. [KPMG 981

The government's policy document Legis-
lationfor the electronic highway of 12 February 1998 [25880, nrs 1-21, affirms that one of the
premises for establishing law-enforcement powers is that the use of cryptography will
remain free.

5.3.6. Russian Federation
On 3 April 1995, president Yeltsin issued a decree prohibiting unauthorized encryption
IYK83]. State organizations and enterprises need a license to use encryption (for both
authentication and confidentiality, for storage as well as transmission). Non-state enterprises
and organizations using uncertified cryptography do not receive state orders. The Central
Bank takes measures against commercial banks that do not use certified cryptography when
communicating with divisions of the Central Bank. The development, production,
implementation, or operation of cryptography without a license is prohibited. Licenses are
issued by FAPSI (a successor of the KGB) based on internal regulations.

5.3.7. United Kingdom
The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) has been working on a crypto policy since
1996. It proposed legislation in early 1998 after a consultation process with interested
parties. After publishing a paper on regulatory intent in June 1996, DTI launched a
Consultation  Paper  on Licensing  of Trusted Third Parties for  the  Provision  of Encryption
Services on 19 March  1997  for a two-month comment period. The department  took  its time
in studying the 260 reactions, publishing a summary of the responses in April 1998, together

5     The report suggests that the condition of lawful access does not hold for TI'Ps offering authentication
services. but only if the TTP ensures 'that the TTP service and the keys in question can only be used for
authenticity and integrity." [KPMG 98, 15-16, emphasis added] In several crypto systems, signature keys
can also be used for confidentiality encryption, and in fact, an authentication service can always facilitate
confidentiality encryption (see 7.7.1). Therefore, this would imply that authentication TTPs would also have
to provide lawful access to keys - which they usually will not be able to do since they do not have access
to secret or private keys.
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with an indication ofenvisaged legislation. The general aim ofthe legislation process would
be to engender trust in TTP services, while at the same time addressing the law-enforcement
problems caused by cryptography. In general, the UK government seems to favor a large-
scale implementation ofthe Royal Holloway scheme (see 7.4.3); although it is not explicitly
mentioned, the language of the papers suggests inspiration by the Royal Holloway
configuration.

The legislation proposed in the 1997 consultation paper would regulate the licensing by
DTI of TTPs that offer cryptographic services - Certification Authorities, Key Escrow
Agents, and other types. All cryptographic services offered (by organizations, not by
individuals) to the public and businesses would fall under the regime (except for
intra-company TTPs and except for encryption services which are an integral part of another
service, such as pay-TV). Services offered from abroad would also require a license,
including services via the Internet (this would require TTPs that offer online crypto services
available in the UK either to get a license or to take measures to not render the service to UK
citizens, e.g., by including an exception in the advertisement). The offering of services
without a license would be prohibited.

TTPs would be required to render escrowed private encryption keys under a lawful
warrant issued by the Secretary of State, under safeguards broadly similar to current wiretap
warrants. Only confidentiality keys would have to be handed over, not signature keys
(although the paper does not say how to distinguish between (dual-use) keys). The paper
involves key escrow (not key recovery), and law enforcement would receive the private
encryption key, not session keys; no explicit safeguards are mentioned to assure the agency
will  destroy the private key on expiry of the warrant. For legal access to keys stored with
foreign TTPs, there would have to be agreements with other countries on the basis of dual
legality. TTPs would be liable for the protection of the private keys, and there would be
strict liability for TTPs for compromise or disclosure of private keys. The requirement for
releasing private keys upon a lawful warrant only addressed licensed TTPs who are able to
comply, i.e., Key Escrow Agents, not Certification Authorities (CAs).

The paper confirmed that use of licensed TTPs would be voluntary, and that there would
be no restrictions on the use of cryptography. However, since users need CAs, and CAs fall
under the licensing regime, it was not clear to what extent the government would allow a
Public Key Infrastructure to be set up without requiring escrowing of private keys.  If the
licensing of CAs were restricted, there might be an effective regulation of encryption use
after all. Moreover, the "Government recognise[d] that further legislation may be required
in the future to enable the appropriate authorities to obtain private encryption keys other than
those held by licensed TTPs."

On 27 April 1998, Barbara Roche, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at DTI,
announced the definitive policy proposal of DTI, based on the responses to the consultation
document. The policy follows the consultation paper, with some major changes to meet
concerns raised in the consultation process. The licensing of TI'Ps will be voluntary, and so,
crypto service providers are free to seek or refrain from licensing. There is also a better
policy differentiation between digital signatures and confidentiality encryption. Thus, the
policy distinguishes Certification Authorities from Key Recovery Agents. Organizations
providing confidentiality encryption services (such as key-recovery or key-management
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services) are encouraged to seek licenses. Licensed service providers will be required to
make recovery of keys possible "through suitable storage arrangements", which indicates a
key-escrow rather than a key-recovery technology. Legislation will be enacted to enable
law-enforcement agencies to obtain a warrant for lawful access to encryption keys (which
does not include keys used solely for digital signature purposes). The legislation to yield
access to crypto keys will apply both to (licensed and unlicensed) crypto service providers
holding keys and to crypto users. (The latter seems an implementation of the initial Labour
policy intention to demand decryption underjudicial warrant, see below.) Despite meeting
several concerns raised in the consultation process, the final proposal still met with negative
comments from UK citizens, notably on the mailing list ukcrypto. Legislation is scheduled
for the 1998-1999 parliamentary session.

The new Labour government thus has not significantly altered the DTI policy proposals,
contrary to prior hopes and expectations. After all, Labour had stated in its policy on the
information superhighway, Communicating  Britain's Future, that it did not approve of
escrowed encryption: "attempts to control  the use of encryption technology are wrong  in
principle, unworkable in practice, and damaging to the long-term economic value of the
information networks." [Labour] Instead, Labour wanted authorities to have the power to
demand decryption under judicial warrant.

5.3.8. United States of America

Escrowed Encryption Standard (Clipper)
In  1993, the Clinton Administration announced the Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES),
usually referred to as Clipper, after its first implementation in the Clipper chip. In this
initiative, law-enforcement agencies wiretapping communications encrypted with EES could
decipher tapped messages by obtaining the two parts of the chip's master key deposited with
two escrow agencies (National Institute of Standards and Technology and the Treasury
Department's Automated Systems Division), provided they had a court order for the tapping.
Following criticisms on the choice of escrow agents, the government came up with
'commercial key escrow' (soon dubbed 'Clipper II'), a scheme in which the escrow agents
could be independent organizations chosen by cryptography users.

The EES was a voluntary standard to be used in telephone communications. Privacy
advocates feared that the government would declare escrowed encryption mandatory once
it had captured a su fficient portion of the market. Documents obtained by EPIC under the
Freedom of information Act show that already in 1993, federal agencies concluded that the
Clipper initiative would only succeed if other crypto-systems were outlawed. FBI director
Freeh stated in hearings on pro-crypto bills: "I believe that the [voluntary key-escrow] policy
that is enunciated here is a doable policy, but there could come a point where that policy, the
voluntary policy, is not a viable one. And then I would certainly look at more mandatory
controls" \EPIC Alert 3.14.1 August 1996].

The EES was generally rejected, though, and in March  1997, the Department of Defense
announced that the NSA, developer of the Fortezza card (which contained the key-escrow
system of the EES), would no longer implement the EES. Instead, it would work to adopt
key recovery as promoted by the US government (see below). (See further 7.4.2 on Clipper.)
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Key Management Infrastructure
in its May  1996 draft paper  Enabling  Privacy,  Commerce.  Security and  Public  Safely  in  the
G// (referred to by opponents as Clipper 111), the government proposed the establishment of
a key-management infrastructure (KMI) that incorporates key escrow [IWGCP]. Participation
in the KMI would be voluntary, and choice ofencryption algorithms would be free. A Policy

Approving Authority would certify CAs; it would also be responsible for setting CA
performance criteria to meet law-enforcement's needs. Users should escrow keys with an
Escrow Authority (either the CA or an independent Escrow Authority) in order to get a
public-key certificate. Self-escrow would be considered an acceptable option, if the
corporate CAs could meet necessary performance requirements, including independence
from the rest of the organization and handing over keys to law enforcement.

Efforts to develop a Federal Information Processing Standard for a KM1 have been slow.
Despite ten meetings, the Technical Advisory Committee could ultimately not produce a
definite FIPS recommendation due to conflicting requirements. [Davidson] The charter for the
elegantly named TACDFIPSFKM16 was renewed in August  1998 to continue work on the
requirements for key-recovery products.

NRC report
The June 1996 National Research Council CRISIS study Cryptography's Role In Securing
the Information Society INRC], which was requested by Congress, favors widespread
encryption. It says the government should promote extensive commercial use of
cryptography. The government can explore key-escrow systems for its own use, but it should
not push others to use it.  Even  if the many questions regarding key escrow were resolved,
adoption of escrowed encryption (or of any other standard) should be voluntary.

Broad Encryption Policy
On  1  October  1996, Vice President Gore made a statement on export controls, in which he
also referred to domestic crypto use. Domestic use of key-escrow cryptography would be
voluntary, and the choice of an encryption system would remain free. The government
would, however, promote key-escrow crypto by expanding the purchase of key-escrow
products for itself, promoting key escrow in international discussions, and stimulating the
development of innovative key-escrow products and services. The Administration would
also seek legislation to facilitate commercial key escrow, covering, among others, liability
issues for releasing keys.

The 'special envoy for cryptography', ambassador Aaron, appointed in November  1996,
promoted international cooperation and coordinated US contacts with foreign governments
on encryption matters. The 'crypto czar' traveled extensively abroad to lobby (largely
unsuccessfully, as it turns out) for the US-favored key-recovery approach.

6 Technical Advisory Committee to Develop a Federal Information Processing Standard for the Federal Key
Management Infrastructure.
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Draft key-recovery legislation
At the end of March  1997, a draft Key Recovery Legislation was published: the Electronic
Data Security Act of /997. The Act would promote a Public Key Infrastructure with key
recovery by registering (private or (foreign) government) Certification Authorities and
(private or government) Key Recovery Agencies (KRAs). A registered CA could only issue
a public-key certificate ifthe user provides a registered KRA with sufficient information to
allow timely plaintext recovery by law-enforcement or national security. KRAs - both
registered and unregistered - would have to disclose recovery information to government
agents under the same legal criteria as those for wiretapping. The use of encryption in
furtherance of the commission ofa criminal offense would be punished with six months' to
five years' imprisonment (having used key recovery which is reasonably available to the
government would be an affirmative defense). Finally, the President should conduct
negotiations with other countries on the mutual recognition of registered KRAs. The draft
legislation affirmed that use ofany encryption would be lawful except as provided in the Act
or other law (which means any encryption use is lawful except in furtherance of a crime),
and that use ofthe key-recovery infrastructure would be voluntary. The government stopped
seeking a sponsor for the draft bill when developments in Congress seemed to lead to similar
legislation.

Congress bills
On  16 June 1997, Senators Kerrey, McCain, and Hollings introduced a bill largely similar
to the government draft key-recovery legislation, the Secure Public Networks Act. It had
similar provisions on registration of CAs and KRAs, on criminalization of encryption in
furtherance of a criminal offense, on release of recovery information (under broader
conditions than the government bill), on international negotiations, and on the voluntary
nature ofthe infrastructure. Additionally, it would require government use and government
funding ofencryption products to be based on key-recovery crypto, establish an Information
Security Board, and provide a waiver authority for the president in cases affecting national
security.

An unofficial proposed amendment to the Secure Public Networks Act, circulating in the
government by the end ofAugust 1997, would have prohibited the manufacture, distribution,
sale or import of non-key-recovery cryptography (not its use or possession). The draft
amendment contained several other changes, e.g., dropping the requirement for CA
registration that the CA ensure recovery information to have been escrowed. In a 3
September 1997 Senate subcommittee hearing, FBI Director Freeh backed this draft
legislation, but at the same time, he said that key recovery should be mandatory, not
voluntary, Commerce Undersecretary Reinsch commented that this was not the
administration's policy. According to Jim Bidzos, President Clinton, at a private dinner, in
September  1997 also stated not to support the domestic encryption controls being considered
in  Congress. In February 1998, Kerrey and McCain  were  said to circulate a somewhat
revised version of their bill, which required a court order for law-enforcement access and
which dropped the link between digital-signature key certification and key recovery.

Also in 1997, Representative Goodlatte's Security And Freedom through Encryption Act
(SAFE) was heavily debated. While aiming at relaxing export controls, it was substantially
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amended by the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, effectively imposing
mandatory key escrow (the Goss-Dicks amendment), and making it a quite different bill. The
only provision of the original bill on domestic use had been a penalization of crypto use in
furtherance of a criminal offense. However, the House Commerce Committee rejected a
similar amendment (Oxley- Manton); instead, it adopted an amendment by Markey and
White to create a National Electronic Technologies (NET) Center, a federal information
clearinghouse on encryption, which would assist law enforcement by examining techniques
to facilitate the efficient access to plaintext. Also, the amendment doubled the penalty for
using encryption in furtherance of a felony. Goodlatte's prohibition of the government
mandating key escrow was maintained by the Commerce Committee. Given the many
competing versions, the bill was not fit for voting, especially since the chair of the House
Rules Committee, Solomon, had declared to only move the Act to the floor if it contained
a mandatory key-escrow provision.

Senators Ashcroft and Leahy, in May 1998, introduced the E-PRIVACY Act, a creative
acronym for Encryption Protects the Rights of Individuals from Violation and Abuse in
CYberspace. The bill would also penalize using cryptography to conceal incriminating
information in the commission of a federal felony with five to ten years' imprisonment. Like
the Markey-White amendment to the SAFE act, the bill would create a NET Center to assist
law enforcement. The bill would prohibit the government from mandating key escrow or key
recovery.

Conclusion
The US government has been trying to establish some form of more or less mandatory key-
escrow or key-recovery policy, although lately, they have increasingly stressed the voluntary
nature of their proposals. Such a policy is heavily debated, and citizens, privacy lobby
groups, and industry generally fiercely oppose this approach. This is reflected in Congress,
where many competing (versions of) bills have been and are being discussed, none of which
seems currently to carry sufficient support to be enacted. Therefore, despite the heated
debate, the US still does not have any domestic regulation ofcryptography.

5.4. Concluding remarks

The survey of cryptography laws shows that regulations differ widely. Some countries have
virtually prohibited cryptography (Russia, France). Others are looking at LEAKy solutions
(in particular the US and the UK), but they face fierce opposition by their citizens.
Moreover, other countries and the European Commission are wary of this approach. Some
countries are looking at commanding people to decrypt as a solution. The Netherlands has
enacted a law to that effect, which is currently under revision to enable the police to give a
decryption command in more situations.

Most countries leave cryptography as yet unregulated -  if not by a conscious decision,
then at least by a failure to develop a viable and broadly supported policy. The complexity
of developing an acceptable crypto policy is also reflected in the international talks on the
subject. Given the failure of the OECD 'guidelines' to steer international crypto policies,
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there is little hope that there will be an international or supranational agreement on
addressing the crypto problem within the foreseeable future.

Failing international consensus, countries are thinking of taking steps on their own,
driven by a growing concern for criminal crypto use. However, most governments are
confused over the direction ofa policy, and they seem to be looking at other countries to see
what the emerging international direction will be. So, there is a general impasse in the
crypto-controversy debate.



Part II

Framework and analysis



Chapter 6. Framework and set of principles
A conception  of right  is  a  set  of principles,  general  inform  and universal  in application,
that  is to be publicly recognized as a final court  ofappeal for ordering the conflicting
claims  of moral persons.
(John Rawls, A Theory ofJustice)

The crypto controversy  is a problem of balance.  We have legitimate interests of crypto users
as well as legitimate interests of law enforcement, and they clash. Addressing the crypto
problem for law enforcement means finding the right balance between all interests. But how
is one to find a right balance?

Consider the following two statements. The "law enforcement community fully supports
a balanced encryption policy (...) Key escrow is not just the only solution; it is, in fact, a very
good solution because it effectively balances fundamental societal concerns involving
privacy, information security, electronic commerce, public safety, and national security."
Thus spoke FBI Director Freeh [Freeh 961. The National Research Council found, however,
that "on balance, the advantages of more widespread use of cryptography outweigh the
disadvantages," [NRC, 300] and concluded that key escrow is not the right balance. Both claim
to have carefully balanced the interests at stake, and yet they draw quite different
conclusions.

Most statements, standpoints, and reports hardly give insight in the process of reaching
a balance. Not even the extensive and well-researched NRC report makes clear how it
arrives at its conclusion. (Perhaps it did not have to, since the report, being the product of
a commission with representatives from all sides, can be seen as being balanced by
definition - pure procedural justice in practice.) The OECD 'guidelines' for a crypto policy
fail to give any indication how one is to balance all principles. By stating that all principles
can only be implemented together as a whole, they only reiterate the problem (there are
clashing interests) without indicating a solution. The OECD 'guidelines' thus leave it at the
discretion of each government to develop a policy, and say that they have struck the right
balance - which may result in such differing outcomes as those stated by Freeh and the
National Research Council.' Their procedure is like conjuring a rabbit out of a hat, leaving
the public with the feeling that a trick is being played.

I could do the same - present possible options to address the problem, describe pros and
cons, analyze how the options affect the interests at stake, and conclude that this or that
option is, in effect, the most balanced one. That is hardly an intellectually satisfying result.

1 Compare this to what Rawls remarks about the intuitionist approach: "they include no explicit method. no
priority rules. for weighing these principles against one another: we are simply to strike a balance by
intuition, by what seems to us most nearly right." [Rawls. 34]
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One should clarify the process of arriving at the conclusion (and 'balancing'  is the key to
this process), ifthe conclusion is to have any claim to being well-founded. This sounds more
self-explanatory than it is; in academic legal studies, how one balances is often seen as a
factual process, escaping rational explanation, just as a judge's intuitive decision whether
someone is guilty or not is considered a factual and largely internal process.2

I will aim at doing more than just saying I have carefully balanced the interests. By
posing a framework for balancing the various interests, I hope to make clear how one can
address the crypto conflict. Into this framework, I will input assumptions largely based on
the Dutch situation on which I focus. This, essentially, amounts to showing the rabbit before
the conjuring starts, and to be open in the way I conjure with it, instead of conjuring up the
rabbit at the final conclusion to the public's surprise. The framework 1 choose will make it
clear which assumptions I make and which procedure I follow. Other people favoring
different assumptions and coping with other national situations can use different rabbits. It
is really the conjuring that matters, not the rabbit.

6.1. Choosing a framework
So for the purposes of this book. the views of the reader and the author are the only ones
that count. The opinions of others are used only to clear our own heads.
(Rawls, A Theory ofJustice)

For my framework, 1 choose elements from A Theory ofJustice by John Rawls. I was led to
Rawls by the fierce opposition in the crypto debate between the various pressure groups,
each ofwhich has been hard put to imagine that the 'other side' had a legitimate interest as
well. This one-sidedness of both sides made me long for the 'veil of ignorance' that Rawls
uses in developing his theory of social justice. He addresses the problem of choosing a just
structure for the major institutions of society by having people choose principles behind a
veil of ignorance, which prohibits them from seeing which position in society they really
have. That, surely, would be a great procedure to follow here, if the police, privacy lobby
groups, businesses, and citizens could discuss a crypto policy without knowing which of
these groups they belong to in real life.

Whereas Rawls stands firmly on the shoulders of giant political philosophers,  I have no
intention ofembedding my argument in legal or political theory. I use Rawls as a source of
inspiration, mainly because of his lucid style of writing, his sense ofjustice, and his choice

2        "There is a need for methods to balance interests, to provide for the democratic legitimization of balancing
interests, and not to do again the balancing of interests for every single case, but to generalize it as much as
possible. At least in private law, there is yet but little research in which these methods are being developed."
[Barendrecht, 713]. Compare also what Jan Leijten has said about the 'myth of the scales': 'the particular
nature of the pair of scales is lacking in the administration ofjustice. The concrete identification of the value
of the weights. i myself, in a long life as a lawyer, will also have occasionally committed the sin of
expressing that I had come to the decision after and through a careful weighing of the mutual interests. But
it remains a phrase that in itsel f is saying nothing, because we do measure or weigh two things. but only after
having first identified the weight of these things ourselves" [Leijten].
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of metaphors to argue his case.  I have taken the liberty of pulling Rawls' metaphors out of
the context of their original position, and transposed them to my crypto problem, thus
altering their original meaning. So, Rawls does not serve as a methodological basis, but he
gives me useful metaphors to construct a convincing (or so I hope) argument - nothing less.

Besides the veil of ignorance, the elements of Rawls I find useful in this context are his
ways of simplifying the problem - which is one of the major challenges of addressing any
complex problem. Rawls defines representative groups that hold the various social positions
relevant to the problem; this clarifies the analysis. Then, by choosing the perspective of a
least advantaged group from which to judge the problem, one can effectively simpli fy the
decision making in a way that satisfies our intuitive sense ofjustice. Finally, another useful
simplification is Rawls' handling ofthe ordering problem. If you have several principles,
there must be a way of comparing these: you must identify meta-rules. Rawls greatly
simplifies the problem by postulating a serial ordering, which means that the first principle
should be met before the next principle can be taken into account.

Of course, Rawls' framework cannot be transposed directly to other problems. His
problem, social justice, is quite different from the crypto problem, which is a subset of
criminal justice. 1 will therefore use the framework as a source of inspiration which allows
me to describe the problem and the reconciliation of the interests at stake in illuminating
metaphors. 1 shall explain the framework and the similarities and differences with Rawls in
more detail in Chapter 11.In this Chapter, I shall present the principles I consider relevant
to the crypto problem. I shall define the principles 1 choose, first the fundamental and
constitution-related principles (6.2.1), and next the more practical and technical principles
(6.2.2). I conclude by indicating the way in which I shall draw upon these principles in the
following chapters, and how I aim at balancing them in Chapter 11 (6.3).

6.2. A set of principles

Principles should be self-evident. It does not matter where they come from or who defends
them: they explain themselves. It must only be argued why they are relevant to the problem
at issue. Instead of analyzing various likely sources for finding principles (for instance, the
constitution, human rights treaties, principles for legislation, various definitions of principles
for a crypto policy), I shall simply present the principles I consider relevant, and argue why
they are relevant to addressing the crypto controversy.

6.2.1. Fundamental principles
Fundamental principles concern basic human rights. These rights have to be respected by
everyone, in all circumstances. They can sometimes be infringed upon, but only ifthe reason
is sufficiently compelling; only competing basic human rights can legitimize such
infringements. It is clear that a solution to the crypto problem should respect the basic
human rights, although it may be less clear what rights are at stake. In my view, there are
four rights that play a role, three of them dealing with civil and political rights (la-lc), and
one with social and economic rights (ld) Another useful distinction is between individual
(la-1 b) and collective (lc-ld) human rights (some privacy lobby groups have a tendency
of forgetting the latter).
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Principle la. The right to privacy, including confidential communications
The right to privacy is based on what Judge Cooley has called the right "to be let alone"
[Warren]. It is an increasingly important right: individualism is at an all-time high, and
information is becoming all-important. In the information society, privacy centers on
informational privacy, the right to keep your
information to yourself and share it with those FOKKE & SUKKE
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Cryptography is one of the best tools to safeguard the confidentiality of communications
and to protect stored information. A crypto policy therefore naturally has to take into
account the right to privacy, including the right to confidential communication.

Principle 1 b. The right to a fair trial
The right to a fair trial is one of the assets of a society which advocates the rule of law.  It is
recognized in article 6 of the ECHR, and it has been elaborated in the case-law of the
European Court. Among its many manifestations are the privilege against self-incrimination
and the presumption of innocence, which are relevant to the crypto conflict because of the
option of asking suspects to hand over encryption keys or to decrypt possibly incriminating
ciphertexts themselves (Chapter 8).

Principle lc. The rule of law, including the right to freedom from crime
Every theory of law somehow tries to argue for the primacy of law over power. it means that
the law is primary, not the people in power who implement the law, nor those who break the
law. The rule of law is a fundamental principle in our society; as long as 'the law'  is a just
law, and it is respected by those in power, the benefits for society are evident. Since no
society has solely perfect citizens, criminal law and criminal justice have to be part of any
law system. I shall not go into the general and complex aspects of criminal justice; I am
mainly concerned about one aspect of criminal justice, namely that cryptography enables
people to effectively escape law enforcement. The right to freedom from crime is part and
parcel of the general rule of law. and it is in this sense that I shall mainly use this principle.
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The rule of law means, first, that a society should try to prevent crimes, and, second, that,
committed crimes should be redressed, usually by prosecuting their perpetrators. It is under
this heading that I will range the law-enforcement concern about cryptocriminals: if
cryptography enables some criminals to escape prosecution altogether, the principle ofthe
rule of law is violated. That is a strong argument for infringing other fundamental rights -
it is essentially here that 'the balance' has to be struck. This also means that other
fundamental rights can only be breached as long as the infringement to the rule of law by
cryptography is countered (that is, annulled, or at least significantly weakened). In other
words, solutions to the crypto problem must help law enforcement catch criminals: the
solution must be effective.

Principle ld. The right to economic development
The right to economic development is of a different order than the previous. Still,  it is a
fundamental right enshrined in human rights law, primarily the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. The more dependent economies become on
information, the more important information security becomes for society. It is therefore
relevant to the crypto debate, since cryptography is a primary tool for information security.
Solutions to the crypto problem must take into account its effects upon the economy. The
principle is related to the internationality principle (see below). Solutions that are not
compatible on the international level tend to jeopardize the national economy: they will scare
away companies to more crypto-friendly countries.

6.2.2. Less fundamental principles
There are other principles which are important to the crypto problem. They are less
fundamental than basic human rights, in the sense that they should be fulfilled as far as
possible, but they need not be maximized at all costs. Human rights can only be preceded
by other human rights, and other principles can not override human rights.

Principle 2a. A solution must be workable
It almost goes without saying that if you choose a solution to a problem, the solution must
be workable. Almost - for this principle is sometimes attached less importance by the
legislature when it stresses the symbolic value of a law: even though a law can not be
enforced, it may be important to have it because, for instance, it deters people. (Penalization
of spreading computer viruses is arguably symbolic in that sense.)

The main thrust of the principle that a solution must be workable is that it is
implementable: which means that it must be possible to implement it in real life, and that
those who have to live up to the solution must be able to comply with it. Besides, it should
also be enforceable, which means that there must be a way to ensure that the solution is lived
up to.

The second component, enforceability, is not absolute: hardly any legislation is
completely enforceable. However, there must be a minimum level of ensuring that the
solution is carried out in practice. Where the minimum lies, depends rather on the situation
- speed-limit legislation is (and generally can be) only enforced by sample controls, whereas
hostage-taking has a near-total level of enforcement (in the sense that everything possible
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is done to prevent or to punish hostage-takers). Enforceability also relates to those who are
to enforce the solution: there must be ways to ensure that those who implement and control
the  solution  do that  in a just way, compatible with  the  aim  of the solution  and with other
rights and duties. In this sense, enforceability of legislation also means that government and
other public officials are controlled, e.g., that they do not stop cars during a speed-limit
control in order to check for drugs smuggling, or that they do not use excessive force in an
attempt to free hostages.

The first component, implementability, 1 tend to regard as rather absolute.  If part of a
solution can not be implemented, it should not be part of the solution, and if this
unimplementable part is inextricably related to the solution as such, the solution is seriously
flawed. Likewise, if there are situations in which the solution is not observable, the solution
should be altered. With legislation, and particularly with criminal law, it can not be the case
that there are legal consequences (particularly punishments) attached to something which
someone cannot do. Of course, this is a matter of principle: a solution must be observable
in principle in a\\ cases in which it can be reasonably thought to be relevant, which is not to
say that all persons will always really be able to comply with it.

Principle 2b. A solution must be internationally compatible
For two reasons, the crypto problem is an eminently international problem. First, the
information society, of which cryptography is a vital part, is essentially a global society with
blurred national borders. Second, serious crime is increasingly cross-border crime, with
criminal organizations consisting of several nationalities and cooperating with partners in
delivery or supply countries. Therefore, any solution to the crypto problem must make sense
in an international context. That does not mean that the same solution should be
implemented worldwide, but it does mean that a soloist solution which disregards the
international nature of the problem is likely to be counter-productive.

Principle 2c. A solution must be technologically sustainable
The rise ofthe information society has posed problems for laws that are technology-specific,
for instance, the power of the police to wiretap telephone 'conversations' (which excludes
facsimile messages), the constitutional protection of 'letters and telegrams' (which may not
cover e-mail messages), and the criminal provisions on damaging or stealing property
(which do not cover data). Whereas most of such laws have been or are being adapted to the
information age, the lesson to draw is to think carefully over the substance and wording of
laws, and try and make them as sustainable in light of technological developments as
possible.

If a solution to the crypto problem is to withstand the tooth of time (for at least, say, ten
years), it must abstract from the technology. After all, modern cryptography has been around
for only thirty years, and the field is still developing rapidly. A solution must assess how
future developments in cryptography and its applications may impact on its lasting efficacy.
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Comparison with the OECD principles

How do the OECD principles for a crypto policy compare to the principles I consider relevant? Note that the
OECD 'guidelines' are broader in scope, dealing with aypto policy at large. They are also relevant to a policy
for a digital signature (or public-key) infrastructure, and they mention national-security interests on a par with
law-enforcement Interests. My concern is only to devise a crypto policy to meet law-enforcement interests.
Also note that the OECD principles are not serially ordered: no principle has priority over others, and they
should be implemented as a whole.

The first set of the OECD principles (trust, free choice, market-driven development, and standards), and
the principle of liability, relate to principle ld, the right to economic development: all these principles define
that a policy must satisfy the information-security demands of the information society. They also relate partly
to principle 2c, technological sustainability. The fifth principle, privacy, and the eighth principle, international
cooperation, are the same as my principles la and 2b, respectively. The sixth principle, lawful access, relates
to principle lc, the rule of law, as far as lawful access by government authorities is concerned. Lawful access
by others I do not consider relevant to my problem. Uability, the seventh OECD principle, is partially covered
by principle 2a, enforceability, since liability should be addressed to make sure that crypto users - and law-
enforcement agents - can observe the policy (this is mainly relevant to key-recovery solutions, see Chapter 7).

my principles OECD principles

la privacy 5 privacy

1b fair trial (1 trust, 6 lawful access)

1c rule of law (1 trust, 6 lawful access)

ld economic development 1 trust, 2 free choice, 3 market-driven,
4 standards, 7 liability

2a workability (3 market-driven, 4 standards,
7 liability)

2b international 8 international cooperation

2c technological sustainability (3 market-driven, 4 standards)

6.3. Outline of the framework

in the following chapters, I shall describe four optional directions (and one non-direction)
for addressing the crypto problem (to call them 'solutions' would be too optimistic).1 1
derive these options from the survey of crypto regulations in Chapter 5, and I present them
in their logical order of'police-friendliness'.
•   One can ban cryptography. This is really not an option. (Chapter 6h)
•  If one cannot prohibit cryptography, the police will want to access the keys that

cryptocriminals use. By building in some form of law-enforcement access to keys in
cryptographic products, the police ensures beforehand that they can decipher suspect
ciphertexts. (Chapter 7)

3     I presume that cracking crypto, although possible in some cases. is insufficient to deal with the problem in
general (see 4.5.3), and hence not an option to consider.
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•     If it turns out that building in law-enforcement access to keys is not possible, the police
will have to get the keys afterwards. That is, if they encounter encrypted communic-
ations or stored data, they can demand people to decrypt or to give the key. (Chapter 8)

•    If accessing keys (either beforehand or afterwards) is infeasible, the police really has a
problem. They will not be able to read encrypted data. In that case, they will have to look
for alternative investigation measures which do not depend on data that can be
encrypted. (Chapter 9)

•   Ultimately, if all optional directions have more negative than positive overall con-
sequences, then one can (consciously) decide to do nothing: the zero option. (Chapter 10)

1 shall describe the how and why to these options, define pros and cons, and relate them to
the principles outlined above. In each chapter, I will define the most viable options within
each direction, arguing on the basis of the principles. This will give one or two (locally)
optimal options for each direction. For clarity, 1 will conclude each chapter by crudely
simplifying the analysis and presenting a table that illustrates how the options match the
principles.

Then, the major work will have to be done in Chapter 11. I will define the relevant
representative groups (law-abiding crypto users, businesses, law enforcement, suspects).
Then, I will argue for the ordering of the principles as I outlined above. By dropping the veil
of ignorance over the representatives, and by taking the perspective of the least-advantaged
group, 1 will compare the options, and see which option arguably best reconciles the interests
at stake.



Chapter 61/2. Outlawing cryptography
If cryptography  is  outlawed.  only  outtaws will  have cryptography.
(Phil Zimmerman)

When a state has a problem, its most natural reaction is to outlaw its cause. For instance, if
a particular society considers it wrong to kill people, it establishes a general ban on murder.
If a government thinks that it is wrong to kill, but that it may be useful for itself, it creates

an exception for itself only (the death penalty). Or if a society considers it good to kill
someone if it is the best option given the circumstances, it may allow a generic exception
under strict conditions (euthanasia, self-defense). Or even, a society may consider it
appropriate for individuals to kill in specific cases (vendetta, suttee).

Prohibiting activities which have only - or mainly - negative implications is easy. The
few legitimate exceptions may be addressed by granting generic licenses or individual
licenses. With actions that have good sides as well as bad sides, it becomes more difficult
to create a general ban. And if an activity is generally good, but has a few bad effects as
well, a general prohibition with licenses for the legitimate uses is twisting round exception
and rule.

Prohibiting is only an option if the negative implications of the contentious issue
Significantly outweigh the positive sides. With cryptography, that is not the case: it has a
crucial role to play in the information society, and the negative effects of criminal (ab)use
of crypto in no way outweigh its benefits. Outlawing cryptography (with licenses for certain
(government-friendly) crypto types or individuals who might need it) is simply not a real
option, and that is why this chapter is not a real chapter.

However, the idea of a crypto ban has actually occurred to some governments (even to
the Dutch government, which one would have expected to be more sensible), and mandatory
government-accessible crypto is still advocated in several government circles. It therefore
seems wise to go at least briefly into the main arguments against a ban on cryptography.

If a ban on cryptography is to aid law-enforcement, the aim will be to make sure that
people do not use encryption, or that they use only cryptography that provides for law-
enforcement access (mainly through access to keys, which I call 'LEAK' - Law-
Enforcement Access to Keys, see Chapter 7). The ban may be all-encompassing, or it may
allow certain types of cryptography to be used, for instance, weak cryptography or LEAK-
enabled crypto (mandatory LEAK). It may target the manufacture, trade, import, or use of
non-LEAK cryptography. It could also allow non-LEAK crypto use for specific applications
(such as banking) or for users that will not hamper law-enforcement (such as the government
itself).

But whatever the kind and scope of the ban or mandatory LEAK legislation,  if its aim
is to ensure that the police can continue to understand wiretaps and computer files obtained
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through a search, one must assess how the ban helps law enforcement (6 2.1), and how it
affects the security and privacy of citizens and the economic implications for society at large
(614.2).
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Figure  6'/:. 1.  Page from  an  FBI presentation  on encryption policy,
discussing the need for a prohibition of non-LEAK cryptography.
Obtained by the Electronic Privacy information Center.  [source: EPIcl

616.1. A crypto ban does not help the police

A crypto ban is not enforceable. First of all, strong, non-leak cryptography will continue to
be easily available to criminals, especially (but not only) to those with some resources. After
all, strong cryptography abounds nowadays, and is still continuing to spread. In practice, a
government can never make sure that all the present crypto software and hardware are
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destroyed. Those criminals who do not yet have a crypto program, may easily avail
themselves of an old copy - banned cryptography would simply become an interesting black
market. Moreover, simple yet effective crypto algorithms are described in handbooks, and
they are fairly easy to implement.' Easiest of all, you can download good cryptography from
the Internet. Even if one considers it realistic (which it is not) that all 'sensible' countries
would outlaw cryptography, 'crypto havens' would emerge, and crypto-anarchist
communities would, out of principle, love to cater to crooks and criminals through the
internet. A crypto ban will simply not be able to deny easy access to strong, non-LEAK
crypto.

A second argument why a crypto ban is not enforceable, is that it is hard to monitor.
Obviously, the police cannot check all computers and diskettes for the presence of banned
cryptography. Monitoring encrypted communications is likewise a considerable challenge.
Where monitoring public roads for speed-limit offenses is hard to keep up on a reasonable
scale, monitoring electronic highways for crypto-use compliance on any scale will be even
harder. The amount oftraffic is enormous, and the monitoring would have to be automated
in some way. Now this is problematic, given the diversity of formats and programs used -
it is not easy to distinguish off-hand and automatically between encrypted data and other
collections ofbits and bytes (see sidebar on next page). The only way a knowbot (a robotic
piece of software which automatically performs a pseudo-intelligent task) could distinguish
between 'legal' data (encrypted or not) and illegally encrypted data, is to monitor headers
or pre-fixed formats: Such traffic monitoring would only be practical  i f the bulk of com-
munications traffic used distinguishable headers or formats, and this is quite unlikely to
achieve in the current international situation. Even then, the ever-resourceful crypto-anarchic
community would develop programs which use illegal crypto while producing acceptable
headers or formats that would fool the knowbot monitors; such programs would easily find
their way to cryptocriminals. The police willlose the monitor race from the beginning.

Apart from general automated enforcement, a case-by-case monitoring would also often
be fruitless. There are well-known ways to escape it. Steganography (see 3.1.8) can hide
ciphertext in seemingly innocent data. This is not practical in all cases, but a crypto ban
could spurt opponents (and there are many opponents in the cryptographic community) to
devote their efforts to develop more sophisticated and practical systems of steganography.
Moreover, a crypto ban would push criminals to start using steganography, even when they
would not otherwise consider the effort worth while. Although, in principle, the police may
often be able to unmask steganography, this is resource-consuming and not practical on a
large scale. Moreover, apart from steganography, there is a much easier way to escape enfor-
cement: use superencryption. Cryptocriminals will first use an illegal crypto system (which,
as noted, is easily accessible) and then encrypt the ciphertext with a legal crypto system.

1 'Talent for hire is easy to obtain. A criminal party could easily hire a knowledgable [sic] person to develop
needed software. For example, an out-of-work or underemployed scientist or mathematician from the former
Soviet Union would find a retainer fee of $500 per month to be a king's ransom." [NRC, 269]

2      For a possible way of monitoring a LEAK-compliant crypto infrastructure, see [Verheul 973]. With such a
system, there are still easy ways to comply with the required format while not giving law enforcement access
to keys (cf. Chapter 7).
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What is a plain text7

a plaintext

Eleven plaintexts and one ciphertext - look for the seven differences.

a plain text? (fragment from'Finnegan's Wake' by James Joyce)
My chart shines high where the blue milk's upset. Forgivemequick. I'rn going! Bubye! And you, pluck your
wark, forgetmenot. Your evenlode. So save to juma's end! My sights are swimming thicker on me by the
shadows to this place. I sow home slowly now by own way, moyvalley way. Towy I too, rathmine.

a poem (fragment from'Oote' by Jan Hanlo)
Da da demband
Demband demband dembrand dembrandt
Dembrandt Dembrandt Dembrandt
Doe d doe d doe dda doe
Da do do do da do do do
Do do da do deu d

a Cree text (from 'Wapahke', http://arpp.carleton.ca/cree/story/wapahke.html)
Kihtwam paspapi, mikwac isa Kiwitinohk Piponiwi Mitawiwina epimlpathitamiwahki ekwa isa kitha
ekanawiskwahtawlin. Mitataht niyananosap akihtasowina piko eka kita mitawaniwahk ekwa mwac chiskwa
awina esapwahahk. Kamihkwaspisochlk isa esapohtawipathihocik, Nohta! ekwa isa ika enawihtakosit
okanawiskwahtawew, mwac isa ayayin ikota, tapwe isa mihtatamwak kichiwitamawinakanak, nitohtawike
matotaskwaw, tanite ayayin eitwecik, kinitawenlmitinanlsa eisi matotaskwaw.

a Chinese text (big-5 transcription, jn ASCII)
AO©606.0-pjZOA'·-2{,05Mt, EIr¥H*I¥1-70·oA@¤HAv©6ollao¤u§@ic'i·saoAO¤e¥zao°6•0-531201'3qoT'q
«T--¥H·eaoAuwO¥Zao°e•U S3j20A 3qcrT (-A¤81rAE®x)iC

a Chinese text (in sijiao haoma transcription)
2368 1129 0364 6221, 1073 0502 0207 0117, 8096 1421 0433 2978, 0364 0482 2607 0171

a PGP public-key fingerprint
ODA4 1488 EDAl C226 EOE4 449A AE54 OD39 9825 EF38

a PGP Ciphertext (fragment)
qANQR1DBwU4DvxIC}pNLmeGUQCACSkzFTqf3PS+SG/OwGfBiqY+/mmfbRBA+rQeui390kRolIDAizhmK9sh/j-Tip
/XKP5RsDevAF+UojsIqz7dmDBu4NeTgBniONtHoR*xrYIMYrfoWy5Awxrnz31ncelogvxeW4HE3c/1IhqUfyw3yh45
7LRflloON411Xc

a PGP signature
iQA/AwUBNCAOO65UDTmYJe84EQL8xACdG6OMwlaM9Gzqsh24HXKm0GQrndAAoJIRh79ED#xhdCvm51(QDq+w
Sooi
=Qq9E

a crypto program (Diffie-Hellman in perl, by Adam Back)
($g,$e,$m)=@ARGV,$mlldie"$0 gen exp mod\n"; print'echo
"16diol[d2%SaUdO<X+d*Lal=z\U$m%0]SX$e"[$9*]\Eszl)0 +pldc'

a GIF image (in ASCII)
1   2  6 66  U L U. 0009  9 99  99 9  !0   ,     :8EI•'A ¥'o[xq•6vAP...it ...:%0\'Ull 1(10 PEM ·

®Pia ._aeIH' ®01  !fl

a WAV sound (fragment in ASCII)
f"dfkkppqtsqrqw}yoto"-0& ¤4¥1¥-·©71ztc' T66'glqs}yluuphjjst}f *'" TMeoe ¥££¢¥.-,31{e'OW'h
ebkrx-yvuzuopnttff O•ke0080¢¤¢ XWVfhkgqr-}}wy}vtpnuy...,*CE•&§>-&090,09 'ad.11 I jgTT\gkfihtzlxs
yyvupqsO,,.tO'"-oe#-e OOoeY§§"tO,Irk]_cikkkluy{xyvivwzyxz3%00
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Mandatory LEAK and constitutional rights

Mandatory LEAK systems are often claimed to infringe constitutional rights disproportionately. Especially within
the cypherpunk community, one often hears the argument that people have an (intrinsic) right to encryption.
The argument often centers around the freedom of speech: people argue they have the right to say anything
they want in any way they like. The argument fails, in my opinion, to recognize that the freedom of speech
primarily addresses speech content, not the medium used for conveying the speech. Newspapers can refuse
letters to the editor out of space considerations, and people hardly argue this infringes their right to freedom
of speech. If you cannot publish your opinion in the New York 77mes, you spread a leaflet, target the radio, or
publish a newspaper yourself. Freedom of speech only addresses the medium of speech in that everyone must
have an adequate means of expression (not any means to one's choice). Prohibiting newspapers altogether
may well be compatible with freedom of speech, if there remain sufficient other means of expressing one's
opinion to a similar effect, and if it is a proportional measure.

I would argue that likewise, there is no fundamental 'right to encryption' through freedom of speech. If
you cannot use the particular encryption system you want for communicating your views, use another medium
- a crypto system that /5 allowed, communication in person, or, why not, a Kwakiutl courier. Also, remark that
freedom of speech safeguards the possibility of making your opinion public, whereas encryption is used to
keep your opinion pnvate. Even if LEAK schemes were built-in in a significant portion of people's
communications media (e.g., in web browsers and operating systems), and people would thus be more or less
obliged to use them, this would not infringe upon their freedom of speech: they can still express their opinion
- the fact that law-enforcement agencies could access this opinion does not alter this. Therefore, I do not
think that mandatory crypto systems in general infringe upon the freedom of speech.

The US First Amendment may be more extensive than the Dutch understanding of the freedom of speech,
but it can well be argued that mandatory LEAK does not infringe the First Amendment either, as Robert Lin,
principal associate deputy attorney general, has aptly done in Congress [Litt]. His argument only falters with
two possible infringements. First, mandatory LEAK may unduly restrict the ability of cryptographers to
exchange crypto source codes (cf. the Bernstein decision). This, to me, seems a minor infringement one might
consider proportional, given the major concerns at stake. However, the other potential infringement Litt does
not adequately refute: the potential chilling effect of mandatory LEAK on free speech. People may feel
restricted to communicate over a LEAK infrastructure. Utt rejects this with the argument that LEAK does
nothing more than preserve the current capability of wiretapping, which, the court has decided, does not'chill'
free speech. There may, however, be good arguments to see the chilling effect of a LEAK Infrastructure as
larger than that of a wiretap-enabled telephone network. Communications patterns are changing with the
advent of the information society, and larger parts of private life are taking place online. Therefore, the fact
that governments could access these extended patterns of communications might ultimately have a chilling
effect on free speech. This is not an argument that people in the Netherlands would consider valid, but in the
US, it may hold more strength.

The 'right to encryption' has more to do with the right to confidential communication. This constitutional
right is part of people's right to a private sphere (e.g., art. 17 ICCPR, art. 12 UDHR). The right to confidential
communications implies that people must be able to choose adequate protection measures for safeguarding
confidentiality. Thus, if governments consider making LEAK schemes mandatory, they have to ensure the
system is secure against unlawful eavesdropping. Moreover, inasmuch as the LEAK system allows law-
enforcement agencies a wider access to people's communications than they currently have, this ability must be
established by formal law after a careful balance of the concerns involved. For the moment, as long as
governments cannot guarantee the security of LEAK systems [cf. Abelson 97], one can argue they cannot make
them mandatory. In the US, the Fourth Amendment protects reasonable expectations of privacy by prohibiting
unreasonable searches. A LEAK infrastructure need not harm this expectation, if proper conditions for law-
enforcement access are enacted. [utt]

One could also suggest that obliging people to escrow their private keys infringes the privilege against
self-incrimination. After all, you oblige people to give the police the means to gather evidence against them.
For several reasons, the argument does not hold. First, the right to non-self-incrimInation pertains to suspects,
whereas a mandatory LEAK system is a general measure targeting citizens at large; people depositing their
keys do not do so in a capacity of criminal suspect. Moreover, the concern protected by the privilege against
self-incrimination is that the truth be found in criminal proceedings (see 8.5). Now, requiring people to use
means that enable law-enforcement agencies to gather evidence does not threaten the fact-finding process,
as people are not forced to give evidence itself. After all, people may refrain from using the LEAK system; they
are not In any way obliged to use It for communicating incriminating evidence. There are plenty of parallels,
for instance in the tax-law requirement of keeping verifiable books: this also is a requirement that creates the
possibility for law enforcement to gather evidence, while it does not concretely push people to hand over
incriminating evidence. The same arguments Imply that mandatory LEAK does not infringe the Fifth
Amendment. (See Chapter 8 for an analysis of the privilege In relation to demanding decryption.)
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Knowbots and human monitors will regard the message as legal, until they decrypt it and
find it contains another layer of encryption underneath (or is  it an exotic image format, or
perhaps Chinese big-5?). Of course, the monitors will seldom decrypt 'legal' messages, and
the  bulk of the 'illegal' messages will go unnoticed.

In conclusion, a crypto ban is unenforceable, and even if it were enforceable - in the
sense that prohibited crypto use could be monitored - cryptocriminals could still easily
escape notice. Illegal crypto use will only be noticed when it is too late: in a search, or after
a wiretap. This suggests that it may be better (or rather, less bad) to restrict the ban to these
situations: one could consider penalizing crypto use when this obstructs a criminal
investigation (in particular, a search or a wiretap); the effects are the same for criminals
facing investigation, but at least for law-abiding citizens, crypto use will be legal. There are
objections to a prohibition of crypto use that obstructs investigation as well, but it may be
an option to consider (see  8.7 - this non-chapter only deals with non-options).

6'A.2. A crypto ban does hamper good guys

Whereas most criminals will not be affected by a crypto ban, most law-abiding citizens will
be. In the information society we are building, the vast majority ofthe public will be affected
in two ways: individually, and collectively.

First, if cryptography is banned, would-be crypto users (and who would not be a crypto
user in the information society?) face extensive security and privacy threats. This is also the
case if they are allowed to use LEAKing cryptography. Any LEAK system weakens the
security of cryptography (by definition, since an extra access feature for law enforcement
creates new opportunities for attacks, such as bribery or counter-infiltration, and in practice,
because the systems are more complex and thus may introduce new security leaks): the risks
of LEAK cryptography are fundamental and significant [Abelson 971 (cf Chapter 7).

A second possible effect of a ban of non-LEAK crypto on law-abiding citizens is that the
balance between citizens and their government may turn significantly in favor of the
government. Taking the pre-digital era as a reference point, the rise of information and
communications technologies is affecting this balance in two ways. Most notably,
cryptography allows citizens to effectively escape government's scrutiny on a scale formerly
impossible, which adds weight to the citizens' level of power. On the other hand, ICT also
allow new monitoring techniques (cf Chapter 9), and the increasing registration of all levels
of public life and of many levels of private life gives the government considerable powers
over the citizen. These countering developments mean that the digital era does not
necessarily alter the precarious balance between government and citizens. However, were
non-LEAK cryptography to be banned, the balance inexorably moves towards the
government. Whereas this is not an immediate threat in countries with good governance (in
many countries featured in Amnesty International's yearly report, one should consider this
a threat), no government can ensure that powers will not be abused by future governments,
as history has sadly shown so often. A LEAKing crypto infrastructure can be established
with many checks and balances, but once the infrastructure is there, future abuse is easy and
unavoidable once a government turns crooked. Law-abiding crypto users could become
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future Winstons, desperately looking for a corner to escape Big Brother's persecution.
Finally, a crypto ban will also lead to a collective, economic backlash, since international

trade will significantly be obstructed if companies cannot communicate or trade securely (cf
Chapter 3). ifthe ban is not enforced on an international level (comprising at least the G7,
but preferably the OECD and ASEAN), companies in a crypto-banned country will have a
hard time staying alive in the information society, since international traders will prefer
secure transactions without foreign governments' access. Indeed, they may decide to move
to another, more crypto friendly country, causing damage to the economy of the crypto-
banning country. Now, worldwide consensus on a crypto ban is nowhere to be reached; the
OECD principles do not rule out mandatory LEAK in explicit terms, but the wording is
strong enough to suggest that an international crypto ban or mandatory LEAK is not an
option.1 Moreover, even apart from global competition, the costs for implementing a LEAK
infrastructure are huge. All current software and hardware containing cryptography must be
replaced, throwing away all investments in current information security. Also, the costs of
maintaining a LEAK infrastructure are higher than those of maintaining a strong, non-LEAK
infrastructure. Lastly, it seems undesirable that corporations who will comply with the crypto
ban (and thus have more costs and less security) will be at an economic disadvantage with
respect to businesses who use illegal strong cryptography (which, as noted, is hard to
monitor and punish).

In short, a crypto ban has very serious consequences for law-abiding citizens. It poses
a significant threat to privacy and information security, and it severely obstructs the
development of the information society. It may also pave the way for future governments
with less noble intentions to do away with privacy altogether. Finally, a national crypto ban
wililead to a severe economic backlash.

6%.3. Conclusion

The conclusion of this non-chapter is short and simple. The gains of a crypto ban or of
mandatory LEAK for law-enforcement are dubious at best, and more likely low to non-
existent: it does not pose serious problems for criminals to use strong cryptography. The
losses of a crypto ban for individuals, businesses, and the infurmation society, on the other
hand, are certain and large. There is no way to achieve any balance between these effects.
It is, as Phil Zimmerman - ever the rhetorician - has suggested, like reverse chemotherapy:
it kills the benign cells, while it leaves the malignant cells intact.

Banning cryptography or mandating LEAKing crypto systems is simply not an option.
We had better move on to real chapters with real options.

3 "Government controls on cryptographic methods should be no more than are essential to the discharge of
government responsibilities and should respect user choice to the greatest extent possible." [OECD 97.
principle 2]



Chapter 7. LEAKing through
the Public Key Infrastructure

The people involved in the crypto debate are all intelligent, honorable and pro-escrow,
but  they never possess  more than two  of these qualities  at  once.

(Kenneth Neil Cukier)

If the government cannot outlaw cryptography, they will somehow have to get access to

outlaws' crypto keys. The most convenient way to get access to keys is to ensure beforehand
that law enforcement will be able to retrieve any key used by a cryptocriminal. Therefore,
it is an attractive option to build in some feature in crypto systems which allows the
government to access any key used. Systems with built-in Law-Enforcement Access to Keys
will LEAK the tell-tale plaintexts to the police.

Since mandating LEAK systems is not an option, governments can look at ways to
stimulate the development and use of voluntary LEAK products. The Clipper chip, the first
instance of a LEAK scheme, was such a product. It has been criticized and refined, and it
was followed by other schemes, all in an attempt to keep criminals leak information through
law-enforcement wiretaps. The schemes follow up on the necessity of establishing Public
Key Infrastructures (PKIs) - data recovery could be a prime feature of a PKI. Indeed, the
private sector also considers data recovery useful, to prevent data from being irretrievably
lost if someone loses the key with which they are encrypted. The difference is, however, that
the private-sector need concentrates on retrieving stored data, whereas law enforcement
mainly focuses on using LEAK systems to access encrypted communications; so, the
systems and private and public concerns need not be the same.'

Ever since the Clipper chip, key escrow (or, more generic, data recovery) has been hotly
debated. Law-enforcement officials have hailed the depositing or recovery of keys as a
solution to the cryptocriminal problem, and privacy advocates have condemned it as an
Orwellian measure. The crypto debate here has its heyday.

In this chapter, I shall describe a generic Public Key Infrastructure, and indicate the
position of key deposits in PKIs (7.1). Then, I go into the general nature of LEAK systems.
There are, in fact, two kinds of LEAK systems and infrastructures. The first kind is targeted
at establishing a secure information infrastructure for law-abiding citizens, albeit one that
does not give criminals an advantage over law-enforcement. Preventing criminal abuse is
the common focus of the LEAK features in this infrastructure. The second kind are LEAK

1 -[T]he requirements of a government and the requirements of the commercial world and individual users are

very different in this regard, so different that, in fact there is little overlap between systems that address these
two problems." [Abelson 97]
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systems which aim at solving the problem of criminal use of cryptography as such, which
means that the LEAK features should not only prevent criminal abuse ofthis infrastructure,
but also prevent criminals from using non-LEAK crypto systems at all. (7.2)

Next, I describe the three main techniques in crypto systems that allow law-enforcement
access to keys or plaintext. First, crypto systems can be separated into signature systems and
confidentiality systems (7.3). A signature algorithms, such as the Digital Signature Standard,
that can not be used for confidentiality is not a proper LEAK system, but it will help law
enforcement in narrowing down the amount ofencrypted material they should investigate.
Second, key-escrow or key-deposit schemes 'leak' information by giving law enforcement
access to private or session keys (7.4). Third, key-recovery systems (which provide
'encapsulation' of session keys) work through the sending along of information which a law-
enforcement agent can access, without the need for depositing private keys (7.5).
Throughout, 1 confine myself here to voluntary LEAK systems, since mandating the use of
such systems is not an option (Chapter 65).

In order to assess the value of these proposals, I describe several issues that have to be
taken into account before a government can decide to stimulate LEAK schemes (7.6). Then,
I will define the particular options that emerge from this direction, and assess how they
match the principles for addressing the crypto conflict. I end with a first conclusion on the
viability of these options (7.7). Since this chapter draws heavily on descriptions of public-
key cryptography, readers less-versed in the technology may want to reread sections 3.1.3
and 3.1.6 first.

7.1. Public Key Infrastructures

Public-key encryption is a necessary tool in the information society. In a networked society,
in which many parts of daily life are handled over public communication networks, people
need encryption to communicate securely. Especially if people do not know each other,
cryptography can establish the necessary confidence between communicating partners.

Widespread use of public-key encryption, however, requires an infrastructure. Public-key
encryption relies on public keys, and people must be assured ofthe authenticity of a public
key ifthey are to trust the encryption process. Therefore, Public Key Infrastructures (PKls)
must be set up, which perform several functions essential to public-key encryption. A PKI
consists of parties who offer trusted services,  such  as key certification, key distribution  and
revocation, time-stamping, and data recovery. Depending on the service offered, the trusted
party may be called a Certification Authority (CA), a Key Escrow Agent (KEA), or a Data
Recovery Agency (DRA). The overall term for these parties is Trusted Third Parties (Trps).2

2         The infosec  Code  of Practice and  Management  Guidelinesfor Trusted  Third  Party  Services  of October  1993
defines a TI'P as 'an impartial organisation delivering business confidence, through commercial and
technical security features, to an electronic transaction. It supplies technically and legally reliable means of
carrying out, facilitating, producing independent evidence about and/or arbitrating on an electronic
transaction. Its services are provided and underwritten by technical, legal, financial and/or structural means "
[ Castelll
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In this chapter, 1 shall use the generic term TTP or, where a specific function of the TTP is
stressed, CA, KEA, or DRA.

Key management is the central  object of a PKI.  First, users have to obtain private-public
key pairs. Either they can generate key pairs themselves, or they can receive them from a
Key Distribution Center. Then, they need to have the public key certified, so that everyone
can see that the public key is authentic. One way of certifying keys is to create a horizontal
'web oftrust', in which everyone signs the keys of persons whose key they know or trust to
be correct. PGP uses such a certifying structure. Assuming a friend's friend to be a friend,
one can trust keys of people one does not know, but there has to be a chain between
communicating parties. For large user groups, especially internationally, such a horizontal

Terminology

Clipper chip chip for the Escrowed Encryption Standard, proposed by US government In 1993,
providing government access through a LEAF; died somewhere In 1996

data recovery all-encompassing term for retrieving the plaintext of encrypted data if the key for
decryption Is not available, through key escrow, key recovery, or plaintext recovery; the
TTP providing data recovery can give private keys, session keys, or plaintexts

DRA Data Recovery Agency, TTP which provides data-recovery services

GAK Government Access to Keys; outdated term for crypto systems that allow a government
(law enforcement or national security) to access crypto keys or plaintext; although
outdated, still useful as a generic term

KEA Key Escrow Agent, TTP which provides key-escrow services

key backup storing a copy of a private (or supersymmetric) key, either internally Cself-escrow') or
externally ('escrow')

key deposit synonym for key escrow

key escrow generic term for providing government (and authorized-user) access to keys by having
people deposit their private (or supersymmetric) keys with a TTP

key encapsulation synonym for key recovery as used in this book

key management the process of key generation, key certificabon, certificate distribution, and certificate
revocation, may also include key deposit or backup; used in the OECD 'guidelines' as a
potential euphemism for key recovery (which suggests that, once 'key recovery'
becomes tainted with negative implications, 'key management' may replace it as the
next generic term for GAK)

key recovery originally a term for a crypto system which provides LEAK by having people tag along to
messages a recoverable session key rather than deposit their private keys; is
increasingly used, however, irrespective of the technology, as a generic term for LEAK
and a replacement for'key escrow' which has become a too negative term; I use It in
the original sense: recovering session keys

LEAF Law-Enforcement Access Field; data unit sent by Clipper chips which enables the Clipper
TTPs to decrypt the message; sometimes also used in other key-recovery systems

LEAK Law-Enforcement Access to Keys: law-enforcement part of GAK; I use this as the

generic term for key escrow and key recover, for law-enforcement purposes (Law-
Enforcement Access to Data would be more correct, but LEAK seems the more
appropriate acronym)

TTP Trusted Third Party; a trusted, independent organization which offers cryptography-
based services that enhance the reliability of electronic data interchange and storage,
such as key certification, distribution, revocation, and time-stamping; the term includes
Certification Authorities, Key Escrow Agents, and Data Recovery Agencies
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structure may not be practical, leaving aside the issue of having to rely on people's
responsibility in certifying keys. The alternative is to create a vertical, hierarchical
certification structure, in which a top-level certification authority (or root CA) certifies other
certification authorities (CAs), who in their turn certify other CAs and users. PEM uses such
a certification structure. Its certificates conform to the ITU X.509 standard for public-key
certificates.  PEM's top CA  is the Internet Policy Registration Authority. [Schneier. 577-584]

in such a hierarchical certifying structure, if users generate the keys themselves, they
have to send the public key (securely!) to a Certification Authority, who will check their
identity and issue a certificate with the public key and appropriate personal information.
Depending on the required security level ofthe certificate, people may have to go to the CA

in person and show a passport or
Root-CA -------Root-CA identity card - after all, the

9/\ certificate is the basis for trust in
all subsequent communications,

CA CA CA and so the CA must be really

                   convinced of the identity of theuser. Alternatively, the encryptionuser user CA user user user user

                                                      hardware
or software of the user

may have built-in automatic key
user user generation and secure communic-

---  = cross-certification ation with the encryption producer

Figure 7.1. A  Public Key  Infrastructure or CA to obtain a certified public
key. The CA will provide the user

with a key certificate, which is usually valid for a specified period.
Once the users have a key pair, they will publicize the public key. They can send the key

certificate to potential communicators, have it listed in the telephone directory, publish it on
their Website, and mention it in their e-mail signature. However, this may not be enough for
businesses, such as information and service providers, who wish to be widely known to, for
instance, potential customers. For this, they can use a Key Distribution Center that maintains
a directory of public keys. Also, the CA may have a list of the keys it has certified. As more
and more CAs and KDCs go online, people will have increasing difficulty in tracing where
to find a public key. Thus, some centralization of the public-key distribution process is
inevitable. World Wide Web servers with advanced search engines may be a good solution.

The counterpart of key certification is key revocation. After all, private keys can be
compromised - through carelessness, theft, or because the validity period has expired.
Together with key distribution lists, CAs or KDCs will therefore maintain key revocation
lists. After revocation or expiry, certificates can be deleted, but the CA must keep a copy in
order to resolve potential later disputes, for instance, over a contract signed before
revocation.

Now, if Alice wants to communicate with Bob, she looks up his public key in some
directory. To check its authenticity, she will verify the CA's signature. This requires her to
be sure of the CA's public key. Consequently, she will have to verify CAs' keys until she
comes to the top of the CA hierarchy, the top-level CA. This will likely be a national or
international trusted body, whose public key is generally trusted, for instance, because it is
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widely published on tele-
The crypto family revisited

vision, in the newspapers, and
by government bodies. Before Alice and Bob continue communicating extensively with each other, as

usual with Eve eavesdropping. Criminals Carol and Dave are trying topeople use public keys, they
frame them, and so, Leah, the law-enforcement agent who is

should first check whether the monitoring Carol, is also intercepting Alice's and Bob's

key is still valid. communications. Sometimes, Alice lives abroad, and Leah may require
assistance from Leonard, a foreign law-enforcement official. In this

Key certification, distrib- chapter, Alice and Bob will use the public-key infrastructure for their
ution, and revocation are the communications; they sometimes require the services of trusted third

party Trent. Also, they will often deposit their keys with a Key Escrow
basis of any PKI. Additional Agent, Dorothy (or, in a foreign country, Dorotea). A guest
services  may be offered for appearance is made by Polly, an (unfortunately corrupt) policewoman.

(The use of Dorothy for the canonical key-escrow agent was proposed at a SAFE
Specific      User      groups. in meeting, 1 July 1996, at Stanford, crediting professor Dorothy Denning as a fervent

advocate of law-enforcement access to keys in the US at the time; her position on thecommercial transactions, for desirability of data recovery, however, is more subtle - she considers this a direction

instance, the date and time on worth exploring but not mandating [Denning 97c].)

which a document is sent may
be crucial. For this, TTPs can offer time-stamping services. Alice sends a message to Trent,
who adds the date and time he received the message and signs the whole with his private
key; Trent can either forward the message to addressee Bob, or return the time-stamped
message to Alice. This function is comparable to traditional notary services.

Another notary function which may be relevant in PKIs is data recovery. Users of
cryptography may worry that they lose access to information, either because they lose a
(private or symmetric) key, or because someone else who encrypted the information is no
longer willing or able to decrypt it. After all, people get ill or die suddenly, and employees
may run away to a competitor. Disgruntled employees can even encrypt essential
information to blackmail the employer. Users, most often businesses, will therefore want to
have a backdoor. Data recovery can be provided in a variety of ways: backing up plaintexts
in a central department, storing the keys on a diskette in a safe, or have a TTP keep a copy
of the private key. A TTP can be in-house or external, for instance, a Chamber of Commerce
or an industrial organization. Such a Data Recovery Agency will provide access to
authorized people when they need it. Data recovery will generally only be required for
information storage. In communications, session keys are used, which can be discarded after
the session has ended or, in case of e-mail communications, after decryption of the message.1
Since data recovery for crypto users is mainly meant for storage purposes, it is different from
other PKI services: key certification and distribution are needed for communication and
information transport, not for storage.

A PKI, then, is a hierarchical structure of CAs and, possibly, DRAs. The information
society will consist of several PKIs, for instance one or a few commercial PKIs, a
government PKI, an academic PKI,4 and a non-profit PKI. Root CAs may cooperate
(inter)nationally and cross-certify each other, thus merging PKIs. Too many PKIs may

3      One potential exception may be when a company (e g.. a call-center) wants to listen in on its employees, for
instance, to check compliance with secrecy rules, or for audit purposes, in this case, the management could
require session keys to be stored for later checking. [cf. BSC]

4        In the Netherlands, one of the first PKIs to be set up was a SURFnet PGP infrastructure, initiated late  1996.
SURFnet is the Dutch academic network.
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confuse people, and weaken their trust in the system. Perhaps governments themselves
should set up a single, overall PKI. and issue citizens with a smart card containing a certified
multi-purpose private-public-key pair. In any case, because of the importance of PKIs in the
information society, governments must create a legal framework for TTPs to operate. Issues
such as liability and preconditions for participation in the PKI must be addressed.

7.2. Public Key Infrastructures and LEAK

One ofthe issues to be addressed in a legal PKI framework is law-enforcement access. Many

governments are looking at TI'Ps and PKls as a potential way to solve the law-enforcement
problem of cryptography. In particular, in the case of data recovery, law-enforcement
agencies could access private keys or plaintexts through a KEA or DRA, provided they have
a court warrant.

However, one must distinguish between a PKI set up for information security, and a PKI
established specifically for law-enforcement needs. The first will be established through
private-market forces, following the information society's need for a PKI to ensure
communications security. The second, however, is pushed by the need for law-enforcement
agencies to monitor suspects, and will consequently be shaped quite differently.

These two divergent PKI goals in fact address two problems. The first problem is related
to establishing a good information security infrastructure, including a PKI - I shall call this
the 'security problem'. The second problem is criminal use of cryptography to thwart law
enforcement - this is a ' law-enforcement problem'. The problems are intertwined, inasmuch
as solving the first problem may increase the second problem: criminals may use a robust
information security infrastructure to escape law-enforcement scrutiny. Therefore, in solving
the first problem, one must try and prevent criminals from profiting from the PKI. Trying
to prevent abuse in a security PKI, however, is different from solving the overall problem
of criminals profiting from encryption. A security PKI may look at its effects on law
enforcement as (only) one of the conditions to take into account, whereas a law-
enforcement-triggered PKI is entirely focused on securing law-enforcement's need for
information gathering.

The difference between a security PK1 and a law-enforcement PKI has been
underestimated by governments. This can be seen in two of the main initiatives for setting
up a government-stimulated PKI. First, the US Key Management Infrastructure (KMI)
initiative, launched in May 1996, proposed a PKI with private-sector TI'Ps (see 5.3.8) These
TTPs would certify public keys, perform the usual key-management services, and also serve

as key-escrow agencies. The draft proposal [IWGCpl lacked detail and clarity, but it seemed
to presume that a security PKI would naturally incorporate key escrow as a way to solve the
law-enforcement problem. However, the KMI initiative was hardly further developed, and
the effort to produce a Federal Information Processing Standard for the KMI was still
unsuccessful in mid-1998 when the Technical Advisory Committee "encountered some
significant technical problems that, without resolution, prevent the development of a useful
FIPS. There are unresolved conflicts among some requirements." [Davidsonl The TACDFIPS-
FKMI continues  its work on requirements for key-recovery products as of August  1998.
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The other main proposal for a PKI was (or is) the European Union's ETS initiative. Th is
likewise started as a proposal for a public-key infrastructure that would not hamper law
enforcement by incorporating some form of key escrow (see 5.2.2). The first draft proposal
implied that private keys would be deposited with KEAs: "the law enforcement authorities
can then apply to the TTP for access to the targeted individual's private encryption key
without his knowledge or cooperation." Indeed, "the use of TTPs also potentially solves the
legal interception problem." [soG-is] Since 1997, however,  the ETS initiative has turned
away from ensuring law-enforcement access, focusing instead on a digital-signature
infrastructure. The European Commission's Communication of October 1997 [COM(97) 503]
suggests that key escrow will not be chosen as a key feature of an ETS public-key
infrastructure.

Both these developments show that the initial idea that combining a security PKI with
key escrow that would solve the law-enforcement problem turned out to be mistaken. The
features of both kinds of PKI are apparently hard to reconcile.

The discussion on crypto policy is thus hampered by the lumping together of the security
and the law-enforcement problems. In this chapter, I will distinguish between LEAK systems
that aim at preventing criminal abuse of the PKI (a security infrastructure) and LEAK
systems that aim at solving the law-enforcement problem by ensuring that criminals only use
LEAK cryptography.

7.3. Non-confidentiality cryptography

Despite the urgent need for setting up a Public Key Infrastructure and setting standards to
enhance the international use of cryptography, efforts for standardizing cryptography and
international initiatives for PKIs have been sparse. This is for a large part due to the national-
security and law-enforcement concerns and consequent export regulations. As soon as
economic policy initiatives are proposed to develop cryptography standards and to stimulate
crypto use, state security and law-enforcement officials begin to protest, arguing their
interception abilities should not be jeopardized.

This deadlock situation has a few exceptions, notably authentication-only systems and
financial applications. Digital signature standards can serve a large part of the in formation
security need in the information society, while they need not hamper law enforcement or
intelligence. In particular, the US government standardization body NIST has developed a
Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), to be used in a Digital Signature Standard (DSS) INIST
94]. (Actually, the algorithm was more or less developed by the NSA, as NIST has
reluctantly admitted.) The DSS is meant for securing authenticity and integrity of electronic
communications and documents. It was devised so that it would not be able to serve

confidentiality purposes. Therefore, governments could readily accept it as politically
uncontroversial, and potentially, the DSS could become a worldwide standard. Likewise,
systems specifically designed for financial applications are relatively uncontroversial. Thus,
for instance, the Secure Electronic Transactions (SET) system has been developed for secure
online payments; since SET cannot be used for confidentiality encryption in general, it is not
harmful to law enforcement.
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In this section, 1 shall use the DSA to illustrate the option of stimulating the use of non-
confidentiality crypto.

7.3.1. Working of DSA
The DSA is based on discrete logarithms (closely related to algorithms by Schnorr and
EIGamal) and can be used for signature generation and verification. I f Alice wants to sign
a message, she uses DSA to generate a signed message digest. The algorithm first hashes the

message with the Secure Hash Standard and uses Alice's private key (and some publicly
known parameters) to produce two 160-bit numbers which serve as the message signature.
Bob can verify the signature by inputting the received message, the received signature,
Alice's public key and identity (plus the parameters); the DSA then verifies whether the
received signature is a valid signature by Alice on the received message. Note that the public
key and the parameters should be certified for Bob to know he is using Alice's real and
correct public key.

There was significant criticism of the DSA when  it was published for comment. One
drawback is that it is slow - slower than RSA - in verifying; the signing is rather quick. In
fact, DSA was specifically tailored for use in smart cards: signing by a smart card should
take little time, and verifying will generally be done by a more powerful terminal. Still,
many companies had invested in RSA products, and a discrete logarithm algorithm would
not be compatible with  many of their products. The reason NIST gave for not using RSA
was that it wanted a secure standard to be distributed worldwide on a royalty-free basis. As
RSA is patented, this would hamper straightforward worldwide acceptance. As it is, the DSA
faces patent claims anyway, since the algorithm used is closely related to ElGamal and, more
importantly, Schnorr. EIGamal is not patented, but it is supposed to fall under the Diffie-
Hellman patent (which expired in  1997); the patent on Schnorr's algorithm runs until 2008.
The situation remains unclear, and DSA has not seen ready acceptance. Currently, the main
DSA users are ANSI, the US government, and Shell.'

The other main objection to DSA was its initial fixed key length of 512 bits. This was
raised to a more flexible  512 to  1024 bits, making the standard secure  for some time to
come. Allegations of insecurity or potential trapdoors (allowing the NSA to forge signatures)
stem from distrust in the NSA and may be far-fetched. A potential security problem,
however,  is that it is possible for crooks to implement a version of the DSA which leaks
information on the user's private key [Schneier. 5351. Indeed, although the algorithm is secure,
it depends on the implementation whether this security is maintained. Therefore, one should
only accept DSA hardware or software from trusted manufacturers.

7.3.2. Subversive use of DSA
Contrary to the claim that DSA can only be used for authentication purposes, certain
implementations can be used for confidentiality encryption. Schneier gives an example of

5     "Mindful of the difficulties in dual use encryption technology. it has been announced that Shell operating
companies will  use the Federal Information Processing Standard  186, Digital Signature Standard.  This
decision takes the least line of resistance. Enterprise partners are encouraged to follow the example."
[Mansfield]
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how  you can EIGamal encrypt  a 160-bit block by three subsequent DSA 'signatures';
decryption goes likewise. RSA encryption with DSA is even easier, according to [Schneier.
4904911. This possibility is given when the implementation does not require fixed lengths of
the public parameters. Encrypting with DSA is not efficient, but still - Alice and Bob might
use it for exchanging session keys or public-key certificates, provided they have one
common secret EIGamal key. Therefore, although it does not really solve the key-
management problem for them (they still have to agree on a common secret key), it may be
a way to exchange session keys in a hidden way. (To detect this, wiretapping agents should
check the signatures and notice they are invalid; still, this would not prove that a message
is being exchanged through the signature.) So, law enforcement may still have a problem
with DSA.

Another potentially subversive use of the DSA  is exchanging subliminal messages. This
is a form of steganography in which the signature contains a message - but only for someone
who knows it is there and has the right key. Indeed, according to Simmons, the DSA
"provides the most hospitable setting for subliminal communications discovered to date."
[simmons} The DSA uses a random number for each signature, to be generated by a random
number generator. However, i f Alice chooses a particular number for this (say, a 160-bit
conspiring message), and if Bob knows her private key, he can recover the subliminal
message from the signature using this private key. So, they may exchange session keys or
short messages, while seemingly communicating on trivial subjects. For this to really work,
they should randomize the subliminal message with a One-Time Pad, as the number used
for signing should be random, and so they should share a secret text string as well. In all, it
is not an efficient way for criminals Alice and Bob to communicate, but it may be a very
effective way of fooling Leah.6

The use of DSA for encrypting messages can be prevented by requiring DSA
implementations to use fixed-length parameters. Still, law-enforcement should be aware that
signatures can be used for exchanging subliminal messages. The possibility of subliminal
messages is perhaps inherent to digital signature algorithms. They might be prevented by
'failsafe' encryption [Kilianl, but that would likely require too much overhead and yield too
little effect, considering the marginal risk ofcriminals exploiting this gap. Except, ofcourse,
when crypto use in general is banned or severely restricted - that would make it more
interesting for criminals to start exchanging a lot of innocuous messages with smart
signatures.

7.3.3. Assessment o f DSA
Now, to what extent could DSA address the security and the law-enforcement problems?
First, it seems the DSA could present a considerable part of the security infrastructure
needed. If users have a good system for assuring information authenticity and integrity, a
Significant part of their information security need is addressed. Although abuse by criminals

6     You can also communicate subliminally in DSA without sharing a secret key, but that yields only one bit
per signed message, making it more impractical, although, perhaps, still useful for criminals who know they
are being wiretapped.
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ofthe DSA is possible, it is inefficient and requires criminals to share secret keys anyway,
since criminals have regular access to easy-to-use and robust cryptography, they will not
need to exploit DSA gaps. Therefore, the DSA could pose a useful albeit partial solution to
the security problem. Still, a PKI must be built on top of it, as users need to be assured of
public keys. So far, there is not a certification infrastructure for DSA keys, and as long as
patent claims hover over DSA, international standardization bodies may remain reluctant to
develop a DSA PKI.1

Once separate programs are readily available for either signing or encrypting
information, people will use the crypto tool needed for the application. Thus, only
confidential and sensitive messages will be encrypted; messages for which only authenticity
and  integrity must be assured will only be signed. Currently,  many of the latter messages are
also encrypted, either because the program easily combines the two together, or because
encryption is used as a way for ensuring integrity. The more messages are encrypted, the
harder it is for law-enforcement to pick out the messages they need. Especially for crypto
systems built-in in the information infrastructure, it is advisable that non-confidentiality
crypto is used where only authentication and integrity are required. Likewise for crypto
products offered to the user market, non-confidentiality crypto is one way of fulfilling
security needs without making law-enforcement problems worse. Such products offer
enough prevention of abuse (the potential uses of DSA for encrypting or for exchanging
subliminal messages are inefficient and not useful for criminals) to make them a good
solution to a part of the security problem. It is only part ofthe security solution, since it does
not address the confidentiality needs ofthe information infrastructure.

Clearly, separate digital signature products solve only a very small part of the law-
enforcement problem: they do not target criminals using confidentiality encryption. Their
only advantage for law enforcement is that they may be used more readily in
communications with the upper world. Especially in business crime, such cryptography
could be used more regularly, making communications transparent to law enforcement. It
does not target organized criminals or computer criminals, since they will happily continue
to communicate and store data encrypted with confidentiality crypto.

There is one caveat. Once there is an infrastructure for digital signatures, including
public-key certificates, the key-management problem for criminals is solved as well. They
can use DSA public-key certificates to ascertain they are talking to the right person, and then
use the key, not for DSA, but for EIGamal encryption or Diffie-Hellman key-exchange (cf.
7.7.1). Since the development of some sort of PKI is inevitable in the information society
(see 3.1.6), this is an unavoidable consequence. To what extent this is problematic depends
on the ways the law-enforcement problem is addressed in general. lf governments want to
retain law-enforcement capabilities through access of (private or session) keys, the
potentiality of digital signature public keys for facilitating confidentiality encryption must
be taken into account.

7 Meanwhile. companies have to set up their own key-management infrastructure. Shell, for instance. has
apparently done so. This assures secure internal (intranet) communications, but it leaves external com-
munications unaddressed.
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7.4. LEAKing through key deposits

7.4.1. LEAK techniques
Several governments have taken initiatives to address the security problem through law-
enforcement access to keys - key escrow, key recovery, key encapsulation, data recovery.
For precision's sake, I will use the following terminology. The term key escrow is generally
used to indicate the depositing of a key with a (trusted third) party. This is similar to the
well-established practice of source-code escrow: the source code of software is deposited
with a trusted third party because of an agreement between (private) parties, in order to
allow the receiving party to recover the escrowed source code once the providing party is
no longer able to live up to the contract. Similarly, a party could escrow crypto keys in order
to assure access to encrypted data in case the key is lost. Remark that, contrary to source-
code escrow, the one who deposits and the one who can claim the deposited material are the
same. I will use the terms key escrow and key deposits interchangeably. Key deposits are
only relevant for private keys (in case of public-key encryption) or symmetric (key-
encrypting) keys. The terms escrow and deposit are more correct to refer to deposits with
third parties. In the case of self-escrow (a company deposits a key with an internal unit), the
term key backup is more appropriate. The overarching term for providing access to
plaintexts of encrypted data is data recovery.

Data recovery can be performed by two different techniques.8 The first is key escrow.

Suppose Bob has deposited his private key with Dorothy, a Key Escrow Agent. Alice sends
a message to Bob, and Leah wants to access the message. She can do this is three ways.
First, Leah can ask Dorothy to give her Bob's private key. In that case, Leah can read all
messages sent to Bob, be they from Alice or from Carol, in the past and in the future. This
is the most rigorous form of data recovery. Remark that to read a message sent by Alice,
Leah has to access Bob's private key. A second option is that Leah asks Dorothy to give her

the session keys ofthe messages she wants to read. Dorothy can decrypt the session keys
with Bob's private key and hand them over to Leah. This is data recovery through session
keys, which is less rigorous, as it only gives Leah access to specific messages. The third
option with key escrow is for Dorothy to decrypt the messages herself and give them to
Leah. This amounts to more or less the same as giving the session keys to Leah, the only
difference being that Dorothy can read the message as well, and Leah must trust Dorothy not
to cheat.

The second technique for data recovery is key recovery or, as it has been recently termed,
key encapsulation. With this technique, Bob does not deposit his private key. Instead, within
each message Alice sends to Bob (or vice versa), she includes a small information unit that
contains the session key encrypted with the public key of Dorothy. Thus, the session key  is
'encapsulated' in the message, in such a way that only Dorothy can access it. Because the
message is not sent to Dorothy, however, she can only retrieve the session key if Bob or

8     1 confine myself to the techniques that realize data recovery through accessing the decryption keys. Data
recovery may also be accomplished by backing-up the plaintext, for instance by storing a print of the
plaintext in a safe.
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Figure 7.2. A taxonomy of data recovery

Leah bring the message to her. Dorothy can then give either the session key or the plaintext
to Leah. Note that 1 will use 'key recovery' in this specific sense, contrary to the tendency
to use it as an overarching term for LEAK itself.

Both techniques also work for retrieving stored liles encrypted by Alice. Alice can
deposit her private key with Dorothy (key escrow) if she uses asymmetric encryption. Often,
Alice will only use symmetric encryption (she does not have to exchange a key). In that
case, she may for safety's sake encrypt the symmetric key with her own public key ('self
recovery') or with the public key of Dorothy (key recovery). Alternatively, she can
symmetrically encrypt the symmetric keys with a 'super' key, which she can deposit with
Dorothy. Such measures address her own need for data recovery.

Related to these different techniques  of data recovery,  1 shall distinguish between various
sorts of Trusted Third Parties. TTPs that hold keys in deposit, I shall call Key Escrow Agents
(KEAs). Parties that provide a data-recovery service (either to users or to law enforcement)
will be termed Data Recovery Agencies (DRAs). In the following, I describe the various
proposals in this terminology, although I shall indicate what terminology the proposals use
themselves as well.

7.4.2. Escrowed Encryption Initiative
Since  1993, the US government has taken various initiatives to address the security problem
and/or the law-enforcement problem (the distinction has not always been clear). The
initiatives were termed escrowed encryption, Key Management Infrastructure, and data
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recovery in the various proposals. Opponents have consistently dubbed new proposals in
terms of Clipper, the chip that first implemented escrowed encryption: Clipper I,  11, and III.
Clipper is dead now, but its short life provides an excellent example of how key escrow
works (or does not work) in practice.

The first proposal was the Escrowed Encryption Initiative (EEI) involving an Escrowed
Encryption Standard (EES) [White Housel. The EES was first implemented in the Clipper chip,
and thus the initiative is generally known as the Clipper initiative. The essence of the EEI
was to provide law-abiding citizens with a good encryption system that does not hamper law
enforcement: "The U.S. key escrow encryption technology emerged from an effort to make
strong, affordable encryption widely available in a way that would not be harmful to national
security and public safety." [Denning 94]
The EES was meant for secure communications; it was implemented in the Clipper chip for
voice encryption, and in the Capstone chip for data encryption.

The Clipper chip was a tamper-resistant device which used the Skipjack algorithm, a
symmetric crypto system designed by the NSA. It used an 80-bit key and was consequently
much stronger than DES to resist a brute-force attack. Many details of the EES were
classified until recently; the algorithm Skipjack was declassified in June  1998. An external
panel of experts concluded in 1993 that there is no significant risk that Skipjack will be
broken through a brute-force attack in the next thirty years or that it can be broken trough
a shortcut method of attack [Brickelll. Thus, the EES is, one assumes, a strong crypto system.

The EES provides LEAK. Every chip has a built-in unique key, that is deposited in two
parts with two agencies (initially, NIST and the Treasury Department's Automated Systems
Division; in the Clipper II initiative, also private bodies were allowed as KEAs). Suppose
Alice and Bob want to communicate securely through EES. Their EES chips exchange a
session key for each communications session. Before the session starts, each chip sends a
Law-Enforcement Access Field (LEAF), which contains the chip's unique identity number,
the session key encrypted with the chip's unique key, and a checksum for checking the
validity of the LEAF. The LEAF is encrypted with a common family key (a built-in key in
a family of EES chips). Only ifthe receiving chip validates the LEAF will the chip decrypt
the ensuing communications session; both chips have to validate the LEAF.

lf Leah taps Alice's phone, she notices that Alice is using an EES chip. The intercepted
message is then routed through a law-enforcement decryption device, which decrypts the
LEAF, identifies Alice's chip, requests the two key
parts of Alice's chip's unique key with the two key-
escrow agencies, and decrypts the intercepts after
reception of these two key parts. The entire process is

. Ionline and supposed to be opaque: it is
essentially a           black box which performs the process online without

interference of law-enforcement officials. Thus,
Alice's key is supposed to be destroyed by the box  %once the wiretap warrant expires.

The Clipper chip has only been implemented in the
AT&T 3600 Telephone Security Device. Government
bodies could use it for sensitive, non-classified
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information. The public did not queue up for obtaining EES-enabled phones (nor did
government bodies, for that matter). The main objections to EES were a suspicion of NSA
backdoors, objections to the LEAK feature, and doubts about the standard being classified
-  the algorithm could not be reviewed publicly, and although the panel of experts concluded
that the strength of the algorithm did not depend on its secrecy, the panel had only limited
time for their review. With the declassification of Skipjack in June 1998, cryptographers
have only just begun to cryptanalyze the algorithm. Therefore, Skipjack has not proved
resistant to attacks in the way DES has withstood public scrutiny for over twenty years.

By  1997, the government acknowledged the failure of Clipper. In February  1997, the
Department of Defense decided to remove the controversial key-escrow system from the
Fortezza cards (which incorporate the Capstone chip) used on the Defense Message System
[o'Haral, and in August  1997, the National Security Agency canceled its development of the
Fortezza architecture altogether [Fritsch 1.

Defeating the LEAF
As the EES is only implemented in tamper-proof hardware (a chip or a PCMCIA card), law-
enforcement access is supposed to be at all times assured - one cannot tamper with the
LEAF. Or can one? Matt Blaze has 'attacked' a protocol failure in the EES [Blaze 941. Blaze
identifies two possible attacks. The first is when two rogues conspire to disable the LEAF
feature. For instance, when Alice and Bob set up a communications session, they can feed

a self-generated LEAF into the chip rather than the LEAF of the other's chip; in some
operation modes, this will allow decryption ofthe session, while there is no LEAF being sent
along the line, leaving Leah powerless. This LEAF defeat is easy to implement with
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PCMCIA cards - little more than a software modification to the legal system is needed;
moreover, as Blaze notes, such 'patches' to defeat the LEAF may be exchanged through the
Internet quite easily, so that basically any rogue could install it.

A more general and more fundamental attack is a unilateral attack, as this enable rogues
to use the EES without law-enforcement access in everyday communications with law-
abiding people. Alice can search for acceptable, 'valid' LEAFs for a given session key. As
the validation of the LEAF involves only a check of the 16-bit checksum component, Alice
may try about 216 random LEAFs to find an acceptable one (she can try them on her own
chip to see which ones the chip accepts). The receiving chip will be fooled into thinking it
is a valid LEAF, but Leah will not find the LEAF helpful, as it is a random number. In this
way, Alice can communicate securely without giving access to law enforcement. However,
the trial is effected at the expense of performance; according to Blaze, it is not realistic for
real-time voice conversations, but it may be useful for facsimile or data communications.

To counter the attack, Blaze suggests that either the entire standard should be revised,
or the LEAF should be adapted to allow a larger checksum at a slight cost to law-
enforcement's capability ofreal-time decryption. According to Blaze, the NSA intended to
incorporate features to discourage these attacks in future versions of the EES.

One may argue whether these attacks 'defeat' the EES. On the one hand, the EES is not
meant for rogues, it is meant for law-abiding citizens (or so the government claimed).
Rogues who want to escape law-enforcement scrutiny can use strong encryption anyway,
so they need not bother manipulating the EES. On the other hand, the EES was specifically
designed to ensure law-enforcement access, and so, defeating the LEAF feature in a way
defeats the purpose of the EES. Whether the attack is a real threat to law enforcement
essentially depends on the context the EES is used in. If the EES had flourished widely, as
was apparently the government intention, the risk of rogues wanting to use it would have
grown, as they will have to communicate with law-abiding citizens and with the government
as well (for instance, the chip could be required for online tax declaration). Then, it would
have been more attractive to develop and spread LEAF-defeating software, and then the
wide proliferation of EES chips might have posed a problem to law enforcement.  In a way,
then, success of the chip would have led to its failure.

Frankel and Yung have described a spoofing attack [Frankell, in which criminals Carol and
Dave could use Alice and Bob's EES chips to provide them with valid LEAFs; this would
make the communications between Carol and Dave appear to be normal conversations
between Alice and Bob. This way, Carol and Dave could frame Alice and Bob. However,
the spoofing attack does not seem practical, and the authors rather easily assume users can
spoof messages.

Software key escrow
The EES had to be incorporated in tamper-proofhardware to protect the classified algorithm
Skipjack from reverse engineering and to prevent people from writing a Skipjack
implementation without the LEAF function. This hardware requirement encountered
resistance from the business community, not only because it prevented experts from
analyzing Skipjack, but more so because hardware is not practical for all purposes. 1n
general, software implementations of cryptography are more flexible, cheaper, and can be
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updated more easily.
Clearly, the EES can not be converted into software. However, Trusted Information

Systems has proposed a software variant that has the same features as the EES [Balensonl
Their 'parallel Clipper' proposal only differs from the EES in that it is software-only, it uses
publicly-known algorithms, and it uses public-key encryption to encrypt the LEAF (the EES
encrypts the LEAF with the symmetric Skipjack using a common family key). For the rest,
the system functions similarly. Two
private-key parts are escrowed with Temptations for Polly
KEAs, and each program has a The attack on the Clipper software might be interesting for a
unique identifier  and a unique key policeman joining hands with a rogue, assuming the gains are
which are transmitted in the LEAF. high. In an, admittedly exotic, cheating scenario, Polly, a

tempted policeman' may be for sale. She could collaborate
Leah, intercepting a message, can with criminal Carol to intercept an extremely confidential
send the LEAF to each KEA to message worth a large sum of money, say a message

containing the business strategy of multinational Alice beingrecover the session key. Enforcement sent to branch Bob. Polly could intercept the encryptedof the wiretap warrant limits is message, forward it to Carol, who would sign It and resend it
effected by having the KEAs com- to Bob, the original addressee. Now Polly, having a court-

order to wiretap Carol, intercepts the message and brings it tomun icate autom atically    w ith Leah Dorothy, asking  her to decrypt it. Dorothy verifies Carol's
through symmetric encryption; for signature, checks that the message was sent within the time-

limits of the wiretap warrant, decrypts the message usingeach wiretap warrant, Leah and the Bob's private key, and gives it to Polly, who runs away with it
KEA  agree upon a secret key with to Carol, wealth and Barbados.

which all communications between
them is encrypted. The moment the warrant expires, each KEA destroys this secret key, so
that they can not read Leah's subsequent requests for decrypting LEAFs under that warrant.

Unilateral abuse of the LEAF feature is discouraged by having a receiving program
validate first whether a correct LEAF was included; only if this was done correctly will the
program decrypt the message. Contrary to the EES, the software variant checks the entire
LEAF rather than only a checksum, which invalidates Blaze's checksum-guessing attack.

The authors note one potential threat. Carol could modify the software so that it records
Alice's program identifier and public key. If Carol uses this for her own communications,
Leah can read Carol's messages, but she would do this through using Alice's private key.
Thus, Leah would be able to also read all Alice's messages within the warrant limit for
wiretapping Carol. Obviously, users would not be too happy with this possibility. Such
abuse could be discouraged through extensive auditing of the law-enforcement decryption
process, and through significant integrity checks built-in in the software. Obviating such
integrity checks should be possible only through reverse engineering the software and
extensively modifying it, which would require such an effort as not to be interesting to
potential cheaters, the authors argue.

7.4.3. Royal Holloway's international TTP scheme
A notable problem with key-escrow schemes is international cooperation. Suppose Alice
from Argentina wants to communicate with Bob in Britain. Suppose their private keys are
deposited with Dorotea and Dorothy, respectively. Now if Alice sends a message to Bob,
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law enforcement can only retrieve the message with the help of Dorothy in Britain.9 if
Leonard is an Argentinian law-enforcement agent monitoring Alice, how is he going to get
Bob's private key? He would have to resort to a request to Dorothy for assistance. This
requires bilateral agreements, and in any case, mutual legal assistance is a time-consuming
process not compatible with prompt decryption.

A study group from Royal Holloway University, London, has developed an international
KEA scheme (or, in their terminology, TTP scheme) to address this issue [Jefferies]. They
devised a scheme based on the Diff'ie-Hellman key-exchange prot-ocol'°for confidentiality
purposes (authentication features would require additional measures). Every user is
associated with a (national) KEA, say Dorotea for Argentinian Alice and Dorothy for British
Bob. All pairs of KEAs share a common secret key, say keYA,gB„, for Dorotea and Dorothy.
Alice has a private and a public send key (which may be common for many KEAs,
depending on the parameters chosen). Moreover, she has pairs of private and public receive
keys, one for each (foreign) KEA with whose users she may want to communicate. All users
have such pairs of send keys and receive keys. Bob's receive key pair for communicating

with Alice is generated from his
identity and the shared secret keYArgBrit·

KEA A KEA B Thus, both Dorothy and Dorotea can
generate this key pair, and Dorotea can
generate Bob's private receive key

A'p private send key B's private receive key without cooperation from Dorothy.B s public receive key
V V Now if Alice wants to send a
A                    B           message to Bob, she requests Bob's

public receive key from Dorotea. She
A               uses this and her private send key to

generate a (longer-term) shared keyV (with which, for instance, she can
Encrypted message +A's public send encrypt session keys for commun-

key + B's public receive key icating with Bob). She uses the
(longer-term) shared key to send a

Figure 7 4. The Royal Holloway KEA schemefor message to Bob, along with her public
one-way encrypted communications send key (as certified by Dorotea), and

Bob's public receive key. Now Bob,
upon receiving this message, can see which of his private receive keys he needs (that is why
Alice must include his public receive key) and he generates the same (longer-term) shared
key using this private receive key and Alice's public key. Now he can decrypt the message.

9      The EES solves this problem through requiring both sender and receiver to send a LEAF message. This is,
however, impractical for one-way traffic.

10     In Diffie-Hellman, Alice and Bob can establish a shared secret key through exchanging only public numbers
(depending on random numbers, generated for each session). Alice computes the shared key with Bob's
public number and her own private number, Bob does this vice versa. The protocol ensures that the resulting
keys are the same. Eve cannot construct this shared key, for she does not know Alice's or Bob's private
number. Diffie-Hellman is based on the discrete logarithm problem.
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If Argentinian Leonard is intercepting Alice's messages, he need not go to Britain to
obtain Bob's private receive key. He goes to Dorotea, and asks either for Bob's private
receive key (which, remember, Dorotea can generate herself from the shared secret keykerib
or for Alice's private send key: both are sufficient to reproduce the session key.
Alternatively, Leah in Britain, who is monitoring Bob's communications, can obtain the
same session key be requesting Dorothy to give her Bob's private receive key. (Dorothy
does not know Alice's private send key, so Leah can not request that.)

The Royal Holloway authors suggest two options for sophisticating this protocol. First,
key splitting may be incorporated, either in Micali's way (see 7.4.4), or in a way suggested
in the paper. This splitting variant is rather rigid - it requires all KEAs associated with Alice
and Bob respectively to share common secret keys. Second, as the receive keys are in
principle fixed and lasting, they suggest the receive keys may be changed automatically once
in a while. This would allow for more security, and it could present a method of en forcing
time  limits on wiretap warrants. For instance, if the receive keys were changed daily, the
KEAs could provide Leah with only the daily receive key rather than a longer-term receive
key. A disadvantage ofthis is that Alice must request Bob's public receive key each day she
wants to communicate with him.

The Royal Holloway scheme has attracted considerable attention (pushed by the UK
government, which lobbied ETSI to make it a standard), and it presents the only serious
proposal for international cooperation to date. This I consider its prime - if theoretic -
advantage. Another advantage the authors mention, namely that no key directories are
required since Diffie-Hellman is used, seems less relevant, as key directories should not pose
a significant problem for an international key management infrastructure.

However, the advantage of allowing domestic KEAs to recover session keys comes at
the cost of several disadvantages. First, there is some overhead involved in the information
required for communication. Alice must request public receive keys for any person she
wants to communicate with. In principle, she can store this public receive key for later use,
but this is not possible in the time-limited variant. As long as there is one KEA per country,
the scheme is transparent enough, but ifyou allow more (commercial, private-sector) KEAs
per country, and particularly if you allow key splitting with various KEAs, each KEA will
need a large amount of shared secret keys, which requires considerable international
cooperation and key management. Another problem is that a KEA possesses Alice' private
send key. This feature is not necessary for the scheme to work at all, but it is required to
make the scheme work smoothly (if Dorotea does not have Alice's private send key, she
must compute separately the session key for all people with whom Alice is communicating,
which requires considerable overhead and may slow down law-enforcement decryption). To
prevent Dorotea from being able to forge messages from Alice with this private send key,
Alice should be required to sign all her messages (with a different key pair, obviously). Still,
once Leonard has obtained Alice's private send key, he can decrypt any message sent by
Alice, regardless ofthe wiretap limits; the option of daily changing receive key pairs makes
this more difficult, but not impossible  if he can access the public receive key of the sender.
Thus, the Royal Holloway scheme does not really enforce wiretap-warrant bounds.

A graver disadvantage is the availability required of the KEAs. The paper initially targets
one-way communications, such as facsimile or e-mail, but claims the scheme can be easily
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transformed for two-way communications, such as the telephone. However, this requires the
KEAs to be online, as users will generally not know beforehand with whom they will want
to communicate. This pertains in particular to (online) shopping and business contacts. Also,
in the daily-changing receive keys variant, this will involve considerable demand on KEAs
to provide clients with receive keys. This demand can be shared by allowing several KEAs
nationally, but this will imply a trade-off with efficiency, as all KEAs need to share secret
keys.

Ultimately, as the paper states, if KEAs are not commercially viable, then the scheme
will not be viable. A major success factor of the scheme is trust. And users must have
complete trust in their KEAs, who, after all, can recover all messages their clients send.
Much more so, users must trust every KEA in the scheme, as foreign KEAs can also
reconstruct their private receive keys, and so recover any message they receive. The KEA
can also recover messages foreign users send to its clients within its jurisdiction.  When  it
comes to trusting foreign KEAs, the issue will become still more problematic if KEAs will
be required to aid law enforcement in decrypting communications. After all, this is one of
the requirements for which the Royal Holloway scheme was developed. Now, it is highly
unlikely users will have complete trust in foreign KEAs in countries where they do no trust
the government. This pertains not only to 'dubious' countries, but also to countries whose
intelligence agencies are suspected of aiding economic espionage. For instance, large
European companies may not want to use a communication scheme if they know the US
government could access their communications. Especially in a commercial environment,
complete international trust in KEAs is an impossibility. The Royal Holloway will therefore
not be commercially viable.

7.4.4. Add-ons

Splitting keys
One major objection of the public to the EES was the choice of key-escrow agents - they
were thought to be too close to the government, and people feared they might help law-
enforcement agencies even without a proper court warrant. For this reason, in September
1995, the US government announced that also independent, private-sector organizations
could serve as key-escrow agencies - the so-called Clipper II initiative. They released a
proposal for criteria that KEAs should meet [NIST 951, and discussed this in two meetings
with business representatives. However, there was little private-sector inclination for these
meetings, and the process rather withered away without clear results.

With EES, the unique chip's key is generated in a government-controlled process
involving both escrow agents; thus, the escrow process is a part of the chips' manufacture.
If one wants to be more flexible, and allow users to generate their own keys, the escrowing
of keys is more difficult to monitor. A KEA can easily check when receiving a private key
in deposit whether it corresponds to the user's public key. However, once you allow key
splitting to deposit only parts of the key with separate KEAs, the checking becomes
impossible, as one share of the key should not give any information on the key itself (see
Chapter 3 on zero-knowledge protocols). This concern is met by the concept of verifiable
secret sharing.
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The idea of splitting keys and depositing them with several independent bodies has been
worked out in several proposals by Silvio Micali. He has proposed 'fair' crypto systems,
which according to him "strike a good balance, in a democratic country, between the needs
of the Government and those ofthe Citizens. Fair public-key crypto systems guarantee that:
(1) the system cannot be misused by criminal organizations and (2) the Citizens mantain
[sic] exactly the same rights to privacy they currently have under the law." [Micalil

Fair cryptography makes use of verifiable secret-sharing techniques. It allows a user to
split his key into two or more parts and deposit each share with a KEA (Micali uses a fixed
number of predesignated trustees). Each KEA individually verifies whether he received a
valid share ofthe right key and reports to a certifying authority. The CA hands out a public-
key certificate if all shares have been escrowed correctly. Through the key splitting, the user
will be more confident that the escrowed key will not be unduly disclosed or compromised,
while he can not abuse the system to deposit worthless key shares. The key can be retrieved
by putting the shares together. It is also possible to use a threshold scheme, in which a
certain minimum number of key shares will suffice to recover the key.

For key-escrow schemes, fair cryptography is flexible, and attractive from a privacy
point of view. Alice may, for instance. deposit key shares with a court, her parents, a friend,
her employer, a non-profit organization, a commercial KEA and a government KEA, and
require any four out of these seven agents to cooperate to retrieve her key. Abuse by
colluding of KEAs or through bribery is unimaginable. Moreover, if Alice loses her key, she
can always retrieve it herself, as loss of four or more key shares by the share holders
simultaneously is extremely unlikely. Note, however, that when Alice sends a message to
Bob, the message is protected by Bob's choice of escrow agents, not her own; this is
somewhat contradictory to the privacy enhancement of key splitting.

Leah may access the key i f she can produce a proper warrant to convince the KEAs (it
will usually be a legal requirement for KEAs to present a key share upon court warrant).
However, the more flexible the choice of KEAs for Alice, the harder it will be for Leah,
especially since in general Leah will want to keep secret the fact of Alice's being
wiretapped. Moreover, the requirement of real-time decryption for voice communications
will hardly be compatible with a flexible choice of multiple KEAs. There is a trade-off, then,
between flexibility and privacy on the one hand, and law-enforcement capabilities on the
other. Government requirements for KEAs should address this trade-off.

As with key escrow in general, from the users' point of view, verifiable key splitting is
only appropriate for safeguarding stored information, not for safeguarding communications.

Traceable ciphertexts
All concepts of key escrow more or less rely on the assumption that the private key needed
for decryption can be identified from the communication itself  If you do not know with
whose public key the message is encrypted, you can not trace the corresponding private key.
In most cases, the message itself will indicate to whom  it is addressed, since the routing of
the data requires an addressee. It is imaginable, however, that Alice will remove all
identifying information from the encrypted message prior to transport; if Bob restores that
information prior to decryption, then they can use the system while escaping Leah's scrutiny.
After all. Leah, not knowing the identity ofthe addressee, will be unable to get the message
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Cryptographic warrant bounds and edge surveillance

Several cryptographers are studying LEAK protocols with additional properties. Although innovative and at
times mathematically elegant, many of these proposals are far removed from judicial and political reality. For
instance, Lenstra, Winkler and Yacobi have argued that a system "in which the courts can enforce the terms of
a warrant will not only help preserve privacy rights, but will also enable the courts to be more liberal in
granting warrants so that federal and state authorities can make better use of electronic surveillance." [Lenstra]
They propose a key-escrow system which enforces wiretap warrant bounds.

Participants each day generate message components for each party they are communicating with, and
these components must be sent before a communication session can start (communication may also be one-
way, such as fax or e-mail). Leah, wiretapping Alice and Bob, will intercept a message and the corresponding
message component (time-stamped by the network or service provider), and take it to Dorothy. Dorothy will
decrypt the message component and hand over enough Information for Leah to compute the session key. If
Alice has cheated, however, for instance because she sent a wrong message component, Dorothy cannot
decrypt the message component; instead, she will give Alice's private key to Leah. Thus, the punishment for
not complying with the'warrant-bound rules' is a greater infringement of one's privacy - Leah will be able to
decrypt as many messages sent to Alice she likes, regardless of warrant bounds. The enforcement of the
warrant bounds is effected by the daily changing of the message component. According to the authors,
cheating with the date is not possible - at least not unilaterally (of course, the authors argue, cheating
bilaterally is always possible through agreeing upon another encryption system).

The enforcement of warrant bounds is mathematically interesting, but hardly realistic or desirable.
Warrant bounds are currently being enforced by the courts (through trust of the law-enforcement agencies
and challenges by the defense in court) as well as by the network and service providers that technically assist
law enforcement. There is no indication that this supervision does not work, and courts would very unlikely
grant more warrants only because technology would curb illegal extensions of wiretaps.

The other interesting feature of the proposal Is equally unrealistic: 'edge surveillance', tapping
communications only between two particular suspects (rather than traditional 'node surveillance', which taps
all communications from or to a particular suspect). In the vast majority of cases, the police does not know
with whom a suspect is most likely to hold incriminating conversations; often, a wiretap is used just to find
that out. Again, within the broad legal community, there are no voices that'node' tapping is a problem they
want to see addressed.

It seems that such proposals are triggered more by the authors' distrust of law enforcement than by a
realistic assessment of judicial practice. For mathematicians, though, they provide interesting reading.

decrypted. Although this type of colluding is feasible, it is not very convenient.
Desmedt proposes a solution to this problem for the public-key encryption scheme

ElGamal. [Desmedt] The idea is that for each user, particular parameters are chosen for the El-
Gamal scheme. Whatever the user chooses for his private-public key pair, these parameters
- and hence the user's identity - are deducible from the ciphertext the user generates. This
proposal may serve as an add-on to existing proposals rather than a solution of its own,
improving the LEAK factor of key-escrow schemes.

7.5. LEAKing through key recovery

The escrow systems described so far operate through deposits of keys. Apart from privacy
concerns (one has to trust the KEA completely), this also raises security concerns. Deposits
of valuable keys may constitute an attractive target for crooks and criminals.  The  risk may
be lowered through the splitting of keys, but it can not be altogether eliminated (especially
as the trade-off with law-enforcement capacity for prompt decryption may not allow many
key shares).
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7.5.1. Commercial Key Escrow
There is another variant, however, for providing law enforcement with access to session

keys. Rather than depositing keys beforehand, users may send along keys which law
enforcement may read, thus 'virtually escrowing' their keys. TIS has proposed such a system
as an alternative to their Clipper-parallel software key-escrow system. [Balenson]

This system is more straightforward than the key-escrow systems described. It requires
users to include a component  in each message they send, consisting of two halves of the
session key encrypted with public keys of two DRAs. A verification field ensures that the
receiving program first checks whether these halves were correctly encrypted with the public
keys of the DRAs, and whether the two halves indeed constitute the session key used. (Each
program contains certified copies ofthe public DRA keys, including integrity checks.) Ifthe
verification succeeds, the program will decrypt; if not, it refuses to decrypt. Now, Leah
intercepting such a message can send the message component to the two Dorothies, asking
them to decrypt the LEAF components and send her back the halves of the session key. This
allows Leah to decrypt the message - and only this message, as she receives the message
key, not a master or private key. Although this requires much more traffic between Leah and
Dorothy, it is a better safeguard for Alice's and Bob's privacy. The authors suppose that the
overhead need not significantly hamper the law-enforcement process, and real-time
decryption is possible, provided a powerful online channel is available between Leah and
each Dorothy.

Translucent cryptography

Cryptographers are creative people, trying to find ways to solve problems with mathematics. Sometimes, they
even find solutions for problems which do not exist. Bellare and Rivest, for instance, have created the problem
that there is no middle way between tapping (which overhears all conversations) and not tapping (which
overhears none). To provide such a middle way, Bellare and Rivest propose translucent cryptography' [Bellare].
It is not opaque, in that communications are entirely unreadable for law enforcement, nor is It transparent,
which means that law enforcement cannot read everything they intercept either. Rather, the system allows
law enforcement to read a fraction p of encrypted intercepts - where p is a figure between 0 and 1, to be
established by parliament.

The system is comparable to TIS Commercial Key Escrow, in that messages are accompanied by
components which contain the session key encrypted with public keys of DRAs. The difference is that users
can choose from a range of public keys for the DRAs, and they will make this choice for each message at
random. Now, the translucency is effected by the range of DRA public keys: only a fraction p of these are
valid, that is, correspond to a private key that the DRA possesses. The users do not know which of the keys
are valid for the DRA (and so, for law enforcement); therefore, they cannot intentionally choose bad keys.

According to Bellare and Rivest, the fraction p could be established by parliament. It could vary with
applications; for instance, whereas for domestic communications, parliament might set p equal to 0.2
(allowing a relatively high level of privacy), they might require p to be 1 for International communications
(comparable to current US export restrictions). Also, the p for foreign communications could vary with the
country. Parliament could decide to change the fraction if the situation changes signIficanUy, either because
some temble crimes involving cryptography have happened, or because elections were held and parties have
promised their voters to set p to a particular value.

Disregarding the battle scenes in parliament CChairman, our party thinks p-0.38 is a good compromise
for next year's tappingl, I think this is not the right question to ask. Currently, law enforcement either taps all
or nothing within a certain period, and so far, no-one has daimed that this is unsubtle. Poliocs is used to if-
then-else regulations, not to fractional thinking, and the trade-offs lie in the conditions allowing for a tap
rather than in partial results. So, governments pose strict conditions under which wiretapping may be used
and set limits to the period Of intercepting, but not to the efficacyof wiretapping. And why should the fact that
people start using cryptography alter the privacy infringement of wiretapping per se? Translucent
cryptography is a beautiful solution to a non-existent problem.
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Like the Clipper-parallel system, unilateral abuse is prevented by having the receiving
system check for LEAF compliance. Bilateral abuse - two rogues cooperating to defeat the
LEAF function - should be discouraged, but only to the extent that the effort is comparable
to the effort rogues would have to take to establish another secure, law-enforcement
defeating encryption channel. Since strong, freely usable cryptography is easily available,
the authors think the system need not go to much trouble to prevent cooperative abuse.
Integrity checks might be incorporated into the software in such a way that bypassing all
these checks would require a significant effort. However, a large number of integrity checks
may harm performance, and so, a trade-off must be made of the requirements of abuse
prevention and user-friendliness. (The prevention of bilateral abused could be improved by
adding 'binding cryptography' to the system, see sidebar, but that does not alter its (lack of)
value for addressing the law-enforcement problem.)

The initial proposal for this type of key recovery assumed that the system would be input
with shared session keys, both at the sending and receiving ends. Thus, Alice and Bob would
need to have a secure channel anyway besides the key-escrow system. In that case, one
wonders why they would bother to use the key-recovery system at all. There must be
advantages to such a system, or no-one would want to use it. TIS argues that the data-
recovery feature is a goal in itself for many commercial users (mainly, companies afraid of
encryption stunts of employees). Here, however, they seem to fall into the trap of identi fying
data storage with communications - for the latter, which seems to be TIS' main application,
data recovery is not needed.

In subsequent proposals, called Commercial Key Escrow (CKE) with the product
RecoverKey, TIS has included a key exchange feature in the program. Thus, Alice and Bob
use public-key encryption to exchange a session key, while at the same time 'virtually
escrowing' this session key by encrypting it with DRAs' public keys. The key management
advantages of such a system may push Alice and Bob to use this system rather than find an
alternative one.

As part of the European Trusted Services project, the European Commission has
stimulated a pilot project to define a key-recovery mechanism that meets both law-
enforcement and business needs. This project, oddly named KRISIS (Key Recovery In
Secure Information Systems), uses RecoverKey as a prototype. It has implemented a pilot
infrastructure with key-recovery centers in five countries. The results of the project were
scheduled for March  1998, but they were not yet available by mid-1998.

7.5.2. PGP's Corporate Message Recovery
In  1997,  PGP Inc. released  PGP 5.5 for Business Security. This product contains a key-
recovery feature that companies can turn on, making messages sent to employees
recoverable. The Corporate Message Recovery works through an attribute in Alice's self-
signature that tells Bob that Alice wants messages sent to her to be recoverable. Bob can then
encrypt messages to Alice and include the session key encrypted with the public recovery
key included in Alice's signature. Alice can indicate whether she considers recovery
desirable (so that Bob can choose to comply or not) or compulsory. The company using PGP
5.5 can thus implement a corporate policy with mandatory or optional key recovery for its
employees' communications. The Corporate Message Recovery feature is not a part of other
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PGP products (notably the freeware and personal-use ones). The description of the feature
[callas] leaves it unclear whether messages sent by Alice are recoverable as well, which
would seem a logical part of the system.

PGP 5.5 is targeted for business use, and the key-recovery feature was incorporated to
meet the business need for retrieving employees' communications; it had nothing to do with
law-enforcement requirements, PGP claimed. After all, it does not provide real-time access
to messages, and the key-recovery feature can be switched on or off by the corporation at
will. Indeed, so PGP Chief Scientist Jon Callas wrote: "we showed it to the FBI and asked
their opinion. They told us it doesn't meet any of their needs." [Callas]

7.5.3. International Cryptography Framework
Hewlett-Packard has developed the International Cryptography Framework, a higher-level
crypto technology that can accommodate various crypto programs. It is not a crypto system
itself, but an interface for choosing specific crypto systems. Depending on the applicable
national law, it allows people to use only those crypto systems that are authorized in the
country - e.g., weak cryptography, strong cryptography, or key-recovery crypto. HP's
product, VerSecure, is a Crypto API (Application Programming Interface), which can
choose a crypto algorithm incorporated in the chip. For the product to work, a 'policy
activation token' must be inserted, which enables only those crypto systems that are legal
in the country; the token expires after a year. The method was devised to meet differing
national crypto policies, and thus enables a state to allow only key-recovery crypto (or only
key-escrow crypto, for that matter).

7.5.4. Key Recovery Alliance
As the examples of TIS, PGP, and HP show,
several companies are developing voluntary key- FOKKE 8 SUKKE

Oow'T NEED KEY RECovERY
recovery products for varying purposes and
applications, partly because of a perceived
business need for such products, and partly l==Dbecause of the US administration's policy of
stimulating key-recovery products (which are
more readily exportable).

. £710In October 1996, several interested compan- elies formed the Key Recovery Alliance, in order
-- Vi EE#  k. -to coordinate and promote the development of

interoperable key-recovery systems. By mid-
1998, the KRA had over 30 members. The KRA

-                 -                        f

endorses the development of a global infra- --» -

structure that supports recovery of encrypted
information. To this purpose, its committees have, among others, identified business needs
for key-recovery services IBSC], drafted a functional model for key recovery [Matyasl, and
identified public policy requirements for a global key-recovery infrastructure. The
overarching KRA guideline is that the market should lead the development of key recovery.
"The companion to this principle is that government-designed or imposed encryption
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technology solutions will inevitably fail to win marketplace acceptance." IKRA] On legal
issues, the KRA asks governments to establish clear liability standards for the misuse of key-
recovery information, to establish clear standards for legal (government) access under
conditions of due process, including accountability and auditability procedures, and to
establish standards for the retention and destruction of acquired keys.

7.6. LEAKy issues

Over the past few years, several key-escrow and key-recovery systems have been proposed.
LEAK schemes, however, are scarcely out of the egg - most of the schemes are only
theoretical proposals that have not yet been tested in practice. Various issues loom on the
horizon of a LEAK in frastructure. These have to be addressed  for any LEAK scheme to be
a viable option. In this section, I describe various LEAKy issues that governments should
take into account if they want to stimulate voluntary LEAK. There are more issues to be
resolved, but these issues are basic ones that require addressing before one can decide to
stimulate LEAK in the first place.

J.  Who generates the keys?
In the EEI and Royal Holloway, the private keys are generated by the KEAs." This
generally assures they will avoid weak keys, and it ensures that they possess the private keys
to hold in deposit. It also prevents malicious users to choose keys in such a way as to
incorporate a subliminal channel in the key. It requires, however, that users completely trust
the KEAs. As users will have to trust KEAs anyway, the issue of key generation does not
weaken users' trust. Protocols forjoint key generation, such as Kilian-Leighton's [Kilian], are
not relevant to key-deposit schemes.

As to key recovery, there are no private user keys involved in the LEAK process.
There fore, users can generate key pairs themselves,  i f they want to.

2. Who is KEA?
A significant factor in gaining users' trust will be the identity of the KEA. As the public
outcry against Clipper's two initial escrow agencies shows, government bodies may not be
the best choice (although this may differ per country - in the Netherlands, government
bodies would be considered more acceptable). Potential KEAs are Chambers of Commerce,
branch organizations, commercial enterprises, notaries, and courts. For businesses, the first
three will likely generate the best trust; for individuals, NGOs, (semi-)government
organizations, notaries, and courts may serve as trustworthy escrow agencies.12 To ensure
compliance with law-enforcement rules, governments will have to set requirements for

It Royal Holloway allows users to generate private send keys themselves, but not private receive keys.
12    The Dutch association of notaries (Koninklijke Notariele Broederschap) public seemed in 1996 to intend

notaries to operate as key-escrow agencies [Franken], but lately seems to have abandoned this idea in favor
of facilitating digital signatures only.
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bodies to operate as a KEA; like in the ETS, this will probably involve a licensing and
certifying scheme for KEAs. There is a trade-off between user trust (allowing a flexible set-
up of many KEAs) and law-enforcement effectiveness (preventing criminals to set up or to
corrupt a KEA, and enabling prompt decryption).

3   Changing  of keys
The security ofthe scheme partly relies on how often keys can be changed. Permanent keys
are an attractive target for attacks, and users may periodically want to change key pairs,
depending on the sensitivity of the application and the risk involved. Key-escrow schemes
should therefore allow regular key changing, and users should be allowed to either request
or generate a new key pair themselves. For KEAs, this means extra storage, as they will have
to retain old keys for at least a certain period. Otherwise, users could easily defeat law-
enforcement access by changing key pairs a few times and then re-use old keys. Also, in a
search, the police could encounter files encrypted long ago.

The EES relies partly on permanent secret family keys, and each chip has a permanent
built-in key. Royal Holloway is also rather rigid with its long-term send keys. Both systems
therefore do not live up to the requirement of flexible key changes.

4. Interoperability
Should LEAK systems be inter-operable with non-LEAK systems? At first sight, inter-
operability would enhance their use and their acceptance. However, it would make it easy
for criminals to use non-LEAK systems while communicating even with law-abiding people.
From the point of view of prev-enting abuse, it seems LEAK systems should therefore not
be interoperable with non-LEAK systems. As this will hamper their initial acceptance and
spread, governments will have to take additional efforts to convince people to use them.

Abuse by government

Even with voluntary LEAK, one should not disregard the possibility of government abuse. First, in many
countries, Illegal wiretapping by government agencies is widespread [DoS]. Illegal access to keys may be a
similar alluring target of abuse of police offidals bent on catching criminals (or human-rights activists) by hook
or by crook. Related to this, access to keys will be an attractive option for intelligence agencies. A (voluntary)
LEAK infrastructure might result in intelligence agendes collecting keys of their objects of interest, adding one
more Item to their privacy-less files.

Perhaps most threatening of all is the bleak vision of a future government mandating LEAK cryptography,
since the LEAK infrastructure is there and people are already using it anyway. It seemed the US government
at one time considered doing this. Documents obtained by EPIC under the Freedom of Information Act show
that already in early 1993, the government considered making a Clipper-like system mandatory. A briefing
document by the FBI, NSA and Department of Justice of February 1993 concluded that "Technical solutions,
such as they are, will only work if they are incorporated into a//encryption products. To ensure that this
occurs, legislation mandating the use of Government-approved encryption products or adherence to
Government encryption criteria is required." In the long run, once many people use the robust government-
offered crypto system, those who still refrain from using it will be suspicious. Prohibiting non-LEAK crypto is
then an easy step. The vision of establishing a robust security infrastructure to protect citizens, waiting unbl
enough people use it, and then penalize the use of security measures outside of the infrastructure reminds
one of Onveil's 1984.

I do not consider these concerns relevant to the Netherlands, but I do think they should be taken into
account when discussing an international crypto policy based on LEAK schemes. There are simply too many
countries where governments have proved themselves to occasionally or systematically disregard the law in
pursuit of real or imagined threats to law and order.
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Such efforts could involve requiring people to use LEAK systems in commun-icating with
the government, creating financial (tax) advantages for LEAK systems, or discouraging the
use of non-LEAK systems (e.g., by establishing a licensing scheme). Such efforts, however,
should not tend to make the LEAK system mandatory rather than voluntary.

Interoperability is one ofthe major problems in an international context, given that many
countries do not consider a LEAK infrastructure desirable. The EU expert meeting in
Copenhagen of April 1998 noticed that small-scale LEAK pilot projects had identified
significant interoperability problems with existing or emerging solutions and standards,
potentially "leading to significant disadvantages for European enterprises on the global
market." [Copenhagen]

5. Liability
KEAs and DRAs are vulnerable to unauthorized disclosure of confidential, sensitive data.
The risks depend on the internal security of the agency and on the sensitivity of the data,
they can be substantial, with potentially huge (material or immaterial) losses. If a data leak
occurs, the liability should be firmly established. KEAs and DRAs, being Trusted Third
Parties, can not totally exonerate themselves from liability (they would hardly gain customer
confidence), but they can also not accept fullliability if they want to be able to survive one
or two security leaks. They should therefore accept some liability, and insure themselves
against the associated costs. Currently, it is not clear to what extent a TTP insurance might
go; if the government stimulates TTPs to provide data-recovery services, it may have to
ensure that there is an adequate insurance for these services.

7.7. Assessing the LEAK options

7.7.1. Effectiveness of LEAK systems

1. Transport or storage
The private-sector need for data recovery is mainly a matter of data storage. Businesses will
require back-up keys to retrieve encrypted data in case keys are lost or employees run away
or die suddenly. For communications or data transport, back-up is not necessary, as these
normally involve real-time decryption; a few exceptions may relate to companies that record
communications for later audits, or that check communications for policy compliance. 11 If
users want to store transported messages, say e-mail messages in a mail folder, this is
essentially a storage matter; they can either store the messages in the clear (usually, the risk
lies in the transmission, not in internal storage), or they can (re)encrypt the messages with
a system which allows data recovery. The business need for data recovery will be met by
voluntary, market-driven development of data-recovery services; such services may (but do
not have to) include key escrow or key recovery with in-house or external DRAs. How this
market will develop is unpredictable for the time being.

13   -Outside of specific, limited situations (...), key recovery for communicated data is not a broad-based
business requirement." [BSC]
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Law-enforcement searches will also benefit if people use a key-escrow system for
retrieving stored encrypted data. They can take these to the KEA(s) and have them decrypted
upon presentation of a warrant.

For law-enforcement purposes, however, most key-escrow and key-recovery proposals
(e.g., Clipper, Royal Holloway, and CKE) have been devised to facilitate wiretapping, and
thus only see to information transport. The deposit feature in these proposals, then, is a law-
enforcement feature, not a feature to meet business needs, as is sometimes claimed.
Voluntary LEAK will not be used by users for communications, only for storage. They may
use reliable government-stimulated LEAK products if they have sufficient trust in their
security and in the government not abusing the LEAK feature; however, they will only be
pushed to use such systems if they have advantages over regular non-LEAK crypto.
Currently, the LEAK proposals do not generate such trust or yield advantages over non-
LEAK systems.

Telecoms providers, on the other hand, if they incorporate cryptography in their
networks or services, will have to ensure tappability (see 4.3.1), and incorporating LEAK
may be a way for them of doing this. Service providers may also offer crypto products to
their clients to use as extra end-to-end protection; the requirement to ensure tappability does
not stretch to require them to offer only LEAK systems, although governments could
stimulate service providers to do so.

In short, voluntary LEAK will develop as a service provided to meet business needs to
provide data recovery of stored data; law enforcement will be able to use this to decrypt
stored data encountered in a search. For communications, LEAK systems do not serve user
needs. They may be incorporated in the information infrastructure, since telecom providers
have to facilitate wiretapping, but their end-to-end use by users in telecommunications seems
unrealistic on anything but a negligible scale.

2.  Criminals  and the  effectiveness for  law enforcement
Organized criminal groups and computer criminals will easily have access to strong non-
LEAK crypto systems, and will generally not (need to) use a government-offered LEAK
system for end-to-end encryption. (And ifthey would use such systems, because no other
crypto is near at hand, they might apply known attacks on key-escrow schemes; computer
criminals and some criminal organizations can be expected to exploit technical weaknesses.)
Criminals will of course use LEAK systems built-in  in the information infrastructure, but
they will still be free to (super)encrypt end-to-end with their own cryptography.

LEAK schemes will  likely be more used by business criminals, being part of a mainly
law-abiding organization (if a large part ofthe business or organization engages in criminal
activities, it will function as a criminal organization). The same goes for 'small', individual
criminals and for the habitually law-abiding person who occasionally hazards upon criminal
side activities. They will generally communicate mainly with law-abiding citizens, and they
are not likely to use superencryption.

3.  Defeating the LEAK procedure
lf LEAK schemes are to maintain the law-enforcement capability for gathering information,
defeating the LEAK mechanism should be made difficult, at least to the extent that this costs
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more than it yields. Therefore, one should consider how people can defeat the law-
enforcement access feature.

First, there is the possibility of users using the key-escrow system without the law-
enforcement component. Blaze's attack is an instance of this for the EES. For a voluntary
EES, the attack does not constitute a real problem, since there is no significant gain for
criminals. Other potential attacks to the EES, such as Frankel and Yung's, are similar in
seriousness. In general, given the voluntary nature of LEAK systems and the ready
availability of strong non-LEAK systems, LEAK implementations need not go to much
trouble to prevent defeating. The main goal should be to make it unrewarding for criminals
to fiddle with a LEAK mechanism incorporated in the infurmation infrastructure, so that
their regular use of the network and services will be LEAK-compliant.

Then, criminals may defeat law-enforcement access through superencryption: complying
with the LEAK scheme, but using another form of encryption underneath the government-
stimulated system. This way, criminals can exchange undecipherable messages in a LEAK-
compliant way. Obviously, it defeats the judicial capacity for retrieving information.
Therefore, this does nothing to the core problem of cryptocriminals; it only narrows the
selecting problem for law enforcement if most users refrain from using end-to-end
(super)encryption. This underlines the point that key-escrow systems are essentially systems
for law-abiding citizens, for general use; they discourage use by criminals, but they should
not go to much expense to prevent criminal use.

There is yet another potential use by criminals of a government-approved system.
ALICE Hi Bob, it's Alice.
(LEAH pricks up her ears.)
BOB Hi, Alice. Can you authenticate yourself?
ALICE Sure. 1 sign this message with my government-approved private key. Check the

public-key certificate!
BOB OK, I'm convinced. Convenient that the government gives us such certificates,

don't you think? Check my signature.
ALICE OK. Say, Bob, I'd like to tell you a secret, but I don't want anyone to hear. Let's

use triple-DES. We can make a secret key with Diffie-Hellman. Here's a string
I computed with a random number.

BOB Here's another string computed with a random number of mine.

(Both compute the shared secret key.)
ALICE m C m / g w Y v 8 L a 7 x V L D 3 k D O p Y L I a m H B / 3 z 1 M 9 4 U v u U q n u f+ rt C V rrQ O i Q a q q

le2S.
BOB iQCVAgUBMKHJJNlislmdOLwIAQGS+gP9EVYG2vyrh71 StUZza!

(LEAH turns a puzzled face at the receiver.)
In this scheme, Alice and Bob use the government-approved key-escrow system to

authenticate themselves and establish a common key, which Eve nor Leah can reconstruct.
Thus, the key-escrow or authentication-only system helps them to solve their key
management problem. Subsequently, they can communicate with no danger of being
overheard.

These two options - superencryption and publicly exchanging Diffie-Hellman keys -
effectively mean that LEAK systems do nothing to prevent criminals from communicating
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securely even in a LEAK-compliant infrastructure. The effectivity of LEAK schemes only
lies in ensuring transparency of communications; they allow law enforcement to see through
the bulk of intercepted communications and to select those (encrypted or plaintext) messages
that seem of interest to them.

7.7.2. The options
The options that emerge in this direction are twofold: non-confidentiality crypto products
(7.3) and LEAK systems (7.4 and 7.5). There is no fundamental functional difference in key
escrow or key recovery to provide LEAK; for the purposes of this book, the similar
functionality of the LEAK concept outweighs the (considerable) differences in the
technology and the consequences for law enforcement and users.

Development and use of such products must be voluntary. The government therefore has
the option to stimulate the development and use of such products, e.g., through subsidies,
using only LEAK systems itself, and encouraging self-regulation.

Option 7.1  Stimulate  the development and use  of non-confidentiality cryptography
The government stimulates crypto developers to make crypto systems that can only be used
for safeguarding integrity and authentication, not for confidentiality. The government
stimulates users, notably businesses in e-commerce, to use such products, which can be used
in all layers of the infurmation infrastructure. They mainly see to communications, not to
data storage. If reliable and secure non-confidentiality systems are available, then the
government may consider requiring telecoms providers who build-in authentication and
integrity functions in their networks or services to use only non-confidentiality cryptography
for this.

Option 7.2 Stimulate the development and voluntary use of key-escrow or key-recovery
systems for  data  storage  and for  the  telecommunications  infrastructure
The government stimulates the development of data-recovery services that meet business
needs for recovering stored data. The government stimulates users who store data in
encrypted form to use these services. The government requires service providers offering
data recovery to cooperate with law enforcement (by handing over private or session keys
or plaintexts, depending on the circumstances) under legal warrant.

The government stimulates crypto producers to develop key-escrow or key-recovery
systems for telecommunications applications, that is, products for confidential
communications that allow prompt and automated law-enforcement decryption under
warrant (through key deposits or tagging along recoverable session keys). The government
stimulates telecoms providers who build-in cryptography in their networks and services to
use such products.

7.7.3. Applying the criteria
How do these options relate to the principles for striking the crypto balance?
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la. Privacy and the right to confidential communications
Separating authentication-only from confident-
iality crypto does not affect the security of FOKKE & SOKKE
confidential communications; it allows users to ARE GROWING MORE PARANOID EvEQV

DAV

apply robust and reliable confidentiality crypto to
the communications they want to secure. Key-

"TO THE OCCUPANTS
escrow and key-recovery systems, however, do OP THESE  PREMISES "

pose a threat to privacy and confidential com-
1

D IP  THEY  DISCOVER
WOW ON EAQ™

munications - they are inherently less secure THAT 7

than non-LEAK systems. Indeed, given the                /
infancy of LEAK systems, which have hardly ./ 1/, , /.
been tested outside ofthe laboratory, one cannot 9 A- TR-

for a considerable time to come rely upon LEAK Ag ,#      L
systems to offer good security. Key-escrow

tellk-12,)11 Rsystems pose a larger potential threat to privacy 55 ,3 1than key-recovery schemes, since they rely upon
the disclosure of private keys, and therefore
potentially give access to many data or
communications; in principle, key-recovery schemes provide access to single messages only.

tb. The right to a fair trial
The options in this direction do not affect the right to a fair trial, except for the potential
abuse of key-escrow schemes by law enforcement to falsify evidence.  This can be addressed
through strict guidelines for the court to assess the authenticity of the evidence, and is not
a real threat to the right to a fair trial.

1 c. The rule of law
The options do not affect the rule of law in general, but the effectivity of the options outlined
in this chapter is to be seriously doubted. Separating authentication from confidentiality
crypto helps perhaps to not make the problem worse, but it does nothing against
cryptocriminals as such.  It does not address the core problem of cryptocriminals bent on
escaping law-enforcement scrutiny. Voluntary LEAK schemes are not effective against true
cryptocriminals either - they will use the readily-available, robust non-LEAK systems.
Moreover, authentication-only crypto can assist in exchanging confidentiality keys, and so,
they reduce even more what efficacy there is even in stricter LEAK schemes. There is some
law-enforcement comfort in voluntary business use of data recovery, but this can potentially
solve only a small portion of the law-enforcement need, namely, the investigation of
business crime.

The only effectiveness of LEAK systems lies in crypto systems that are incorporated  in
the information infrastructure, such as mail programs, browsers, and operating systems. Such
programs will be regularly used, also by criminals, and if these programs allow law-
enforcement to readily decrypt the regular exchanges facilitated by these programs, the
selecting problem for the police will still be manageable. If mass-market crypto systems
incorporated in the information infrastructure do not contain some form of LEAK, the police
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will not be able anymore to see through the bulk of communications which particular
messages may be of interest to them, effectively rendering tapping useless.

However, LEAK-enabled crypto in the information infrastructure does nothing to prevent
end-to-end encryption or superencryption, and such systems are therefore not effective at
all in curbing criminal use of cryptography as such. A LEAK information infrastructure does
not make problems worse for law enforcement, but it does not reduce their crypto problems
either; particularly many organized criminals and computer criminals are likely to continue
to use end-to-end non-LEAK encryption.

ld. The right to economic development
Stimulating the use of authentication-only crypto may enhance electronic commerce and be
beneficial for economic development in general. Voluntary LEAK schemes, on the other
hand, may fetter economic activities, since the cost and risks of implementing a
(trustworthy) LEAK infrastructure are huge: "Key recovery systems are inherently less
secure, more costly, and more difficult to use than similar systems without a recovery
feature." [Abelson 97]. lt is true that schemes for business data recovery may support business
use of cryptography and in that respect enhance e-commerce, but such schemes widely differ
from those considered by governments to address law-enforcement needs.

2a. A solution must be workable
Authentication-only crypto may be developed, but it seems a complex task to ensure that it
can  really only be used for authentication (see the 'subversive'  uses of the  DSA).  LEAK
systems are even harder to devise, given the complex issues and trade-offs they have to
address; at present, it seems doubtful that a reliable LEAK system can be implemented
which is a substantial help to law enforcement (notably by yielding prompt access to
encrypted data) and which at the same time is secure enough for crypto users to consider.
A group consisting of some of the most renowned cryptographers found that: "Building the
secure computer-communication infrastructures necessary to provide adequate technological
underpinnings demanded by these requirements would be enormously complex and is far
beyond the experience and current competency of the field" [Abelson 971 - a conclusion which
they repeated in their 1998 update [Abelson 981. Moreover, the complexity of meeting data-
recovery requirements is likely to introduce security flaws that affect the product's
functioning; the cryptographers stated that their "experiences designing, analyzing and
implementing encryption systems convince us that adding key recovery makes it much more
difficult to assure that such systems work as intended." [Abelson 97]

Enforceability is not an issue, since all options are voluntary and need not be enforced.

2b. A solution must be internationally compatible
Non-confidentiality crypto is a non-contentious issue, and so, stimulating the use of
authentication-only systems is something which many countries can agree upon. (The fact
that some countries considering mandatory LEAK may oppose even non-confidentiality
crypto because of its facilitating key exchange for subsequent confidential communications,
is not an obstacle.)

Law enforcement will have to cooperate with other countries to intercept international
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communications and to ask for searches at foreign places. If the country relies on LEAK to
investigate cryptocriminals, the question is whether this works internationally. Somehow,
law-enforcement access to foreign keys should be enabled. This can be effected either
through international legal assistance or through requiring keys to be escrowed within the
country. In the latter case, however, this may not be sufficient, if law-enforcement
decryption depends on accessing the private key of foreign addressees. The encryption
protocol should specifically require LEAFs to be sent in both directions, so that the private
key of the sender or the one of the addressee suffices for decryption. Otherwise, private keys
of foreigners would have to be deposited as well within the country, which  is an unrealistic
requirement. Legal assistance is of little help here, given the generally long time (several
weeks) it takes. The major obstacle to international access to keys, however, is that it will
impede many users, especially businesses, to use a LEAK scheme -  if they trust their own
government at all, they will often hardly trust foreign governments.

For a LEAK infrastructure to work internationally, governments must agree on the
desirability and functional specifications of the LEAK feature.  It is highly unlikely that a
considerable number of countries would be able to agree upon this, given the widely
differing concerns and law-enforcement cultures. If OECD countries cannot agree on a
direction in which to find solutions fur the crypto problem, they will surely never be able
to agree upon functional details ofa specific direction.

Indeed, voluntary LEAK schemes do not seem a direction many countries will (or
should) consider, given their small effectiveness in addressing the law-enforcement problem.
I expect that the trend set by the 1997 European Commission communication [COM(97) 503],
casting serious doubts on the viability of LEAK schemes, will continue. Moreover, even  i f
countries agree on some LEAK-stimulating policy, the issue of access to foreign keys is
likely to be a major obstacle to international cooperation.

2c. A solution must be technologically sustainable
The option of authentication-only crypto is to some extent technology-neutral, since it
defines a functionality rather than a technology. It remains yet to be seen whether such
systems are really sustainable - they yet have to stand the test of cryptanalytic time.  LEAK
schemes are technology-specific and depend on state-of-the-art cryptology; specific LEAK
systems now developed are based on current crypto systems and protocols. Their intrinsic
complexity make them less likely to be sustainable than simple, non-LEAK crypto systems.
Moreover, a LEAK infrastructure is inherently based on the current information
infrastructure, which is changing rapidly; it is uncertain whether it could meet major future
shifts in the technology ofthe information infrastructure.

Table 7.1 gives a simplified illustration ofhow the options match the principles.

7.7.4. Conclusion

Non-confidentiality schemes are interesting for law enforcement, as they do not shield the
contents of messages, and so, they may help in not making matters worse for the police.
However, they do not target the real problem, which is criminals using uncrackable crypto.
As such, stimulating the development and use ofnon-confidentiality crypto is not an option
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options separate digital voluntary
principles signatures LEAK

la privacy                                          +                            -
1 b fair trial                                                         +                                      +

Ic rule of law
-effectiveness

-general                                          +                         +
ld economic development                      +                              -

28 workable                                       f

2b international                             f
2c technology-neutral                        i                         -

overall estimate                           0

Table  7.1.  Crypto  options  and principles
-    infringes principle
f     has mixed effects on principle,  infringes to a smaller extent
+    does not infringe principle
0    not applicable

to address the crypto conflict, although it may be an interesting sidetrack for governments.
If LEAK schemes are incorporated in the information infrastructure, this may reduce the

law-enforcement problem somewhat. After all, criminals today still talk over the (wire-
tapped) telephone in hardly disguised incriminating language about theiractivities; likewise,
several criminals would use the LEAK systems built-in in the information infrastructure and
refrain from using another layer ofnon-LEAK encryption, simply because such systems are
not always be possible or convenient or quickly available, or because they communicate
with law-abiding citizens. However, it remains yet to be seen whether secure LEAK systems
can be built at all, and international legal cooperation in a LEAK infrastructure is a major
hurdle to consider.

Voluntary adoption by business of data-recovery services may help law-enforcement
investigation of business crime; this works only for stored data. However, no matter how
many voluntary LEAK schemes are provided, criminals will always be able to use robust,
non-LEAK crypto. Voluntary LEAK is not effective in thwarting true cryptocriminals.

Assuming cryptanalysis to be infeasible, there remains only one option for the police if
they want to access the encrypted data: they will have to get the key by asking the suspect
for it. Alternatively, they can consider encrypted data as evidence in itself, if there are
enough reasons to assume that the data contain incriminating evidence. I will analyze these
options in the next chapter.



Chapter 8. Demanding decryption

Prosecutor:  Did you murder your wife?
Defendant: No.
Prosecutor:  Do you know the penalty for perjury?
Defendant:  No,  but  I  bet  it's  less  than the penalty for murderp

As usual, Alice and Bob are crypto-communicating at their heart's content. They are
conscientious crypto users, and so they do not trust key-escrow or key-recovery systems.
(Bob, who is now working in a small company, only occasionally uses self-escrow for
essential stored company data.) Polly is wiretapping them, as she suspects Alice of drug
dealing. She is dismayed that Alice and Bob do not use key escrow - how is she now to
decrypt the wiretaps? Moreover, she wants to search Alice's house and Bob's company, but
she is sure to find encrypted files in their computers - and they are smart enough to use
uncrackable cryptography, and not to leave keys or passwords lingering around. Polly is at
her wit's end: she will have to ask Alice or Bob to decrypt the wiretaps and the files in their
computers, or to hand over their keys.

Now, a demand to decrypt or to deliver keys will run into the privilege against self-
incrimination. The privilege is age-old, although there is considerable lack of agreement
over the bearing of the privilege. Some define it "the right of anyone 'charged with a
criminal offence' (...) to remain silent and not to contribute to incriminating himself" [Funke]
Others, however, think the privilege has been reduced by case law to a principle that no-one
can be forced by imposition of a punishment to actively contribute to his own conviction,
unless the law explicitly allows it [Reijntjes, 131. Indeed, there seems to be a trend in the
judgments of both the European Court of Human Rights (in Funke and Saunders) and the
US Supreme Court (in Fisher, Schmerber, Doe / & U, and Braswell) to seriously restrict the
application of the privilege against self-incrimination. In the Netherlands, the Dutch
Supreme Court has swayed between disceming a general privilege against self-incrimination
in the spirit of the DCCP on the one hand, and asserting that there is no unconditional
principle that a suspect can not in any way be obliged to cooperate in the obtaining of
possibly incriminating evidence on the other hand.

So, ifthere is such a thing as a privilege against self-incrimination, what does it mean?
Does it prohibit Polly from asking Alice or Bob to decrypt? Can the legislature create a law
to require suspects to decrypt, just as suspects can be forced to give blood to traffic police
or to show books to tax agents? This chapter will investigate to what extent a decryption
command is compatible with current case law, whether it could be created in legislation,
given the privilege against self-incrimination, and if so, what kind of enforcement would be

1 A classic joke, according to [Kaufman, 4681.
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most appropriate. First, I will make some practical remarks on decryption and key delivery
(8.1.1), and on storage and communication (8.1.2). Then, I will distinguish between suspects
and non-suspects (8.2), corporate entities and persons (8.3), and statements and documents
(8.4), in order to narrow down the situations in which the privilege against self-incrimination
holds. I shall then give my view on the rationale behind the privilege against self-
incrimination (8.5), in order to assess whether a decryption command to suspects is in
principle compatible with the privilege (8.6). Then, I will present the three main options for
enforcing such a command: penalizing a refusal to decrypt (8.7.1), penalizing crypto use to
obstruct a criminal investigation (8.7.2), and using a refusal to decrypt as evidence that Alice
did it (8.7.3). In the latter case, the 'cryptographic silence' is used to support the evidence
that Alice is guilty of the alleged crime, which I shall refer to as the 'primary offense' (to
distinguish it from the potential secondary 'offenses' of refusing to decrypt or using crypto
to cover up a crime). I shall conclude with an assessment to what extent a decryption
command meets the principles at stake in the crypto problem, and what trade-offs are at
stake if a decryption command is to help Polly catch Alice (8.8).

Although the conclusion holds for the Dutch situation, I will focus on European and US
case law, which define the privilege against self-incrimination. Therefore, the analysis will
by and large hold for other European countries and the United States; in fact, the European
and US courts seem quite close in their application of the privilege against self-
ncrimination.

8.1. Preliminary distinctions

8.1.1. Demanding decryption or key delivery?
If Polly asks Alice or Bob to decrypt, in order to obtain reliable evidence, Polly will have
to be there when they decrypt. Otherwise, how is she to know whether an alleged plaintext
corresponds to the ciphertext at stake? If she does not have the decryption key, there is no
way to check the match unless she saw it happen with her own eyes. If there are many
ciphertexts to be decrypted (e.g., wiretap recordings over a period of a few months), it is not
convenient for Polly to attend the entire decryption process by Alice. In many ways, it is
easier and more reliable for Polly to obtain the key from Alice rather than have Alice decrypt
herself The drawback, of course, of giving Polly a master or private key, is that it potentially
gives her access to many more plaintexts than the ones she is authorized to retrieve - she
could use it to continue to eavesdrop on Alice and Bob after the wiretap warrant has expired,
or she could decrypt recordings she made before she had a warrant. As far as protecting
suspects and preventing abuse by the police are concerned, it is better to ask for decryption
by the suspect rather than to command delivery of keys. A good compromise would be to
ask for session keys, but this may be only possible (and often impractical) with encrypted
telecommunications or with privately stored files if these were encrypted with a symmetric
crypto system. Another compromise is for Alice to re-encrypt the plaintext (or re-decrypt
the ciphertext) before Polly's (or the judge's) eyes to get the corresponding ciphertext (or
plaintext, respectively). There is no real way for Alice to cheat here, and so the resulting
plaintext is reliable (as being the right plaintext, that is).
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Although there is a difference in practicality and protection for the suspect, for the
purpose of this chapter, the effects of a decryption command and the effects of a key
delivery command are largely the same: the suspect has to cooperate, and the question is
whether such cooperation is compatible with the privilege against self-incrimination. In this
chapter. 1 will therefore often use the terms 'decryption command' and 'demanding key
delivery' rather indiscriminately, and generally use the term 'decryption command' to cover
both activities.

8.1.2. Decrypting stored and communicated ciphertexts
In practice, it will make a considerable difference whether Polly asks Alice to decrypt a
ciphertext intercepted in a wiretap or obtained in a search. In the latter case, with stored

encrypted data, it will generally be possible for Alice - in principle - to decrypt. After all,
if she stores data on her computer, she apparently intends to make use ofthem at a later time,
and so, it is in her own interest to be able to decrypt. Whether she uses symmetric or
asymmetric crypto does not make a difference for the principle of decryption ability
(although  it may have consequences for the likelihood of a denial of being able to decrypt,
see 8.7.1). Note that there are some ways to subvert the decryption command by decrypting
to an alternative, innocent text (duress decryption, 3.1.8)

With encrypted communications, the ability to decrypt afterwards is less evident. For
one-way communications, notable e-mail messages, Bob will usually encrypt with Alice's
public key, which implies that she can - again, in principle - decrypt the message at any
later time with her private key. Depending on when and how often Alice uses her key pair,
she may or may not be able to convincingly argue that she cannot decrypt (particularly
older) messages; e.g., when she has revoked her public key, or when she has been using a
different key for some time, or when there is no evidence that she has recently used her
private key, Alice's chances ofconvincing Polly that she can no more decrypt Bob's former
messages apply. (She could also argue, less convincingly, that Bob sent her messages she
was not able to decrypt in the first place; maybe Bob mistook Carol's key for Alice's, or
perhaps the message was altered during transport.) So, with one-way communications,
posterior decryption is in principle possible, although it may not always be likely.

With two-way communications, however, notably with telephone traffic, the ability to
decrypt an encrypted conversation after it has ended will depend on the crypto protocol used.
Alice's and Bob's crypto phones will have to exchange a session key before each
communication. 1fthe key is exchanged by encrypting a session key with the other phone's
public key, then Polly can ask the (holder of the) recipient phone to decrypt the encrypted
session key; the crypto phone may need to be specifically configured to facilitate this.
However, there are also protocols (e.g., Diffie-Hellman, cf. 7.7.1) in which the session key
is derived from an unrecoverable exchange or prior session key: neither Alice nor Bob can
reconstruct the session key after the conversation has ended. This feature is called 'perfect-
forward secrecy', which is being researched by a number of cryptographers. (Some
cryptographers are even concocting schemes for 'deniable encryption': protocols in which
Alice can make the ciphertext 'look like' an encryption of a different (innocuous) plaintext,
which she may happily decrypt for Polly's eyes [Canettil.)

I assume that in general, it will not be feasible for Alice or Bob to decrypt past
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conversations. In those cases in which it may be possible, Polly can seize the crypto phone
needed to decrypt, and decrypt herself; if the phone is password-protected, she may ask
Alice or Bob for the password, which is similar to the case of asking Alice for the password

protecting her private key.  So,  for the purposes of this chapter,  1 will concentrate on stored
encrypted data and encrypted e-mail messages.

8.2. Demanding non-suspects to decrypt

Encryption by network operators and service providers will  not  be a problem: they already
have an obligation to decrypt for law enforcement. According to the EU Council resolution
of  17   January   1995   on the lawful interception of telecommunications, "[i]f network
operators/service providers initiate encoding, compression or encryption of
telecommunications traffic, law enforcement agencies require the network operators/ service
providers to provide intercepted communications en clair." [96/C 329/01, requirement 3 3] The

only problem, therefore, is demanding decryption from end users, and here we meet the
privilege against self-incrimination.

The privilege against sel f-incrimination is codified in the ICCPR: according to article  14
paragraph 3 sub g, everyone charged with a criminal offense has the right not to be
compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilty. In the United States, the Fifth
Amendment protects suspects from being a witness against themselves. The ECPHR does
not contain such an explicit provision, but the European Court, in the Funke case, has

interpreted article 6 paragraph  1 of the Convention to incorporate "the right of anyone
'charged with a criminal offence', within the autonomous meaning ofthis expression in Art.
6, to remain silent and not to contribute to incriminating himself." As these statements show,
the privilege pertains only to people charged with a criminal offense (which, in the general
interpretation ofthe European Court, means that someone has sufficient reason to infer that
he is or will be a target for a criminal prosecution. The scope ofthe privilege, however, is
wider. Although people not charged with a criminal offense can not invoke the privilege
(and, consequently, have to contribute evidence), if subsequently they are charged,
compelled statements can not be used as evidence later on (at least, they could not in the case
of Saunders).

In Dutch law, people can be required to deliver seizable things to the police, but suspects
can not. (Not cooperating with such a command can be punished with up to six months'
imprisonment for not complying with an official order.) Tax officials can require people to
show books, and a refusal is penalized - unless they are charged with a criminal offense.2
Also, in other specialized law areas, such as the Chemical Substances Act, everyone is
required to cooperate with investigating officials and to provide them with information.
Finally, the registered holder ofa car license number is required to tell who drove the car in

2       The Dutch Supreme Court held that evidence obtained by commanding a suspect to deliver documents could
be used in a case against him, since at the time of the command. there was not yet a criminal charge. [HR
29 October  1996]
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case of a traffic offense, unless he can reasonably infer that he is being accused of having
driven himsel f [HR 26 October 1993]

In general, then, people not charged with a criminal offense can be required to cooperate

in obtaining evidence, even if this potentially incriminates them. In certain cases, the
evidence thus obtained can not be used in subsequent criminal proceedings, although this
is restricted to testimonial statements (see  8.4).

It follows that a decryption command can also be given to people not charged with a
criminal offense. In Dutch law, this power was codified in the Computer Crime Act of 1993,
with the proviso that the command can not be given to a suspect.3 Compelled testimonial
statements obtained in this way may not be used in subsequent criminal proceedings against
the person testifying, however. Assuming for the moment that a key delivery is a privileged
testimonial statement (cf.  8.4), two interesting questions can be asked in this respect.

First, can the compelled evidence be used in criminal proceedings against other people?
Suppose Polly forced Bob to say what key he and Alice used. Since Bob is not a suspect
himself, the key can be used to decrypt the wiretaps, and these can be used in a case against
Alice. Even if Bob would be a suspect, and his compelled rendering ofthe key would violate
his privilege against self-incrimination, the key might still be used against Alice anyway, as
it was not she who rendered the key and it therefore did not breach her privilege.4 It seems
logical that it does not violate the privilege, because it is a privilege that protects suspects
against incriminating themselves - it does not protect them from incriminating statements
uttered by others (otherwise, where would witnesses for the prosecution be?). Therefore, the
Public Prosecutor can split multiple criminal cases, so that evidence obtained from one
suspect can be used in proceedings against the others.5 Of course, if Alice and Bob use
asymmetric encryption, Bob can only decrypt (e-mail) messages sent to him by Alice (and
not the messages he himself sent to Alice, unless he kept a plaintext copy), but these are the
most interesting messages. The only thing Bob cannot decrypt, of course, is the files stored
on Alice's computer.6

A second question is whether an unlawfully compelled rendering of a key also

3       As the class of suspects is larger than the class of people charged with a criminal offense (although the
boundary is somewhat fuzzy), for convenience's sake, I shall take the larger class (of suspects, that is) as a
basis in this section. If a decryption command can not be given to a suspect, it can certainly not be given to
someone charged with a criminal offense.

4 This argument holds for the Netherlands (the Schutznorm) as well as for the US. In Couch v. United States,
an accountant was forced to give tax papers of his (suspect) client. This did not violate the Fifth Amendment,
as no personal compulsion was used against the accused. "The Constitution explicitly prohibits compelling
an accused to bear witness 'against himself· it necessarily does not proscribe incriminating statements
elicited from another." The Federal Guidelines for  Searching and  Seizing Computers also suggest asking
others for a crypto key or password: -Agents should consider whether the suspect or someone else will
provide the password i f requested. In some cases. it might be appropriate to compel a third party who may
know the password (or even the suspect) to disclose it by subpoena (with limited immunity, if appropriate)."
[CD, 55]

5       For this reason, it is common practice in the Netherlands to split cases against several suspects involving the
same offense.

6   A problem may occur when Bob (as accomplice) wants to shield Alice. The punishment for his not
complying with a decryption command (a regular three months, in the Netherlands). will in that case not be
a strong encouragement for him to cooperate. See further  8.7 on this problem.
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contaminates the resulting evidence: ifAlice was forced to give the key to the encrypted files
on her computer, is it only the key which cannot be used as evidence in court, or also the
files decrypted with this key? The 'fruits ofthe poisoned tree' doctrine tells that evidence
resulting from an illegal investigation activity can not be used as evidence in court.7 In
general, if a key delivery is privileged, then also the resultant plaintexts will be protected by
the privilege.

A first conclusion is that the police can require non-suspect people to decrypt. 8  Ifa key
delivery is a privileged testimony, the key (and generally the data decrypted with that key)
can not be used as evidence in subsequent criminal proceedings against the person who
rendered it; however, they may be used in proceedings against others. This can be useful in
many cases, since it means that encryption by non-criminals will not hamper an
investigation. Thus, for instance, if the police is authorized to demand data from banks,
accountants, or notaries, the data will have to be provided in plaintext. Also, the police can
require crypto service providers, in particular Key Escrow Agents and Data Recovery
Agencies, to decrypt or to hand over keys; this may be possible mainly in business crime
cases,  i f the corporation uses a data-recovery service.

8.3. Demanding suspect corporations to decrypt

Suppose Polly suspects Bob's company of tax fraud, and she wants to search the company
and investigate Bob's computer. Can she ask Bob to decrypt files she finds there? In
principle, corporate entities can claim constitutional rights protection. Can Bob's company
benefit from the privilege against self-incrimination? The European Court of Justice decided
in the case ofthe French enterprise Orkem that the European Commission "may not compel
an undertaking to provide it with answers which might involve an admission on its part of
the existence ofan infringement [anti-competitive conduct] which it is incumbent upon the
Commission to prove." Although this recognizes that enterprises do have a privilege against
self-incrimination,' it restricts its application to an admission of the existence of an

infringement - that is, a virtual confession. Requiring the handing over of corporate records
could well be admissible, since this would not admit the existence of an offense - only of
books that an investigation agent knows the enterprise  must have anyway.'0  Therefore,
asking the self-escrow agent within Bob's company to hand over the keys (or plaintexts) will
be possible, as it is clear that he must have the keys (or plaintexts) available as corporate
records.

7      it is possible that having cunningly obtained the key from Alice, the police claims that in the meantime they
had been running an exhaustive key search.  and that it just so happened they were very lucky and ' found the
key' in the first batch of trials. The unlikelihood of such a lucky find depends on the strength of the crypto
system. in many cases, the judge may do away with such a claim and conclude that Polly has used a key she
unlawfully obtained from Alice.

8     They can also require suspects not (yet) charged with a criminal offense to decrypt.
9     This is not so in the United States: "the corporation (...) of course possesses no such privilege." \Braswelf\
10 The Dutch Supreme Court ruled  that a command to deliver accounting evidence  can  also be given  to

suspects.  [HR 29 October  1996]
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Then, one should ask whether Bob himself can be called upon to decrypt. 1n the United
States, the protection ofthe Fifth Amendment for persons working in corporate entities has
been reduced severely. Notably in Braswell, the Supreme Court said that corporations cannot
claim protection by the Fifth Amendment when people are required to hand over corporate
records. Even if the handing over can be seen as an admission of their existence, "a
custodian may not resist a subpoena for corporate records on Fifth Amendment grounds."
One reason for deciding so, is a political one: "The greater portion of evidence of
wrongdoing by an organization or its representatives is usually found in the official records
and documents of that organization.  Were the cloak of the privilege to be thrown around
these impersonal records and documents, effective enforcement of many federal and state
laws would be impossible."" This indicates two considerations: the records required are
corporate, which means their existence is presupposed, and there is no claim for personal
privacy for corporate records. That means that employees of a company can be forced to
give these documents. Only if the employee 'is' the company himself, can he invoke the
privilege: in Doe /, the privilege against self-incrimination could be invoked because Doe
conducted his business as a sole proprietorship, and therefore acted in a personal rather than
a representative capacity (and because the act of production (not the contents) was a
testimonial self-incrimination). Braswell, on the other hand, was co-director, and hence
subject to the 'collective entity rule', which treats corporations different from individuals.
The European situation is similar in this respect, although there may be more constitutional
protection in Europe and the Netherlands for employers if they can be held personally
(criminally) liable for corporate offenses.

One can conclude that in Europe, employees and employers of an enterprise can only
claim protection from self-incrimination if the compelled production of evidence (the act of
producing, not the evidence) directly admits guilt to having committed an offense, or if the
documents (or statements) required are private and outside the scope of the corporation. In
the United States, there is no privilege for corporations, nor is there for custodians of
corporate records, except when the enterprise is conducted as a sole proprietorship and the
act of production is testimonial self-incrimination.

In the case of Bob and his enterprise, handing over a key cannot be supposed to be an
admission of the existence of an offense. There may be a problem if the files decrypted with
the compelled key turn out to be private, say, e-mail messages from Alice asking for XTC
pills. In that case, one can argue that the resulting decryptions can not be used in a case
against Bob (for complicity in drug dealing); as in this case, Polly was interested in tax fraud
by Bob's company, this need not be a significant drawback. The main thing is that Polly can
require Bob to decrypt corporate files, except when Bob conducts his business as a sole
proprietorship (US) or is an executive who can be held criminally liable for corporate
offenses (Europe), and the act of production would be a testimonial self-incrimination.

11 The Dutch Supreme Court, in its 29 October 1996 verdict, likewise acknowledged that the legislature can
create a power to command a suspect to cooperate in specific (law) areas, given the concerns relating to the
enforcement of the pertinent criminal provisions. and the special demands and problems of finding the truth
in such cases.
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8.4. Demanding individual suspects to decrypt

Asking whether Polly can command suspect Alice to decrypt or to hand over the key, is
asking the sixty-four thousand dollar question: what kind of (possibly incriminating)
compelled cooperation is compatible with the privilege against self-incrimination? The key
issue here is whether the privilege concerns only oral testimony or extends also to other
forms of cooperation, such as handing over keys or documents.

Dutch penal legislation seems to incline (with a few exceptions proving the rule) to a
broad interpretation of the privilege, and prevent the compelled rendering of documents by
suspects. The command to hand over seizable goods cannot be given to suspects (art. 107

para. 1 DCCP), nor can the command to provide law enforcement with data (art. 125m para.
1 DCCP). One exception is a specific provision enabling investigating officers to command
delivery of goods for a number of specific crimes (art.  551  para.  1 DCCP), which does not
refer to privileged suspects, and the Dutch Supreme Court has allowed such a command to
be given to a suspect [HR 20 March 1984].12

The European and US courts appear to apply the privilege in a more restricted sense,
covering only factual testimony.  For Europe, the verdict of the ECHR in Saunders v. United
Kingdom is paramount. Saunders had been compelled to testify during an administrative
investigation into an alleged corporate fraud. His statements were subsequently used during
a criminal trial against him, in a manner which sought to incriminate him (by calling into
question his honesty and casting doubt on his version of events). The European Court
considered this use of compelled statements unacceptable in light of the privilege against
self-incrimination. And in doing so, it virtually restricted the privilege to using incriminating
statements: the privilege "is primarily concerned, however, with respecting the will of an
accused person to remain silent. (...) it does not extend to the use in criminal proceedings of
material which may be obtained from the accused through the use of compulsory powers but

which has an existence independent ofthe will ofthe suspect such as, inter alia, documents
acquired pursuant to a warrant, breath, blood and urine samples and bodily tissue for the
purpose of DNA testing."

The European Court had earlier called the rationale of the privilege against self-
incrimination, among others, protecting the accused against improper compulsion by the
police, which contributes to avoiding miscarriages ofjustice and to securing the aims of
article 6 of the Convention [Murray, at 45]. Compelled statements may be unreliable - who
knows what someone will say in fear of violence or punishment? - and miscarry justice, but
a suspect cannot lie with blood or documents (that is, documents which exist at the time of
the command, and which the suspect has no ability to alter).

This view of the privilege is the key to interpreting an earlier case which had caused
some confusion with ECHR watchers. Funke was compelled by French customs officers to
render bank statements of foreign accounts. The European Court considered this a violation

12     Article 55 I  paragraph 1 DCCP concerns a few specific crimes, such as those involving state security, migrant
trafficking, child pornography, cruelty to animals, and certain offenses against public decency, in these cases,
a delivery command can be given to suspects.
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"ofthe right of anyone to remain silent and not to contribute to incriminating himself." This
phrasing suggested the Court maintained a broad view of the scope of the privilege against
self-incrimination: no suspect is required to contribute to incriminating himself. This would
imply that many laws forcing suspects to give blood or to breathe in a breathalyser test are
violating the European Convention. Saunders sheds light on this judgment: it is not the
rendering of documents as such that breached the privilege, it was the fact that the officers
were not sure that the documents required existed at all, and so, the rendering of the
documents was in effect an admission by Funke that he possessed them. One can read this
between the lines of the Court's phrasing of the action: "the customs secured Mr Funke's
conviction [for his initial refusal to give the bank statements] in order to obtain certain
documents which they believed must exist, although they were   not   certain   of  the  fact."
[emphasis added] The police can command a suspect to hand over documents, but, like with
blood, they must know the documents exist and that the suspect has them at his disposal."
Otherwise, his refusal to give them can mean two things: he does not have them, or he does
not want to give them; in other words, a refusal does not give reliable evidence - you cannot
draw conclusions from it.

The view that suspects can be compelled to deliver documents can also be seen in recent
US Supreme Court judgments. In Fisher v.  United States, Fisher's attorney was subpoenaed
to hand over tax returns drafted by Fisher's accountant. The Court referred to Schmerber,
where it had ruled that the privilege against self-incrimination only protects evidence of a
testimonial or communicative nature (which, in that ruling, excluded furnishing a blood
sample). Fisher's tax returns did not contain compelled testimonial evidence, as they had not
been drafted under compulsion. The SC remarked that under certain circumstances, handing
over documents could be testimonial and incriminating, if in handing them over, the holder
would admit his possession of the documents, and if his possession was not a foregone
conclusion (say, because the existence and location of the documents were known to the
police from other sources). In United States v.  Doe, the Court built on this decision. Doe was
commanded to hand over business documents he himsel f had drafted. The SC considered
these documents not to be privileged through their content (he had not drafted them under
compulsion), but stated that the act ofproducing them could be testimonial; in this case, it
was, since "the act ofproduction would compel respondent to 'admit that the records exist,
that they are in his possession, and that they are authentic. Whether the contents of a19'14

statement are testimonial in nature, was defined in Doe U. Doe was ordered to write an
authorization for foreign banks to disclose information. According to the Court, this was not
testimonial, since the authorization did not disclose factual statements. The privilege only
protects a suspect from forced disclosure of'the contents of his own mind'; the statement
(oral or written) must relate, implicitly or explicitly, a factual assertion or disclose

13    It seems the protection against sel f-incrimination in the United Kingdom is broader: 'a man is not bound to
provide evidence against himself by being forced to answer questions or produce documents'. [Reijntjes,
601

14   Compare the ECHR Saunders ruling: 'some of the applicant's answers were in fact of an incriminating
nature in the sense that they contained admissions to knowledge of information which tended to incriminate
him", and as such, they could not be used as evidence.
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information."  One can conclude from these verdicts that the privilege only prohibits the
compelled writing or uttering of factual statements, as well as the compelled handing over
of documents if this act itself admits the holder's possession, and if his control over the
documents can not otherwise be proved.

16

Now. this case law gives Polly some reassurance. If Alice has stored her key on a
diskette or a smart card, and if Polly is certain of its existence and Alice's possession of
them, she can summon Alice to deliver it - at least, in the United States she can, and also in
European countries, according to the European Court's decision in Saunders. In the

Netherlands, article 107 paragraph  1 DCCP, however, prohibits Polly from commanding
delivery from suspects.

17

But what if Alice has learnt her key by heart, or has stored and password-protected it, as
will mostly be the case? Can Polly ask Alice for the key or password? Here, we meet the
border line ofthe privilege: is a key or password testimonial? That is, is it part of someone's
' integrity of conscience',  or  is it comparable  to a physical  key?  One can think  of  a
cryptographic key as equivalent to a physical key to a door. There is one fundamental
difference, however: the physical key exists outside of the holder's mind, and the police can
- in theory - find it by searching well, even if the holder does not cooperate. The courts in
that case allow a delivery command for non-testimonial evidence:  if the evidence exists
outside of the will  of the suspect,  and its existence and the suspect's possession are clear
from other sources, then the police can command delivery (in a way, this is a service to the
suspect, as it may save her a ravaging ofthe house). With a cryptographic key or password,
this is different: it does not (have to) exist outside ofAlice's mind, and if Alice does not give
it, there is no way the police can find it. Although - theoretically, there is: an exhaustive key
search. As pointed out in section 3.1.5, this is not realistic in most cases. However, the fact
that there is an alternative to find the thing looked for, however impractical, may be an
argument to convince a court that a command to give a key or password is valid. (Mark that
this is, in fact, a paradoxical conclusion: you may only use a power when there are
alternatives.)

Compare the distinction Judge Stevens made in his dissenting opinion in Doe H (note 9),
essentially unchallenged by the majority: "He may in some cases be forced to surrender a
key to a strongbox containing incriminating documents, but 1 do not believe he can be
compelled to reveal the combination to his wall safe - by word or deed." The Court
considered the compulsion at issue (the authorization) to be "more like be[ing] forced to
surrender a key to a strongbox" than like revealing the combination to a safe. The
fundamental difference seems to be that of mind versus matter: the key to a strongbox exists
anyway, whereas giving a combination to a safe reveals a person's knowledge, and thus is

15 Judge Stevens dissented, arguing that the authorization statement was privileged, as "by executing the
document. petitioner admits a state of mind. a present-tense desire." "But can he be compelled to use his
mind to assist the prosecution in convicting him of a crime? I think not. (...) The forced execution of this
document differs from the forced production of physical evidence just as human beings differ from other
animals." (219)

16     Another privileged act is when the handing over o f documents authenticates them. IAndresen v  Maryland\
17    Only in the case of article 551 paragraph 1 DCCP could Polly demand delivery, which will not be possible

in many crypto cases
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testimonial. in that respect, a safe combination is like a crypto key or password. A minor
difference between a safe combination and a crypto key is that it may be easier to prove
earlier knowledge ofa crypto key than knowledge of a safe combination.  lf Alice has signed
a document (very) recently with her key, which can be proven if she has a public-key
certificate, this is strong evidence that she holds her private key (and remembers the
password). She may claim to have just forgotten it when the police arrived, but this is rather
too convenient to be convincing. I equate a crypto key or password with a safe combination
rather than a strongbox key. If the police can argue that Alice holds the key or knows the
password, to the extent that Alice's knowledge is a foregone conclusion, then Doe / suggests
that a key delivery command is legal. In general, it may be a (too) hard task for the police,
however, to make Alice's disposal of the key or password a foregone conclusion (compare
8.7.1). By and large, Doe's 'foregone conclusion' is the same requirement as Funke' s,
namely that the police must be sure of the fact that the documents exist and that the suspect
has them available; therefore, this conclusion holds for both the US and Europe.

Like demanding key delivery, demanding Alice to decrypt will also often fall within the
present scope ofthe privilege against self-incrimination. Although police agents can compel
suspects to allow the taking of a blood sample or to give a writing sample, this is not giving
testimonial evidence, as the integrity of conscience is unimpaired, and the evidence exists
outside of the will of the suspect (handwriting is a characteristic of a person, and so she
cannot intentionally falsify it, as experts can attest). Should Alice decrypt a document, then
she would testify to knowledge ofthe key, and this is as testimonial as handing over the key
or password itself.

Overall, then, Polly does not have much foothold for commanding suspects to deliver
a key or to decrypt, as current case law stands. Only if she can show that Alice's knowledge
of the key is a foregone conclusion, can she demand decryption.

8.5. The rationale behind the privilege against self-incrimination

Given the conclusion that, under current case law, a decryption command to a suspect will
generally be obstructed by the privilege against self-incrimination, what are the options for
the legislature to specifically create such a command? In drafting the 1993 Computer Crime
Act, the Dutch legislature explicitly created a decryption command only for non-suspects,
ostensibly respecting the privilege against self-incrimination. With the decision to withdraw
the proposed article from the draft Computer Crime Act Il to demand suspects to decrypt,
this starting point was reinforced. In the US, federal-government computer search and
seizure guidelines imply that encryption keys and passwords may be protected by the Fifth
Amendment. 18 However, is the privilege fundamentally contrary to a decryption command,
or is it only currently considered disproportionate to allow the command to be given to

18     In some cases, it might be appropriate to compel a third party who may know the password (or even the
suspect) to disclose it by subpoena (with limited immunity, if appropriate)." [CD, 55] The 'limited immunity'
indicates that the password may be privileged under the Fifth Amendment.
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suspects? Would it be acceptable to somehow infringe upon the privilege against self-
incrimination? As the privilege is not absolute, one may investigate its margins. This
requires deeper scrutiny into the background of the privilege against self-incrimination: what
is its rationale?

There are various viewpoints on the rationale of the privilege against self-incrimination
Historic interpretations tend to stress the humanity principle: "in the end, is it not the point
that we think it inhumane, and so we reject this ethically, to force someone to contribute to
his own misfortune? Do we not think that every citizen has to right to protect himself - even
ifthis harms truth-finding?" [Reijntjes, 181 In a way, the privilege shields the police from being
tempted to force someone to give evidence, and this protects suspects from torture and
inhuman treatment.'9 However, this historic explanation  is not satisfactory to pinpoint the
kernel of the privilege. If it is unethical to force someone to contribute to his misfortune, we
should ban other forms of compelled cooperation that have gradually slipped into our legal
systems, such as taking blood samples, doing line-ups, giving writing samples, or, indeed,
delivering documents. Giving blood can be as devastating to a suspect as a confession of
guilt, yet we allow the first while rejecting the latter. Humanity is not the all-encompassing
reason ofthe privilege.

Others have discerned a privacy component to the privilege against self-incrimination.
Notably in the US, the Fifth Amendment is often related to the Fourth, which protects people
from unwarranted searches and seizures. Since the Fourth is aimed at protecting privacy of
the home, the Fifth can also be seen as protecting the privacy of the mind. According to a
recent decision, Pennsylvania v.  Muniz, the Fifth Amendment privilege reflects "our respect
for the inviolability of the human personality and of the right of each individual 'to a ...
private life."' [quoted in Sergienko]20 This contrasts sharply with Justice O'Connors concurring
opinion in Doe /: "the Fifth Amendment provides absolutely no protection for the contents
of private papers of any kind." [Doe /, at 618] It is hard to see that the Fifth Amendment
protects the privacy of one's mind if it does not protect the privacy of (some of) one's
papers. In European case law, there is little evidence to suggest that the privilege against
self-incrimination is meant to protect suspects' privacy. In Murray, the Court stated that the
privilege contributes to the "avoidance of miscarriages of justice" and the securing of the
aims ofarticle 6 ofthe ECPHR - that is, not the goals of article 8 ECPHR on privacy. And
if compelled delivery ofdocuments the suspect was not compelled to write by the police (a
diary, for instance) is compatible with the privilege against self-incrimination, there is little
privacy protection in the privilege.

Another attempt at explaining the reason of the privilege has been to distinguish between
passive suffering and active cooperation; several people have suggested the privilege
protects only the latter. This would explain why someone can be forced to give blood, but

19 In Murphy, the Court articulated seven purposes of the privilege against self-incrimination, including
"unwillingness to subject those suspected of crime to the cruel trilemma of self-accusation, perjury or
contempt" and "our fear that self-incriminating statements will be elicited by inhumane treatment and
abuses"

20 Sergienko notes "This statement is difficult to reconcile with interpretations of the Fifth Amendment
providing no protection for existing documents "
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not to provide a testimony. Indeed, the system of the Dutch Code of Criminal Procedure
seems to suggest such a distinction: a suspect must allow his clothes or body to be searched,
but he cannot be compelled to deliver goods or information. The Dutch Supreme Court has
once phrased the privilege thus: the principle that a suspect - safe in exceptions provided in
law - cannot be compelled to actively cooperate with something which can lead to his
Conviction [HR 1 October 1985, emphasis addedl. People favoring the distinction have been forced,
however, to make some distorted attempts at fitting allowable 'passivities' into the
framework: one can, for instance, hardly define someone being forced to change clothes and
to take part in a line-up as cooperating passively. More importantly, the distinction has little
explicative value to pinpoint the reason behind the privilege. The Dutch Supreme Court has
perhaps arrived at the same conclusion; in later case law, at least, it reverted to its general
wording of the privilege, leaving out mention of'active' cooperation.

In my view, there is a more plausible interpretation to the privilege against self-
incrimination than humanity, privacy, or activity. Its raison d'etre, asl already have implied
in 8.4, is the reliability of evidence. Compelling someone to provide evidence can lead to
unreliable evidence, if the suspect can alter the evidence, if he is too frightened by the
imposing police to tell the truth, or if he simply does not know the answer. That is why the
European Court speaks of avoiding miscarriages ofjustice.2 1 Schalken has argued the case
for this interpretation convincingly:

"In that vision, which remains close to the text of article 14 paragraph 3 sub g ICCPR, which prohibits
unwilled self-incrimination by testimonies, a compelled violation of the freedom  of statement  by the suspect
is central. One can maintain that this relates to the reliability ofthe evidence. In that approach, it becomes
visible that, as the method of finding the truth becomes less reliable, the significance of the privilege against
self-incrimination increases. (...) The reverse then also holds: as the method of research yields more reliable
evidence, the force ofthe privilege against self-incrimination decreases. In that sense, one can maintain that
the principle, contrary to what is defended in the literature (...), is not incompatible with breath analysis and
blood samples for drink-driving checks and DNA testing. The information which can be gained on this basis
is available and unequivocal. The safeguards needed with this type of investigation are aimed at both
safeguarding the meticulousness of the procedure with a view to the reliability of the evidence, and at
ensuring that other principles are met, such as the principle that the finding of truth can  not be served in
another way and that therefore there are no reasonable alternatives (subsidiarity) and the principle that the
gravity of the violation of the suspect's rights, in particular the right to safeguarding the integrity of the body
and privacy, must be proportionate to the gravity ofthe offense to be solved (proportionality). The concern
that the constitutional and conventional rights of the suspect aim to protect must, with humanity as the lower
limit, be traded off with the concern that is at stake in a violation o f those rights." [Schalken]

I consider this the most adequate description of the rhyme and reason ofthe privilege against
sel f-incrimination.  I f the information asked from the suspect is available and unequivocal,
the privilege plays no significant part.  1 f the in formation  is not (necessarily) available or if
it can be equivocal, the privilege shields the suspect from having to give it or the judge from

21   Judge Martens, who dissented in Saunders because he considered the Court to interpret the privilege too
broadly, concurred in this respect: "since there is a not negligible chance that statements made under pressure
may be unreliable, the rationale of the immunities under discussion comprises - as the Court put it - the
avoidance of miscarriages ofjustice "
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being able to use it as evidence.22 This is almost only the case when someone is forced to
give testimonial statements. This view of the privilege takes into account the humanity
principle (as a lower limit), and it explains the distinction between 'passive' and 'active'
cooperation, which, in fact, is a distinction between non-cheatable and cheatable
cooperation.21 At the same time. it explains both the relative reluctance of the legislature to
infringe the privilege and the relative ease of the courts to allow infringements. The
legislature has so far found little occasion to create general powers that infringe the
privilege, given the subsidiarity principle: they have only done this with blood samples fur
drunk-driving testing (after all, this is the only way to prove drunk driving, in a neutral,
verifiable way), and with DNA testing for serious crimes (punishable with eight years or
more) and a small number of violent crimes. The courts have restricted the scope of the
principle much more in specific cases, as the circumstances of a particular case allow a much
sharper application of the subsidiarity principle. In particular, material "which has an
existence independent of the will of the suspect" can be obtained from a suspect through the
use of compulsory powers (Saunders), because it is available and it can not be altered.

8.6. Is it possible to create a law demanding decryption?

Now, can a law authorizing decryption commands be compatible with the privilege against
self-incrimination, if the privilege is primarily aimed at safeguarding the reliability of
evidence? Let me first look at handing over a decryption key. Obviously, if Alice gives Polly
'the' key, it either works or it does not. If it works, i.e., if the result of decryption with the
key is a reasonable plaintext, then it must be the right key. Only if Alice used a One-Time
Pad (OTP) to create a dummy message, she may not hand over the right key, but a fake
dummy key (see 3.1.8). If Alice decrypts with a OTP, then, it is wise for Polly to be
suspicious (who, after all, uses OTPs these days?), and Alice may have to explain how she
generated the key (which should be a random stream at least as long as the message itself).
If Alice has prepared herself well, she may get away with it, but generally, dummy
decryption will not be practical or convincing.

The evidence of the key, then, is reliable. Safe for the cumbersome option of creating
dummy messages with double keys, Alice can not cheat with the key. Like blood or breath,
it exists outside of her will. The same holds for a password she gives to release a key stored
on a smart card or hard disk: it works or it does not. Therefore, the evidential value of a
delivered key is highly reliable, and consequently, a command to deliver a key or password

22 Compare article 76 paragraph 2 of the English Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984: 'If, in an>
proceedings where the prosecution proposes to give in evidence a confession made by an accused person.
it is represented to the court that the confession was or may have been obtained (..) in consequence of
anything said or done which was likely, in the circumstances existing at the time, to render unreliable any
confession which might be made by him in consequence thereof: the court shall not allow the confession to
be given in evidence against him". [emphasis added]

23   As A.J. Marx put it in 1934: 'It is something very different to let words cross one's lips. with which one
incriminates oneself, than it is to cooperate in an examination that allows objective conclusions. which can
equally well be in favor of the suspect as against him." [quoted in Ansmink, 4281
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Voices for demanding decryption

The option of addressing the crypto problem by giving the police the power to demand decryption, or to shift
the burden of proof, has proponents in several countries.

The Delegation of Austra//a to the OECD December 1995 Ad Hoc Meeting, for instance, noted that "the
law on self-incrimInation may need to be reviewed", since "the person served with a search warrant requiring
decryption  of his  or her information may, conveniently 'forget' the key." [Australia,  7]  When the report  was
discussed at the meeting, Denmark"offered the observation that in some circumstances the Danish courts will
shift the burden of proof to the defendant If he does not provide certain kinds of evidence that is within his
control." [Baker 96] Indeed, Danish scholars Andersen and Landrock have proposed that "a principle of'reversal
of proof should apply in cases where three conditions [are] met: first, circumstantial evidence suggests that a
person is guilty of an offence. Second, there is a substantial likelihood that the defendant has encrypted
information that might provide evidence of guilt. And third, the defendant is in a position to decrypt that
information and thereby free himself of any allegation, but decides not to." [Andersen, 348]

The UKLabour Party, before governing, opposed key escrow. Instead, they said, "the only power we
would wish to give to the authorities, in order to pursue a defined legitimate anti-criminal purpose, would be
to enable decryption to be demanded under judicial warrant." [Labour] Two Belgian senators have likewise
proposed such a power. To "prevent that certain people refuse to give the key or to cooperate with the
judiciary," they propose heavy criminal sanctions, because "if the person does not want to hand over the key,
the judiciary has no evidence whatsoever against him and he can go free." Therefore, they propose a
maximum of five years' imprisonment for those who are able to assist in decryption yet refuse to do so.
[Bribosia] The Inkh framework for cryptography policy states that "legislation will be enacted to oblige users of
encryption products to release, in response to a lawful authorisation, either plaintext which verifiably relates to
the encrypted data in question or the keys or algorithms necessary to retrieve the plaintext. Appropriate
sanctions will be put in place in respect of failure to Comply." [DPE]

The Dutch Data Protection Authority, in a 1998 letter to the Minister of Internal Affairs, expressed its
alarm at the obligation to deposit keys that the Minister was apparently (still? again?) considering. The Data
Protection Authority greatly preferred the system of requiring people to decrypt, as initially proposed in the
draft Computer Crime Act II. [Registratiekamer 98]

is, in principle. compatible with the rationale ofthe privilege against self-incrimination.
The same is valid, grosso modo, for demanding the suspect to decrypt herself. As Polly

will not be satisfied with a plain message just because Alice tells her it is the plaintext of the
encrypted file at issue, Alice will either have to decrypt it before Polly's eyes, or she will
have to re-encrypt the plaintext (or redecrypt the ciphertext) before Polly's or the judge's
eyes to get the corresponding ciphertext (or plaintext, respectively) There is no real way for
Alice to cheat here (with the same proviso when she uses a One-Time Pad), and so, the
resulting plaintext is reliable (as being the right plaintext, that is; the contents may still be
unreliable, of course). Therefore, in principle, a command to decrypt is compatible with the
privilege's rationale.

In this respect, delivering a crypto key or decryption is comparable to furnishing a blood
sample or a writing sample. The difference, however, is that with the latter, it is a foregone
conclusion that the suspect is able to comply. With delivering a key or decrypting, one can
not take for granted that someone can comply.24 This is, I think, the crux for generally
holding that revealing a safe combination is privileged: the act shows knowledge of the
combination, and this is testimonial. Only if knowledge of the combination  is a foregone
conclusion, then, one can argue, the privilege does not hold. If one is to explore the margins

24   This, in my view, is the essence of Funke if the customs officials had been sure of the fact ofthe documents'
existence. they could have ordered their delivery. Since they were not sure, the order was unlawful.
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of the privilege against self-incrimination, it is this issue that seems to be crucial. lf the
ability to comply is not a foregone conclusion, then the reliability of the evidence decreases
- not when the suspect complies, but when she refuses. After all, a refusal can mean either
inability or unwillingness, and if there are no compelling arguments that it is unwillingness,
one cannot draw a conclusion from the suspect's refusal to comply. One can echo Schalken
here: if there is less evidence that the suspect is able to decrypt, the significance of the
privilege against self-incrimination increases; as the evidence that the suspect knows the key
or password increases, the force of the privilege decreases.

Therefore, legislation granting an explicit power to demand decryption from suspects is
compatible with the privilege only insofar as there is strong evidence that the suspect is able
to decrypt or give the key. That is more or less the same conclusion I arrived at from
examining case law: only if Polly can show that Alice's knowledge of the key is a foregone
conclusion, can she demand decryption. 1 conclude that, in principle, creating a power to
demand decryption from suspects is compatible with the privilege against self-incrimination,
making explicit what is already possible under current case law (except in the Netherlands),
with the condition that there must be strong or even compelling evidence that a suspect is
able to comply.

8.7. How to enforce a decryption command

For a power to command decryption or key delivery to be effective, the legislature must
create an incentive for the suspect to cooperate. After all, Polly can always kindly request
Alice to decrypt - and Alice can kindly refuse to do so.  If the refusal does not somehow
reverberate upon Alice, she will of course not cooperate (unless to discharge herself). What
kind of pressure can the legislature use to incite Alice to cooperate? There are three ways
of doing so. First, penalize the refusal - just as currently a refusal to obey a legal order is
punishable with up to three months' imprisonment. A second, similar, option is to penalize
the use of encryption 'to obstruct an investigation', or (if there is enough evidence) to
consider crypto use an aggravating circumstance, and consequently give Alice a higher
sentence if she refuses to decrypt. A third method is to use the refusal to cooperate as
evidence in the primary case: if Alice does not want to decrypt, she apparently has
something to hide, and the encrypted file may be thought to be incriminating. This would
make it easier for the judge to convict Alice given an insufficient amount of plain(text)
evidence: the burden of proof is thus somewhat shifted. In this section, I will analyze the
merits and drawbacks of these options, and see to what extent such legislation seems
compatible with the privilege against sel f-incrimination and the presumption of innocence.

8.7.1. Penalize a refusal to cooperate
Penalizing a refusal to cooperate with a lawful order is often used to support the force of
such an order. For instance, in Dutch law, if someone called to appear as a witness or
interpreter in a court proceeding intentionally fails to comply with the consequent legal
duties, he can be punished with up to six months' imprisonment. The same can happen to
someone who intentionally refuses to hand over a document which is supposed to be forged.
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In fact, there is a general penalization of a refusal to cooperate with a lawful order - for up
to three months (art. 184 DCC).

One can therefore well consider using this incitement to enforce a decryption command.
However, the threat ofthree months in prison will not be a serious consideration for Alice,
i f by obeying the command and uncovering incriminating plaintext, she would risk going
to prison  for many years. (This was a major gap  in the initially proposed extension of the
decryption command to suspects in the Computer Crime Act II: it proposed no specific
enforcement, and so, if Alice refused to decrypt, she could only get three months in prison.)
The punishment for not decrypting and the punishment for the primary offense must
somehow be proportionate.

With drunk driving, the legislature has chosen the simplest solution. If you refuse to
breathe or give blood, one may safely assume your blood was brimming with alcohol (or
why would you refuse to cooperate?), and thus it is acceptable to punish a refusal to
cooperate with the maximum punishment that is possible for drunk driving. A difference
with a decryption command, however, is that with drunk driving, the primary offense of the
suspect is obvious and one-dimensional, and the punishment only depends on the amount
of alcohol in one's blood. That makes it reasonable to give someone the maximum
punishment in case he refuses to cooperate (this works in effect as a burden-of-proof
reversal), and the suspect can exonerate himself by complying. A crypto case, on the other
hand, is not one-dimensional. Often, the plaintext is needed to determine just which offense
the suspect committed (trafficking soft drugs? or hard ones? or participating in a criminal
organization? Forgery? or tax fraud?), and the corresponding maximum punishments may
vary considerably. More importantly, a breath or blood test is the only way to prove drunk
driving - there are simply no alternatives; this makes it easier for the legislature to punish
a refusal to cooperate, as otherwise the offender would easily go unpunished. With
decryption commands, however, there may be sufficient other ways to gather evidence
(often, there will be other sources ofevidence, and, at least theoretically, the police can first
try practical attacks on the ciphertext, e.g., guess the password); an encrypted file can never,
I imagine, be the single source of evidence of a crime. It is true that in those (few) cases in
which the encrypted files are the objects on which the evidence hinges, a refusal to decrypt
will block the case. However, unlike with a breath or blood test, to penalize the refusal as
such with the maximum punishment for the primary offense seems contrary to the
subsidiarity principle. After all, the fact that the breath or blood test is the only way to
provide evidence makes it possible to equate a refusal to cooperate with the primary offense;
with encrypted files, the refusal to cooperate blocks only part of the investigation, which
implies, in my view, that it cannot be equated with the primary offense.

So, in penalizing a decryption refusal, it is not that easy to find a proportionate
punishment. Can one set a general maximum of, say, twelve years on a refusal to cooperate
with a decryption command? The burden of proof would be all the more heavy on the
prosecution as the punishment for non-cooperation is larger: the proportionality principle
demands that the relationship between crime and punishment should be proportionate, and
to send someone to jail for over ten years for the subsidiary offense of not complying with
a legal order is easily disproportionate - unless there be overwhelming evidence that the
encrypted file is incriminating, that it is the only missing link for proving a very serious
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offense, and that the suspect can decrypt it. In that case, I do not see a reason why the
suspect could not be easily convicted for the primary offense (compare 8.7.3: if the evidence
is that strong, common sense willlead the judge to gain the conviction that the suspect is
guilty)

The problem, then, is finding a middle way between a low punishment (which is little
incentive to cooperate, and therefore ineffective) and a high punishment (which lays an
almost impossible burden of proof on the prosecution). In Belgium, parliamentarians
Bribosia and Maximus have proposed a law to set a punishment of maximum five years on
a refusal to cooperate with a decryption command. Their proposal lacks detail (it does not
indicate, e.g., whether the command can be given to suspects, although the aim of the
proposal indicates it could), but they do explain the (relatively high) punishment:

"The information in the encrypted messages could yield him a conviction. If the person does not want to give
the key, the court has no evidence at all against him, and he can r free. By providing for a heavy penal
sanction, one wants to incite the citizens to cooperate." [Bribosial

Is five years an acceptable middle way, though? It seems high enough to incite many people
to cooperate. Indeed, it virtually creates a Prisoner's Dilemma situation in which a suspect
can choose between the certainty of five years on the one hand, and the risk of either a
potential higher sentence or freedom on the other. It seems an interesting game theory
question just at how many years the turning point lies between non-cooperation and
cooperation for the average Prisoner. 26

Criminal justice is not game theory, however. A sentence of five years for a simple
refusal to decrypt a particular document is high enough to lay a heavy burden of proof on
the prosecution. Not only should the prosecutor make a reasonable case for the document
being incriminating and a missing link in the evidence of the primary offense,27 but he must
also give evidence that it is in the suspect's power to comply with the order. This is one of
the crucial issues at stake in any proposal to command decryption.

There are several arguments that may support a claim that Alice knows her passphrase.
For instance, if Alice has (very) recently signed a message (which can be proven with her
public-key certificate), it shows that she knew her passphrase recently, at least for her private
signature key.  If she uses this same key also for confidentiality encryption (which, although

25     Unfortunately. the proposal goes on to say: «With the system of'random' keys, it can of course happen that
the person who sent or received it can no longer decipher it (the judge should surround himself with experts
who can tell). That does not, however, prevent the person involved from knowing the contents of the
message by heart." I am afraid this indicates Mme. Bribosia and Mme. Maximus have not thought over their
proposal well; even if criminals have such good memories, would they be naive enough to tell the police?
Or would the MPs have them go to jail  for not knowing the messages by heart?

26   An interesting issue is that with a high punishment for the refusal and with sufficient evidence that the
ciphertext is a missing link in the evidence, the fact that the suspect refuses to decrypt will almost certainl>
imply that the ciphertext is indeed seriously incriminating. Consequently. the police could try a brute-force
attack on this particular ciphertext - they might buy a Cray supercomputer specifically for these cases, or
set up a distributed attack using all police computers' idle time.

27     1 disregard the option of creating a general criminal sanction on a refusal to decrypt for the police regardless
of an investigation. It is too close to prohibiting cr>·ptograph> as such, which 1 do not consider acceptable
(Chapter 6'/2). Compare 8.7.2
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good case. Another supporting argument is that
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Alice will (or should) remember her passphrase.
On the other hand, Alice can use a whole

the passphrase. For instance, she can claim that
she is backing-up some encrypted files for Carol,
or that she downloaded from a news group some
obscure but interesting-looking file which she
subsequently forgot. With files having an old

date, she can claim that they were encrypted with some key she has not used for a long time
(remark that Alice can anticipate this by setting back the computer clock by five years before
storing the encrypted file), and that she simply does not bother cleaning her hard disk every
once in a while. Or she might suggest that it is a file in an exotic word-processing format
someone once sent her for comment.28 Most of these claims are not particularly probable,
but depending on the circumstances, they may be sufficiently convincing (or rather, they
may not be sufficiently unconvincing) to argue that indeed, Alice is not able to decrypt.
Especially the claim that the file was encrypted a long time ago with a key pair no longer in
use can be convincing, I think. For the kind of criminals at issue here, storing incriminating
information on a durable diskette or hard disk, there is ample opportunity to anticipate a
decryption command with such a retort.

The question whether someone is able to decrypt could to a certain extent be answered
by using a legal concept known as Garantenstellung ('vouching'). The concept is used in
German law to determine liability for an offense of omission. If someone has legally
' vouched' for protecting something specific, or for protecting against a specific threat,  he
will be liable if he omits preventing damage resulting from the threat. The 'vouching'  is
determined from the person's (legal) position or from earlier acts. For instance, a close
relative living in the same house will be criminally liable for not saving someone from death
by starvation, because by his relationship he 'vouches' for protecting the life of his relative.
A neighbor does not (legally) vouch for this and cannot therefore be prosecuted for
criminally negligent homicide. Another example is the liability of land owners for waste
disposal:  if a land owner does not remove waste deposited on his land by third parties, he

28 Cypherpunks often like to suggest that a suspect can claim that she is just keeping long strings of random
data on her hard disk. This argument will not convince any judge - unless perhaps the suspect is a
cryptographer or a compulsive mathematician.
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may be prosecuted for endangering the environment through waste disposal; his position as
owner of the land implies that he vouches for protecting the land from polluting waste

[Schmitz].
The concept of Garantenstellung could be transposed to suspects failing to decrypt.29 If

by her position or former acts, Alice has 'vouched' for 'protecting' the encrypted data, she
can be held liable for not decrypting: her position or acts imply that she ought to be in the
position to decrypt, whether or not she can in reality. In some cases, the prosecution can use
this line of reasoning, if it can prove that Alice holds such a position. For instance, if Alice
is the information manager or computer expert of a criminal organization, she vouches for
her decryption capability by her position. More in general, if circumstances imply that Alice
is in a position in which she ought to be able to decrypt, the burden of proof will be on her
to argue why she is not able to;  if she cannot argue thus, she will be held liable for having
incriminating ciphertexts. Such a 'vouching presumption' can be used to assign the burden

ofproofofdecryption capability. A Garantenstellung may help in a few cases, in particular
with well-organized and automated criminal organizations, and with certain computer
criminals.

However, if the claim that Alice ought to be in a position to decrypt is to lead to a
conviction fur refusing to decrypt, the standard of proof should be high. There should be
compelling evidence that Alice's position is such that she has 'vouched' for being able to
decrypt in the future. Absent such evidence, the judge will have to weigh the arguments of
the prosecution and of the defense why Alice  is or is not able to decrypt.  In many cases,  I

think, Alice will have to be given the benefit of the doubt if she claims she no longer uses
the key pair at issue.

Apart from this proof issue, there is another, more fundamental argument against the
approach of convicting people for refusing to decrypt. Penalizing refusals to cooperate with

legal orders are instrumental. they are not reprehensible in themselves, but they serve to ease

investigation. If Alice is a criminal, we want her to be punished for her crimes. Penalizing
a refusal to decrypt is an alternative way to punish Alice -  if we cannot get her at the front,
we catch her at the backdoor. It may have the same effect when it comes to keeping Alice
out of society for a while, but it gives less satisfaction to our sense ofjustice: her crimes go

unpunished (or she was even innocent in the first place). Instrumental penalization may be
practical in some cases (such as drunk-driving tests), but it inflates the moral justification
of criminal justice. In this case, the (potential) effect of penalizing a refusal to decrypt seems
simply too small to justify such inflation.

8.7.2. Penalize cryptocriminal use
A similar way to incite a suspect to obey a decryption command, is to penalize crypto use
if this hampers investigation. The issues at stake here are largely similar to penalizing a
refusal to decrypt, but the proof issue may be significantly easier for the police. Consider
Mr. Salabiaku, who was convicted for drugs smuggling merely because he carried them.  He

29     This, of course,  is very different from the German application of the concept; by transposition I mean that
one might apply the line of reasoning rather than the legal circumstances.
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might have acquitted himself if he had explained how he came to carry the drugs, but he did
not. In fact, he had been warned by a customs official not to take the suitcase he came to
collect, for there was reason to suspect it contained drugs. Still, Salabiaku had taken the
suitcase and, without opening it, had walked through customs. After his arrest, he was
prosecuted for smuggling drugs, as the French customs law said that possession of drugs in
such a case means smuggling. Only  if the defendant establishes a case of' force majeure
beyond his control' can the defendant exculpate himself. The European Court argued that
the presumption of guilt in this law was not irrebuttable, as there were enough safeguards
built-in through case law to allow someone to argue force majeure (and people had been
given the benefit of the doubt by the courts). The French court had shown "scrupulous
respect for the presumption of innocence", as it had acquitted Salabiaku of the criminal
offense of importing narcotics, giving him the benefit of the doubt, and only convicting him
for the customs offense of smuggling.  In the  latter, it had not automatically resorted to the
presumption of guilt laid down in the law, but had inferred from the fact that Salabiaku had
not heeded the customs official's warning that there were no arguments to rebut the
evidence.

The Salabiaku case shows that it may be possible, under certain conditions, to "penalize
a simple or objective fact as such, irrespective of whether it results from criminal intent or
from negligence". The main conditions are that in the application of the law, there must be
sufficient safeguards to maintain the rights ofthe defense, notably a practical chance for the
defendant to argue against the presumption of guilt, a chance which the courts must
explicitly give him. A caveat is that in Salabiaku, a customs law was involved, with
according subject matter (it is difficult for customs officials to prove smuggling, but easy to
prove possession).

Still, the case suggests an interesting analogy to the crypto question. Can a state penalize
the possession of a ciphertext as such, with an acceptable defense  if the suspect decrypts?
There have been several proposals to this effect, notably from US senators and
representatives. Three bills discussed  in 1997 contained provision to this effect. The Security
And Freedom through Encryption (SAFE) Act of Rep. Goodlatte, e.g., would criminalize
crypto use with the intention to cover up a federal felony; Senator Leahy's bill, the
Encrypted Communications Privacy Act, would penalize the use ofencryption in furtherance
to a felony, if the encryption is intended to obstruct investigation; and senators' Kerrey,
McCain, and Hollings Secure Public Network Act contained a similar provision. The
Ashcroft and Leahy E-PRIVACY Act of 1998 would also criminalize the use of encryption
to conceal '

incriminating' communications or information during the commission of a crime.
All these proposals are ultimately intended to ease proof issues: if Alice threatens to get
away with insufficient evidence for a criminal offense because she has used cryptography,
you catch her instead for the crypto use. It seems to me that this does not solve the proof
issue, because, if there is not enough evidence to prove a criminal offense, how can you
prove crypto use 'to cover up the felony'? You either lower the requirement of proof for the
offense (which is the burden-of-proof reversal of section 8.7.3), or you penalize crypto use
irrespective of a presumed crime.

The latter is an option, but it is not an attractive one. It means that, in principle, everyone
who uses cryptography is potentially acting criminally, which he can only undo if he
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cooperates with a decryption command. That is dangerously close to criminalizing
cryptography as such, which, as 1 argued in Chapter 6'A, is absurd. Moreover, if the
penalization is intended to encourage suspects to cooperate with a decryption command. the
same problem of the punishment as in section 8.7.1 holds: if it is too low, no criminal will
cooperate, whereas a high punishment is disproportionate - and the middle way seems the
worst rather than the best of both worlds.

One would have to resort, then, to a more restricted offense, say, criminalizing crypto
use only if this obstructs the investigation of a crime, regardless of the intention. This is a
straightforward provision, which does away with the issues of proving the ciphertext is
incriminating and a missing link in the evidence of the primary case.w Decrypting on
command (or having used key escrow) can be an affirmative defense, to make rebuttable the
presumption ofguilt inherent to the provision. There remains, however, the familiar problem
ofthe maximum punishment: three months? The maximum ofthe (presumed) offense under
investigation? The arithmetical mean of these?

Again, my main objection to such a provision is that it is instrumental, creating an
offense of something which is in no way reprehensible in itself. If it really helped in easing
investigation, one can be willing to accept this. 1 am skeptical, however, as to the efficacy
of such a provision. If it is applied carelessly by the courts, the prisons will fill up with
innocent crypto users who forgot their keys. The risks of catching the wrong 'criminals' can
only be strictly limited if the provision is applied by the courts with scrupulous respect for
the rights of the defense. In that case, however, if the courts are sufficiently lenient in
accepting a defense for a refusal to decrypt (e.g., if Alice argues she no longer uses the key,
or that decrypting would infringe her privacy, and if she can make this plausible), it will not
often lead to a conviction. The same remarks about the Garantenstellung (see 8.7.1) apply
here: it will only be in a few cases of well-organized and computer crime that the
prosecution can argue that Alice is in a position in which she ought to be able to decrypt.

There is yet another, similar option: use a refusal to decrypt to raise the punishment for
the primary offense. Sentencing guidelines or an aggravating circumstance in a penal
provision may provide that if there are encrypted data the suspect refuses to decrypt, the
punishment to the offense is to be increased with a certain percentage of the maximum
punishment. This does nothing, however, to solve the law-enforcement problem, since in this
case, there should be sufficient evidence in the primary case anyway to convict the

3Idefendant, regardless of the encrypted data. Therefore,  1 do not consider it an option.

30 There remains the issue of proving it is ciphertext rather than random noise, something which expert
witnesses for the prosecution and for the defense have to fight out, and which seems doable. See 8.7.3.

31 Also remark that it is already the case that the course of action adopted by the defendant during the
proceedings is a factor in determining the punishment. A cooperative defendant may be given a somewhat
lower sentence than an obstinately obstructive defendant. Remaining silent to all questions, although it is
a fundamental right of the defendant, may thus be weighed by the judge if it amounts to a 'negative attitude'
once a judge has concluded guilt, no legal rule prevents the judge from taking into account a 'negative
attitude' in determining the punishment. [HR 18 December 1984]
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8.7.3. Reverse the burden of proof

Their silence was by politicians used,
Their teeth opened with phrase, their puppet heads
voided comic balloons: their speaking death
Supposed his debt, and gave him much advice.
(Howard Nemerov, Who did not die in vain)

Rather than punish someone for refusing to decrypt or for criminal crypto use, one can also
use the refusal or the ciphertext as evidence that Alice has something to hide - and thus
convict her ofthe primary offense. Here, the privilege against self-incrimination meets the
presumption of innocence: no-one can be supposed guilty until proven so in a legal
procedure - something which the prosecution must prove (art. 6 para. 2 ECPHR). One
cannot reverse the burden ofproof for the suspect to prove her innocence. On the other hand,
there is no absolute prohibition of a shift in the burden of proof, as Salabiaku attests, and
silence can sometimes be used as evidence. This section investigates the use of
'cryptographic silence' as evidence in the primary offense.

I f Polly asks Alice to decrypt, and Alice refuses, can the judge use this as evidence that
Alice is hiding something incriminating, and consequently, infer that Alice has done it?
There is some case law on the use of silence as evidence, and I shall accordingly treat a
refusal to decrypt as remaining silent on a certain question. The right to remain silent is not
absolute, in the sense that silence would never be usable against the suspect. Such, at least,
is the view of the European Court, which in Murray -ina rare pun - notices that
"established international standards in this area, while providing for the right to silence and
the privilege against self-incrimination, are silent on this point." From this silence in
international standards, they infer, "if the evidence against the accused 'calls' for an
explanation which the accused ought to be in a position to give that a failure to give any
explanation  'may as a matter of commonsense allow the drawing of an inference that there
is no explanation and that the accused is guilty'." Murray was asked to explain his presence
in the house where an IRA hostage had been held, and his silence on this point - after
several warnings that his silence could and would be used as evidence against him (in
accordance with an exceptional Northern Ireland law) - was taken by the courts as evidence
that he could not acquit himself. The European Court allowed this, "having particular regard
to the situations where inferences may be drawn, the weight attached to them by the national
courts in their assessment of the evidence and the degree of compulsion inherent in the
situation." Moreover, the Court considered the following circumstances:
•    there were appropriate warnings as to the legal effects of remaining silent,
•    there was a prima facie case against the accused,
•   the evidence 'called' for an explanation,
•     the trial judge had a discretion whether an inference should be drawn from the silence,
•    the judge had to explain the reasons for the decision to draw inferences, and this decision

was subject to appellate review.
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Local precedents for reversing the burden of proof

Although the Dutch Supreme Court does not allow using silence as evidence, there are precedents for laws
that reverse the burden of proof. In several General Municipal Ordinances (GMO), carrying subversive stuff is
taken as an indication of guilt until proven otherwise. For instance, in Wassenaar, it is forbidden to carry false
keys, rope ladders, lantems, or any burglary tools on the road at night; the prohibiting does not apply when it
is made plausible that the carrying of the tools does not happen with the aim of burgling (art. 134a GMO
Wassenaar, see HR 7 June 1977). Likewise, Groningen proscribes carrying glue, paint, tar, chalk, or any other
coloring or dying substance In public at night, unless the carrier makes a reasonable case that these goods are
not meant for illegal sticking or graffiti (art. 17 GMO Groningen, see HR 13 December 1977).

Contrary to the European Court, the Dutch Supreme Court does not incline to allow using
silence as evidence. In a recent case, the DSC adhered to the principle that a refusal to testify
cannot in itself be used as evidence [HR 19 March 1996, NJ 1996, 540]. The Court, however, did
go on to say that such a refusal may have consequences in court, for instance, when the
defendant puts forward a 'Meer & Vaart' defense, i.e., a defense that gives an explanation
which is compatible with the evidence but which contradicts the alleged offense. In this case.
the defendant had, out of her own accord, provided an alibi for the time of the murder. When
the alibi proved false, she refused to explain why she had construed the alibi without being
asked. The Court of Appeals inferred from this construing of a false alibi that she must have
known when the murder had been committed, and, consequently, that she had done it. The
Supreme Court did not allow the use of this inference, as the Court of Appeals had used the
defendant's silence as evidence that the alibi was false and intended to cover up the truth,
and as it had used this falseness as evidence that she had committed the murder. However,
the Supreme Court would have allowed, it implied, using silence to reject a defense which
would, for instance, have explained her presence on the spot at the time of the murder
without her having committed the murder (e.g., because she had an appointment with the
neighbor). If such a defense is put forward, the court must explicitly explain why it rejects
this explanation - and a refusal ofthe defendant to answer questions related to this defense
can be used by the court to argue that the defense does not hold.

The difference between Murray and the Dutch silence case, then, is the use of the silence:
the European Court allows its use under specific conditions as direct evidence ofthe offense,
whereas the Dutch Supreme Court only allows it to refute a specific defense from the
defendant.12 But is this difference so fundamental as it looks at first sight? I f one considers
the verdicts carefully, it may turn out that there is a difference in approach rather than in
essence.

The Murray case was a specific one, dealing with a peculiar Northern Ireland law that
allows drawing inferences from silence in specific circumstances. The European Court did
not review the law, but only its application to Murray. The main question was whether there

32    A more recent case seems to go further than this in allowing silence as a basis for the proof The failure of
a defendant to explain how he came to possess a bus card stamped at the place and time of the offense was
considered a reason on which to base the proof that it was the suspect who had committed the offense, since
the bus card supported the claim of witnesses that they recognized this particular suspect. Not explaining
something which supports a basis for the proof, can thus apparently be used to confirm evidence that
establishes guilt. [HR 3 June 1997]
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was enough evidence to establish a 'prima facie case',
"i.e. a case consisting of direct evidence which, if believed and combined with legitimate inferences based
upon it, could lead a properly directed jury to be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that each of the essential
elements of the offence is proved".

And in each particular case, "the question is whether the evidence adduced by the
prosecution is sufficiently strong to require an answer." In his dissenting opinion, Judge
Walsh argued for more evidence to make a prima facie case:

"In a criminal prosecution the burden of proof of guilt beyond reasonable doubt always rests on the
prosecution. Therefore a prima facie case means one in which the evidential material presented by the
prosecution, if believed and not rebutted, is sufficient in law to establish the guilt of the accused."

This seems more  in  line with the reasoning of the Dutch Supreme Court, which prohibits
using silence to contribute to establishing guilt.

So, just what is a 'prima facie' case? In the view of the European Court, it is a case with
a lot of evidence, perhaps not entirely sufficient to prove guilt of itself, but which, if
supplemented with common-sense inferences based upon it, would be sufficient to prove
guilt. In the view of the Dutch Supreme Court, like in Walsh' view, a prima facie case is
directly sufficient to prove guilt. Does that mean that the Dutch Supreme Court rules out
common-sense inferences? No - a Dutch judge can use his observation and common sense
to gain an inner conviction ofthe defendant's guilt. The difference is that he does not (have
to) say so: he merely lists the evidence, and concludes guilt; in the Murray case, the court
explicitly mentioned its 'common-sense' inference. It may really be a matter of open versus
hidden, or explicit versus implicit, use of evidence, hence the stress of the European Court
on the  fact that in Northern Ireland, "where trial judges sit without a jury, the judge must
explain the reasons for the decision to draw inferences and the weight attached to them. The
exercise of discretion in this regard is subject to review by the appellate courts."

I think the main difference between the European Court and the Dutch Supreme Court's
views is not so much the amount of evidence needed to establish a 'prima facie' case, but
rather the way the evidence is presented. A prima facie case is a case in which there is
virtually enough evidence to conclude guilt. There may be just a hairline missing for an
obvious conclusion of guilt - and common sense is used to bridge this hairline's gap, be it
explicitly or implicitly.

Ifthis assessment is correct, then both the European Court and the Dutch Supreme Court
would allow the use of silence as evidence, since common sense tells us that something is
rotten if someone remains silent when circumstances cry out for an explanation. The
conditions for using silence, however, are severe. The other evidence must be enough to
base a common-sense conclusion ofguilt upon, the defendant must not have been (unduly)
pressured to testify,31  and the evidence  must  'call'  -  or,  I would say, 'shout'  -  for an
explanation the defendant is unwilling to give.

There remains, then, little room for using silence, but still, it is some room. There are
three stages of judging whether evidence is sufficient - evidence must conform  to  the

33 In Murray, the European Court concluded that Murray had not been unduly pressured because ofthe fact

that he had been able to remain silent, an ex post inference that would hardly meet a logician's approval.
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minimum legal rules,14 it must have been obtained legitimately, and it must convince the
judge that the suspect did it. Cryptographic silence can be used in the last stage: to
strengthen the judge's conviction.  It can not be used in the first stage of making evidence
conform to the minimum legal rules, as these are already sufficiently weak: one witness
testimony together with some independent evidence which supports part of the charge will
suffice. Using silence to supplement the minimum legal rules would constitute a radical
change in Dutch criminal procedure law. Moreover, in the problem at issue, the evidence
will almost always be legally sufficient to meet the minimum rules; the key issue is whether
the evidence convinces the judge.

So, the refusal to decrypt or deliver the key might be used as (supporting) evidence that
Alice did it, but only if:
1.   there is enough other evidence against Alice that, combined with her refusal, allows a

common-sense conclusion of guilt,35
2.  Alice has not been pressured by Polly to give the key (echoing the European Court, if

she does not give it, she has apparently not been unduly pressured),
3.  the ciphertext at stake must 'call' for an explanation, and
4.  there is enough evidence that Alice is able to decrypt.
I shall refer to these as the 'Murray conditions'.

The fourth condition (that Alice 'ought to be in a position to decrypt') requires
considerable supporting evidence, and may lead to complex arguments in court (compare
8.7.1); it may, however, require less argument than in penalizing a decryption refusal, since
'ought to be in a position' is more objective and general than a 'furegone conclusion' that
Alice knows the key. Can one say that, in general, someone using cryptography 'ought' to
remember the key, and thus lay the burden of proof with Alice to argue that she did forget
it? Yes, one can, but Alice will have several ways to argue that in this particular case, she
- alas - does not know the passphrase (see 8.7.1). Here, the Garantenstellung (see 8.7.1)
seems the best device to assign the burden of proofwhether Alice is able to decrypt.  If the
prosecution shows that Alice is in a position in which she has 'vouched' for a decryption
ability (notably, because she is the information manager of a criminal organization, or
because she is a very experienced in encrypting crucial information), then the burden of
proof is on Alice to argue why she cannot decrypt. Note that it will not be often the case that
Alice 'vouches' by her position or her person for a decryption ability.

The third condition will likewise not always be easy to meet. Does the fact that Alice has
encrypted her stored files and her e-mail messages 'call'  for an explanation? If Alice has
encrypted her hard disk or diskettes, she may assert she is just cautious with information
security, having read stories in the newspapers of burglars stealing compromising diskettes
even from public prosecutors. In the case of a few encrypted files on an otherwise plaintext
diskette or hard disk, Alice may be called upon to explain their presence. "I just don't want

34 Dutch criminal procedure law has a few minimum rules to which evidence must conform: a conviction
cannot be based solely on the basis of one witness, nor on the sole basis of a confession, nor on the basis of
only anonymous statements.

35    Note that this is stronger than Andersen and Landrock's condition of circumstantial evidence (see sidebar
in 8.6).
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my daughter to see these dirty pictures" may not be the smartest answer, as in that case, the
police could request (not command) her to decrypt to acquit herself - if Alice refuses that,
the court can refute her ' Meer & Vaart' explanation of the encrypted fi les.  She may resort
to explaining the ciphertext as her innermost private diary, in which case Polly must have
strong reasons to ask her to decrypt (private letters are not to be delivered, unless there is
evidence that they are related to the crime); and here, Alice will have a somewhat stronger
(though still not very convincing) case arguing her refusal (her privacy is her inner sanctum).
If Alice is smart, she will use a disk encryptor to bypass the necessity of having to explain
why some files are encrypted where others are not.

There is also the point of proving something is in fact a ciphertext, rather than random
garbage. With recorded communications, Polly will be hard put to argue that it is a
ciphertext: if she missed out one or two bits, or if she did not start the recording at the exact
beginning of the conversation (and this  is not easy with recording bits), the result will  be
garbage and not a ciphertext. How is she to argue that the recording is a ciphertext? With e-
mail messages, it may be more viable to argue it is a ciphertext, especially if a header
announces an encrypted message. The same holds for stored data. In these cases, it is logical
to ask the sender or holder what the random data are doing there - you normally do not keep
random garbage on your hard disk, let alone send it to someone. There may be possible
explanations (e.g., using a random stream to generate crypto keys, or to research properties
of random data), but at least the presence of random bits in an e-mail message and on a data
carrier 'call' for an explanation, and generally Polly will be able to make a good case that
these random data are, in fact, ciphertexts.

Then, as many have suggested, there is the chance that smart criminals will use
steganographic means to 'hide' encrypted files on their computers. Alice may hide a
ciphertext in images or sound files, and then Polly has a hard task in arguing that the files
contain hidden data (she can, see Chapter 4, but it requires a lot of investigation, and a
convincing expert witness). And i f Alice stores some fifty encrypted dirty pictures on her
hard disk, which she - reluctantly, being a good actor - decrypts on Polly's command, there
is a good chance Polly will disregard the fifty-first ciphertext; or she may fail to investigate
whether the decrypted dirty pictures contain hidden data. Alice may even encrypt some
"mildly incriminating dummy messages" to decrypt before Polly's eyes, in order to hide the
really incriminating texts (as Schneier claims, a pair of Israeli spies once did this [Schneier,
2280. Although Polly can always find out in principle, I think the options for Alice are broad,
and ifAlice is determined, she will fool Polly. This is not to say that Polly will always fail
- not all criminals are that smart or prepared. There may be sufficient cases in which the
presence of encrypted files on a computer calls for an explanation the suspect is unwilling
to give. And in that case, this refusal may be used in court as supporting evidence, provided
the other conditions are met.

The question that remains is whether Polly will be satisfied with this option. Ifthe use
of cryptography as such (with e-mail or a hard disk encryptor)  is not sufficiently uncommon
to call for an explanation, which 1 think will often be the case, it is only the presence of a
few encrypted files on a computer or diskette that may call upon a suspect to explain why
they are there. For criminals who are aware of this problem, there are options to blur the
existence of incriminating ciphertexts. It is the less prepared and less wary criminals that
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may be caught with inexplicable ciphertexts - this may well be the largest part of the
criminal society, if you consider how many criminals have incriminating conversations over
the telephone. Still, the other conditions for using the ciphertext as supporting evidence hold:
there must be a prima facie case against Alice, and there must be considerable evidence that
Alice ought to be able to decrypt (which may be difficult if Alice has not 'vouched'  for her
decryption ability).

And this brings me to the ultimate question here.  1 f there is enough evidence to make a
prima facie case, which means that using common sense is enough to base guilt upon this
evidence, then what is the extra evidential value of a refusal to decrypt? It may add to a
judge's conviction of guilt, but it can hardly co-establish it. With current law and case law.
a refusal to decrypt may bridge the (hairline's) gap between strong evidence and sufficient
evidence, but the Murray conditions for using this explicitly are so heavy that this will only
work in few cases in practice.

To alter this, and be more lenient in using silence as supporting evidence than current
case law allows, does not seem acceptable to me. The above use of silence as evidence has
explicitly explored the margins of the right to remain silent, and if one crosses that border,
the presumption of innocence is violated. In my view, Murray leaves the presumption of
innocence intact:16 it is like adding a weight to a pair of scales so that the scales only just
remain in the same fixed position (namely, where the defendant is presumed innocent). If
one addsjust a milligram more, the scales start to move, and a portion ofthe burden of proof
is referred to the defendant. One could decide to allow that for criminal-political reasons, but
in my opinion, the presumption of innocence is at the core of criminal justice, and it can not
be scaled down without undermining the credibility of the rule of law. One can also, of
course, expect the European Court to turn down a significant burden-of-proof shift as a
violation ofthe presumption of innocence.

8.8. Assessing the decryption command

8.8.1. The decryption command in current law
A decryption command can be given to network and service providers, to non-suspects, and
to people working in corporations (except when they conduct the business as a sole
proprietorship (US) or when they are liable as executives for corporate offenses (Europe),
and if the act of production is testimonial). Self-escrow agents within corporations (and, of
course, external escrow agents) will be useful to obtain keys or plaintext; the current

punishment for not complying with a decryption command can be considered adequate for
inciting them to cooperate, as they have little reason not to. The option of demanding non-
suspects to decrypt can also be useful in organized crime cases, or in other cases involving
various suspects, as Bob can be required this way to provide evidence against Alice. Here,

36     'Nor can it be said, against this background, that the drawing of reasonable inferences from the applicant's
behaviour had the effect of shifting the burden o f proof from the prosecution to the defence so as to infringe
the principle of the presumption of innocence." \Murray, at 54]
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however, the punishment for not complying may be too low to incite accomplices to co-
operate.

When it comes to asking suspect Alice to decrypt, the privilege against self-incrimination
starts to assert itself. Polly can command her to deliver a stored key or a smart card with the
key,  i f she knows Alice possesses it, but generally, this will be passphrase-protected. The
key issue is whether Polly can ask Alice for the passphrase (or for the key, i f she knows this
by heart). Case law of both the European Court and the US Supreme Court suggests that
such a command can be compatible with the privilege against self-incrimination, provided
that the police can argue that Alice is able to decrypt, to the extent that Alice's ability is a
foregone conclusion (in Funke terms: the police must be sure of the fact that Alice can
decrypt). This will be possible in few cases.

Currently, therefore, there is not much room for Polly to demand decryption. When one
investigates the options for the legislature to create a specific power for the police to demand
decryption, the rationale of the privilege against self-incrimination suggests that, in
principle, such a power can be compatible with the privilege: it provides reliable evidence
(the passphrase or key either works or it does not). However, the same Funke requirement
should hold, namely, that there is compelling evidence that Alice is able to decrypt. Case
law, then, has already explored the borders of the privilege against self-incrimination; the
legislature can only make this explicit, but can hardly extend beyond this in light of current
law. For the purpose of this book, 1 shall assume that a decryption command can be given
to suspects under these strict conditions. The real issue at stake is how the legislature plans
to enforce this command: these are the options to consider.

8.8.2. Options for enforcing a decryption command
Together with a power to demand decryption, the legislature should create an enforcement
of this power, as otherwise Alice will kindly refuse to cooperate. There are three major
options for inciting suspects to cooperate.

Option 8.1  Penalize a refusal to decrypt
The legislature penalizes a refusal to obey a lawful command, given in the investigation of
a serious crime, to decrypt stored encrypted data and encrypted one-way communications.
This  is a special clause overruling the general criminal provision of refusing to cooperate
with a legal command. The legislature must determine the maximum punishment for the
refusal after careful consideration ofthe trade-offbetween effectiveness and the rule of law;
it should be high enough to incite (serious) criminals to decrypt, yet be low enough not to
create an insurmountable burden of proof for the prosecution to show that the data are
incriminating and that the suspect is able to decrypt; nor should it be a disproportionate
punishment for forgetting a crypto passphrase. It can be a fixed maximum, or it can be
related to the maximum punishment for the primary offense.

The legislature may at the same time consider extending the power to demand decryption
to be given under less strict circumstances (than the Funke requirements), i.e., with less than
aggravating evidence in the primary offense, or with less than strong evidence that the
encrypted data are incriminating for the primary offense.

The legislature can consider extending the provision to cover encrypted two-way
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communications, if it turns out that technology allows users in principle to decrypt after the
communication has ended.

Option 8.2 Penalize crypto use if this obstructs investigation
The legislature penalizes having stored data in encrypted form if this obstructs a specific
investigation of a serious crime. The suspect can exonerate himself by decrypting. The
legislature must determine the maximum punishment for the encountered crypto after careful
consideration of the trade-off between effectiveness and the rule of law; it should be high
enough to incite (serious) criminals to decrypt, yet be low enough not to create an
insurmountable burden of proof for the prosecution to show that the data are incriminating
and that the suspect is able to decrypt; nor should it be a disproportionate punishment for
forgetting a crypto passphrase. It can be a fixed maximum, or it can be related to the
maximum punishment for the primary offense.

The legislature can consider extending the penalization to cover sending or receiving
encrypted e-mail. Likewise, the legislature can consider extending the provision to cover
encrypted two-way communications, if it turns out that technology allows users in principle
to decrypt after the communication has ended.

Option 8.3 Shift the burden of proof
The legislature enacts a law stipulating that the refusal to decrypt stored encrypted data or
encrypted e-mail encountered during the investigation of a serious crime can be used as
incriminating evidence in the case. The conditions for the judge to use a decryption refusal
as evidence are the Murray conditions:
1.   there is enough other evidence against the suspect that, combined with her refusal, allows

a common-sense conclusion of guilt,
2.  the suspect has not been pressured by the police to give the key;
3.  the ciphertext at stake must 'call' for an explanation, and
4.   there is enough evidence that the suspect is able to decrypt.
The legislature can consider weakening these conditions, notably the fourth and, to a less
extent, the first and third, after a careful consideration of the trade-off between effectiveness
and the presumption of innocence.

The legislature can consider extending the provision to cover encrypted two-way
communications,  if it turns out that technology allows users in principle to decrypt after the
communication has ended.

8.8.3. Applying the criteria
How do these options relate to the principles for striking the crypto balance?

la. Privacy and the right to confidential communications
The options do not as such infringe the right to privacy: everyone can use as much crypto
as they want. It is only when Alice becomes a target for investigation and when there is
considerable evidence against her, that she may have to decrypt and reveal privacy-
sensitive information. For a law-abiding Alice, this will occur rarely, and if it happens, she
may not be too particular about her privacy if she can thus exonerate herself. (I assume
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there are good safeguards for Polly to deal with the decrypted information.) The very rare
case that law-abiding citizens would be required to decrypt privacy-sensitive information
they  would  not  want the police  to  see,  is  of too little weight  to  take into account. (Besides,
in such a case, Polly could also allow Alice to have a notary decrypt the information and
notify Polly whether it is what she is looking for or not.) In general, then, the right to
privacy is not infringed.

The right to privacy might be infringed, however, when the stipulations for the
decryption command and the penalty for refusing to decrypt are significantly weakened.
That is, if the command can be given when there is less than strong evidence in the first
place, or when the decryption command can be given for less serious crimes, the chances
for (law-abiding) Alice to have to decrypt privacy-sensitive information will be higher. If
the likelihood of law-abiding citizens eventually facing a decryption command becomes
such that one can speak of a strict liability when they use cryptography, then (and only
then) privacy is at stake. It might lead to people reconsidering the use of cryptography
("What if the police barge in and ask me to decrypt, what if I forget my key?"), which
could lead to an infringement of their privacy. Note that the hypothetical case of the police
asking law-abiding citizens to decrypt is unlikely, even with weakened conditions for
allowing a decryption command; it is more likely to occur in business surroundings, but
there, people have considerably less expectation of privacy. Even strict liability for crypto
use would not quickly lead to an infringement of privacy.

Comparing the three options, the first two may be considered somewhat more privacy-
threatening in the graver versions: if there are comparatively weak conditions for allowing
a decryption command and for convicting someone for not decrypting, the question of strict
liability will come up more easily. With reversing the burden of proof, strict liability is less
privacy-threatening, since there must always be sufficient evidence in the primary case (in
other words, weak conditions can only apply to claiming ability to decrypt, not to
circumstantial evidence in the primary case); law-abiding citizens would not consider such
a measure a reason to use less cryptography.

lb. The right to a fair trial
Where the privilege against self-incrimination and the presumption of innocence are at
stake, the right to a fair trial may be infringed, even severely. As long as the decryption
command and the sanction for not complying with it remain within the limits set by case-
law (Funke, Saunders, and Murray in Europe, Doe H and Schmerber in the US), the right
to a fair trial will be safeguarded. In that case, however, the decryption command will
hardly be effective: it will only be applicable in very few cryptocriminal cases, and smarter
criminals have good opportunities of anticipating a decryption command with convincing
retorts.

If the decryption command is to be more effective, by raising the penalty on not
complying, the right to a fair trial may be infringed. Since current case law has, as I have
argued, already explored the limits of the privilege against self-incrimination and the
presumption of innocence, it is likely that all three options do infringe the right to a fair
trial to some extent. It will depend on the modalities of the option whether the infringement
is small or rather severe. For instance, if a low punishment is set for refusing to decrypt
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or having crypto that blocks an investigation, or if the Murray conditions are adhered to,
the infringement will be small (i.e., one could expect the European Court of Human Rights
to condone the law if it is sufficiently shown by the government to be necessary in a
democratic society). On the other hand, if a relatively high punishment is chosen (for
instance, five years) to incite criminals to decrypt, or if the Murray conditions are
weakened to shift the burden of proof, the infringement will be significant. Obviously,
there  is a trade-off between effectiveness  and the right  to  a fair trial.

Of the three options, the burden-of-proof reversal is the most threatening to the right
to a fair trial. The presumption of innocence is a more fundamental right for the defendant
than the privilege against self-incrimination; the latter safeguards finding the truth rather
than the rights of the defendant as such. Depending on the conditions under which a refusal
to decrypt can be counted as evidence in the primary case, the infringement of the right to
a fair trial range from significant to severe.

lc. The rule of law
As noted, there is a key trade-off between effectiveness and the right to a fair trial (and,
less so, between effectiveness and privacy).  As  such,  the  rule  of law is affected  in  two
ways.   If a strong enforcement  of a decryption command is chosen, this means   more
effectiveness and thus, better prosecution of crimes, which is an important benefit for the
rule of law, but at the same time, it means an infringement of one of the most important
rights safeguarding the rule of law itself. If a weaker enforcement is chosen, compatible
with current case law, the effects are reversed. Of course, this  is a trade-off that pervades
criminal justice: the legislature always has to balance the rights of the defendant with the
need to prosecute crimes and convict criminals.

One of the difficulties in the present case is that the legislation would be targeted at
serious criminals, who are mostly premeditating, calculating people apt to anticipate police
activities. Notably when they store incriminating evidence, one can expect them to be more
careful of possible police monitoring than when talking over the phone. If a criminal uses
cryptography to hide incriminating evidence, he is likely to be aware of the possibility that
the police may one day ask him to decrypt; thus, he can anticipate this by, for instance, using
many different key pairs or setting back the clock of his computer (or, perhaps, using a
duress escape). This could mean that a decryption command would work least of all with the
most serious criminals the legislation would precisely aim at; it may turn out to work in
practice only with minor, less serious criminals. Of the three options, reversing the burden
of proofunder weaker Murray conditions would be best targeted at catching the most serious
and calculating criminals (especially ifone takes into account a Garantenstellung). It is also

better compatible with the rule of law in that the criminals are convicted for the primary
offense they are charged with, not for instrumental 'crimes'. In any case, the decryption
command will not work in many cases in practice, since it would only be allowed as a last
resort to finalize the evidence; one can assume that in many cases, the encrypted data will
only be part of the overall evidence, and there will not be sufficient evidence that these
particular encrypted data are incriminating and necessary for the final evidence. Thus, the
expected effectiveness of the options is,  at best, not great (unless one chooses a really severe
enforcement that does away with the rights of the defendant altogether).
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Another aspect is the potential 'stepping stone' effect of this legislation. Infringements
ofthe privilege against self-incrimination and burden-of-proofreversals are rare in the Dutch
law system (as in most law systems). Penalizing a decryption refusal or obstructive crypto
use will set another precedent for instrumental penalization and allowing an infringement
of the privilege against self-incrimination. Using a decryption refusal as evidence, even
under Murray conditions, would be a unique step in Dutch criminal procedure: so far, silence
or refusals to cooperate have never been (explicitly) allowed to be used as evidence in
criminal cases. It could be a first step on a slippery slope that can ultimately lead to a
downfall of the presumption of innocence altogether.

ld. The right to economic development
The right to economic development is not at stake. Indeed, the market would welcome these
options as leaving crypto manufacture, sale, and use unharmed, thus reinforcing information
security and electronic commerce.

2a. A solution must be workable
The options can fairly easily be implemented: guidelines for the police and courts under
which conditions they can give a decryption command and how they should deal with
delivered crypto keys and decrypted evidence would suffice. The only difficulty for the
legislature in implementing the two first options is to find an acceptable and effective
punishment for not decrypting. As 1 argued above (8.7.1), it will be hard to choose a
punishment that is high enough to incite serious criminals to cooperate, yet low enough not
to create insurmountable proof issues for the police. These proof issues may be the only
problem for the police in enforcing the options in practice. Especially with the third option,
the Murray conditions require them to find sufficient arguments that the encrypted data are
incriminating and, often more difficult, that the suspect is able to decrypt.

2b. A solution must be internationally compatible
The international component is one of the advantages of these options. Obviously, the
options can be implemented in national legislation, regardless of what other countries are
doing. Note that the option mainly targets stored information, which will, by definition, be
encountered by the national investigation agents (they have (currently) no authority to search
abroad). With encrypted e-mail, it is usually only the recipient who is able to decrypt, and
he may live abroad. In that case, the police can ask for international legal assistance if the
recipient's country has a similar power to command decryption.

2c. A solution must be technologically sustainable
Demanding decryption is independent ofthe crypto technology used, and so, the options are
eminently sustainable. 37

37     Well - Ron Rivest recently introduced 'chaffing and winnowing'. [Rivest] This is a procedure in which Alice
and Bob exchange authenticated messages interspersed with 'chaff. That is, the message is not encrypted
with a key, but intermixed with random, unauthenticated data. Alice and Bob use a common and secret
authentication key with which they can distinguish the 'wheat' (the true plaintext) from the 'chaff. Since
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Table 8.1 gives a simplified illustration of how the options match the principles.

options penalize penalize criminal reverse burden

principles decryption refusal crypto use of proof
la privacy i/+ *+                  +

1 b fair trial El- t/-                  -

1c rule of law
-effectiveness +a Hi +/=1=

-general                        -

ld economic                        +                          +                        +
development

2a workable +/& +/ZE +a

2b international                   +                        +                      +

2c technology-                          +                                +                             +
neutral

overall estimate f/-                                                             -                                                           f

Table 8.1.  Demand-decryption options and principles
-    Infringes principle
f    has mixed effects on principle, infringes to a smaller extent
+   does not infringe principle

8.8.4. Conclusion
1 f one is to choose some kind of infringement of the privilege against self-incrimination or
the presumption of innocence (the crypto problem, after all, is a serious one), I would choose
the option of 'shifting' the burden of proof. Penalizing a decryption refusal (let alone
penalizing 'criminal' crypto use) is an instrumental law which creates complex proof
debates, and one which resorts to catching criminals the wrong way. lf cryptography
hampers an investigation, we want the offense at issue, not the hampering of the
investigation, to be punished. ' Shifting' the burden of proof is in some way compatible with
the presumption of innocence, but only if several - severe - conditions are met. Most
notably, there must be strong evidence against Alice (more or less a prima facie case), her
refusal to decrypt must call for an explanation, and there must be evidence that Alice is able
to decrypt. Moreover, she may not be unduly pressured into cooperating, e.g., through threat
of violence (humanity is a lower limit here).

In choosing an enforcement variant, two major trade-offs have to be made. The first is

authentication keys should be exempt from delivery to the police (or otherwise the police could easily forge
evidence), Polly cannot demand Alice or Bob to deliver the authentication key. She can ask them to
'winnow' the ciphertext. but she has no way of knowing whether Alice or Bob provides her with 'wheat' or
'chaff. The scheme thus resembles a duress code.
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e#ectiveness versus proportionality. in penalizing a refusal to decrypt or 'criminal' crypto
use, the punishment for the refusal must meet the middle between a low punishment that is
ineffective (it will not incite serious criminals to cooperate), and a high punishment which,
i f it is not to be disproportionate, is ineffective as well (it creates an insurmountable burden
of proof for the prosecution). A similar trade-off has to be made by the court if the refusal
is to be used as evidence in the primary case: the lower the burden of proof on the
prosecution to show that Alice is hiding incriminating plaintexts, the less evidential value
will her refusal to decrypt have.

The other trade-off is more fundamental: effectiveness versus  the rule  of law. Using a
refusal to decrypt as evidence is only possible in the few cases where there is already almost
enough evidence (a prima facie case), and there is considerable evidence that the ciphertext
at stake contains incriminating evidence that Alice is unwilling, although able, to decrypt.
That is, ifthe current level of protection of the rights of the defense is to be maintained, the
decryption command will not be very effective. To make it more effective would mean to
cut down this protection, by shifting the burden of proof somewhat to the defense - more
than the courts have allowed in recent case law. Here, the presumption of innocence is at
stake; a real burden-of-proof shift does not seem to be compatible with the ECPHR.

Can one trade-offeffectiveness with the rule of law? On the one hand, one can point out
several cases in which the courts have allowed infringements of constitutional rights for
criminal-political reasons - think of Braswell and Murray. On the other hand, one can argue
that these cases have explored the borders ofthe rights at stake rather than crossed them; as
I have indicated, Braswell is compatible with the rationale of the privilege against self-
incrimination ofproviding reliable evidence, and Murray is compatible with the presumption
ofinnocence.

I incline to defending the latter point of view. In current case law, the privilege against
self-incrimination and the presumption of innocence have perhaps been narrowly
interpreted, but their essence has remained intact. Were one to violate their essence, the
constitutional courts would likely not tolerate this - the more so, as the effectiveness to be
expected of an enforceable decryption command is not high anyway.  If one is to maintain
at least some respect for constitutional rights, notably the presumption of innocence, the
same problem emerges which currently hampers the decryption command: how to show that
Alice's ability to decrypt is a foregone conclusion? A Garantenstellung may help to prove
this, but arguing that a particular suspect has vouched for the ability to decrypt by her person
or former acts seems possible in a limited number of cases. Moreover,  if one  is to raise the
potential punishment for refusing to cooperate, there must be more and stronger evidence
in the primary case to meet the proportionality principle. And was not the evidence in the
primary case insufficient because there was cryptography around? Here, we enter a vicious

circle: Polly needs the plaintext to gain evidence that Alice committed a crime, and she
needs evidence that Alice committed a crime in order to allow her to command Alice to
decrypt and get the plaintext. That is not solving the problem. Creating a specific power that
allows Polly to demand decryption, and enforce this with a penalization or a burden-of-proof
shift, will not help her really more than her current ability to demand decryption if she can
show that Alice is able to decrypt - a hard enough task for sure. in short, the effectiveness
of this option can not be considered substantial.
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In the Netherlands, Polly does not currently have this ability, and she will likely not get
it in the (near) future, considering the removal of the proposed power to demand suspects
to decrypt from the draft Computer Crime Act 11. Interestingly, however, given the
restrictions on the privilege against self-incrimination that the European Court seems to
allow, the Dutch legislature could enact the withdrawn decryption-command proposal
(overruling the current prohibitions to give a decryption command or a smart-card delivery
command to suspects). To enforce the proposed provision, the legislature might consider
allowing a burden-of-proof 'shift' when the police encounter a ciphertext, under strict
Murray conditions. This may help to catch criminals, but if the presumption of innocence
is to remain intact, the Murray conditions will be so severe that it will help in only few cases.
In most cases, then, Polly will just have to leave the ciphertexts as they are, and look
elsewhere.



Chapter 9. Alternative investigation measures

You read the clicking keys as gibberish
Although they strike out sentences to sense.
So  in  thefluttering leaves,  the  shoalingfish.
The continuum nondenumerable and dense,
Dame  Kind keeps  rattling  off her  evidence.
(Howard Nemerov, Analogue)

ifthe police want to read encrypted data, they can either crack them or try and get the key.
Cracking, as pointed out in Chapter 4, will be difficult and, in many cases, impossible.Accessing the key will then be the only option. However, Chapters 7 and 8 show that
accessing the key beforehand (through LEAKing) or afterwards (through demanding
decryption) is wrought with problems. Perhaps, then, the police will just have to leave the
encrypted data as they are - unreadable, unfathomable, beyond access.

Rather than sit down and despond over the hardships of modern crime fighting, the
police can move on and try other ways of finding information on crime and criminals. After
all, wiretapping and computer searches are not the only ways to catch criminals.  I f modern
technology hampers their work, why could it not help the police in other ways? Directional
microphones have become strong enough to listen in on conversations taking place hundreds
of meters  away  in a building,  and bugs prove  a  good  way of direct eavesdropping.'
Electromagnetic radiation from a computer screen can be tapped from a house next-door.

Moreover, other legal investigation measures may be considered. The police can
infiltrate a criminal network, and gather first-hand information in person. Or, if suspect Alice
refuses to decrypt, why not ask accomplice Bob to testify against her in return for some
impunity? Ultimately, if no new sources of information can be fuund, the police can re-
examine the data they already have; here, data-warehousing and data-mining techniques mayhelp in ordering the overwhelming amounts of information that roam around in police files
- and in the public domain - to find information needles in data haystacks.

Of course, such investigation measures are disputed - even if they are technically
feasible, there are major legal obstacles to overcome: such measures threaten people's
privacy and the rule of law, and Big Brother looms large on the horizon of extended
observational investigation measures.

This chapter deals with such alternatives to wiretapping and computer searches. I use

1 Note that in the US understanding, 'wiretapping' covers intercepting (voice and electronic) tele-
communications as well as bugging ('oral interception'). In the Netherlands, wiretapping only covers
intercepting telecommunications. Bugging, or. more general. oral interception, has until now not been
allowed for law enforcement. Therefore, it is a topic in this chapter as an alternative investigation measure.
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'alternative' in the sense of'another way' to gather information, possibly as a supplement,
rather than  as a strict replacement of wiretaps or computer searches. Of course, there are
many ways to gather information. In this chapter, 1 describe five measures which may to
some extent serve to fill the information gap caused by cryptocriminals. There are doubtless
other measures that can function as supplementary sources of information; the five measures
described here serve as examples of ways in which to look for other powers:
• technical measures that are closely related to wiretaps and computer searches (direct

eavesdropping (9.1) and intercepting electromagnetic radiation (9.2)):
• legal measures to gather information on criminal organizations (infiltration (9.3) and

crown witnesses (9.4)); these are further removed from wiretaps and computer searches
but may provide similarly useful information in organized crime cases; and

•  a technical measure dealing with information management in general, unrelated to
wiretaps and computer searches (data mining (9.5)).

For each measure, I shall indicate in what situations it may be useful, what sorts of crimes
may be involved, and what is its relation to cryptography, in order to assess to what extent
it may be regarded as an 'alternative' to tapping or searching. For every measure, I will
describe the legal issues involved: is it currently allowed or being considered, or is it
imaginable in light of the investigational culture? I will conclude with a definition of what
alternative investigation measures may be considered options to address the crypto conflict,
and assess how they relate to the principles (9.6).

As this chapter is meant as a source for inspiration rather than a final, exhaustive analysis
of investigation measures, it touches upon the legal issues involved and is not an in-depth
analysis. Its main intention is to show that there are other ways of investigating, if tapping
and searching computers are rendered useless through encryption.

Like in Chapter 4, the analysis in this chapter focuses on the Dutch situation when it
comes to assessing whether a particular measure can be considered viable - after all, this
depends to a large extent on the national culture of criminal investigation. For other
countries, the assessment may yield a different result; therefore, I will include some
information on the situation in other countries.

9.1. 'Direct eavesdropping'

'The antennae' " said  Legrand,  who seemed to  be getting unaccountably warm  upon  the
subject;  9 am sure you must see the antennae. „

(Edgar Allan Poe, The Gold-Bug)

Before Alexander Bell, people only talked to each other in person (well, sometimes through
tom-toms, smoke signals, or optical telegraphs), and the police could only listen in on them
by standing close to them. With the advent of (long-)distance communications, people

increasingly converse without seeing each other - or the police who is listening in. In fact.
with the telephone, the police gained an eavesdropping method which was safer and more
tecure than before  Now that encryption hampers eavesdropping in between, the police may
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have to resort to the old method of listening in: at the edge. near one of the tele-
communicating partners, or directly at 'face-mail' conversations.

9.1.1. Description
'Direct eavesdropping' is the monitoring and recording of communications with technical
means - directly where the communication takes place.2 One can distinguish three types:
1.  listening in on and recording a conversation in its direct presence,
2.  listening in on and recording with a directional microphone;
3.  placing bugs.
The borders between the types are fuzzy, but there is a clear difference in practicality.

Recording a conversation directly \s quite feasible when it is done by one of the
interlocutors (consensual monitoring). By carrying a small tape recorder in one's pocket, one
can record conversations in public or, more interesting still, in private. This has been done
several times by informants or undercover agents. [Traa, 1751 Recording a conversation may
also occur in public, for instance, near people sipping a beer on a terrace, or talking on the
corner of the street. A (plainclothes) policeman sitting near the suspect(s) can record the

conversation at the next table with a
FOKKE & SOKKE device he carries in a suitcase or

ALWAYS TEST THE MATERIAL BEFORE briefcase. In practice, for the time being,
DS E

it seems to be of little value, according to
W.J.A. Paulissen, former leader of the»0 Core Team South: "If you're there, you

catch snippets of a conversation at an
adjacent table. Why not try as a police-

W.T.» 0,49/:. man to catch those snippets? (...) Look-
J» 41/.d ing back, it alllooks rather amateurish. It

didn't work, then. So, at a given point,
we stopped." [Traa, 1761

Directional microphones are more
stealthy. They are potentially strong
enough to overhear conversations at a
distance of several hundreds of meters,

even across walls; often, however, there is too much background noise to distinguish
anything useful. "1 have never seen such a thing work. They have never been able to prove
to me that this is doable for our kind of work. It is nice in a forest, when it's very quiet, for
the birds, but 1 don't think you can use a directional microphone in a city like Amsterdam."
[A. Kloosterman, observation detective.  in  Traa, 177] Indeed, paranoid criminals  may  employ
disrupting devices to thwart this kind of eavesdropping: "It appears from recent press
releases that some professional criminals protect themselves from directional microphones

2     The Dutch legislature uses a slightly different classification. It describes the power to record confidential
communication with technical means, which apart from bugs and directional microphones, also covers
scanners.
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with an 'acoustic noise generator': a small box that fills the room with electronic noise that
thwarts all eavesdropping techniques." [23047, nr 5. 81 On the other hand, given the fact that
many criminals speak in hardly disguised language over the phone, even while they can

expect being wiretapped, many criminals will not take precautions. A study on interception
in the US found that in 80 per cent of the cases involving direct eavesdropping,
incriminating conversations were recorded. "The experts consulted by us on this point
confirmed this estimation [that criminals only seldomly take precautions against

eavesdropping], and added that a large part ofthe people arrested had, also according to their
own statements, felt absolutely secure." [Bottger, 141 Through their size, directional
microphones can only be used in certain circumstances, when they can be placed stealthily
somewhere next-door or in a car - they are not the kind of device you carry with you in the
street.

Placing bugs may be more useful; experience in the US shows that it is a valuable way
to gather information [Bottger]; think of what people may say in a parlor or a sleeping room.

Bugs can transmit or record conversations quite clearly (for instance, when placed  in a
telephone, a lamp, or a cockroach), and they can also transmit or record computer activity
(keyboard strokes and mouse clicks). Placing bugs requires breaking into the suspect's
premises to place them, and so, there is a risk of being discovered and alarming the suspect.

9.1.2. Situations, crimes, and encryption
Direct eavesdropping centers on overhearing conversations. It is a measure directed at
communications, both in person and through telecommunications. Thus, it is especially
relevant to investigating criminal organizations, who have a high communication need (see
4.1.1). The police can use it to quickly gain knowledge on how the organization functions
and who are involved. It will therefore be important in the early investigation stage. The
initial Dutch law proposal  from  1993 on direct eavesdropping specifically introduced  a

'proactive' stage as a focus for direct eavesdropping. Indeed, the reason why direct
eavesdropping was proposed, was the "increase in serious crime, the hidden way in which
it functions and the technological developments, through which especially organized crime
is able to communicate without using the public telephone, and thus out of reach of the
telephone tap. Intensive communication  is of great importance for these kinds of crime."
[23047. nr 6, 91

Also in other forms of serious, 'non-organized' crime, direct eavesdropping may be
relevant [23047. nr 12,8].  It was (illegally) used, for instance,  in the investigation of a violent
murder. A drug addict who lived at his mother's was suspected. During two days, their
conversations were recorded from the house next-door, from which it appeared that the boy
was not involved in the murder. [Traa.176] Bugging, for which locations have to be entered
to place bugs without the owner's consent, can be considered in offices, as well as in houses
and cars of (serious) organized criminals. Bugging may therefore be especially relevant to

investigating organized crime and business crime.
However, not only conversations can be recorded, but also keyboard strokes. Thus, e-

mail messages, passwords, letters, private notes et cetera can be recorded. Although
keyboard strokes are not directly interpretable, it is possible to derive the contents of
someone's typing activity after close scrutiny of someone's typing pattern in one or two days
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(it helps ifyou know the language being typed). Thus, one might transcribe keyboard strokesif enough strokes are captured. One should not overestimate this possibility, though. It
requires the recording of many key strokes, intensive study of the pattern, and therefore is
very resource-consuming. Moreover, with the increasing use of Windows programs and the
consequent increasing use of the mouse, investigating keyboard strokes may become
increasingly difficult (I estimate that retracing and interpreting mouse movements is harder
than interpreting keyboard strokes). Still, in some cases, bugging the keyboard can yield
plaintext of messages or files before encryption; it may even yield passwords that protect
encryption keys (most encryption programs store private keys on a hard disk or chip cardwith password protection).

Contrary to wiretapping, direct eavesdropping is not hampered by cryptography. Indeed,
where end-to-end cryptography hampers wiretapping because it takes place between the two
ends, direct eavesdropping takes place at one end, before the speech is being encrypted (or
after it is decrypted).  This was one of the main reasons for the Minister of Justice in  1993
to propose direct eavesdropping as an investigation measure: "The increase in serious crime,together with the more hidden way in which it operates, necessitates submitting this
proposal. What is more, also the technological developments unfortunately urge this. (...)
Already at this moment, and certainly in the near future, the technological developments
allow entertaining communication out ofreach from the judiciary and police. The possibility
to have advanced cryptology is an example of this. The competence now proposed can to
a certain extent serve as a replacement for the decreasing possibilities to intercepttelecommunications." [23047, nr 3,2-3]

In all, direct eavesdropping is a good alternative to wiretapping.3 It yields the same kindof information (people's conversations), albeit in somewhat different circumstances: it
focuses on personal conversations in private or public. Telecommunication may also be
recorded, which will yield only one half of the conversation, but this need not be a serious
drawback. However, direct eavesdropping can not replace the wiretapping of facsimile or
e-mail messages; it is only a logical alternative to wiretapping conversations. Given the
difficulty of interpreting recorded keyboard strokes, and, what is more, the fact that
computers contain a lot more information than what is typed in the interception period, it isless effective an alternative to the search and seizure of stored information.

9.1.3. Legal status in the Netherlands
Direct eavesdropping is currently not allowed for law enfurcement, but it will likely be in
the near future when the draft law on special investigation powers is enacted (it is,
incidentally, already legal for the Dutch National Security Service). Despite its being illegal,the police has used direct eavesdropping several times a year. [Traa. 329]

With the introduction of the power to tap phones in the late 196Os, direct eavesdropping
for law enforcement was also discussed. At the time, it was considered too grave an

3      Indeed, some investigating officials have noticed a shift in criminals' communication behavior: 'We saw that
criminals didn't talk over the phone with each other, but traveled all over the country to meet each other. We
even had a case in which someone traveled to Luxemburg to chat with someone on the comer for ten
minutes. and then returned." [W.J.A Paulissen, former team leader Core Team South, quoted in Traa,  175]
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infringement of privacy. The Explanatory Memorandum to the tap law explicitly stated,

however, that the result of the balance of interests involved could shift due to an increase in,
particularly, serious and organized crime [23047, nr 3.1-2] Apparently, by the early 199Os, the
time had come to rebalance the interests, and the proposal to allow direct eavesdropping was

submitted: the developments in serious and organized crime and in cryptographic
technologies were now seen to necessitate the measure. The parliament took its time
discussing the proposal, and with a view to the discussion on investigation methods resulting
from IRT-gate. the proposal got stuck somewhere in the First Chamber.

In  1997. it was reintroduced in the draft law on special investigation methods 125403. nrs

1-21. This law allows the recording of confidential communications with a technical device.
The power may be used when there is probable cause of a crime which allows pre-trial
detention and which forms a serious threat to the legal order. Moreover, it must reasonably
be necessary for the investigation. There is no requirement that the suspect should be a
participant to the communication. The placing of bugs is allowed in non-public places: there
are stricter conditions for placing bugs or otherwise recording communication within homes.

The order for recording communications requires a warrant of the examining judge; it can
be given for a period of four weeks, and can be extended every four weeks. Undercover

agents recording conversations in which they themselves participate also require a warrant,
although it is considered less privacy-infringing (the suspect should be aware of the
possibility of talking to an undercover agent, and so, he has less expectation of privacy than
is the case with stealth recording through bugs or directional microphones). The same power
is allowed when there is not (yet) probable cause for suspecting someone of a specific crime,
but when there is a reasonable presumption that he is involved in the scheming or
committing of organized crimes.4 In this case, only communications in which the person
involved (the 'suspect') participates may be recorded.

The law pays specific attention to the evidentiary value of recorded conversations. Since
the recording (in case of a bug) takes place outside the view of the police, there should be
guarantees that the recordings cannot be hampered with. Moreover, background noise has

to be filtered out, and so. the tapes have to be upgraded by specialists. This entire process
has to be auditable to allow the defense to challenge the evidence. Specific procedures and
technical requirements, to be outlined in an Order in Council, will see to it that the process
of recording and upgrading is done in a transparent, verifiable way.                                                      1

The term confidential communications indicates the private exchange of messages

between two or more persons, for instance, a private conversation, a private e-mail message,
non-public radio traffic, and even the use of an ATM; it does not, however, cover entering
data in a personal computer. Therefore, if it is expected that a computer is not used for
communication (notably,  if the computer is not attached to a network), direct eavesdropping
is not allowed. Still, it may incidentally happen that a bug records data (typing a personal
letter, talking in oneself, dictating a letter) at which the power is not targeted; the

4      The Minister of Justice abandoned the 'proactive stage' approach of the earlier proposal. ln her opinion, the
stage in which you suspect someone of scheming or committing organized crimes and the stage in which you

suspect someone of a specific crime overlap. It is the focus of the investigation (organized crime versus
investigation of a specific crime) which matters. not the various stages. which are chronologically diffuse
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Explanatory Memorandum is not clear whether such data can be used as evidence or not.
[25403, nr 3,35-6]

With the possible exception of undercover agents recording conversations, direct
eavesdropping is an extremely privacy-infringing measure. Especially in homes, people
expect complete privacy - it is the only place where one can be completely oneself, and
where one can rely on not being intruded upon. Whereas the 1993 Dutch proposal for direct
eavesdropping allowed bugging in homes (under severe restrictions [23047, nr 3,7]), the draft
law on special investigation powers initially ruled out eavesdropping in homes. The Minister
of Justice considered the privacy within homes to be too sacred. However, after criticism
from the police, the Council of State, and Parliament on the dubious effectiveness of the
measure if it were not allowed in homes, the Minister granted the power to eavesdrop in
homes i f this is necessary for the investigation of a crime that is punishable with at least
eight years [25403, nr 8].5

9.1.4. Situation in other countries
In Germany, direct eavesdropping is allowed to a certain extent. The German states allow
preventive eavesdropping to avert danger; the preconditions for this differ per state [see
Kutschal. Although this power is limited to prevention, the German Federal Court has
decided, in a controversial case, that information gathered from preventive eavesdropping
can be used for a criminal investigation INJW 1996,405].

There has been a heated debate in Germany to what extent direct eavesdropping can be
used for criminal investigation [see, e.g, Seifert, Ostendorf]. Germany distinguishes between
'small' oral interception (recording of a conversation by an undercover agent) and 'big' oral
interception (bugs and directional microphones). With the Law to Fight Drug Dealing and
Other  Forms  of Organized Crime of July  1992, a power was introduced to intercept and
record not-publicly spoken words with technical means. The conditions are similar to the
conditions for tapping phones, and it can be used only if other measures are useless or
considerably more difficult. Although this indicates a broad power, it excludes
eavesdropping within houses, as this was rejected in an earlier draft. It was generally
accepted that the German constitution would have to be amended to allow direct
eavesdropping in houses.  In  1997, the debate started anew with the draft Act on improving
the fight against organized crime. The \aw was enacted  in  May   1998,  allowing  direct
eavesdropping in homes, after the constitution had been amended to that effect in March.

In the United States, bugging is a common practice. A survey of interception in the US
between  1987 and 1992 [Bottger] found bugging to have been used in  567 of 4,935 cases
involving interceptions (11,5 per cent): Much more than wiretaps, bugging took place in
offices (40.4 per cent); 18.6 per cent involved bugging in houses, and 38.7 per cent
elsewhere (cars, hotel rooms, and others); compare this to wiretaps, which involved houses

5     MP Vos has proposed an amendment to lower this to five years, since she considers direct eavesdropping
within homes to be preferable over infiltration.

6      The survey split the cases in wiretap, bugging. electronic communications. and combinations thereof In the
following, 1 mention the figures for wiretap only and bugging only, in order to show the differences between
the two.
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in 66.9 per cent, 14.9 per cent in offices, and 11.5 per cent elsewhere. Bugging yielded more
irrelevant conversations than wiretaps (7.2 per cent of the conversations were incriminating
in bugging, 20.5 per cent in wiretaps), but it involved far less people being overheard (26.5
persons per bugging case, versus 138.1 persons per wiretap case). Therefore, bugging is in
some respects less privacy-infringing than wiretaps (less people are overheard, relatively
often in offices), but more so in other respects (more irrelevant private conversations are
recorded, and people have a higher expectation of privacy when talking in private than when
talking over the phone).

As to its efficacy, bugging yielded incriminating conversations in 80.9 per cent of the
cases (95.3 per cent with wiretaps), but the percentage of cases which led to arrests or
convictions is much lower: 29.6 per cent arrests and 20.4 per cent convictions (compared to
46.7 per cent arrests and 33.1 per cent convictions with wiretaps). Despite these relatively
low figures, it did turn out that once an interception led to an arrest, many more arrests or
convictions followed  (8  to   15 on average), which indicates that wiretaps and direct
eavesdropping are especially efficacious measures for prosecuting (organized) groups.
Setting off the number of people being overheard against the number of convictions, the
ratio for bugging (17.1 : 1) is more favorable than wiretapping (44.7:1) or the combined use
of wiretaps and bugs (77.5:1), but it is apparently somewhat less effective than wiretaps.

The survey concluded that bugging is only seldom authorized by judges in the US. It
gave as reasons for this the fact that trespassing to place a bug constitutes a significant risk,
that a specially high percentage of irrelevant small-talk is overheard (which makes it time-
consuming), that the bugs can be discovered, and that judges are required to authorize only
the least privacy-infringing measure.

9.1.5. Conclusion
Direct eavesdropping is to a certain extent a good alternative to wiretapping, particularly as
it is not hampered by encryption; it will likely soon be introduced in Dutch law. In
particular, undercover agents can record conversations, and directional microphones may
be used to a certain extent, although they are technically not always usable, and they may
only be used to eavesdrop on in-house conversations in very grave cases. Bugging seems to
be the best option - the US survey shows that it is a serious alternative to wiretapping
telecommunications. However, although in some ways less privacy-infringing than
wiretapping, bugging is in many ways a grave infringement of people's privacy; for that
reason, in the Netherlands, it will only be possible in houses in the investigation of the most
serious crimes, contrary to the US. Overall, bugging is less efficient than wiretapping in
general: it can not record facsimile messages, and, given the risks of detection and its being
time-consuming to sift out all the small-talk, will have to be used more sparingly. Still, it
yields the same kind of information as wiretapping, which makes it the most direct
alternative to record criminal conversations.
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9.2. Tempest monitoring
Brave new world
(Shakespeare, The Tempest)

Computers can do more than you think - they may even do more than you want. Computer
screens allow you to see what you do, but they also emit radiation which allows others to see
the same. This 'gift' of free electromagnetic radiation is a feature of all computer screens
and peripherals, although the intensity (and therefore, the potential for eavesdropping) varies
with the technology used and the age of the screen. The technology for eavesdropping on
electromagnetic radiation l will indicate with TEMPEST: Transient ElectroMagnetic Pulse
Emanation Surveillance Technology. 1 derive this acronym from the standard which the US
has developed for computer technology that is sufficiently shielded against electromagnetic
eavesdropping. The standard was termed TEMPEST, an acronym 7 for Transient
ElectroMagnetic Pulse Emanation STandard. 1 will use the acronym in the broader sense to
refer to the technology of eavesdropping; where I refer to the shielding standard, 1 shall term
it the TEMPEST standard.

9.2.1. Description
Although TEMPEST  has been around since the 19505, the dangers of electromagnetic
radiation became more widely known when Wim van Eck, a Dutch engineer working at the
research laboratory  of the Dutch PTT, published an article   in   19858 - which  was
immediately classified by the US government. Indeed, TEMPEST is clouded in secrecy, and
the US makes a consistent effort to keep TEMPEST-related information secret. Enough
information is extant, though, to get a picture of the possibilities of this technology.

Computer monitors (or Video Display Terminals) use an electron gun to fire electrons
at the screen, which cause pixels to fluoresce. The electron beam scans across the entire
screen many times per second. When the beam fires, it causes a high voltage emission of
electromagnetic radiation (all electronic devices emit such radiation, but for the purposes of
this chapter, reconstructing the contents of computers is by far the most interesting applic-
ation). This electromagnetic radiation travels across considerable distances, and wires and
cables may serve as an antenna, extending the emission range; also, power cables may serve
as conducts ofthe emission. Now, with the proper devices and some technical knowledge,
someone from a distance can pick up the radiation and, with synchronization, reproduce the
original signal on a TV or computer screen. To get a clear signal, one may need sophist-
icated devices, but these are generally available - the sophistication required depends on the
distance from which you pick up the radiation. Note, however, that modern computer
screens have generally much lower emission rates, and secret monitoring may therefore only

7     Or perhaps it is not - the US government denies it being an acronym, and says it was a code word without
a particular meaning, according to [McNamara 98].

8    The article [Eckj was intentionally incomplete, as admitted in a sequel 'Electromagnetic Eavesdropping
Machines for Christmas?' Womputers &  Security No. 4 (1988)], but even so. others were able to replicate
the results of van Eck's experiments.
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be practical with somewhat older computer products.
Although laptop computers, which use a different screen technology, are better shielded

from electromagnetic radiation eavesdropping (laptop LCD monitors emit less radiation than
computer CRT monitors), it could be possible to eavesdrop on laptops as well: the fact that
there are TEMPEST-certified laptops available indicates that there is a risk. [McNamara 981

What is more, cables emit radiation as well. Peter Smulders, an Eindhoven University
of Technology researcher, has experimented with eavesdropping on RS-232 cables (which,
e.g., link computers with modems) and concluded that data "transmitted along an RS-232
cable connection may be vulnerable to interception at a distance. Eavesdropping experiments
showed that RS-232 data signals can be intercepted several metres away from a target

system, even when a shielded data cable is used. (...) [A]lthough the separation distance at
which interception is possible is limited to several metres, in many circumstances
eavesdropping can be done without attracting attention." [Smulders] Like cables, power lines
or metal (e.g., water) pipes can also transmit radiation. It seems, then, that with the proper
technology (which Smulders claims to be relatively cheap), one can eavesdrop on what is
transmitted between, say, a computer and a modem. Given the fact that many programs
block passwords on the screen (typing stars instead of the password), eavesdropping on
cables (which, of course, do transmit the password in the clear) is a valuable addition to the
surveillance of monitors.

One (possibly biased and rather hollering) reporter recounts a TEMPEST expedition in
Manhattan: "The World Trade Center was fertile. It afforded open parking areas nearby with
millions of glass windows to snoop... we were most successful snooping the lower floors
from the street. We borrowed a friends office at mid-tower in the south building and were
able to view CRT's [computer screens] in the north building easily. We headed east towards
the New York Post newspaper offices and read the latest news off their monitors (which was
printed the next day). We headed north towards City Hall and NYPD Police Headquarters.
Guess what? They're not TEMPEST certified either... Neither is the United Nations" land so
on, Jones]. Although di fficult to estimate the real value of this snooping enterprise,  it does
seem to indicate that very few companies and institutes have sufficiently protected
themselves.

Indeed, equipment certified as conforming to the TEMPEST standard is expensive and

can only be acquired with government approval. Apart from these TEMPEST-certified
devices, there are ways to shield computers and peripherals yourself. The measures
traditionally involve encapsulating the device or the room in enough metal to block radiation
- building a Faraday cage around the computer or in the room will do the trick. Such
measures are cumbersome and can be expensive, and one may assume only the paranoid will
take the trouble to implement such measures. After all, a risk analysis will show there are
other likely ways in which information may be gathered more easily than through
TEMPEST monitoring. Recently, however, Markus Kuhn and Ross Anderson have proposed
more cost-effective software solutions to shield against TEMPEST attacks; in particular,
they propose a font which hardly reduces text quality for the user, but which filters out the
text on a TEMPEST-eavesdropping monitor. [Kuhnl
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9.2.2. Situations, crimes, and encryption
TEMPEST will be used to recover information that is processed on computers - stored files,
e-mail messages, or web browsing. It may therefore be a good tool for the police to
investigate organizational crime, which almost by definition makes plenty use of computers.
The fact that most offices contain several computers is, surprisingly, not a drawback:
TEMPEST monitoring easily distinguishes between computers; only when two computers
consist of exactly the same components from the same manufacturers from the same batch,
and no component has been updated in any way, will the radiation characteristics be similar
[Seline], and this is rarely the case.

Likewise, it could be used to catch computer criminals 'on the spot', such as hackers or
spreaders of illegal information, but as this requires suspecting someone in particular, this
will mainly be effective for obtaining evidence, not for investigating a case. As to organized
crime, it depends on the kind of criminal organization involved whether TEMPEST
monitoring is an effective investigation measure - not all criminal groups use computers to
communicate or to store incriminating information.

Since TEMPEST reproduces what the computer user sees on his screen, it will not be
hampered by encryption: the user will type in plaintext before encrypting it, or will decrypt
messages. To capture passwords (that protect encryption keys or access to the computer),
in most cases, reproducing the screen will not help, since all except outdated operating
systems shield ********* on the screen. Monitoring the cable will capture passwords or

keys, but this generally requires a smaller distance - often, the adjoining room or, perhaps,
building - and will therefore be somewhat less practicable. Monitoring screens can take
place from a considerable distance, and may therefore be done from a mini van or from a
building across the street.

9.2.3. Legal status in the Netherlands
TEMPEST has hardly been discussed in legal circles in the Netherlands; the only reference
I know of is in the parliamentary documents of the Computer Crime Act. The Explanatory
Memorandum states that the provision prohibiting the technical interception of digitally
transmitted data (art.  139a DCC) also covers the interception of'residuous radiation' emitted
by computer devices [21551, nr 3, 17]. Therefore, TEMPEST monitoring is in principle punish-
able in the Netherlands.

To estimate whether the police could use it as an investigation measure, one must
consider whether there is an analogous power that can be interpreted as including TEMPEST
monitoring. Since it is a privacy-infringing measure, it requires explicit legislation; a
potential power may not be interpreted extensively as including TEMPEST monitoring.

The potential analogous powers that come to mind are intercepting telecommunications
(wiretapping), observation with technical means, 'recording of places', and direct
eavesdropping. The power to wiretap can not include recording electromagnetic radiation,
as the radiation is not transmitted across the public telecommunications infrastructure.
Observation with technical means is a new power included in the draft law on special
investigation powers; its goal is to observe persons or goods, and cameras or video recorders
may be used. However, no communication may be recorded. As recording electromagnetic
radiation from a computer monitor will often involve communication, I would not interpret
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'observation' as a power that includes TEMPEST monitoring.
The same goes for the 'recording of  places', a (new) power that aims at assessing

whether a place contains illegal goods or traces; technical devices (say, cameras or video
recorders) may be used for recording the traces, but no conversations may be recorded.
A Ithough one could suggest that TEMPEST monitoring is a way of securing traces (or to
assess whether a place contains illegal information, such as child pornography), the casual
nature of a 'peeping operation' is contrary to the systematic monitoring of a computer,
moreover, the computer may also involve conversations or communications. Using the
power of a peeping operation to record electromagnetic radiation  would be detournement
de porivoir.

TEMPES r monitoring is most similar to direct eavesdropping, which is the recording
of communications with technical means. The wording of the power was altered from
'conversations' to 'communications', in order to include a broader range of data traffic.
Even  if the  law is interpreted as to include the recording of what someone is doing on a
computer (see 9.1), the Explanatory Memorandum only mentions tape recorders, bugs, and
directional microphones. Apparently, the Minister has not thought of recording
electromagnetic radiation - TEMPEST is nowhere mentioned in the draft law on special
investigation powers. Since investigation powers should be narrowly interpreted,9 the
extension of direct eavesdropping to include TEMPEST monitoring is a step too far.

1 conclude that the Dutch police is not allowed to use TEMPEST monitoring. Creating
such a power is certainly possible, and given its similarity to direct eavesdropping, may also
be considered realistic, or even desirable. It would help the police, as a useful supplement
to using directional microphones. The indication that most computers are not shielded
against TEMPEST monitoring suggests that the police could really benefit from such a
power. On the other hand, it is one more power that severely infringes people's privacy, and
one may well argue that the present range of investigation powers should be enough, the
more so as the accumulation of various privacy-infringing measures can constitute an extra
infringement.

9.2.4. Situation in other countries
Canada, in its Criminal Amendment Act of 1985, specifically included a reference to the use
of electromagnetic devices to access computer data, which shows the intent to penalize the
use of TEMPEST equipment. [Seline]

There are no countries that I know of that specifically authorize the police to use
TEMPEST monitoring. Whether they are allowed by extensive interpretation of similar
powers, depends on the national situation. In a case study with arguments pro and con the
opinion that TEMPEST monitoring is illegal in the US (as an interception of an electronic
communication, and/or as a violation of privacy by intrusion upon seclusion), Timothy
Rabel quotes an interesting analogy: US police may use thermal imagers to detect

9      Which is not to say that they always are narrowly interpreted. HR 8 November 1988, NJ 1989,667 (search
in rectum) interpreted the power to do a body search (literally: search 'on' the body) to include the power
to do an internal investigation (search 'in' the body, in this case, the anus), which is a rather extensive
interpretation.
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temperature changes on the surface of objects (excessive heat from a building may indicate
marijuana cultivation). In United States v. Penney-Feeney, the "court held that the heat was
not a protected communication but a byproduct or 'heat waste' in which the defendant could
not expect privacy, similar to abandoned garbage and odors from a suitcase." [Rabell On the
other hand, the Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit ruled in United States v. Kyllo that an
infrared scanner which records heat patterns is not merely recording 'waste heat', but may
also offer information on intimate activities, and therefore violates the Fourth Amendment
if used without a warrant. Although one could argue that electromagnetic radiation is a
'byproduct' or 'data waste' that does not warrant an expectation of privacy, the information
leaked through data waste is more privacy-sensitive than heat waste information, and it
seems likely that it is an infringement of privacy protected by the Fourth Amendment.

Although there are allegations that intelligence agencies have applied TEMPEST
monitoring, I know of no cases of law-enforcement agencies recording electromagnetic
radiation.

9.2.5. Conclusion
TEMPEST monitoring is an interesting option to retrieve data processed by computers. It
is currently illegal for the police (at least, in the Netherlands), but the legislature could
consider creating a power to this effect. One may be optimistic about the expected results
of TEMPEST monitoring, although it would not be practicable in many cases:  it can only
target cases in which people use computers to process significant data, and it requires
proximity to the premises. Still, the police could benefit from it as a supplement to data
interception and direct eavesdropping. The fact that it is not hampered by cryptography andthat it may sometimes yield encryption passwords or even keys makes it a valuable
alternative. However, the infringement of privacy is considerable, and the legislature should
conscientiously trade-off the expected benefits with the fact that it is one more power that
many people would feel to be part of Big Brother's Brave New World.

9.3. Infiltration

Technical measures, such as direct eavesdropping and TEMPEST monitoring, may yield
valuable information, but they remain passive and are not very flexible to follow a criminal
organization. In certain cases, it may be more effective for the police to simply approach the
organization in person - undercover, needless to say. Through infiltrating a criminal
organization, the police can see who is involved in what activities and, if they notice
incriminating activities, can directly write their observations down in an official report. This
yields another kind of information than wiretaps and computer searches, but it will be
equally valuable for the prosecution.

9.3.1. Description
infiltration is defined by the Dutch draft law on special investigation powers as "part-
icipating in or assisting a group of persons planning or committing crimes, under the
direction of the public prosecutor for the sake of investigation" [25403, nr 3,281. It
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encompasses many activities:
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Infiltration, or more in
general, undercover policing, is an accepted practice in most Western countries, where it has
been used at least since the early 198 century.  In the Netherlands, chief inspector Waldeck
may have been the first undercover agent, operating in the Hague around 1846, he gained
the confidence of a gang of counterfeiters, and thus assured the arrest ofthe core culprits.
[Frielink. 91 Towards the end ofthe century, the practice of agents provocateurs investigating
- or rather provoking - alcohol crimes was heavily debated, until they were checked in 1889

by a circular from the Minister of Justice ruling that no investigating officer should provoke
crimes. Undercover agents again gained public attention in the 1970s, when the increasing
investigation of drug crimes provoked new means of investigation - the US Drugs
Enforcement Administration (DEA) seems to have introduced the practice of infiltrating
drug crime groups in the Netherlands. [Frielink. 19] Despite concerns over the lawfulness of
the  practice,  it was institutionalized  in  the  1980s with training for infiltrators  and  the
establishment of pseudo-purchase teams.

Practice has proven infiltration to be an effective tool in the investigation of organized

crime (and, to a lesser extent, serious business and non-organized crime): it is "increasingly
seen as an efficient and even necessary strategy to combat major crime problems" [Fijnaut. 11.

It has been used in all its manifestations by the Dutch police, notably long-term infiltration
and pseudo-purchase [Traa. 232-2741. Indeed, the Dutch combination of public confidence in
the police, lenientjudges, and the generally accepted concern over serious organized crime
seem to create "an optimal climate for covert policing." [Klerks. 105]

Still, several risks are involved. As police chief Welten has put it: "As far as I am
concerned, every infiltrator is definitely somewhat criminal. Perhaps you can be both
reliable and criminal, but that is a contradiction which I can not really manage." Iquoted in

Traa, 2421 There is always a risk that the infiltrator is corrupted by the criminals whose
company he is keeping, he may play a double role, or leak information to the criminals. He
may even get so much used to the luxury of fast cars and fancy lifestyles, that after the
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termination of the infiltration, he 'goes native' and continues his criminal activities. this time
not bothered by supervision of the public prosecutor. Besides the risk of corruption, there
is always the risk ofthe criminal organization exposing the undercover agent and retaliating
upon him - or his family. Infiltrators thus have to steer between the Scylla of being credible
to the criminals, which means committing crimes, and the Charybdis of being reliable to the
police, which means keeping clean from unwarranted criminal activities - a hard task, for
sure.

Then, there are practical difficulties. To diminish the risks for undercover agents, they
should be specially trained police agents. The costs and time for training and for executing
infiltration operations are significant. Also, there are organizations which no qualified police
agent can enter because of cultural or language requirements, and some organizations are
extremely closed to outsiders. In those cases, only a civilian close to the culture ofthe group
could infiltrate. Apart from higher risks of corruption, civil infiltrators are less  'steerable'
than police agents, and the judiciary cannot really control their criminal activities. Another
problem is that civilians cannot write official reports (for court evidence in the Netherlands);
they have to report to police officials, so that the incriminating reports are second-hand. In
any case, the reliability of a civil infiltrator will be a prime target for the defense in court.
A legal problem closely related to undercover investigation is the fact that in many cases,
the undercover agent will want to remain anonymous (out of fear of retaliations, or because
the police wants to remobilize him) - and the legal status of anonymous witnesses is still
contentious.

9.3.2. Situations, crimes, and encryption
Obviously, one can only infiltrate groups, not single criminals. Therefore, infiltration is an
investigation measure eminently targeted at organized crime. Its goal can be to delineate a
criminal organization; it can also be used to gather evidence against specific suspects. It is
in no way hampered by encryption, and, as such, it is a good alternative to wiretapping in
the  investigation of organized crime. m  To a lesser degree,  it can replace or supplement
evidence-gathering through searching computers - the evidence undercover agents can
provide is generally quite different from evidence stored in a computer; in some cases, it
may yield similar circumstantial evidence, but in most cases, the testimony of undercover
agents cannot replace evidence of stored data. Still, evidence-gathering is also a valuable
asset of infiltration.

Although undercover agents have the reputation to only infiltrate in criminal
organizations, they are also deployed to investigate other crimes committed in groups. Thus,
infiltration can be used in business crime cases, notably to investigate corruption and large-
scale fraud; indeed, it has been used "against the most (...) unlikely of targets (...) to find
corruption among police, prison officials, prosecutors, defense attorneys and even judges

10 Indeed, Simmelink argues for the similarity between wiretapping and infiltration: "The parallels between
both investigation measures are the secret character of the state behavior and the breaking of the confidential
character of the communication, enabled by a technical act (with telephone conversations) and by an
investigation agent operating undercover (with infiltration). (...) The essence of both investigation measures
is, after all, the same. in both cases, the state 'eavesdrops' in a devious and secret way." [Simmelink, 46]
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and legislators." [Fijnaut, 241 The Dutch legislature also recognizes opportunities for
infiltration in serious forms of non-organized crime (e.g., in murder cases), and for
investigating certain forms of computer crime - for instance, online infiltrating a network
of persons exchanging digital child pornography [25403, nr 3,28-9].  In  most of these cases, the
infiltration can replace to a certain extent the gathering of information by wiretapping or by
computer searches.

9.3.3. Legal status in the Netherlands
Infiltration has been allowed for a long time without an explicit legal basis. The practice of
undercover  agents  in  the  1970s  was  condoned  by  the  courts;  the  landmark 1979 Tallon
decision formulated the main requirement for undercover agents: they should not lead the
suspect to other acts than he already intended to do. Besides this 'Tallon criterion', the
principles of subsidiarity and proportionality also seemed to be requirements posed by the
Supreme Court [Frielink, 271. Following a study into opinions within the police and judiciary
on the subject, the Minister of Justice released a report [19328, nr 11 in  1985 with conditions
under which he considered infiltration acceptable. These were somewhat stricter than the
case-law requirements, and included mandatory prior approval by the prosecutor and
supervision by the chief detective. Also, the Minister preferred only specially trained police
officials to be deployed. These constraints on infiltration were finally laid down in
guidelines issued by the Public Prosecutor in 1991.

The practice of infiltration without an explicit legal basis has been contentious, because
the investigation measure may infringe the constitutional right to privacy (and therefore
would require an explicit legal basis), and also because the committing of crimes by
undercover agents does not seem to be authorized outright by the legal grounds for
exemption from criminal liability [Frielink, 35-721.

There is disagreement whether and to what extent infiltration infringes the privacy of
people participating in a criminal organization. The European Court did not find a privacy
infringement in the Ludi case: "Mr Ludi must therefore have been aware from then on that
he was engaged in a criminal act (...) and that consequently he was running the risk of
encountering an undercover police officer whose task would in fact be to expose him."
Frielink argues that privacy is not at stake, mainly because infiltration involves purely
business contacts [Frielink. 55]. In case of more structural infiltration, however, which usually
involves activities far exceeding criminal business contacts, the privacy of suspects may very
well be at stake. As the Dutch Minister of Justice states: "with infiltration, in certain
circumstances, the privacy of the people involved can be at stake" [25403, nr 3. 301.

Following the recommendation of the Van Traa committee to create an explicit legal
basis, the draft law on special investigation powers introduces specific powers for infiltration
and pseudo-purchase. These are not only allowed for investigating specific crimes, but also
for investigating organized crime more in general (in particular, to infiltrate a group which
is suspected to scheme or commit crimes). Contrary to the Van Traa recommendation, the
proposed law allows for civil infiltrators, if undercover police agents can not be appointed
for the task. They sign a contract with the prosecutor regulating their rights (including an
indication ofthe crimes they may commit) and duties. In extremely exceptional cases, even
criminal civilians may be appointed to infiltrate (although they may not commit any crimes
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without prior written authority by the public prosecutor, a somewhat unrealistic demand).
Infiltration is allowed only for serious crimes (for which pre-trial detention is possible)
which can pose a serious threat to the rule of law. The safeguards include the constraints
posed by case law (including the Tallon criterion and the principle of subsidiarity), and pay
attention to the control and supervision by the public prosecutor.

9.3.4. Situation in other countries
During the 19th century, infiltration became an accepted investigation measure in Western
Europe.  It was only gradually accepted in the United States, but in the course of the 20'h
century, it turned into a major investigation tool in the US - at the time when in Europe, it
had become highly suspect after the experience with Soviet and Nazi covert policing. By the
1970s, the US practice gradually (re)influenced European practice, with the war on drugs
and the advent of (political attention for) organized crime, and covert policing "again
became routine European police activity" [Fijnaut, 151.

In most countries, there is a similar 'Tallon' requirement that the police may not provoke
crimes, although its scope and the consequent proof issues differ per country [Frielink, 142-
1431. In Germany, for instance, the case law on whether the undercover agent has
'considerably influenced' the suspect seems to indicate that undue influence is not easily
assumed by the courts: there is considerable room for an infiltrator to 'steer' an action
[Frielink, 117]. US courts judge whether the undercover agent has 'entrapped' the suspect, and
they decide this mainly on the basis ofthe behavior and the past of the suspect (thus, for
example, undercover agents can be more 'provocative' towards suspects with a criminal
record than towards 'unwary innocents') [Frielink, 119].

The extent of infiltration also differs per country. In the United States, since the early
198Os, there have been about 400 FBI undercover investigations a year [Fijnaut, 131, whereas
Canada has proportionally less undercover investigations - perhaps, as Brodeur notes,
because Canada uses interception ofcommunications about twenty times more, relative to
the US, and because drug cases are much less important in Canada [Brodeur, 77-8].

9.3.5. Conclusion
Infiltration is an effective measure in the investigation of organized crime, as well as in
certain other cases of crimes committed by groups, such as large-scale business crime,
corruption, and online kid-porn exchange. Police undercover agents - or, in exceptional
cases, civil infiltrators - can lay bare the structure of a criminal organization or gather
evidence against the group committing or planning crimes. Infiltration does, however,
involve high risks - both to the infiltrators (facing unmasking and retaliation) and to the rule
of law (ifthe infiltrators are corrupted by the criminal environment and 'go native').  Long-
term infiltration also involves high costs for training police specialists.

To a considerable extent, infiltration is a viable alternative to wiretapping, untroubled
by encryption. It will generally yield somewhat different information - the undercover agent
will not observe all conversations,  if only because he is physically bound to being  in one
location at a time. Still, he can provide information and evidence on the structure of the
criminal organization, and in that respect, infiltration is a good alternative to wiretapping in
the early stages of an investigation. However, it requires considerably more effort and time,
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and it involves higher risks for the police. Therefore, infiltration can never replace wiretaps
entirely. Although yielding different information than computer searches, infiltration is also
important for evidence-gathering, and in that respect, it may fill some ofthe gaps in cases
where encryption blocks computer searches and seizures.

9.4. Crown witnesses

ROMAINE. But you do not understand at all. I knew he was guilty.
(Agatha Christie,  The witness for the prosecution)

9.4.1. Description
1 f the police does not succeed in pushing outsiders into a criminal organization, they may
resort to pulling insiders out ofthe organization and have them testify against their (former)
accomplices. As nothing works for nothing (especially with criminals), the police will have
to offer the insiders considerable benefits: protection from retaliation and reduction of a
sentence. Thus enters the crown witness: someone who in return for judicial advantages

provides essential testimony against serious criminals.
Generally, the police finds evidence against many people participating in a criminal

organization, but often, these are only lower people executing higher orders - the bosses
remain conveniently veiled behind the curtains which no wiretap, directional microphone,
or even undercover agent can readily draw. Crown witnesses know the core of the
organization and can pinpoint the responsible top. They can therefore be a primary tool in
prosecuting criminal organizations, and especially the top thereof.

Whereas a crown witness is generally associated with criminal organizations, he may
also feature in certain business crime cases, notably in major fraud schemes of otherwise

(supposedly) respectable enterprises. The evidence provided is of a different kind, however,
than  books or computer files that show direct evidence of a fraud.  In the general business

crime case, the police may not have to use the commercial crown witnesses as a last resort
because other investigation measures can provide sufficient evidence. Only with the most
serious cases of business crime would the crown witness be an option; in those cases, one
can probably speak of the business as a criminal organization as such. Therefore,  in this
chapter, I will treat the crown witness as a character in organized crime cases only.

What makes this measure extra appealing is the fact that, contrary to most investigation
measures, criminal organizations can hardly take counter-measures: they can only prevent
people from defecting through severe intimidation. The police can parry this intimidation
with a trustworthy, effective protection scheme. To be sure, the success of having crown
witnesses relies on the efficacy and reliability of this protection program. Since the witness
has defected from a criminal organization to the police, the organization will try its utmost
to retaliate: silence the witness, preferably through killing him, or else through killing his
kin  or  dear. " Therefore, the state  must not only protect the witness,  but  also his (close)

11     The reaction of the Italian mafia to the first pentiti ('penitents') was to try to kill them. Then, they tried to
discredit the pentiti system by 'infiltrating' with false penitents. When this did not work, the mafia resorted
again to killing the penitents. [Manunza 94,64]
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relatives, for a long time. (In areas where family ties are very close, such as Calabria in
Southern Italy, a protection program may involve over a hundred family members!) In most
cases, this will mean that the wimess and his or her close relatives will move to another (part
of the) country and assume a new identity. (The Netherlands being the small country that it
is, real protection can only be sought abroad.) The costs of such a program are therefore
considerable - not only financially, but also psychologically. It is clear that states can only
afford a limited number of crown witnesses,  if they can attract them at all. (Note that with
criminal business organizations, the use of violence against traitors may be less natural, and
so, a witness protection scheme may be less necessary.)

Although several countries stage crown witnesses in criminal proceedings, typically in
organized crime cases, the character remains controversial. After all, although a crown
witness can provide evidence and insights into a criminal organization which no other
investigation measure can match, who is to say that he - a criminal, for sure - speaks the
truth? And does not the fact of reducing punishment for some criminals undermine the  very
essence of criminal justice - punish the same crimes with the same punishments, and punish
according to the amount of guilt?

Many of the drawbacks and doubts can be addressed in a careful statutory regulation of
the way in which crown witnesses may be staged in criminal cases [Asbeck]. The disputed
reliability of crown witness testimonies is not a serious problem. Judges will view their
statements with extra caution (judges always assess witness reliability, and they will
naturally be more wary with crown witnesses), and they will check their information with
other evidence (a conviction should never be based on crown witness evidence alone). Thus,
in Italy, the law demands independent supporting evidence for crown witness statements.
More importantly, crown witnesses have every reason to cooperate: iftheir statements are
found to be false, their sentence reduction will be reviewed, and they may also be prosecuted
for perjury or calumny. Moreover, government protection will stop, and they will be at the
mercy of the criminal organization they defected - in many cases, this means certain death.
Experience in Italy shows that legislation and case-law have developed an adequate set of

1

guarantees for the reliability of crown witnesses [Manunza 981.
However, there are more fundamental arguments against crown witnesses. The state

protection program can turn against itself ifthe crown witness commits new crimes with the
help of his new identity (see [Abadinsky, 490] for examples of such wayward witnesses). Also,
it seems contrary to the (Dutch) criminal system to bargain with criminals about
punishments, although, in practice, this is happening frequently in, generally, less grave
cases. A more fundamental argument is the fact that punishment should be related to the
amount of guilt of the perpetrator - reducing punishment for reasons that have nothing to
do with the crime in itself is detrimental to the credibility ofthe legal system. Although these
objections  can  be met to a reasonable extent by having a judge evaluate the deal in court
according to clearly established criteria (subsidiarity and proportionality for one), which
makes the procedure controllable and transparent, there will always remain an amount of
inequality before the law: similar crimes may be punished differently according to a
perpetrator's accidental testimony in another case. This is inherent to any regulation
involving crown witnesses, and must be accepted if the benefits are considered to be
significant enough for the prosecution of organized crime.
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9.4.2. Situations, crimes, and encryption
FOKKE & SOKKE Although someone suspected of a crime may inHAVE A NICE SIDELINE AS CROWN principle know something about any other crimeWITNESSES

or criminal, most people consider a crown
witness to be someone testifying against anTHAT FAT BLONDE ONE 010 IT
organization in which he himself participated -
it will therefore concern organized crime. Given

50€E THING the fact that allowing crown witnesses potent-
ially undermines the credibility of the entire
criminal procedure, it will only be allowed in

(.3a23 serious organized crime cases, and then only as

a last resort. The judiciary can only consider
adopting a crown witness,  i f there are no other
ways left to investigate and prosecute a criminal

1                                  6- organization.
Crown witnesses appeared on the criminal

stage in several countries in the 1970s, mainly in terrorism cases - in Germany and Italy,
they were found to be virtually the only way to penetrate closed extremist groups. Later,
they were used also in kidnaping and drug cases, and in other forms of serious, organized
crime.  In Italy, crown witnesses (called 'cooperators with the judiciary') are now mainly
used in mafia cases. In the United States, the witness protection program is used in cases
involving organized crime, drug trafficking, other serious federal felonies, state offenses
similar to the federal categories, and certain civil and administrative proceedings in which
a testimony may jeopardize a witness [Shur, 671. In Belgium, Denmark, and Germany, the
crown witness plays a part in drug trafficking Cases. [Tak 94b, 147]

Evidently, encryption does not hamper crown witnesses. On the contrary, it is a valuable
tool in the protection program, which often involves complex procedures for letting the
witness-with-a-new-identity communicate with the beloved ones of his former life.

9.4.3. Legal status in the Netherlands
In 1983, the Ministry of Justice issued guidelines for deals with criminals. These involved
procedures and guidelines for the prosecutor to 'bargain' with criminals, but they did not
touch upon crown witnesses. A wimess protection program was introduced  in 1993, which
can be used in organized crime cases and matters of life and death; in exceptional cases, a
change of identity can be part of the program. Case law has accepted a crown witness in a
few cases, 12 although opinions differ on the extent to which these decisions okay crown

12      The most important case  is Hof Amsterdam, 30 January  1998, in which key statements by crown witnesses
Karman and Abbas were used to convict Johan V. 'the Stammerer'. The Court considered the statements
reliable, in particular because they were detailed and consistent. supported by other evidence, and because
the defense had had ample opportunity of examining the witnesses. The Court did, however, lower the
sentence of'the Stammerer', because the Public Prosecutor was not authorized to promise Karman that i f
he were convicted, they would not execute his sentence. Other cases that involved statements by people who
had been promised judiciary advantages were so 'a-typical' that the term crown witness is perhaps not
justified  [HR 15 February 1994 and HR 19 March 1996, N./ 1997,59]
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witnesses in general. The Van Traa committee counseled against immunity for crown
witnesses, mainly because they thought it too grave a measure, given the fact that organized
crime does not threaten democratic institutions in the Netherlands. However, the Public
Prosecutor updated the guidelines on bargains with criminals in early  1997 to include crown
witnesses: under the conditions of proportionality, subsidiarity, openness, and review during
trial, the prosecutor can promise the testifying criminal to demand a lower punishment
against him or to alleviate the execution of his punishment. Such bargains require prior
evaluation by the top of the Public Prosecutor.

The Minister of Justice agreed that crown witnesses are a valuable investigation measure,
and started drafting legislation in 1997. After considerable reflection, a legislation proposal
was approved by the Council of Ministers in April  1998 and sent to the Council of State for
advice. By July 1998, it had not yet been submitted to parliament. The draft law allows -
with extreme reticence - 'pledges to criminals' in very serious cases, punishable with at least
eight years' imprisonment. The conditions are similar to those of the Public Prosecutor's
guidelines. The pledge is subject to review by an examining judge, and a court can only
reward the crown witness for his cooperation by reducing his prison sentence by at most a
third, or by replacing part of the prison sentence by a fine. Moreover, the law stipulates that
no-one can be convicted on the basis of crown witness statements alone.

9.4.4. Situation in other countries
The United States' 'Federal Wimess Protection Program, meant for criminal insiders who are
at risk because they cooperate with law enforcement to provide evidence against other
criminals, has been effective since the 1970sin combating organized crime. According to
one of its directors, "without the Program the convictions of tens of thousands of high-
ranking members of major organized crime groups throughout the United States could not
have been obtained." [Shur, 69] Between the early  1970s and  1994,  over 6,300 witnesses and
over 7,950 family members were taken up in the protection program. Canada made
extensive use ofcrown wimesses ('delators') between  1972 and  1986, but the testimony of
one delator that the police had incited him to present false evidence led the Supreme Court
in 1988 to imply that "the use of paid delators tended to bring the administration ofjustice
into disrepute" [Brodeur, 80].

In italy, reward regulations were introduced  in  the late 19705  and  early  19805  for
collaborators with the judiciary in terrorism and kidnap cases. The regulations were extended
in the early 19905 to cover drugs and mafia cases as well. At the same, a witness protection
program similar to that in the US was introduced. By March 1994,668 witnesses and some
3,000 to 4,000 family members had been taken up in protection programs. [Manunza 94.53]
lt is considered an essential, effective, and reliable tool in combating various forms of
organized crime and, in particular, the mafia. In Germany, in the early 19805, a crown
witness regulation was introduced for drug trafficking cases, which allows the judge to
decrease punishment of a member of a criminal organization who provides information on
drug crimes; the suspect need not necessarily testify in court, and so he need not be a 'crown
witness' proper. The regulation was used over 500 times in the first year and a hal f of its
existence. [Tak 94b, 66] It was followed by a 1989 crown witness law for terrorism cases, in
which a crown wimess can be indemnified from prosecution or given a lower punishment.
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The law contributed to gaining insight in the organization and strategies of terrorist groups,
and confirmed the correcmess of earlier convictions of RAF terrorists. Although the law was
at first heavily debated, notably because it is contrary to the German principle of legality
which requires the prosecutor to prosecute all crimes, the debate has cooled down since its
establishment. ITak 94b. 1481

9.4.5. Conclusion
Crown witnesses can be valuable in prosecuting organized crime, as they give essential
insight into the core and top ofcriminal organizations; they may also sometimes be useful
in the most serious cases of business crime. They provide to some extent an alternative to
wiretaps, and less so to computer searches (the information turnout is comparable to
infiltration in this respect). Although their statements must be viewed with caution, there are
enough guarantees that crown witnesses provide reliable statements - it is in their own
interest. Since the system of crown witnesses may undermine the essence of criminal justice
(punishing crimes in proportion to people's guilt), it is a legally controversial measure. This,
together with the practical problems and high costs involved, means that crown witnesses
may only be staged in a very limited number of cases. Whether a state allows crown
witnesses at all is a matter of criminal politics: balancing the benefits of combating
organized crime in a way unparalleled by other investigation measures with the drawbacks
of a potentially less credible criminal justice system and the costs involved. Several
countries, notably the US and Italy, have decided in favor of the crown witness, and their
experience so far seems to be favorable within the context of their legal systems. A Dutch
draft law would also, under strict conditions, clear the way fur crown witnesses.

9.5. Data mining

Of course! How could Carol have known Alice was reading 'The witness for the prosec-
ution' if she hadn't spoken with her in two weeks? It must have been her who killed Alice...
In the last pages ofwhodunits, the detective often puts together several separate information
pieces (carefully hidden by the novelist) to deduce who did it. The answer was there all
along, only you did not see it earlier. Combining data can give you new information, and this
is the essential principle of'data mining'.  lf the police fails to retrieve new pieces of data,
they can resort to smart techniques to re-examine the data they have - and the police have
loads ofdata: much more than they have information. Data warehousing and data mining
can be useful tools for the police to supplement their news-gathering activities. It is not a
genuine investigation measure, but more an information management tool. In that respect,
it can hardly be considered an 'alternative investigation measure'.   I will discuss   it
nonetheless, since a better information management may also serve to improve the
information-gathering results by the police in general.

9.5.1. Description
Data mining is a relatively new technology used mainly by enterprises for marketing
purposes. Over the past few years, data warehousing has risen as a necessary first step for
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the data mining process. This refers to building (ultra)large data bases in such a way that
they can be searched by more or less intelligent tools. A data warehouse (often built up of
smaller 'data marts') is a collection of basic data, such as personal data, postal code data,
telephone traffic data, and buyer and seller data. Data mining is the technique to retrieve
information from such data bases - not the basic information, but 'added-value' information.
Until recently, only more or less trivial queries were used to retrieve information from data
bases. Nowadays, smarter technologies, such as neural networks, visualization techniques,
and genetic algorithms, are emerging, which search in a more intelligent way. The entire
process is best referred to as 'knowledge discovery in data bases' (KDD): "the non-trivial
extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful knowledge from data"
[Adriaans. 51

The process of KDD typically involves the following steps: building a (large) data base,
selecting data to search, cleaning, enriching, coding, mining, and reporting. That is, about
80 per cent of KDD concerns preparing the data. Cleaning is important, because often, a
significant percentage of data in a data base is polluted (double entries, outdated data) - and
the basic rule in KDD is 'garbage in, garbage out'. After cleaning, the data can be enriched
by adding new data, such as the average house price per postal code or car registry data.
Coding (redefining data into mutually comparable digital data) is necessary to enable
efficient searches. The mining process will then yield new data, which can be evaluated and
used. The entire process is often recursive, and several steps will interact.

9.5.2. Situations, crimes, and encryption
There are a lot of data around, in uncountable data bases. For the police, several data bases
are interesting to explore for data mining purposes: police registries, intelligence registries,
municipal, social security, and car license registries, public data bases (such as Chamber of
Commerce or land register data), private-enterprise data bases (such as subscription data or
buyer information), and commercial data bases (marketing data, user or buyer profiles), et
cetera. Of course, not all of these data bases can be accessed or used forthwith for law-
enforcement purposes, but in principle, data marts that can be used for building a law-
enforcement data warehouse abound.

What is more, the police can gather new data themselves to build the data warehouse. For
instance, the police can collect telecommunication traffic data for a certain period on a
(large?) number of telephone connections, or they can scan the air to record pager traffic
data, or perhaps they can scan Internet connections for e-mail messages containing certain
words or codes. (See 9.5.3 for a discussion whether this is legally acceptable.) In Germany,
for instance, the intelligence service (Bundesnachrichtendienst) regularly scans the
international telecommunications transmitted over the air on key words to pick out 'suspect'
messages (this is called electronic Rasterfahndung). [Pfeiffer]

After collecting several data sources, data mining can help the police in two ways. First,
mining a warehouse may yield interesting patterns or profiles, e.g., of people convicted for
drug dealing or murder. Second, such profiles may be used for tracing suspects. The German
intelligence service has apparently combined air flight data with holiday house renting data,
since terrorists were found to be avid flyers and to rent holiday houses in winter. Persons
who matched both properties were consequently good targets for further investigation. Such
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profiling and matching techniques have also been used lately by Dutch IRTs to conduct
'phenomenon investigation', that is, screening certain sectors of society on their criminal
behavior or, conversely, examining criminal processes on general characteristics. Once
'phenomenon investigation' yields profiles of suspect behavior, data bases can be mined to
match persons or organizations.

Such profiling and matching techniques will yield a certain number of potential suspects
- one should always bear in mind that matching a profile can never be equated with possible
criminal behavior (a German scholar may well like to fly to quiet Pacific islands in summer
and spend his winters on the Lueneburger Heide in order to write scholarly books). These
techniques therefore do not constitute investigation; rather, they can be indicated as
'prevestigation' - the stage preceding actual investigation of a crime or criminal group.
Prevestigative profiling and matching can be useful in examining individual or organ-
izational fraud, or for examining criminal group structures. It can yield persons who merit
further study or keeping an eye on.

The second use for the police is in the stage of investigation proper. The converse use
of profiling and matching is to start with someone suspected of certain criminal behavior.
and to use KDD to see whether he matches a profile associated with such behavior. If he
does, this will serve to reinforce the suspicion - it could even be used (with proper reserve)
as supporting evidence. Also, the combination of a concrete suspicion with additional data
gathered, such as telephone traffic data, can lay bare possible group structures. Finally, the
police can match data bases with personal data that match specific characteristics of the
suspect. For instance, one can compare a data base with all owners of a red Volkswagen  in
Hamburg with a list of Hamburg customers who have payed their electricity bills in cash (as
terrorists seem wont to do). Germany has a specific investigation power that regulates such
automatic comparing of data bases for investigation purposes (called Rasterfahndung)

9.5.3. Legal status in the Netherlands
' Phenomenon investigation'  may  use  KDD to screen a sector of society on suspicious
behavior, but the use is limited through data protection laws. Both the Dutch Police
Registries Act and the Dutch Data Registries Act (and the future Data Protection Act) apply
to using and merging data bases for law-enforcement purposes. Although not all data bases
contain personal data, many of the data somehow relate to persons (e.g., through address
in formation or telephone numbers), and especially the merging of distinct data bases may
create personal data if they do not already contain them.  If the goal of the data mining
process is profiling (which is the case, e.g., in 'phenomenon investigation'), the data can be
anonymized (or, if desirable, pseudonymized through encryption, cf.  3.2.3) to avoid data
protection obstacles.  If the goal, however, is to match a profile with a data base to find
(potential) suspects, anonymizing can not be used; in these cases, the goal-binding principle
of data protection law will generally prohibit data mining, as most data bases are not built
for such purposes. On the other hand, law-enforcement agencies may create data bases
themselves, e.g., of telephone traffic data or pager scans, but in that case, the recording of
such data must be compatible with criminal procedure law, and the police will require
approval by the public prosecutor or the examining judge to gather such data.

in the meantime, the Ministry of Justice has discovered the potential of data mining.  In
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its policy document Legislation for  the electronic highway of February  1998,  it proposes
research on data mining as an investigation measure. It would be allowed only in case
someone is suspected, during an exploratory investigation, or in the investigation of
organized crime where there is not a concrete suspicion. The trade-off with privacy must
carefully be addressed, and the law should at all times specify whether the police can do
occasional searches on a person, or whether they can use data mining at large. [25880, nrs 1-2.
197]

9.5.4. Conclusion
In all, KDD,may be an effective tool for law enforcement: in prevestigation to yield material
to start a criminal investigation, and in the early stages of criminal investigation to lay bare
potential criminal structures, and to match suspects with known criminal profiles. Data
mining is generally allowed as far as it is targeted at profiling, and provided data protection
law is taken into account. If it is targeted at matching and finding potential suspects or
supporting evidence for known suspects, data mining may only use data bases created for
the purpose.

Evidently, data mining will never be a major tool in itself, as it must be used in
conjunction with other information-gathering techniques. In this sense, it can never replace
wiretaps or searches, and as such, it is not a proper alternative if these measures are rendered
powerless through encryption. It may be a supplementary tool, however, to compensate for
the loss of new information as wiretaps and searches yield less and less information through
increasing encryption use. Obviously, KDD itsel f is never hampered by encryption, as it uses
plain data.

9.6. Assessing the alternative investigation measures

9.6.1. The options of alternative investigation measures
Looking at the five investigation measures outlined in this chapter, what are the options
relevant to the crypto problem? First, one must distinguish between, on the one hand,
investigation measures that are already allowed or will most likely be allowed in the near
future (direct eavesdropping and infiltration), and, on the other hand, measures that are
currently or may shortly be allowed in only a limited number of cases (crown witnesses and
data mining) and measures which are not allowed at all (TEMPEST monitoring). Policy
options of course can only address the latter: allowing new measures or significantly
widening the application of restricted measures. Thus, only TEMPEST monitoring, crown
witnesses, and data mining would be considered options. The other measures (direct
eavesdropping and infiltration) should rather be taken as part of the context in addressing
the crypto problem.

Second, one must distinguish between measures that are more or less natural alternatives
to wiretapping and computer searches (direct eavesdropping and TEMPEST monitoring),
and measures which are far removed from the traditional measures hampered by
cryptocriminals. In this sense, only direct eavesdropping and TEMPEST monitoring can be
considered 'options' to address the crypto problem; the other measures hardly relate to the
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crypto problem at all. Cryptocriminals are only one of the arguments in the broader debate
over infiltration, crown witnesses, and data mining. If such powers are enacted for other
reasons than cryptocriminals, they may have the side effect of making the crypto problems
for law enforcement less acute, but this will never be their main purpose.

Combining these distinctions, only TEMPEST monitoring would emerge as an option
to address the crypto problem. However, 1 think that other - relatively minor - partial
options also merit being taken into account. With direct eavesdropping, assuming that the
current law proposal is enacted, one can consider lowering the conditions for eavesdropping
within homes. With infiltration, one cannot, 1 think, lower the conditions for allowing it (it
can by definition only be used in serious organized crime cases).It might be considered an
option, however, to extend its scope and to use it in more cases (in other words, the option
is to apply the principle of subsidiarity less strictly in applications for an infiltration
warrant). Likewise, one may consider allowing crown witnesses in more cases than only the
exceptional cases for which they are now envisaged. Data mining, however, remains too far
removed from the crypto problem to consider it an option for the purposes of this book. lt
is an interesting tool for the police to research, and if it is employed, it must be taken into
account when judging the overall potential of the police to gather information.

Thus, I arrive at the following options.

Option 9.1  Allow (more) direct eavesdropping, in particular within homes
(1 assume here that the draft law on special investigation powers will be enacted; thus, the
police has the power to eavesdrop directly, and they can use this power within homes only
in cases involving crimes punishable with at least eight years.) The legislature lowers the
conditions for allowing direct eavesdropping within homes, for instance, to crimes for which
pre-trial detention is allowed (roughly, crimes punishable with at least four years). The
legislature can also consider allowing direct eavesdropping for non-communications, i.e.,
for non-networked computers, talking in oneself, and the like.

Option 9.2 Allow TEMPEST monitoring
The legislature creates the power for the police to eavesdrop on electromagnetic radiation
emanating from computers, under conditions similar to those for direct eavesdropping.

Option 9.3 Allow infiltration in more cases
The courts are more lenient in granting permission to infiltrate. The government provides
extra money for training and protection programs for undercover agents. The legislature can
consider dropping the subsidiarity condition for civil infiltrators (according to the draft law
on special investigation powers, a court can only give permission for a civil infiltrator if it
is not possible to employ a police infiltrator).

Option 9 4 Allow crown witnesses
1 f the law proposal on pledges to criminal witnesses is enacted, the legislature lowers the
conditions for staging a crown wimess (i.e., allows it in more than only the most serious and
exceptional cases). Or, ifthe proposal is not enacted, the legislature reconsiders enacting it
in  light of the crypto problem.
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9.6.2. Applying the criteria

la. Privacy and the right to confidential communications
Options 9.1  and 9.2 substantially infringe privacy. Especially if the powers are allowed to
eavesdrop within homes, the privacy infringement is severe - perhaps more severe than the
privacy infringement of wiretaps. After all, people know that what they say over the phone
can in principle be overheard (if only because one occasionally encounters others on the
line). Currently, people have a complete expectation of privacy on what they say within their
home (which is precisely why the Dutch Minister of Justice at first did not want to allow
direct eavesdropping within homes). Moreover, it is not only what people say in their house,
but also what they do that can be overheard: what music they listen to, when and how long
they take a bath, and perhaps even what they write in their electronic laptop diary.
TEMPEST monitoring can only intercept computer activities, and as such is less privacy-
infringing overall; on the other hand, some computer activities may be more privacy-
sensitive, such as writing personal letters, or surfing the Internet.

One can argue that the chance that a law-abiding citizen is the victim of a direct
eavesdropping operation is small, and so, the expectation ofprivacy within the home would
not be significantly altered by granting the police this power. After all, a similar
development has taken place with the phone: people at first were cautious in trusting its
confidentiality, whereas nowadays, most people are not particularly worried that their phone
conversations can be overheard, particularly since the (Dutch) police is not known to do
extensive (illegal) wiretapping. With direct eavesdropping and TEMPEST monitoring,
public feeling may go the same way. On the other hand, one can also argue that the powers
of direct eavesdropping and TEMPEST monitoring are perceived as more threatening
powers, perhaps because they are closer and more direct - think of the specter Orwell has
raised by putting two-way screens in 1984's homes. Especially in countries where  the
government has shown itself not to be very particular about citizens' rights, such powers are
extremely threatening. My feeling is that direct eavesdropping and TEMPEST monitoring
are significantly privacy-threatening (even in the Netherlands where people generally trust
the government), in particular in view of the rapid development of surveillance technologies.

Infiltration is much less privacy-threatening. In some cases, law-abiding citizens may
meet undercover agents under sensitive circumstances, but the chance that this infringes their
privacy is remote (much more so than with direct eavesdropping). With crown witnesses,
privacy is not at stake.

lb. The right to a fair trial
Provided that the evidential value is safeguarded (legislation or regulations should define
standards of care for the gathering of evidence) and carefully assessed in court, none of the
optional measures need infringe the right to a fair trial. With infiltration, one could argue that
the testimony of an undercover agent may not always be refutable; the defense may be at a
disadvantage to challenge the reliability of the evidence.  The same goes, in principle,  for
crown witnesses. This concern can be addressed by the judge in paying particular attention
to assess the reliability ofthe undercover agent or crown witness. Still, using evidence from
undercover agents or crown witnesses may be somewhat detrimental to the rights of the
defense if they have insufficient opportunity to question the witness themselves.
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1 c. The rule of law
As to e#ectiveness, a\1 measures hold promise. Direct eavesdropping, especially bugging,
is an effective investigation measure that can to a certain extent replace wiretaps. lt is not
usable in all cases, since it is confined to a specific location and it involves a risk of
discovery; therefore, it cannot be used in quite as many cases as wiretaps. TEMPEST
monitoring can yield the same kind of information as wiretaps or, to some extent, computer
searches, but it can be used in far less cases, since it requires close proximity; moreover,
there are rather strong technical limits to what can be retrieved with this measure. Infiltration
and crown wimesses are also effective investigation measures, perhaps more so than direct
eavesdropping, but their use is restricted to the more (or most) serious cases of organized
crime. As alternatives to wiretaps and computer searches, they cannot really be considered
effective as such, since they yield quite different information and are limited to organized
crime (and the most serious cases ofbusiness crime) only. As options to address the crypto
problem. then, their effectiveness is limited.

The rule  of law in general is at stake because the first three options are extensions of
intrusive observation powers. If enacted with the proper checks and balances, such powers
need not infringe the rule of law - in the Netherlands, 1 expect that such powers would not
be abused by law enforcement, at least not to the extent that the rule of law is threatened. (In
countries with a less supervised role for government, one must consider whether allowing
such powers does not give a blank check for government surveillance.) Infiltration may be
somewhat more threatening to the rule of law than direct eavesdropping or TEMPEST
monitoring, since it involves a risk ofcorruption. As to crown witnesses, this measure does
infringe the rule of law considerably: it negates the principle of punishing according to guilt
and of punishing similar cases in similar ways, and it allows criminals to get away with a
minor punishment.

id. The right to economic development
The right to economic development is not at stake, since all options leave crypto use
unharmed.

2a. A solution must be workable
The technology for direct eavesdropping and TEMPEST monitoring is available, but it has
its limits in practice - directional microphones may not work if there is a lot of background
noise, and TEMPEST monitoring requires close proximity; bugs are good enough, but they
require breaking into places and may be discovered. Thus, these options can be
implemented, but only to a certain extent. The same holds for crown witnesses: they can be
staged only ifthere is someone available within the criminal organization and ifthere is a
reliable protection program. Infiltration seems the best implementable, although it requires
considerable costs.

None ofthe options are without risk of abuse. Bugs and directional microphones may be
employed without a warrant, an undercover agent may go native, a crown witness may not
keep his part of the bargain (for instance, by not telling the whole truth). The courts will
supervise this, but their enforcement of the powers may leave gaps for abuse. At least, the
measures at stake are less enforceable than wiretaps or computer searches, since these
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require the cooperation ofthird parties (telecom operators and house owners) who can also
see to  it that the power is used according to the law. Therefore, the en forceability of the
options is not optimal.

2b. A solution must be internationally compatible
Investigation measures are rooted in national investigation culture, and so, these options can
well be implemented on a national scale, regardless of what other countries do. Only with
infiltration, there might be a problem if in the investigation of an international criminal
organization, an undercover agent gathers evidence against citizens of countries in which
infiltration is not allowed. Since most countries allow infiltration, this need not be a
significant problem.

2c. A solution must be technologically sustainable
Direct eavesdropping is defined in a functional. technology-neutral way, and thus is
technologically sustainable. TEMPEST monitoring is more dependent on state-of-the-art
technology, and developments in computer screen and peripherals technology may
Significantly limit the viability ofthis measure; it does therefore not seem very sustainable.
Infiltration and crown witnesses, of course, are eminently sustainable from a technological
point of view.

Figure 9.1 gives a simplified illustration of how the options match the principles.

options direct more croMn
tempestprinciples eavesdropping infiltration witnesses

l a privacy                                    -                           -                       +                          +

1 b fair trial                                  +                           +                       f                          f

Ic rule of law
-effectiveness                       f f/- fi- H-

-general 34+ f/+           f

ld economic                   +                +              +                +
development

28 workable                       f                   f               +AE                 f

2b international               +               +            +/1              +

20 technology-                 +               i/-             +                +
neutral

overall estimate i/-             -            i             i/-

Table 9. 1. Alternative investigation measures and options
-    infringes principle
i    has mixed effects on principle, infringes to a smaller extent
+    does not infringe principle
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9.6.3. Conclusion
Various investigation measures, unhampered by encryption, can to a certain extent replace
or supplement wiretapping and computer searches. Direct eavesdropping, especially
bugging, is a natural alternative to wiretapping, which can record plaintext conversations.
Likewise, TEMPEST monitoring may reproduce a computer screen, and thus reveal
information someone is sending or storing before encryption (or after decryption); it may
also retrieve passwords which protect cryptographic keys. Both measures have practical
shortcomings, however, and, more importantly, pose a severe threat to people's privacy.

Infiltration and crown witnesses may be employed to gather first-hand information from
within a criminal organization, and as such, are well tailored to laying bare the structure of
a criminal organization  and to gather incriminating evidence.  Thus,  they are alternative
information sources to wiretaps and computer searches in organized crime cases. Both
infiltration and crown witnesses involve high personal risks, and they may undermine the
credibility of the rule of law. They can therefore be used only sparingly.

Data mining for profiling and matching criminal behavior is not a proper alternative to
wiretapping or computer searches, and thus not an option.

All measures more or less infringe constitutional rights or undermine the system of law
itself; only the option of extending infiltration need not seriously infringe the constitutional
rights involved. Moreover, their effectiveness to fill the information gap caused by crypto-
criminals is limited. So, there must be strong arguments in favor of them to balance their
negative implications, if one is to choose one ofthese options to address the crypto problem.

Since these measures are part of a larger debate on investigation measures, one can
hardly argue pro or con only on the basis of the crypto debate. There may be other
compelling arguments for allowing direct eavesdropping in homes, for infiltrating more, or
for staging crown witnesses. In the context ofthis book, however, I cannot take into account
the broad issues involved in discussing these investigation powers. 1 will therefore abstract
from the general debate, and argue whether one or more options should be considered only
on the basis of the crypto problem, disregarding other reasons for choosing (or rejecting)
them. This may be artificial for the legislature, but it is helpful for the argument in this book
- it is the only way to compare this direction with the other optional directions.

Whether the fact that encryption increasingly hampers wiretapping and computer
searches is strong enough to choose one of the options (and thus, to infringe constitutional
rights) depends on several factors, notably the number and kind of cases in which the police
uses or is dependent on wiretaps or computer searches, the extent to which uncrackable
encryption is encountered in such cases, and, not the least, the national investigation culture
and the nature of constitutional protection  in a country.  One must also take into account the
effect of the combination ofnew investigation powers, which can pose additional threats to
constitutional rights, in particular to privacy. Implementing several new powers that each
help to partly diminish the crypto problem for the police could welllead us one step forward
and three steps backwards, into the world of 1984. Privacy  is not a salami to be continually
sliced down. Whether the crypto problem is big enough to cut another slice of more
investigation powers, can only be determined in an integrated analysis of the crypto
dilemma, including the other optional directions, which l will attempt in Chapter 11. But
first, I will discuss a final option: deciding not to choose one of the options discussed so far.



Chapter 10. The zero option

Doing nothing is often doing something. The effects of failing to act can be just as serious
as the effects of acting. In some cases, the effects of neglect are even considered grave
enough to be punishable, e.g., not filling in your tax returns form, or not throwing the lifebelt
you are standing next to when someone shouts to you "Help! I can't swim!" while slowly
submerging. The same holds for the government: some situations call for action, and if the
government fails to act, it is seriously remiss. On the other hand, a failure to act can
sometimes also be a conscious decision, for instance, because the time is not yet ripe for
action, or because one expects the problem to solve itself.

In the crypto case, the situation calls for action: cryptography is spreading rapidly, and
ever more criminals will use it in the near future, so that criminal investigation will be
seriously hampered. However, inaction is an option to take into account as well, given that
the options to (actively) address the problem all have their flaws. It is at the extreme end of
the spectrum of 'solutions', which has at its other extreme the banning of cryptography
(Chapter 6'/2). In a way, it mirrors a crypto ban, with by and large reverse effects for society
as a whole, i.e., the loss for law enforcement is significant, but the benefits for the inform-
ation society at large are also significant. Therefore, inaction is an option to consider.

10.1. The zero option

Option 10. Decide to do nothing
The government decides not to take specific measures to regulate cryptography and not to
take additional measures aimed at securing future information-gathering powers specifically
to redress the decreasing effectivity ofwiretaps and computer searches caused by crypto use.

One of the advantages of this zero option is that it is clearly feasible and technology-neutral
- one need not analyze the how of this option. It is the effects that matter in assessing its
desirability.

What are the consequences of doing nothing for law en forcement? If the government
refrains from taking measures to ensure the future effectiveness of wiretaps and computer
searches (or to establish alternative measures instead), the continuing spread of cryptography
will inexorably hamper investigation (compare Chapter 4). Regardless of whether the
government stimulates crypto use (for instance, through establishing a national public-key
infrastructure), cryptography will soon be widespread and used by the vast majority of
information society citizens. It will be built-in in major computer e-mail programs, web
browsers, and operating systems, ensuring that virtually all electronic communications will
be encrypted in the near to middle future. However, telecom providers are obliged to provide
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for tappability, and so, the building in of cryptography in the information infrastructure need
not hamper law enforcement. Crypto phones and crypto facsimile machines will become
more widely available, although not necessarily everyone will use one (criminals, for that
matter, will not hesitate to buy them). The market will provide standards for all kinds of
crypto products, just like PGP became a de facto standard for private e-mail encryption in
the middle 1990s. As the US National Research Council concluded in  1996: "the widespread
nongovernment use of cryptography in the United States and abroad is inevitable in the long
run." [NRC, 300]

For wiretaps, this development would mean that the police will not be able to get at the
content of all electronic communications. The effectiveness of voice wiretaps will slowly
but surely decrease (particularly since electronic communications will to a certain extent
replace current voice communications), although it will not become immediately pointless.
In the longer term, however, say, in ten to twenty years, the police might have to forget
about wiretapping to retrieve the content of communications altogether. Still, traffic analysis
will always be possible. indeed, to quote the Minister of Justice when she defended Dutch
wiretap policy: "wiretapping concerns much more than only the contents of the conversation.
Regardless ofapplied coptograpky. the tap will remain useful." [25533, nr 5,137, italics added]

Moreover, not all criminals would use cryptography, just as nowadays not all criminals
are careful what they say over the phone. It may depend for a considerable part on the future
development of the communication infrastructure to what extent end users will widely
employ cryptography as an add-on, or whether the security features of the communication
infrastructure will be considered adequate by the vast majority of information citizens
(including the less wary or over-self-assured criminals), just like they trust the telephone
network today. In the former case, wiretapping would become virtually useless, but in the
second case, it would likely still retain some effectiveness, albeit less than today.

Likewise, computer searches will become increasingly difficult. Although programs for
file encryption will not spread so quickly as communications crypto products, they will be
provided for by many operating systems. Moreover, word-processor programs, which
currently use weak encryption, may shift to stronger encryption, and may build in a feature
for automatic file storage in encrypted form. Disk encryptors will soon be efficient enough
to encrypt the hard disk continuously, without any trouble to the user. This suggests that, like
wiretaps, computer searches will become ever less effective, and may in the long term be of
little use at all. With stored encryption, there will always remain chances of finding
passphrases written down, and cryptanalysis and practical attacks will be more viable to
crack stored encrypted data than they are with encrypted communications. (Note that there
is not a severe time constraint like in wiretapping, which allows more opportunities to
investigate practical attacks (see 4.5.3)). However, computer files will become more
pervasive in the near future, as ever more people are using computers for daily affairs as well
as business. The importance of computer searches will therefore increase in relation to
physical searches. The possibility of cryptanalysis or a lucky passphrase find may not
outweigh the increasing importance of stored encrypted data. So, even if there remain some
chances of decrypting encrypted files found in a search, overall, law-enforcement searches
will be crippled by cryptography.

There is another side to the effects of doing nothing, however. The spread of
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cryptography will also help law enforcement, because it will protect the information society.
One of the beneficent uses of cryptography is its ability to prevent information crimes, such
as computer crime, economic espionage, and counter-measures by criminal organizations
to eavesdrop on the police (see 3.2.2). In this respect, law enforcement will benefit from
inactivity by the government to restrict the use of cryptography. One cannot say that this
positive effect 'balances' the negative effects of cryptography for law enforcement, since
the effects are disparate, but even so, governmental inaction has its advantages for law
enforcement as well.

The positive effect for law enforcement holds, of course, all the more so for the
information society at large. lt will benefit from the growing use of cryptography by all
layers of society, in all layers of the information infrastructure. Given the necessity of
cryptography to safeguard information security, not restricting crypto use may be deemed
vital to the development of the information society (see 3.2). Indeed, the unrestricted market
development of robust crypto systems without complicated and risky LEAK features will
reinforce information security and privacy protection, while refraining from implementing
legally controversial decryption demands or investigation measures respects fundamental
tenets of the rule of law.

10.2. Applying the criteria options
principles zero option

The zero option does not infringe privacy and
1 a privacy                                               +the right to confidential communications, the

right to a fair trial, the rule of law in general, 1 b fair trial                             +
or the right to economic development. Indeed, 1 c rule of law
it is by and large beneficent for these prin- -effectiveness
ciples, since the unrestricted, market-driven

-general                              +development of cryptography and crypto use
will promote the information society. Needless Id economic                      +
to say, the zero option is also workable, development
internationally compatible, and technolog- 2a workable                         +
ically sustainable. 2b international                   +

However, the zero option does infringe one
fundamental principle: the effectiveness of the 2c technology-neutral             +
rule of law, in particular the principle that overall estimate                   k
crimes must be punished. Crypto use will
increasingly hamper investigation, and so, Table 10.1. Zero option and principles
more criminals will escape justice. -    Infringes principle

Figure 10.1 gives a simplified illustration f    has mixed effects on principle, infringes to a
of how the zero option matches the principles. smaller extent

+   does not infringe principle
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10.3. Conclusion

If nothing is done, law enforcement may lose two valuable investigation tools. Wiretaps (for
content) and, to a large extent, searches will be ever less effective; in the middle to long
term, they may even become largely useless, depending on the future development ofthe
information infrastructure. On the other hand, the continuing spread of cryptography helps
law enforcement in that it will prevent information crimes. For society at large, a decision
by government to do nothing on the crypto problem will have many benefits in terms of
robust information security. The zero solution is therefore a viable option - but it must be
a conscious decision by the government after a careful balance of the consequences of this
and other options, not a failure to take a decision.
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Chapter 11. Reconciling interests

The proofreader nodded,  'You see, you cannot draw lines and compartments, and refuse
to budge  beyond  them.  Sometimes you have  to lise your failures as stepping-stones  to
success.  You have to maintain a fine balance between hope and despair.'  He paused,
considering what  he had just said.  'Yes.'  he repeated.  'In the end, it's all a question of
balance. '
(Rohinton Mistry, A Fine Balance)

The crypto conflict is a clash of legitimate interests. Privacy and information security
conflict with law enforcement and national security; individual interests conflict with
collective interests. 1 have reviewed several options to address the crypto problem for law
enforcement: law-enforcement access to keys, demanding suspects to hand over keys,
alternative investigation measures, or doing nothing at all. All options have positive and
negative sides for differing concerns, there is no option which is a uniformly optimal
solution.

Perhaps the key issue at stake is the question who controls the power to safeguard
information. if cryptography is widespread, it will be the users who can protect their
information - against crooks as well as against their government (which, in some countries,
may occasionally coincide,  for that matter). If crypto use is restricted, through promotion  of
LEA K  crypto or through penalizing crypto  use  ' in furtherance of a crime',  it will  be the
government who can wield the power to decide which information may be protected, and
which information must be revealed. The delicate balance between government and citizens
is at issue here. In a society where information becomes ever more important, this is a key
issue indeed. This balance of power between government and citizens is intricately related
to the balance in the crypto controversy. And so, we arrive at the ultimate question: how
must we balance the interests of information security and privacy with the concern of law
enforcement? How do you choose the option, or combination of options, that best reconciles
the interests at stake?

I look at A Theory of Justice by Rawls as a source of inspiration. Rawls addresses the
problem of social justice, which differs from the crypto problem (a part of criminal justice),
but his methodology offers good clues for addressing the crypto conflict. In this chapter, I
shall first describe the methodology of Rawls (11.1).  Then, I shall explain how his problem
differs from mine, and indicate what parts of his argument I will use (11.2). I will work out
these points for the crypto problem (11.3). Then, 1 will apply this to the Dutch situation, and
see what option or combination of options may be considered to best reconcile the conflict
ofcrypto interests in the Dutch situation, given the assumptions outlined (11.4). I will also
roughly indicate how the same procedure might be applied to the situation in the US (11.5).'

Finally, 1 will reflect on the outcome and the procedure followed (11.6).
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11.1. Rawls and social justice

in  A  Theory  of Justice (1971), John Rawls follows a long line of social philosophers to
present a theoretical view of how a just society functions, or rather, should function.' Rawls
aims at defining a set of principles for the major institutions of society (e.g., the organization
of the political system, and the distribution of material wealth). Having an essentially
contractarian point of view, he uses the mental construct of a contract that everyone in
society enters into to create these institutions. He defends this position against the other
major school in social philosophy, utilitarianism, which holds that the organization of
society is aimed at creating the largest overall benefit for the largest number of people.

Rawls follows a fascinating thought experiment to construct his contract theory. Suppose
people have to decide upon the major institutions of society. Let there be representative
groups to decide this. Let them be in the 'original position', a hypothetical construction of
a situation in which people are in a position to make an informed and just decision. To
prevent personal circumstances and prejudices from influencing the decision (e.g., rich
people would choose purely capitalist institutions, whereas poor people would choose
socialist institutions, simply because these are better for themselves, not necessarily for
society), we drop a veil of ignorance over the people: they do not know to which group they
belong in real life (but they may know the relevant theories or facts of society necessary to
make the decision). Thus, they will make an impartial decision and choose an organization
which is the best for society at large.2

However, what is good for society at large is not necessarily good for all its groups: if
the rich get twice as rich while the poor get somewhat poorer, society at large may be better
off, but not the poor. Rawls assumes that people will choose principles that benefit the least
advantaged group. After all, if they turn out to belong to that group once the veil of
ignorance is lifted, they want the principles to ensure them an acceptable minimum level of
liberty and wealth. The want to avoid the risk that the basic principles they choose will
worsen the position of the least advantaged. Moreover, Rawls assumes that improvements
for the least advantaged benefit the more advantaged as well (or at least will not make them
worse). Therefore, he argues, the people in the original position will choose the least
advantaged group as the perspective from which to make the decision. Thus, the rules should
be chosen in such a way that the outcome will be preferable for the least advantaged group.

In simplifying the problem, Rawls makes several assumptions. The most important
assumptions relevant here are:
• strict compliance: all members of society participate in the process and will comply with

the outcome;

1 This section is only a description of A 77;eoo, of Justice. not an indication of relevant issues transposable to
the crypto conflict. The differences will be outlined in  11.2

2       "The veil of ignorance makes possible a unanimous choice of a particular conception ofjustice. Without
these limitations on knowledge the bargaining problem of the original position would be hopelessly
complicated." [Rawls, 140]
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•   pure procedural justice: the problem does not allow one to judge the result from an
objective criterion (material justice); rather, it is a problem that has a just outcome if the
process has been followed correctly; in pure procedural justice, a correct procedure leads
by definition to a just outcome,1

•    the problem is tailored for a 'maximin' solution: people will choose the solution in which
the worst possible outcome is the least bad, that is, they want to maximize the minimum
they will get,4

•   liberties can be effectively exercised and freedoms enjoyed; having a set of liberties
which you cannot exercise is not very helpful, and someone may in that case agree to
less liberties if this will enable him in future to better exercise his liberties; Rawls
assumes that in a long-term perspective, the liberties will be exercised [Rawls, 151-21.

Having outlined the original position and the assumptions, Rawls advances two principles
which, he argues, people would choose as the primary principles to guarantee just
institutions of society. He also defines a priority rule which says that the first principle takes
precedence over the second.

u First Principle
Each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive total system of equal basic liberties
compatible with a similar system of liberty for all.

Second Principle
Social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both: (a) to the greatest benefit
of the least advantaged, consistent with the just savings principle, and (b) attached to o ffices and
positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity.

First Priority Rule (The Priority of Liberty)
The principles ofjustice are to be ranked in lexical order and therefore liberty can be restricted only
for the sake of liberty. There are two cases: (a) a less extensive liberty must strengthen the total
system of liberty shared by all; (b) a less than equal liberty must be acceptable to those with the
lesser liberty. (...)

General Conception
All social primary goods - liberty and opportunity, income and wealth, and the bases ofself-respect
- are to be distributed equally unless an unequal distribution of any or all of these goods is to the
advantage ofthe least favored." [Rawis, 302-303]

As one can see, these principles are highly abstract: they define a theoretic 'concept of
justice' which needs to be implemented in 'conceptions ofjustice'. Rawls' major concern
is with this abstract concept ofjustice. The thrust of his argument is that if a conception of
justice follows the principles ofjustice, it is a just conception. Thus, for instance, capitalist

3       Compare this to criminal justice, which is imperfect procedural justice, as exemplified by a criminal trial.
"The characteristic mark of imperfect procedural justice is that while there is an independent criterion for
the correct outcome. there is no feasible procedure which is sure to lead to it." [Rawls, 86]

4     For instance, if people can choose between living in the US. where they can become very rich but also very
poor, or living in the Netherlands, where you can never get as rich as fast as in the US, but where you will
never get as poor as many in the US either, with a maximin strategy. they will choose the Netherlands. Rawls
cites three characteristics of problems tailored for a maximin solution [Rawls, 154]:
•       it is di fficult or impossible to judge the likelihood of one or the other outcome,
•         the person choosing has a conception of good which makes him care little for gaining more than the

minimum he is sure to get by following the maximin rule:
•      the rejected alternatives have hardly acceptable outcomes.
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and socialist institutions could both be just conceptions, as long as they satisfy the rules of
the concept ofjustice (whether they do depends for a large part on the information available
in the original position on the particular society and the positions of the various groups

therein).
Particularly important in Rawls' reasoning is the (first) priority rule. There is a lexical

or serial ordering between the principles ofjustice. This means that a prior principle should
be satisfied first before one can turn to the next principle. First and foremost, people have
the right to liberty, which can only be restricted for the sake of other people's right to liberty.
Material advantages for some (or for many) can not justify infringements of liberty of others.
The system must be such that the total set of liberty is the largest possible; this total amount
can be restricted only if it strengthens the system as such (e.g., society may be more stable
if everyone gives up some liberty to allow law enforcement to catch those who undermine
society), and the liberties may be distributed unequally only if this benefits those least

advantaged.

11.2. The crypto conflict and criminal justice

Finding a framework to reconcile the conflicting interests in the crypto conflict differs

significantly from finding rules to define social justice. The crypto problem is part of
criminal justice, which, as Rawls notes himself, is quite a different area. For one thing, the

assumption of strict compliance is negated in criminal justice, which deals by definition with
people who will not play by the rules. Therefore, in choosing rules, you will have to take
into account the effect of there being certain people who will not abide by them. Also, the
level of abstraction differs: Rawls addresses the philosophical problem of social justice in
the most abstract sense, whereas the crypto conflict calls for solutions in practice on a much
lower level of abstraction - essentially, it is finding a solution within the context of criminal
justice, not justi fying criminal justice as such.

St ill, there are many elements in Rawls' methodology that appeal to me and which 1
consider usable in describing how one can reconcile the interests in the crypto conflict.
Defining an original position in which representative groups have to decide upon rules or
criteria behind a veil of ignorance is a helpful way of presenting the problem in an impartial
way. From this framework, with the device ofthe perspective of the least advantaged group,
one may argue for a more detailed solution, that is, deciding which option best reconciles
the conflict of interests. The ordering principle is of primary importance here, and posing
a lexical ordering between, first, fundamental rights and, second, appropriate but less
fundamental principles is an appealing simplifying device. This lexical ordering is of
primary importance to solve a problem ofjustice: fundamental rights can only be infringed
because of other constitutional rights, and only if they are satisfied can one look at less
fundamental (or more materialistic) principles.

In the crypto conflict, it is not the case that improvements for the least advantaged group
will also improve the situation of those better advantaged - improving the legal protection
of suspects may decrease the freedom from crime of law-abiding citizens, and vice versa.

However, the perspective of the least advantaged group is a useful device - indeed,  it is at
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the  core of justice itself.  One of the basic tenets ofjustice  is to protect the weak from the
strong: "law cannot be impartial in its function of regulating order: it will have to take sides
with the powerless, with those placed under custody, with those who are most threatened to
be overpowered." [Peters, 13 1 Therefore, the least advantaged group can be regarded a key
device in judging conflicts of interest in criminal justice.

In presenting this analysis, I look at the problem from a Dutch perspective, since I do not
consider a supranational joint approach realistic (see  1.3.1). This Dutch perspective implies
several assumptions. For one, I am not extremely concerned about abuses and excesses by
the police or by the threat of a police state; despite the bad example of IRT-gate,  I consider
in general that there is such a level of rule of law in the Netherlands that we can adequately
deal with such excesses. The Dutch generally have a fairly high level of trust in their
government.5 1 am concerned about privacy, given the process of individualization taking
place on the one hand, and the increasing push ofcommerce and the government to infringe
upon informational privacy on the other hand. Another assumption is the level of crime in
the Netherlands, which, although ostensibly serious, is not particularly alarming. There is
a considerable level oforganized and business crime, but this does not presently threaten the
rule of law or the stability of society. The concern  is to check growth of crime rather than
to significantly decrease it. Lastly, a basic assumption is the aim of the Dutch government
to make the Netherlands an information gateway to Europe: the Netherlands wants to be at
the forefront ofthe information society, which implies that information security is of crucial
concern.

11.3. Description of the problem

11.3.1. The original position
Into the original position, I input the relevant information on the present-day information
society, cryptography, and cryptocriminals.6 We are in a process of establishing a society in
which information is one of the most valuable goods. Information security therefore is
crucial, and cryptography is a necessary tool to achieve this. Cryptography may soon be
built-in  in the information infrastructure.  If telecoms providers build in cryptograph, they
have to ensure its decryptability to comply with wiretap obligations.

There is a considerable level of crime, in particular organized crime; business crime and
computer crime are also of concern. The smarter and more sophisticated criminals, notably
the organized and computer-literate ones, are increasingly using state-of-the-art technology

5 Having read many Amnesty International reports. I know this is a strong assumption. In most other countries,
indeed in several Western European countries, the risk ofpolice abuses should be considered (much) more
serious.

6 "The notion of the rational and impartial application of principles defines the kind of knowledge that is
admissible." [Rawls, 200] The crypto problem is a legislative rather than a constitutional or philosophical
problem, and so, the participants to the crypto conference have much more information on the particulars
of their society than Rawls allows those in the original position to have when they choose principles of
justice. [See Rawls' four-stage sequence, 195-205.]
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to escape the scrutiny of law enforcement. Cryptography is a tool they have just discovered,
and are likely to use more in the neal'(er) future to shield their communications (particularly

e-mail) end-to-end and to protect their stored data. The police can crack and attack encrypted
data to some extent, notably through practical attacks against weaknesses in crypto use, but
a considerable part of the ciphertexts will remain inaccessible to them.

The police has several investigation powers: search and seizure, wiretapping, and
infiltration, for instance. Soon, they will most likely also be able to use direct eavesdropping               
and other special investigation powers, and perhaps, in a few cases, crown witnesses.

1n this setting, I organize a conference in Noordwijkerhout with representatives of
relevant parts of society. They have to decide upon a crypto policy that reconciles the
interests of privacy and in formation security with the interest of law enforcement. They have
all necessary information at their disposal, including the extent to which cryptography
hampers law enforcement. The conference will have to answer the following question: how
can and should the Dutch government address the problem that the use of strong
cryptography by criminals poses to law enforcement, taking into account the legitimate
needs to use cryptography in the information society?

11.3.2. Representative groups and their veil of ignorance
Attending the conference are:
•    Alice, a law-abiding crypto user, FOKKE 8 SUKKE
•    Bob, a business crypto user, HAVE  NEVER BEEN 6000 AT NA»ES

•   Polly, a law-enforcement official, and
•   Suzie, a suspect. SO yOU 'RE NOT 5„ZIE

Also attending, as a listener, is Carol, a crypto-
AND BOB-.6:2...

using criminal and delegate of a criminal THEN You 1-1AvE -ro
BE ALICE ANO CAROL "

organization. She has an interest in the crypto
policy to be established, but she will not play by
the rules which will be decided here.

Carol       ©'           1    c RRo,Ltherefore has no voting right, but she is attend-
ing the conference as a naturally interested         Et (it:11A ( f.gn
observer, sitting in the gallery. Note that the   eMB.AMMAL#qf9
crypto industry is absent. They have an interest 3---'       Al
in the conference, of course, but this is not of
the same order of magnitude as the interests of Alice and Bob, which are more
fundamentally at stake than the interests of a minor part of industry (cf. the lexical ordering

of the principles at stake).
The attendants have names and functions, but in the process of resolving the issue, they

will not know who they are. We drop a veil of ignorance over the conference table, so that
not even the attendants themselves know which group they represent.' (The veil does not

7 More generally, "any knowledge that is likely to give rise to bias and distortion and to set men against one
another is ruled out." [Rawls, 200] The veil of ignorance does allow a lot of information on the particular
details of the crypto problem, but not about how each participant is positioned in the information society.
Thus, it ensures impartiality.
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cover the gallery - the ones around the table know they are not Carol; in reality, they may
be Suzie, however.)

The academics are absent from the conference. Since they devised the procedure to
ensure a just outcome, they do not need to participate in the process. The veil of ignorance
ensures an impartial decision: "It enables us to say ofthe preferred conception ofjustice that
it represents a genuine reconciliation of interests." [Rawls, 142]

11.4. The crypto policy conference

11.4.1. The least advantaged group
The first agenda item is to decide which is the least advantaged group. The conferees will
want to do this, because they do not know to which group they belong in real life. Ifthey
happen to be the least advantaged person in the information society, they will want the
crypto policy to have taken seriously into account the consequences for them. Indeed, the
worst possible outcome of some of the options for some of the representatives are very
grave: Suzie might face long-term imprisonment if the burden of proof is radically shifted,
ifshe is innocent but forgetful; Alice might lose her online privacy if she is forced to deposit
her keys; Bob may have to move his company if his business has to comply with national
key-recovery rules which are not implemented internationally. This is a strong argument for
treating the crypto dilemma as a maximin problem: the participants will want to maximize
the minimum they will get in any situation. To ensure this, they will decide the problem
from the perspective of the least-advantaged representative. Another, more fundamental,
reason to choose a least advantaged group is the central tenet in law to protect the weak from
the strong.

Who is the least advantaged? Not Bob, who is quite powerful - his IT business is
booming indeed. One might think for a moment that Polly is a candidate for the least
advantaged position, but the threat of cryptography to the entire level of catching criminals
is not high enough for Polly to be greatly disadvantaged. The worst outcome for her - doing
nothing and seeing wiretaps and computer searches become much less efficacious - still
leaves her with many investigation measures, and with many (although not all) criminals to
catch.

The choice, then, is between Alice and Suzie. Suzie has a considerable level of protection
in the Netherlands (although this is somewhat being eroded for the sake of crime-fighting),
and in the Dutch system of a moderately inquisitory trial, the interests of the suspect are
more  or less balanced with those of the prosecution. The option least favorable to Suzie,
enforcing a decryption demand with a penalization of a decryption refusal a or burden-of-
proof reversal, will alter this balance, but not fundamentally so. If the option is to be
compatible with constitutional protection of suspects as ensured by the ECHR and the case-
law  of the European Court, the right to a fair trial is safeguarded,  and so, Suzie has  less to
lose than Alice.

So, Alice really represents the least advantaged group. She may suffer privacy
infringements through alternative investigation measures and through restrictions in the use
of cryptography, and in the unlikely event of her being suspected of a crime, she might
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suffer grave consequences if she has been careless or forgetful with her crypto keys and
passwords. So, the conferees decide to judge the problem from the perspective of Alice.8

11.4.2. Principles and ordering rules
Next on the agenda are the defining of principles and adjudication rules. After some
brainstorming and discussion, the conferees agree upon a set of principles (cf. 6.2). After
some discussion over the ordering ofthe principles, they present the principles as following.
1 a. The right to privacy (including confidential communications)
1 b. The right to a fair trial
1 c. The rule of law (including the right to freedom from crime)
ld. The right to economic development
2a. Workability (implementability and enforceability)
2b. International compatibility
2c. Technological sustainability

The lexical ordering between fundamental and less fundamental principles is natural,
because the fundamental liberties at stake take precedence over other considerations. Human
rights can only be infringed because of other human rights. This means that the conferees
will make a decision primarily on the basis of the human rights involved. The other
principles play a less decisive role, mainly when two competing options cannot be clearly
decided on the basis of the primary principles.

Within each set, the ordering is less evident. The human rights of the first set are
interrelated and interdependent; no human right takes precedence over others (the right to
life does, but that is not at stake). It "is important to recognize that the basic liberties must
be assessed as a whole, as one system. That is, the worth of one liberty normally depends
upon the specification ofthe other liberties, and this must be taken into account in framing
a constitution and in legislation generally. While it is by and large true that a greater liberty
is preferable, this holds primarily for the system of liberty as a whole, and not for each
particular liberty." [Rawls, 203]

Each human right has a primary interested party: Alice for the right to privacy, Suzie for
the right to a fair trial, Polly for the rule of law, and Bob for the right to economic
development. This is not to say that these rights are only important for their primary
interested parties - all human rights pertain to all people. However, the argument for
choosing the least advantaged group does suggest to order the rights according to their
primary interested party. Therefore, the conferees order the rights as pertaining to Alice (la),
Suzie (lb), Polly (lc), and Bob (ld), that is, from weak to strong. This (sub)ordering is not
lexical: options should balance the principles la-ld rather than satisfy the first principle, the
right to privacy, to the maximum extent. It does indicate, however, a certain weight attached

8         On a European level, one may address the problem by allowing a change  in the protection of suspects as an
option, that is, in fact, changing the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms.  This  is not realistic (nor desirable) at present.  1 f one were to do so, one should
probably consider Suzie the least advantaged person, since she has much to lose in that case. This would be
a different conference, though,  with a European crypto policy  on the agenda rather  than a Dutch crypto
Policy.
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to the principles, so that, other things equal, a higher principle will have more weight.
The ordering in the second set is less important, since the principles matter less. It seems

logical to first look at whether an option is workable in the first place, before you look at its
viability in the international context or its technological sustainability. Given the strong
international component of the crypto problem, international compatibility is a more
valuable asset than technological sustainability. One might say that a state has more control
over technology than it has over the policy of other states (the US may be an exception
here).
In deciding upon this ordering, the conferees have chosen the following adjudication rules.
1.  A solution should satisfy the set of human rights principles to the maximum extent

possible. Only ifthis rule is indecisive, the second set of principles should be taken  into
account.

2.   Within each set of principles, higher principles have more weight than lower principles,
other things equal.

11.4.3. Selecting the options
In the afternoon, the conferees survey the available options. Discarding right away the non-
option of a crypto ban, they briefly discuss all options, ranging from cryptographic
measures, demanding decryption, and alternative investigation measures to the zero option.
They define the options as follows.

Option  7.1  Stimulate  the  development and use  of non-confidentiality cryptography
The government stimulates crypto developers to make crypto systems that can only be used for safeguarding
integrity and authentication, not for confidentiality. The government stimulates users, notably businesses in e-
commerce, to use such products, which can be used in all layers of the information infrastructure. They mainly
see to communications, not to data storage. if reliable and secure non-confidentiality systems are available, then
the government may consider requiring telecoms providers who build-in authentication and integrity functions
in their networks or services to use only non-confidentiality cryptography for this.

Option 7.2  Stimulate  the  development and voluntary use  of key-escrow or key-recovery systems for  data storage
and for the  telecommunications  infrastructure
The government stimulates the development of data-recovery services that meet business needs for recovering
stored data. The government stimulates users who store data in encrypted form to use these services. The
government requires service providers offering data recovery to cooperate with law enforcement (by handing over
private or session keys or plaintexts, depending on the circumstances) under legal warrant.

The government stimulates crypto producers to develop key-escrow or key-recovery systems for
telecommunications applications, that is, products for confidential communications that allow prompt and
automated law-enforcement decryption under warrant (through key deposits or tagging along recoverable session
keys). The government stimulates telecoms providers who build-in cryptography in their networks and services
to use such products.

Option 8. 1  Penalize a refusal to decrypt
The legislature penalizes a refusal to obey a lawful command, given in the investigation of a serious crime, to
decrypt stored encrypted data and encrypted one-way communications. This is a special clause overruling the
general criminal provision of refusing to cooperate with a legal command. The legislature must determine the
maximum punishment for the refusal after careful consideration of the trade-off between effectiveness and the  rule
of law, it should be high enough to incite (serious) criminals to decrypt, yet be low enough not to create an
insurmountable burden of proof for the prosecution to show that the data are incriminating and that the suspect
is able to decrypt; nor should it be a disproportionate punishment for forgetting a crypto passphrase. It can be a
fixed maximum, or it can be related to the maximum punishment for the primary offense.
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The legislature may at the same time consider extending the power to demand decryption to be given under
less strict circumstances (than the Funke requirements), i.e., with less than aggravating evidence in the primary
offense, or with less than strong evidence that the encrypted data are incriminating for the primary offense

The legislature can consider extending the provision to cover encrypted two-way communications, if it turns
out that technology allows users in principle to decrypt after the communication has ended.

Option 8.2  Penalize crypto use  if this obstructs investigation
The legislature penalizes having stored data in encrypted form i f this obstructs a specific investigation o f a serious
crime. The suspect can exonerate himself by decrypting. The legislature must determine the maximum punishment
for the encountered crypto after careful consideration of the trade-off between effectiveness and the rule of law.
it should be high enough to incite (serious) criminals to decrypt, yet be low enough not to create an
insurmountable burden of proof for the prosecution to show that the data are incriminating and that the suspect
is able to decrypt, nor should it be a disproportionate punishment for forgetting a crypto passphrase  It can be a
fixed maximum, or it can be related to the maximum punishment for the primary offense.

The legislature can consider extending the penalization to cover sending or receiving encrypted e-mail.
Likewise, the legislature can consider extending the provision to cover encrypted two-way communications, if
it turns out that technology allows users in principle to decrypt after the communication has ended.

Option 8 3 Shift the burden Of proof
The legislature enacts a law stipulating that the refusal to decrypt stored encrypted data or encrypted e-mail
encountered during the investigation of a serious crime can be used as incriminating evidence in the case. The
conditions for the judge to use a decryption refusal as evidence are the Murray conditions:
1.    there is enough other evidence against the suspect that, combined with her refusal, allows a common-sense

conclusion ofguilt.
2.   the suspect has not been pressured by the police to give the key,
3.   the ciphertext at stake must 'call' for an explanation. and
4.   there is enough evidence that the suspect is able to decrypt.
The legislature can consider weakening these conditions, notably the fourth and, to a less extent, the first and third.
after a careful consideration of the trade-offbetween effectiveness and the presumption of innocence.

The legislature can consider extending the provision to cover encrypted two-way communications, if it turns
out that technology allows users in principle to decrypt after the communication has ended.

Option 9.1 Allow (more) direct eavesdropping, in particular within homes
(1 assume here that the draft law on special investigation powers will be enacted; thus, the police has the power
to eavesdrop directly. and they can use this power within homes only in cases involving crimes punishable with
at least eight years.) The legislature lowers the conditions for allowing direct eavesdropping within homes. for
instance, to crimes for which pre-trial detention is allowed (roughly, crimes punishable with at least four years).
The legislature can also consider allowing direct eavesdropping for non-communications, i.e., for non-networked
computers, talking in oneself, and the like.

Option 9.2 Allow TEMPEST monitoring
The legislature creates the power for the police to eavesdrop on electromagnetic radiation emanating from
computers. under conditions similar to those for direct eavesdropping.

Option  9.3  Allow  infiltration  in more  cases
The courts are more lenient in granting permission to infiltrate. The government provides extra money for training
and protection programs for undercover agents. The legislature can consider dropping the subsidiarity condition
for civil infiltrators (according to the draft law on special investigation powers, a court can only give permission
for a civil infiltrator if it is not possible to employ a police infiltrator).

Option 9.4 Allow crown witnesses
If the law proposal on pledges to criminal witnesses is enacted. the legislature lowers the conditions for staging
a crown witness (i.e., allows it in more than only the most serious and exceptional cases). Or, if the proposal is
not enacted, the legislature reconsiders enacting it in light of the crypto problem.
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Option  10. Decide to do nothing
The government decides not to take specific measures to regulate cryptography and not to take additional
measures aimed at securing future information-gathering powers specifically to redress the decreasing effectivity
of wiretaps and computer searches caused by crypto use.

Now, the participants to the conference indicate how each option matches the principles, and
on this basis, they categorize the options as an option to consider (category I), not an option
(category 11), or an option which does not address the problem (category 0) (cf. Chapters 7-
10). For each direction, they define the local optimum: the best option within the direction.
Also, they  look at the effectivity ofthe option in relation to the kind of crime (organized,
business, or computer crime), and they assess whether it targets transported or stored
encrypted data. They simplify their analysis in two hand-outs (see Tables 11.1  and 11.2 on
the following pages).

Within the cryptographic direction (cf. the analysis in 7.7.3 and 7.7.4), they argue that
to separate digital signature cryptography from confidentiality crypto is viable, but they note
that it does not really address the core problem; it may help in not making matters worse for
law enforcement, but it does nothing to address true cryptocriminals. (It may assist criminals
in exchanging keys, but since outlawing cryptography is not an option anyway, that is no
argument against this option.) Since it does not infringe human rights (indeed, it may be a
stimulus to economic development), the conferees decide right away that this is something
the government can consider implementing, and they refer it to their colleagues who are
developing a digital-signature infrastructure policy.

The other option in this direction, voluntary LEAK through key deposits or key recovery,
they discard after ample consideration, as not being effective in addressing the problem.
They are threatening for Alice and Bob because they involve security risks, and do not really
help Polly, because (smarter) criminals will not use them. Two partial LEAK applications
may help the police, however. First, LEAK systems may be a way for telecoms providers
to meet their obligations of ensuring the tappability of their networks or services if they
decide to build-in cryptography. The conferees note that this potential use is in fact already
covered by the general wiretap cooperation requirements (see 4.3.1), and so, they need not
consider this an option to address the crypto conflict - if telecoms providers use encryption,
they must ensure decryptability, and ifthey do not use encryption, they do not pose a law-
en forcement problem. The second positive contribution of voluntary LEAK is the use of
data-recovery services by businesses for stored data. The conferees note that the
effectiveness for law enforcement of such schemes is quite limited, since it targets only
stored data in business crime. In fact, for these particular cases, the police already has
sufficient powers to retrieve stored data: practical attacks to crack ciphertexts are of
considerable value here (see 4.5.3). and the police can usually command business people to
decrypt (see 8.2 and 8.3). So, additional stimulation ofdata-recovery services does not really
provide extra help to the police; the government can leave it to the market to take care itself
of the business need for data recovery.

Next, the participants review the direction of demanding suspects to decrypt (cf Chapter
8). They agree that penalizing a refusal to decrypt is preferable to penalizing crypto use
which hampers investigation, since the latter does not ease the proof issues it is supposed to
target (the primary offense should still be proven without the ciphertexts, otherwise a con-
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Table  ll.1. Options matching principles
-    infringes principle 0    does not address the problem, refer elsewhere
6     has mixed effects, infringes to a smaller extent 1 option
+    does not infringe principle II    no option

viction for criminal crypto use cannot itself be proven). Penalizing criminal crypto use is
therefore  not an option.

They have some difficulty in choosing between the former option and reversing the
burden of proof. Looking at the effect on Alice, the main difference is that penalizing a
decryption refusal under weaker conditions is somewhat more privacy-infringing, since it
puts a strict liability on crypto use (which may prevent people from using crypto as
extensively as they would otherwise do). This liability is less in the burden-of-proof reversal,
since the probable-cause requirement will better shield law-abiding Alice against
investigations in which she would have to decrypt (cf. the analysis in 8.8.3, particularly
under la and  l c. and 8.8.4). On the other hand, the penalization of the refusal to decrypt is
somewhat more effective, for the same reason (more criminals will be convicted because of
the lower proof requirement, albeit it not for the primary offense). From Alice's point of
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Table  1 1.2.  Applicability of options and measures
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view, penalizing a decryption refusal catches criminals the wrong way, and might sooner
lead to catching the wrong criminals than a burden-of-proof reversal risks doing. Indeed,
reversing the burden ofproof under weaker Murray conditions is better targeted at catching
the most serious and calculating criminals (especially if one takes into account a
Garantenstellung) Here, Alice's individual right to privacy prevails over her collective right
to freedom from crime by seeing criminals convicted. The conferees therefore find that the
burden-of-proof reversal is the local optimum ofthis direction. They note, however, that the
effectiveness of this option is, at best, not great.

Next, the conferees look at alternative investigation measures (cf. Chapter 9). The
conferees assume that the law on special investigation powers is enacted, and thus, that
direct eavesdropping is allowed under strict conditions. Comparing the option of more direct
eavesdropping (i.e., weakening the conditions, within homes) with TEMPEST monitoring,
they agree that the latter is technically more problematic and less practical, and that it will
in general be less effective than the former. In fact, they feel that TEMPEST monitoring
would be so little effective in practice, that it can not outweigh the privacy infringement on
the basis ofthe crypto problems for law enforcement.

Reviewing infiltration and crown witnesses, they discuss their respective merits for the
fundamental principles; infiltration is somewhat more privacy-infringing, whereas crown
wimesses are more detrimental to the general principle of the rule of law. On the other hand,
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the difference in privacy infringement is negligible, since the likelihood of such an
infringement is very small  in any case; Alice will not adjust her expectation of privacy if she
knows that the police will use more infiltrators. Since infiltration is more effective than
crown witnesses (they can be used in more cases), Alice would prefer that, although she does
not want to discard the option ofcrown wimesses altogether - they may work in other cases
than infiltration.

In the tea break, Bob mentions the subject of data mining. The others feel that it is a
fascinating technology with a large potential for law enforcement, but they agree that it is
not related to the crypto problem. So, they refer it to a partner committee analyzing the
information policy ofthe judiciary.

After the break, the participants discuss whether any one alternative investigation
measure is preferable over the others. Here, they get somewhat confused. On the one hand,
the two preferable options (direct eavesdropping and infiltration) are applicable in more or
less the same broad categories of crime: their main application is organized crime, although
direct eavesdropping may also be useful in investigating business crime (but note that
eavesdropping is generally less important to investigating business crime). Also, they only
provide (to some extent) an alternative to wiretapping: they can reveal what criminals talk
about among themselves, and - related to that - what they do. The measures cannot be
regarded as useful to replace computer searches. On the other hand, direct eavesdropping
is closely related to wiretapping, whereas infiltration is far more removed from the crypto
problem, and consequently, their effectiveness for the police will differ considerably. One
cannot say that one measure is generally more effective than the other. It is therefore quite
difficult to argue whether one can compare these options, or whether one should leave them

on a par, and see in each particular case which measure is more appropriate. For the moment,
then, the conferees leave the options on the agenda for further consideration and comparison
with the other optional directions.

But wait, Bob suggests, what would happen if we do nothing? (Cf. Chapter 10.) Having
the elegance of being a very simple option which leaves most principles unharmed, the
conferees see only one drawback: it does not help solve the problem. That is a major
drawback, conflicting with the principle of the rule of law; criminals should, after all,  be
caught. By this time, the conferees have become rather despondent over the attractiveness
ofthe options considered so far, all of which have their negative sides, and so, they are not
yet convinced that they should act at all. Thus, they keep the zero option as one to consider
as well.

At the end of the day, the conferees have thus limited the problem significantly, as
illustrated in the following table (see Tables 11.3 and 11.4).
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infiltration option tapping search

organized crime         x              x                x                          x             -

business crime            r               x                                               -               x

computer crime            x                -                  -                        i       x                x

transport/
alternative to                               x                 -                            x
wiretapping

storage/
alternative to              x                                                                                x
computer search

Table  1 1.4. Applicability of options to consider
w    applicable to a substantial degree
-    partially applicable
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11.4.4. Narrowing down the problem
The next day, the conferees look at the hand-out with the table of options to consider.  They
note that the principle of economic development is not a distinguishing criterion: all options
score equally well on this principle. Therefore, they can leave it aside.

They also see that the less fundamental criteria do not yield fundamentally different
results for the various options, having rather minor differences. The main difference is the
workability, in particular the enforceability, which is not optimal for the burden-of-proof
reversal or infiltration.  In  fact, the main problems of enforceability for these options have
to do with the effectiveness and the rule of law: both options cannot be enforced completely,
and thus not be completely effective, unless by infringing upon the rule of law (e.g., by
radically shifting the burden of proof, or by using criminal infiltrators). This trade-off in
enforceability, then, can be taken into account when discussing the primary principle of the
rule of law. As to implementability, infiltration is less implementable because of the high
costs involved, and the limited number of cases in which it is a valuable and valid
investigation measure; direct eavesdropping is less implementable because of technical
requirements and the risks of discovery; and the burden-of-proof reversal has
implementation problems in that it is hard to trade-off effectiveness with the rule of law in
specifying the conditions allowing it. So, in effect, all these implementation arguments can
be taken as arguments in judging the effectiveness of these options. This way, the conferees
can subsume the less fundamental principles under the fundamental principles. Indeed, the
adjudication rule says anyway that the conferees should judge the problem by the
fundamental principles first. So, they can leave aside the set of less fundamental principles
and focus on the first set only.

This yields the following - simplified - decision table.

optio,is reverse direct                                                    Imore zero
burden of eaves- infiltration option

principles proof dropping

l a privacy                            +                          -                           +                          +

1 b fair trial                          -                          +                           f                          +

1 c rule of law
-effectiveness .'4                     f                      f/-                      -

-general                     -               f/+                 f                 +

Table  11.5.  The decision  table
-    infringes principle
i     has mixed effects on principle. infringes to a smaller extent
+    does not infringe principle

11.4.5. The key decision
Having come this far, the conference has defined the core of the problem. Reconciling the
interests in the crypto conflict really means making a decision on the basis of this table.  To
do this, one does not only need a perspective from which to argue for a decision, but one
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also needs sufficient information on which to base the decision.
It is here that rabbits are put into the hat. The perspective is one such rabbit, and another

is the information one uses. These are closely related rabbits. Depending on your
perspective, you extract different information from the same data. For example, suppose that
cryptography hampers investigation in 20 per cent of all cases involving wiretaps, and that
in 60 per cent of these cases, the investigation does not lead to a conviction. Now Bob will
argue that cryptography does not hamper investigation in 88 per cent (80% plus 40% of
20%) of all wiretap cases,  and  in the  12 per cent in which  it does, who says that without
cryptography there would have been enough evidence anyway? Polly, on the other hand,
will argue that  12 per cent of all wiretap cases is quite significant (over 400 cases a year),

and, moreover, these   12  per  cent will likely include  the most intelligent and serious
criminals, who pose the biggest threat to society. This way, one's perspective can effectively
steer one's 'knowledge' and the way one interprets data.

Therefore, 1 argue that the perspective in judging the dilemma is tantamount, and that
this is the main rabbit one puts in the hat. In my case, the rabbit is Alice. 1 have argued that
she is the least advantaged party in the discussion.9 Therefore, the conferees willlook at the
decision table from her perspective, which means that in principle, they will rate privacy
higher than the effectiveness of a solution. The base-line is a level of the rule of law which
Alice, the everyday crypto user, considers acceptable. She does not want to live in a society
ruled by criminals: nor does she want to live in a police state. She will measure "the danger
to the liberty of the representative citizen measured by the likelihood that these sanctions
will wrongly interfere with [her] freedom. The establishment of a coercive agency is rational
only if these disadvantages are less than the loss of liberty from instability." (Rawls, p. 241)

First, Alice remembers that all (active) options are implementable, but in a limited way:
they can only solve a small part of the problem  if they are not to do away with the rule of
law at all. Reversing the burden of proof under Murray conditions can be successful in  only
a very small number of cases where stored encrypted data hamper investigation. Allowing
direct eavesdropping under less strict conditions may yield extra wiretap-replacing
information in some cases, but the additional value of lowering the conditions can never
redress the information  loss in the bulk of crypto cases. Likewise, stepping up infiltration
will only yield a quite limited additional source of information for the police.

Moreover, living in the Netherlands, Alice does not currently perceive cryptocriminals
as a severe threat to her living. The information she has available does not indicate that (the
baseline of) the rule of law is really threatened. For one thing, serious criminals are still
being convicted, and there is no indication that there is a significant market segment of
criminal organizations which escapes law enforcement through cryptography.'0 Indeed, the

9     Note that it is the choice of Alice as the least advantaged group which is a rabbit, not the device of the least
advantaged group as such.

10 The press release of the Public Prosecutor on its publication of the 1997 annual report rings optimistic about
its investigation of organized crime. "Moreover, in  1997, the Public Prosecutor has successfully brought
before the court the top of a number of important gangs. Besides, much attention has been paid to setting up
and expanding the information position. For this, more and more varied channels are being tapped to collect
(criminal) information." [OM 98]
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number of cases in which cryptography is blocking cases is currently very low (4.5.2). One
can expect this to increase in the future, but to what extent this will be so remains to be seen
- this may for a large part depend on how the information infrastructure develops, with
either built-in cryptography or with a security infrastructure that depends more on end-to-
end encryption. In any case, there will always be criminals who will not use cryptography,
just as currently there is a significant number of criminals who use tappable phones despite
the common knowledge that they run a risk of being overheard.

Also, if Alice looks at the information available to her in the original position, she sees
that the police has quite a few tools available to continue retrieving information in the course
of investigation. For one thing, the police can try practical attacks to decrypt stored data, or
- if the encrypted file seems important enough - they may even try a brute-force attack on
a supercomputer or through a distributed attack (cf. 3.1.4-5). Current experience seems to
indicate that such attacks have a significant chance of success (4.5.3). Also, in some cases,
the police can command people to decrypt, notably in business crime cases when the
privilege against self-incrimination does not hold (8.3), or when the business uses a data-
recovery service. Alice also notes that when network and service providers use encryption,
they are already required by law to provide the original signal. Besides, traffic analysis is an
important part of gathering information in transport, and this is not hampered by
cryptography. Then again, the police have other investigation measures at their disposal,
which can satisfy some of their need for knowledge. Infiltration is a good alternative to
gather information and evidence on criminal organizations, although the high costs limit its
potential. Direct eavesdropping will most likely soon be allowed, even within homes for
very serious crimes, and perhaps crown witnesses will appear on the court stage soon. These
alternative investigation measures may to some extent replace the use of wiretaps (note that
options 9.1 and 9.3 do not concern the use ofdirect eavesdropping or infiltration as such, but
they involve lowering the conditions for their use to make them more investigation-friendly)

Judging from this information, Alice decides that the current threat of cryptocriminals
is not enough to justify infringing fundamental rights by enacting one of the (non-zero)
options. The blocking of computer searches can be addressed by practical attacks and by
demanding others to decrypt - the potential small extra value of a burden-of-proof reversal
(option 8.3) cannot outweigh the detriment to the rule of law. The decrease in wiretap
efficacy can to some extent be met by other investigation measures currently allowed; the
potential extra infringement of privacy and the rule of law if the conditions for such
measures are weakened (options 9.1  and 9.3) cannot be justified by their marginal additional
value to retrieve still a little more information.

There will no doubt be some criminals who will escape justice through cryptography in
the next few years, but this does not alter Alice's view: she puts up with this in view of her
privacy. Moreover, her intuitive sense ofjustice tells her that the rule of law would currently
be more infringed by allowing burden-of-proof reversals or by having bugs or infiltrators
became more pervasive. For the moment, Alice concludes to do nothing. The Dutch
government should endorse the zero option as the one which best reconciles the conflicting
crypto interests.
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11.4.6. Looking at the future
The conference participants are aware, though, that we live in a changing world, and they
will continue to closely monitor developments to see whether Alice's argument still holds.
They will look at the number of investigations being definitively blocked by cryptography,
and they will also continue to make assessments ofthe overall level of crime and ofthe sway
criminal organizations may hold over Dutch society. Besides, Alice and Polly are avid
readers of the Staatsblad (which promulgates legislation) and the Nederlandse Juris-
prudentie (which publishes case law), so that they can monitor the investigation powers the
police have. They will take into account whether and to what extent the police can use
directional microphones, bugging, TEMPEST monitoring, infiltration, crown witnesses, data
mining, and other measures that may be invented and allowed in future. If the conference
participants find that cryptography indeed allows criminals to escape the police more than
they care for (i.e.,  if the base-line of the rule of law is crossed), they will reconsider the
options for addressing the crypto conflict.

Then, they will again make a list of the available options. They will leaf through the
latest proceedings of the CRYPTO and EUROCRYPT con ferences to see what develop-
ments there are in the cryptographic field. Perhaps, new LEAK protocols or systems are
being developed which are more reliable and more secure than current proposals. Also, if
the market for data-recovery services will have developed over the next few years, the
conferees can see to what extent individuals and businesses are using these services. Ifthey
turn out to be quite reliable and not to pose significant security risks (which can currently
not be said, because such services are yet in their infancy), they could define an option to
stimulate these services, or perhaps even to make them mandatory in specific circumstances
(such as today there are formal obligations for keeping books). This could mean that the
participants should reconsider option 7.2 (which 1 do not consider likely, but for a just
procedure, they must take everything into account).

The option list will, of course, still contain the decryption command options, in particular
the burden-of-proof reversal, and it may comprise several alternative investigation measures
- new ones, or traditional ones with weaker conditions. Depending on these options and on
the positions of the various representative groups, future conferences should each time
decide which is the least advantaged group. For instance, if it is seriously being considered
to reverse the burden ofproof under weaker Murray conditions (which likely should be done
on  a European level, given the protection of the ECPHR), then  it may turn  out that Suzie
rather than A lice has most to lose. Or if cryptocriminals overwhelmingly defeat the police
and  future IRT gates lead to a restriction of police powers, perhaps Polly will emerge the
least advantaged. I consider it unlikely that in the near to middle future the decision on the
least advantaged group would lead to anyone but Alice, but it is a decision which should
always be carefully made. For the time being, let us suppose that Alice will still provide the
perspective to judge the problem from.

To decide which ofthe option is preferable to the least advantaged group, the conference

participants will redefine the original position. What is the exact way in which crypto blocks
the investigation? Is it mostly stored ciphertexts obtained through searches that the police
cannot read, or is it end-to-end encryption that defeats wiretaps? In what stage of the
investigation does the police encounter crypto? The burden-of-proof reversal is targeted
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mainly at stored encrypted data needed  for
FOKKE & SOKKEfinalizing the evidence, whereas most altern-

FIND THEN13-ELVES- IN AAJ OeIGINALative investigation measures are more useful as POSITION
a replacement of wiretaps  in the earlier stages
of the investigation, or, sometimes, to gather WHERE ON EACTH

Aa E -6 7key evidence. The conference will also
investigate what kinds of crime are at stake:  is
it mainly cryptocriminal organizations that (C   "   '91 1escape justice, or is it white-collar criminals, or

h.«.f13 1is computer crime soaring because of the
crypto shield? Again, the exact scope of the

*b (151.91£91
investigation powers  will  be a

major             6 determinant ofthe original position. Depending               J 1                        
on the definition of the original position and        -            3              --5 026.1..
the perspective of the least advantaged group,
the conferees can debate which option is preferable.

Currently, it is hard to predict what the conference will find in the future. Still, some
judgments can be made at this stage. Enforcing decryption commands through penalizing
a decryption refusal (or worse, through penalizing crypto use which hampers investigation)
put a strict liability on crypto use, and it is instrumental legislation which does not lead to
convicting criminals the right way. From the perspective of Alice, the law-abiding crypto
user, this can hardly be desirable. The trade-off between effectiveness (convicting serious
criminals who refuse to decrypt) and a fair trial (not convicting Alice if she has forgotten her
key) is hard to make, as is the setting of a maximum punishment on the decryption refusal.
The only viable way to enforce a decryption command, therefore, will be to reverse the
burden of proof Here, the trade-offof strict Murray conditions (ensuring compatibility with
the right to a fair trial) with effectiveness will also be difficult.  lf a burden-of-proof reversal
is to be effective in really convicting the serious criminals the option is aimed at, it can easily
infringe the right to a fair trial more than the European Court will care for.

But perhaps the future will make the trade-off easier.  If it turns out that the information
infrastructure is a highly secure and reliable one, which Alice can trust with her confidential
messages without having to encrypt end-to-end (like we currently trust the telephone
system), or, more importantly, if operating systems are developed to automatically encrypt
stored data in a LEAK-compliant way, so that Alice does not need to encrypt stored data
herself, then a strict liability for using crypto and having to decrypt may become more
acceptable. In other words, it may then be more fair to require Alice to prove that the
encrypted data are not incriminating by decrypting, or,  if she cannot decrypt, to argue why
she used encryption in the first place. With the current confusion over crypto laws (in
particular, export laws) and the rapidly changing information infrastructure, it cannot be
predicted whether the information infrastructure will develop in this way. It may turn out
that to realize her right to privacy and to confidential communication, Alice will have to use
encryption herself, and in that case, 1 think reversing the burden of proof if the police
encounters cryptography during an investigation is not really an option.

My feeling is that for at least several years to come,  i f a non-zero option is required to
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counter the increasing threat of cryptocriminals, the government should look at alternative
investigation measures rather than at enforcing decryption commands through contentious
legal constructions. It is true that a decryption command is much more closely targeted at
the problem ofcryptocriminals, whereas most investigation measures provide quite different
kinds of information in only part of the investigation cases. Yet from the perspective of
Alice, alternative investigation measures will likely be more acceptable than putting a strict
liability on crypto use. This is all the more so since with stored encrypted data, the police has
a considerable array of tools available to retrieve the information: practical attacks, and
demanding decryption within the limits of (Funke and Saunders) case law; also, in invest-
igating business crime (one ofthe important targets of computer searches), there is a larger
likelihood of the business cooperating with law enforcement. The biggest future crypto-
criminal threat may therefore be to wiretapping rather than to computer searches, and it will
most likely be caused by organized criminals. To investigate and convict them, other invest-
igation measures hold higher promise than reversing the burden of proof, which is problem-
atic anyway with encrypted communications. Perhaps, then, the government will slowly
have to adapt to the idea that wiretapping is not a panacea for the information need ofthe
police, and to focus their resources on other, less crypto-sensitive, investigation measures.

11.4.7. Evaluation
At the end ofthe conference, the participants look back and evaluate what they have done.
After defining principles and adjudication rules, surveying possible options, narrowing down
the list to viable options, the conferees had to decide the core problem. Using the perspective
of Alice as the least advantaged group, they found that for the time being, the zero option
seems preferable. Policy makers should continue to closely monitor developments, in order
to periodically readjust this decision. Depending upon the crime rate and the crypto use by
criminals, and depending upon the investigation powers the police can use, a future
readjustment of the policy may be to allow more alternative investigation measures to
counter the possibly decreasing efficacy of wiretaps.

What the conferees have done, is to list all viable options, then to narrow these down to
the best option, given the principles, information, and perspective chosen. They have also
pondered upon possible future measures, in case more is felt to be needed in future, by
adding other options and then readjusting the balance. The process thus resembles a multiple
hour-glass, in which the sand (all possible options) is narrowed down to the best option at
that time, after which the other options are again added together with new data; then, the
options may be again narrowed down to the best option at the next point of time. At each
point oftime, the weight ofthe grains of sand (the data added) and the form of the glass (the
perspective from which you look at the problem) steer the outcome.

11.5. Agenda for a US conference

Ifthe conference had been held in the US, with the aim of developing a US crypto policy,
would the outcome have been different? Not necessarily, although the input would have
differed considerably. A good analysis of the US situation requires an extensive research
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which is outside the scope of this book. Here, I can only indicate what items should be
researched and taken into account in addressing the crypto conflict in the US.

First of all, the assumptions for the Dutch situation are not directly applicable to the US.
For one thing, the crime rate and the kind of criminals may differ; apart from organized and
business crime, computer crime may be ahead of the Netherlands, considering the general
lead the US has in the ICT field. Moreover, terrorism is a bigger concern in the US than in
the Netherlands. In fact, the crypto debate centers as much on national security as on law
enforcement, and the two will be difficult to treat as separate policy issues in the US. Also,
one must consider to what extent crime in the US is threatening the rule of law or society at
large.

Likewise, investigation powers differ as well. In the US, bugging has been used for quite
some time, and crown witnesses have played their part in criminal proceedings. Law
enforcement in the US seems less dependent on wiretapping (see 4.3.2). So, the specific
problems cryptography poses to law enforcement in the US will to some extent differ from
those in the Netherlands, at least in scope.

Another difference relates to the concern over police powers. The Dutch generally seem
to have a higher level oftrust in their government (including law-enforcement agents) than
US citizens have - compare Mike Nelson's constraints for an acceptable crypto policy: "Any
solution the U.S. government endorses is immediately suspect" and "No one trusts anyone"
[Nelsonl. Related to this is a different conception ofprivacy in the US: "Though it may be an
overgeneralization to say our European neighbors trust governments but not corporations
with their personal lives while our loyalties are reversed, to some degree this pattern is
reflected in  each of our laws." [Ficidl More in general, differences in constitutional protection
in the US can lead to different weights being attached to the fundamental rights that are
pivotal to the argument.

All these (potential) differences in the state of affairs imply that the input into the
original position must be described differently for the US. This, of course, is a major factor
influencing the outcome ofthe conference.

Another important agenda item in the US will be choosing a least advantaged group. 1
think the same representative groups should participate behind the veil of ignorance in the
US conference: individual crypto users, business crypto users, law enforcement, and
suspects, perhaps complemented with a national-security representative. The main factors
influencing the decision which of these groups is the least advantaged are the weights
attached to the various fundamental rights, the balance of power between citizens and the
state, and the instruments that the various groups have to secure their powers and rights.

The principles and ordering rules I used for the Netherlands can likely be used in the US
as well, perhaps with some shifting of the order of the fundamental rights within the first
group of principles.

Since most alternative investigation measures 1 have outlined are already allowed to a
certain extent in the US, the option list in the US would consist mainly of law-enforcement
access to keys (which would, more generally, be government access to keys, since the
national-security agencies would be the first to grasp the opportunity of accessing keys),
enforcing a decryption demand, and significantly stepping up certain investigation measures,
like bugging or infiltration. Ofcourse, the zero option should be on the US agenda as well.
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With these items settled, the US conferees can start debating which of the options is
preferable, given the information for the original position and the least advantaged group.
This will require thoughtful analysis, and the conference should take time for its decision.
The procedure is in fact key to developing a crypto policy which is acceptable to all
representative groups, and therefore, the conferees should carefully detail the argumentative
steps they take and motivate their choices. Only with open and argued reasoning is there a
chance that the still much polarized debate can be resolved in the US.

11.6. Conclusion

If the scheme as a whole seems on rejlection to clarify and to order our thoughts, and if
it tends to reduce disagreements and to bring divergent convictions more in line, then
it has done all that one may reasonably ask. (Rawls, A Theory of Justice)

How does the outcome of the conference match, in Rawls' phrase, our considered judgments
in reflective equilibrium? That the zero option is for the time being the best way (not) to act
need not be surprising. That is a rather direct consequence of the rabbit 1 put in the hat,
having chosen the average, law-abiding crypto user Alice as the least advantaged group and
having looked at the various options in the original position from her perspective. It is more
on the procedure that I would like to reflect: has it been a good way of reconciling the
interests at stake in the crypto conflict?

There are two crucial factors  in the procedure. The first is giving a good overview o f the
options available and judging how they meet the required principles. The second, and most
important, factor is making clear which choices one makes in making a decision: how do
you value the principles (that is, which adjudication rules do you use), what information do
you use as input, and which perspective do you choose? These 'rabbit choices' are essential,
the conjuring one performs with the hat afterwards is more show than substance. In fact,
there are many ways ofconjuring, but in the end, you still draw out ofthe hat the rabbit you
used as input. Still, the conjuring matters, because it is key to making the rabbit acceptable
to all interested parties.

The Rawls procedure is a good way of showing these choices and arguing for the
decisions made. It has made me order the principles, and describe the information for the
original position that 1 perceive as essential to the problem. Also, it has made me choose the
perspective ofthe least advantaged group. The specific choices I made (the rabbits I chose)
are open to discussion; I have argued for them from my point of view. The procedure is open
to discussion as well, although 1 argue that this procedure is preferable to that used by most
studies so far, which often amount to showing a rabbit and claiming this was conjured out
of a hat backstage. That is not a satisfactory way to address so crucial a conflict of interests
as is at stake here. The citizens ofthe information society have a right to know in what way
their interests are balanced by the policy makers. Alice must be able to review the decision-
making process, and she should be able to feel that she would indeed have made the same
decision herself Only then can she say that the outcome really reconciles her conflicting
interests.



Summary
The crypto controversy. A key conflict in the information society

Noordwijkerhout (Netherlands), August 1998 - In the information society, information and,
consequently, information security are growing more and more important. Therefore, there
is an increasing need to employ cryptography: programs which make data inaccessible to
unauthorized people. On the other hand, there is an increasing concern that criminals can use
this cryptography to effectively escape the notice of police. So, cryptography produces a
conflict of interests: privacy and information security versus criminal investigation. The
related discussion is strongly polarized: privacy groups and law enforcement flatly oppose
each other. Behold the crypto controversy, one of the key conflicts in the information
society.

To address this controversy, I organize a three-day conference on the Dutch crypto
policy, which is to answer the question: "How can and should the Dutch government address
the problem that the use of strong cryptography by criminals poses to law enforcement,
taking into account the legitimate interests to use cryptography in the information society?"
Attending the conference are representatives of the relevant groups of Dutch society that
have an interest in a just crypto policy: Alice, an average crypto user, Bob, a business crypto
user, Polly, a law-enforcement official, and Suzie, a suspect (who worries about a draconian
crypto policy infringing her rights ofthe defense). They will have to decide upon a crypto
policy that reconciles the interests of privacy and information security with the interest of
law enforcement.

Background
To enable the conferees to make a just decision, the organizers (Tilburg and Eindhoven
Universities) have written an extensive background paper which outlines the problem and
the context in which it should be seen. The paper starts with a presentation of the
information society, which .will profoundly change the way we live and work", according
to European Commissioner Bangemann. As information is becoming ever more important
to our life and work, an information society is taking shape in which traditional borders are
blurred. Media as well as market sectors converge, state monopolies on telecommunications
are abolished, and electronic commerce enables customers and enterprises to do business
through other intermediaries than retail shops. This society is global by nature, and national
and jurisdiction borders are rapidly becoming less relevant as the Internet is booming. In this
society that depends for a large part on information, the need for information security is a
primary one. The confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information (the CIA of in-
formation security) must be safeguarded by a mixture ofphysical, organizational, technical,
and legal measures.

One of the key technologies for establishing information security is cryptography,
systems which use mathematical algorithms and digital keys to encipher data in such a way
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that only authorized people can decrypt and read them. Especially public-key or asymmetric
cryptography, which was developed in the 1970s, has opened up a vast array of applications
for wide-scale encryption. (In public-key cryptography, users have a key pair consisting of
a private and a public key. By widely distributing the public key - which does not require
a secure channel - people can safely communicate with any number of others.) Crypto-
graphy is employed to protect, e.g., telecommunications, personal data, electronic payment
systems, intellectual-property rights, sensitive government and business data, and human
rights. Also, cryptography can prevent crime, like computer crime and economic espionage.

A drawback of cryptography, however, is that criminals can use it to escape the notice
of wiretapping and computer-searching police officers. Uncrackable crypto systems are
easily available, and if criminals use them correctly (that is, if they are careful with their
passphrases), they can communicate securely and store incriminating information safely
without risk that the police be any the wiser. Therefore, cryptography will hamper the
investigation ofcrime, in particular oforganized crime, business crime, and computer crime.
Today, the problem is not large: in the few cases that police have encountered encryption,
they could generally crack it or find enough other evidence to make a winning case.
However, the general expectation is that cryptocriminal use will rise significantly as
cryptography is becoming ever more widely available and more user-friendly, particularly
once it is built-in in the information and communications infrastructure. Since wiretapping
and searching computers are important investigation measures (law-enforcement officials
call wiretapping a crucial investigation technique, even if the efficacy of tapping is
sometimes disputed), the threat of cryptocriminals to the rule of law is a real one. There is
therefore a legitimate public interest in countering the (future) negative effect of crypto-
graphy on law enforcement. In the Netherlands, this can best be addressed in the context of
the general revision of investigation measures, which is taking place as a result of the finding
in the mid-1990s that investigation practice had gotten out of hand ('IRT-gate').

The problem of cryptocriminals is being
FOKKE & SUKKE studied in many countries. Some states have

ARIE NOTORIOUS CRypTOCRIMINALS enacted legislation (France and Russia, for
instance, have virtually prohibited strong
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which leak information to law-enforcement.
Most countries, however, are at a loss. The
OECD have issued 'guidelines' for a crypto
policy which in fact do not guide at all, and
states seem to be waiting for each other to
see what the emerging international direction'-•-L     ----»2  FOUT-
will be. This much for the background paper,
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which ends on a rather desperate note: "there is a general impasse in the crypto controversy
debate."

Procedure
To break the impasse, Alice, Bob, Polly, and Suzie will have to decide which option best
addresses the problem of criminals using cryptography. As this is essentially a problem of
balancing conflicting interests, the conference agenda follows a procedure inspired by John
Rawls' A Theory ofJustice which should lead to a result that is acceptable to all. A particular
feature of this conference  is that the conference room is covered  in  a  'veil of ignorance',
which ensures that the participants do not know which position in society they themselves
have in reality. Thus, although they have all relevant information at their disposal, Polly,
Alice, Suzie, and Bob can not be biased by their personal preferences or the particular
interests of the group they represent. This will ensure that their decision is impartial and a
genuine reconciliation of interests.

The first agenda item is choosing a least advantaged group, that is, the group which has
most to lose in the crypto debate, where losses are counted in terms of fundamental freedoms
and not in terms of material wealth. After all, the central tenet in law is to protect the weak
from the strong: "law cannot be impartial in its function of regulating order:  it will have to
take sides with the powerless, with those placed under custody, with those who are most
threatened to be overpowered." [peters] If there is no option which is in all respects preferable
to the others, the perspective of the least advantaged group is a good device to make a
decision that does justice to this central tenet. The conferees agree that, in the Dutch context,
Alice represents the least-advantaged group: her privacy, including her right to confidential
communications, is at stake. Alice has more to lose than Polly, who - even if wiretaps would
become useless - still has various investigation measures to catch criminals, while Suzie's
rights are sufficiently protected by the right to a fair trial as interpreted by the European
Court (being a Dutch conference, it has to respect the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights). And for businessman Bob, no fundamental freedoms are at
stake. Therefore, the issue will be decided from the perspective ofAlice, and so, the outcome
must be the one which is most acceptable to the law-abiding crypto user.

Next, the conferees choose a set of principles, with which they can assess the options to
address the crypto problem. They perceive four fundamental rights as essential to the crypto
problem:
•   the right to privacy (including confidential communications),
•    the right to a fair trial,
•     the rule of law (including the right to freedom from crime), and
•   the right to economic development.
Besides, the conferees will also take into account the less fundamental, but still desirable
principles of workability, international compatibility, and technological sustainability. Since
the principles will conflict, the conferees also define an adjudication rule: a fundamental
right can only be infringed for the sake of another fundamental right, and not fur the sake
of a desirable principle. And to decide which fundamental right carries most weight, the
conferees agree that, if all else is equal, a principle higher on the list will be accorded more
weight.
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Optional directions
To end the first day, Bob, Polly, Suzie, and Alice start with discussing which options are
viable to address the crypto conflict. They discard right away the non-option of banning
cryptography, since this hampers the legitimate use of cryptography and thus seriously
threatens privacy and information security, while it is not at all effective in preventing
criminals from using cryptography anyway. With some brainwaving, they come up with four
optional directions.
•   Stimulate the use of cryptography which does not hamper law-enforcement, either

because it cannot be used for confidentiality, or because it LEAKs (that is, has built-in
Law-Enforcement Access to Keys).

• Demand suspects to decrypt and punish them if they refuse, by either convicting them
for refusing to cooperate with a decryption command (that would be a new criminal
provision), or by using the refusal as evidence in the primary case (effectively reversing
the burden of proof).

These first two options are in fact the only options which ensure that the police can access
crypto keys and decipher the encrypted data they gathered. If it should turn out that both
these options are infeasible or undesirable, the police will have to do something else.
•  Look elsewhere. Thus, one can consider using 'direct eavesdropping' (directional

microphones and bugs), monitoring electromagnetic radiation (TEMPEST monitoring),
stepping up infiltration, and staging crown witnesses - these are alternative ways to
gather incriminating information which are not hampered by cryptography.

•   Decide to do nothing (the zero option).
The second day, Polly, Suzie, Bob, and Alice discuss the merits and flaws ofthe options.
Stimulating the development of non-confidentiality crypto does not make the problem worse
for the police, but it does nothing to address cryptocriminals either. Therefore, they do not
consider it an option after all. Next, reviewing LEAK cryptography (that is, key-escrow and
key-recovery systems which give Law Enforcement Access to Keys to decrypt), the
conferees note that the technology is yet in its infancy and that it involves intrinsic security
risks. More importantly, it is not effective to catch cryptocriminals, since (smarter) criminals
will not use systems which they know LEAK to the police. It is true that the police can profit
from  voluntary data recovery by businesses, but the development of data recovery should
be left to the market.

Now, the conferees analyze under what conditions a decryption command can be given
to suspects, given the privilege against self-incrimination as interpreted by the European
Court in the Funke and Saunders cases. (A decryption command can easily be given to non-
suspects and generally also to corporate crypto users, Bob happily notes, so that a decryption
command can at any rate be given in several cases.) The privilege is not absolute, and given
the Saunders finding that material which exists outside the will of the suspect may be

demanded, the police can demand diskettes with private crypto keys to be handed over.
Whether the police can also force a suspect to give the passphrase which normally protects
the key is more contentious. 1fthe police is pretty sure that the suspect is able to decrypt (in
US case-law terminology: if it is a foregone conclusion that someone is able to decrypt), a
decryption command is legally acceptable. The tricky issue is, however, how to enfurce a
decryption command: the general punishment for a refusal to cooperate with a legal order
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is three months, and this can not be enough to incite serious criminals to decrypt (with which
they would risk many years' imprisonment). Penalizing crypto use 'in furtherance of a
crime'  is not an option, since it does not ease the proof issues it is supposed to alleviate. The
two main enforcement options are therefore penalizing a decryption refusal with a
substantial punishment (say, a few years), or reverse the burden of proof in order to allow
the decryption refusal to be used as evidence in the primary case ("if you don't want to
decrypt this, we assume it contains incriminating information"). Since the first option catches
criminals the wrong way (one wants offenders to be punished for the offense they
committed, not for 'cryptography abuse'), and since the second option is better targeted at
serious criminals, reversing the burden of proof would be better to enforce a decryption
command. However, i f the fundamental presumption of innocence is to be respected, strict
conditions must apply (consistent with the conditions the European Court defined in
Murray), and the command will not be effective in many cases.

A general despondency now descends over the conference: perhaps there is no feasible
way to ensure that the police can access crypto keys and decipher encrypted data they
suspect to be incriminating. However, Suzie, Bob, Alice, and Polly realize with some relief
that the police has other investigation powers to gather data, particularly since in the post-
IRT-gate era, new investigation measures are being considered. The Dutch draft law on
special investigation powers proposes 'direct eavesdropping': directional microphones and
bugs which catch conversations (and, who knows, keyboard strokes) the moment they are
spoken (or typed), before they can be encrypted. This power could be significantly extended
to address the crypto problem, in particular by allowing the police to eavesdrop directly
within homes. Another alternative investigation measure is intercepting electromagnetic
radiation (TEMPEST monitoring), which can reproduce the contents of computer screens
from an adjacent building or vehicle. Then again, there are other ways to gather information
about, in particular, organized crime: one can infiltrate a criminal organization, or one can
have an accomplice testify in court as a crown witness in return for a sentence reduction. The
conferees realize that these legal measures, contrary to the technical measures of eaves-
dropping and TEMPEST monitoring, are far removed from wiretapping and computer
searches, because this yields different kinds of information. Moreover, all measures seriously
infringe fundamental rights: the first two are major threats to privacy, and the last two
threaten the rule of law. None ofthese measures, then, is an obvious solution to redress the
gap in information-gathering caused by cryptocriminals. All the conferees can say at this
moment, is that direct eavesdropping is more practicable than TEMPEST monitoring and
that infiltration is to be preferred to crown witnesses (which is more detrimental to the rule
of law).

Perhaps, then, Suzie sighs, we should do nothing at all. If the negative consequences of
the options are alllarger than the positive ones, perhaps that would be the best option. The
one drawback of this is, of course, that it gives cryptocriminals free play. The conferees end
the second day in some confusion. They have identified which options are viable to address
the crypto problem: demand suspects to decrypt and reverse the burden of proof if they
refuse, step up 'direct eavesdropping' and infiltration, or decide to do nothing - but they
realize that not one option is really satisfying.
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Conclusion
A night's rest, however, clears the mind, and the conferees start to review the options with
renewed vigor on the third day. Remembering the perspective of Alice, the law-abiding
crypto user, as the one to tackle the problem from, they review the options again. They note,
first, that all viable options are of limited efficacy, as they can only be implemented with
difficulty or in a quite limited number of cases. Also, they remember from the background
paper that currently, the threat of cryptocriminals is small - hardly enough to justify serious
infringements of fundamental rights. Besides, the police has many investigation powers that
may help to partly compensate the information loss caused by cryptocriminals. For instance,
they can use telecommunications traffic analysis (which is not hampered by cryptography),
infiltration, and (soon) 'direct eavesdropping'. Moreover, in some cases, they can command
(non-suspect or business) people to decrypt with a reasonable chance of success. Since
Alice's right to privacy carries more weight than her right to freedom from crime (for the
lower limit of the latter is not at stake in any option), the conferees must be wary with
options which infringe privacy but which have a limited efficacy and a poor justification in
investigation practice.

Taking everything into account, the conferees choose the zero option. They thus
conclude that for the moment, the Dutch government should endorse the zero option as the
one which best reconciles the conflicting crypto interests.

Future

Since everything flows, however, Suzie, Alice, Polly, and Bob realize that in the future, this
policy needs to be reviewed periodically. They speculate that, once cryptocriminals do turn
out to be a serious problem  for the prosecution of crime, another option than the zero option
may have to be chosen. The biggest future cryptocriminal threat will most likely be posed
by organized criminals, and cryptocriminals will hamper wiretapping more than computer
searches. To investigate and convict organized criminals, other investigation measures hold
higher promise than reversing the burden of proof, which is problematic anyway in the case
of encrypted communications. Moreover, from the perspective of Alice, alternative
investigation measures will likely be more acceptable than a decryption-command legislation
that may have the effect of putting a strict liability on crypto use. So, they feel that
alternative investigation measures are preferable to enforcing a decryption command through
contentious legal constructions. Perhaps, then, the government will slowly have to adapt to
the idea that wiretapping is not a panacea for the information need of the police, and to focus
their resources on other, less crypto-sensitive, investigation measures.

To end the conference, the participants look back and evaluate what they have done.
Having defined principles and adjudication rules, surveyed possible options, and narrowed
down the list to viable options, the conferees had to decide the core problem. Using the
perspective of Alice as the least advantaged group, they found that for the time being, the
zero option is preferable. Policy makers should, however, continue to closely monitor devel-
opments, in order to periodically review and if necessary to adjust this decision. Depending
on the crime rate and the crypto use by criminals, and depending on the investigation powers
the police can use, this could lead to allowing more alternative investigation measures to
counter the possibly decreasing efficacy of wiretaps and computer searches.
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AES Advanced Encryption Standard

ANP Algemeen Nederlandsch Persbureau

ASEAN Association of South-east Asian Nations

ATM Automatic Teller Machine

BIPT Belgian Institute for Posts and Telecommunications

BSI Bundesamt fur Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik (German Federal Agency for IT Security)

CA Certification Authority
CALEA Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act

CCA Computer Crime Act

CCP Code of Criminal Procedure

CKE Commercial Key Escrow
CLSR Computer Law and Security Report
COCOM Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls

CR Computer und Recht

DCC Dutch Criminal Code

DCCP Dutch Code of Criminal Procedure

DES Data Encryption Standard

DRA Data Recovery Agency
DSA Digital Signature Algorithm
DSS Digital Signature Standard

DTI Department of Trade and Industry (UK)
DVD Digital Versatile Disk

EAR Export Administration Regulations
EC European Commission
ECHR European Court of Human Rights

ECJ European Court of Justice

ECLR Electronic Commerce & Law Report
ECPHR European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and fundamental freedoms

EDI Electronic Data Interchange
EEI Escrowed Encryption Initiative

EES Escrowed Encryption Standard

EFTA European Free Trade Association

EPIC Electronic Privacy and Information Center
EPLR Electronic Information Policy & Law Report
E-PRIVACY Encryption Protects the Rights of Individuals from Violation and Abuse in CYberspace
ETS European Trusted Services

EU European Union

FIED Fiscal Intelligence and Investigation Department
FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard

GAK Government Access to Keys

Gil Global Information Infrastructure
GMO General Municipal Ordinance

GSN General Software Note

GVU Graphic, Visualization, & Usability Center

HR Hoge Raad (Dutch Supreme Court)

ICCPR International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
ICT Information and Communication Technologies
IDEA International Data Encryption Algorithm
11TF Information Infrastructure Task Force
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IP Internet Protocol
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network
IT                      Information Technology
ITAR International Traffic in Arms Regulation
ITSEC Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria
KDD Knowledge Discovery in Data bases

KEA Key Escrow Agent
KMI Key Management Infrastructure
KRA Key Recovery Alliance. Key Recovery Agency
KRISIS Key Recovery In Secure Information Systems
LEAK Law-Enforcement Access to Keys
MAC Message Authentication Code

MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
NII National Information Infrastructure
NIIAC National Information Infrastructure Advisory Council
NIST National Institute for Standards and Technology
NJ Nederlandse Jurisprudentie
NJW Neue Juristische Wochenschrift

NRC National Research Council

OJ Official Journal
OTP One-Time Pad
PEM Privacy-Enhanced Mail
PET Privacy-Enhancing Technologies
PGP Pretty Good Privacy
PKI Public Key infrastructure

RC4 Rivest Cipher (or Ron's Code) version 4

RSA Rivest, Shamir, Adleman
SAFE Security And Freedom through Encryption
SCSSI Service Central de la Stcurite des Systemes dinformations (French Central Information-

Systems Security Service)
SET Secure Electronic Transactions

SIM Subscriber Identity Module
SOG-IS Senior Officials Group - Information Security
SSL Secure Sockets Layer
SWIFT Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications
TACDFIPSFKMI Technical Advisory Committee to Develop a Federal Information Processing Standard for the

Federal Key Management Infrastructure
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol
TEMPEST Transient ElectroMagnetic Pulse Emanation Surveillance Technology or

Transient ElectroMagnetic Pulse Emanation STandard
TFA Telecommunications Facilities Act

TIS Trusted Information Systems
TK Tweede Kamer (Dutch Lower House)
TTP Trusted Third Party
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
US United States of America
VAS Value-Added Service

WIPO World Intellectual Property Organization
WWW World Wide Web
XOR exclusive or
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Glossary of terms
asymmetric crypto system crypto system which uses different keys (a public and a private one) for encryption

and decryption, and for putting and verifying digital signatures
authenticity the property that a message was indeed sent by the purported sender
Certification Authority TTP which offers a key-certification service (certifying that a public key belongs

to a specified user)
cipher crypto method which changes each letter or each group of letters into other letters

or symbols
ciphertext unit of encrypted data
Clipper key-escrow initiative using the Escrowed Encryption Standard. proposed by US

government in 1993, died about 1996

code crypto method which uses a dictionary-style list of words and names coupled with

an encrypted form
coercive power investigation measure which infringes a constitutional right and which requires a

basis in formal law
confidentiality the property that data are kept secret from people who are not authorized to access

them
crack break a crypto system or an encrypted message (synonym: cryptanalyze)

cryptanalysis breaking a crypto system or an encrypted message
cryptocriminal criminal who uses cryptography to thwart the police
cryptography (the making of) crypto systems
cryptology science that studies the making and breaking of crypto systems
crypto system implementation of an encryption scheme or algorithm
data recovery all-encompassing term for methods to retrieve the plaintext of encrypted data i f the

key for decryption is not available
Data Recovery Agency TTP which offers a data-recovery service
decryption undoing encryption
digest synonym for hash
digital signature authentication method that uses public-key cryptography
duress code crypto system which can decrypt a given ciphertext into two different, meaningful

plaintexts (thc original one and a fake one)
encryption automated process of making data inaccessible to unauthorized people
extranet intranet that is restrictedly open to external users
firewall computer located between an internal network and an outside network that shields

the internal network from external threats by allowing only authorized messages to
pass

hash short, fixed-length block of data used to prove the integrity of a message

hash function algorithm which computes a hash for messages
information (super)highway network of computer networks
integrity the property that data are unaltered and complete
intranet internal computer network that uses Internet technology
IRT-gate Dutch scandal in 1993-1994 of unlawful police investigation practices by

InterRegional Teams that investigated organized crime
key deposit synonym for key escrow
key encapsulation synonym for key recovery (as used in this book)
key escrow method of data recovery in which people deposit their private (or supersymmetric)

keys with a TTP
Key Escrow Agent TTP which offers a key-escrow service
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key recovery (in this book) method of data recovery in which people tag along to messages a
recoverable session key (in general usage, the term often functions as a synonym
for data recovery)

knowbot robotic piece of software which automatically performs a pseudo-intelligent task
LEAK Law-Enforcement Access to Keys: (in this book) generic term for key escrow and

key recovery for law-enforcement purposes
logic bomb nefarious program installed on a hard disk which is triggered by a certain event,

such as the advent of a specific date and time
metatags meta-data in an Internet page which (should) indicate its contents for search engines
network provider operator of a telecommunications network
nomenclator crypto method which combines a code and a cipher, in use from the  15'  to the  19"'

centuries
non-repudiation the  property of a message which ensures that the sender or receiver cannot deny

having sent or received it
optical telegraph system devised by Claude Chappe  in  the late 184 century for transmitting messages

through a two-arm device placed on high buildings
passphrase sophisticated version o f a password
plaintext unit of unencrypted data

private key the part of a key pair used in asymmetric crypto systems that is to be kept secret
proportionality principle legal principle which requires the use of an investigation measure to be proportional

to the seriousness of the offense under investigation
public key the part of a key pair used in asymmetric crypto systems that is publicly available
public-key cryptography synonym for asymmetric cryptography
Public Key Infrastructure framework in which Certification Authorities (and possibly Data Recovery

Agencies) cooperate to provide TTP services
Rasterfahndung investigation method which compares data bases automatically to find 'suspect'

information
replevin (order to) cease seizure
secret key key used in symmetric crypto systems
service provider organization which provides basic or value-added telecommunications services

session key symmetric crypto key used only once for a communications session
spamming sending unsolicited e-mail messages on a massive scale
steganography (the making of) programs which hide data in other data
subsidiarity principle legal principle which requires that the least-infringing investigation measure be

used that will serve the investigation purpose
supersymmetric key symmetric crypto key used to encrypt symmetric keys for exchange and retrieval

purposes
symmetric crypto system crypto system which uses the one and the same (secret) key for encryption and

decryption
time-stamping TTP service which establishes the date and time a message was sent
traf'tic analysis analysis of data about telecommunications traffic (who called whom when from

where for how long and how often)
Trusted Third Party trusted, independent organization which offers cryptography-based services that

enhance the reliability ofelectronic data interchange and storage
Van Traa committee Dutch parliamentary inquest into IRT-gate, chaired by Maarten van Traa
warez illegally copied software
XOR exclusive or: mathematical function of adding bits (0+0 - 0,0+1 = l, 1+0 = 1,

1 +1  = 0)
zero-knowledge protocol cryptographic series of steps which proves that the user knows a secret without

revealing any information about the secret
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Glossary of legal terms (English-Dutch)
coercive power dwangmiddel
controlled delivery gecontroleerde atlevering
criminal financial inquest strafrechtelijk financieel onderzoek
direct eavesdropping direct afluisteren
examining judge rechter-commissaris
General Municipal Ordinance Algemene plaatselijke verordening
in.flagrante delicto op heterdaad
inquest gerechtelijk vooronderzoek
IRT-gate IRT-affaire
legislature wetgever
Order in Council Algemene Maatregel van Bestuur
peeping operation inkijkoperatie
phenomenon investigation fenomeenonderzoek
pre-trial detention voorlopige hechtenis
privilege against self-incrimination nemo tenetur-beginsel
pseudo-purchase pseudokoop
public prosecutor Officier van Justitie
search huiszoeking
seizure inbeslagneming
Strip 'em Pluk ze

Glossary of laws and regulations (English-Dutch)
Act on Municipal Basic Registries Wet Gemeentelijke Basisadministratie persoonsgegevens
Computer Crime Act Wet computercriminaliteit
Data Protection Act Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens
Data Registries Act Wet persoonsregistraties
Decree on government-department

in formation-security instructions 1994 Besluit voorschrift informatiebeveiliging rijksdienst  1994
Dutch Civil Code Burgerlijk Wetboek
Dutch Code of Criminal Procedure Wetboek van Strafvordering
Dutch Criminal Code Wetboek van Strafrecht
Governments Accounts Act Comptabilitcitswet
Instructions for information security

within the central government Voorschriften voor informatiebeveiliging bij de rijksoverheid
Police Information Security Regulation Regeling informatiebeveiliging politie
Police Registries Act Wet politieregisters
State Taxes Act Algemenc wet inzake rijksbelastingen
Telecommunications Act Telecommunicatiewet
Telecommunications Facilities Act Wet op de telecommunicatievoorzieningen

Glossary of organizations (English-Dutch)
Central Criminal Intelligence Agency Centrale Recherche Informatiedienst
Chamber of Audit Algemene Rekenkamer
Co-operation Centre Tilburg and

Eindhoven Universities SamenwerkingsOrgaan Brabantse Universiteiten
Council of State Raad van State
Data Protection Authority Registratiekamer
Economic Surveillance Department Economische Controledienst
Fiscal Intelligence and Investigation

Department Fiscale Inlichtingen en Opsporingsdienst
Internal Revenue Service Belastingdienst
National Detective Team Landelijk Recherche Team
National Police Services Force Korps Landelijke Politiediensten
Public Prosecutor Openbaar Ministerie
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Samenvatting

De cryptocontroverse. Een sleutelconflict in de informatiemaatschappij

Noordwijkerhout, augustus   1998  -  In de informatiemaatschappij wordt informatie,  en
daarmee informatiebeveiliging, steeds belangrijker. Er is dan ook een toenemende behoefte
aan cryptografie: programma's die gegevens beveiligen tegen onrechtmatige toegang. Aan
de andere kant bestaat er een toenemende bezorgdheid dat misdadigers diezelfde
cryptografie kunnen gebruiken om te ontsnappen aan de aandacht van de politie.
Cryptografie levert dus een belangenconflict op: privacy en inforrmatiebeveiliging tegenover
opsporing. De discussie hierover is sterk gepolariseerd: privacy-groepen en justitie staan
lijnrecht tegenover elkaar. Ziedaar de cryptocontroverse:  n van de sleutelconflicten in de
informatiemaatschappij.

Ik organiseer daarom een driedaagse conferentie over het Nederlandse cryptobeleid, die
de vraag moet beantwoorden: "Hoe kan en moet de Nederlandse overheid het probleem
aanpakken dat het gebruik van sterke cryptografie door misdadigers oplevert voor de
opsporing, rekening houdend met de rechtmatige belangen om cryptografie in de
informatiemaatschappij te gebruiken?" De conferentie wordt bijgewoond door repre-
sentanten van relevante groeperingen uit de Nederlandse maatschappij die een belang
hebben bij een rechtvaardig cryptobeleid: Annie, een doorsnee cryptogebruiker, Bob, een
bedrijfsmatige cryptogebruiker, Paula, een politie-agente, en Vera, een verdachte (die vreest
dat haar rechten als verdachte worden aangetast door een draconisch cryptobeleid). Zij
moeten een cryptobeleid vaststellen dat de belangen van privacy en informatiebeveiliging
verenigt met het belang van de opsporing.

Achtergrond

Om de congresgangers een rechtvaardige keuze te kunnen laten maken, heeft de organisatie
(de Brabantse Universiteiten) een uitgebreid achtergrondstuk geschreven over het probleem
en de context waarin dat moet worden gezien. De studie begint met een beschrijving van de
informatiemaatschappij, die volgens Eurocommissaris Bangemann "de manier waarop wij
leven en werken ingrijpend zal veranderen". Nu informatie in ons leven en werk steeds
belangrijker wordt, ontstaat er een informatiemaatschappij waarin traditionele grenzen
vervagen. De media en de marktsectoren convergeren, staatsmonopolies op telecom-
municatie zijn afgeschaft, en elektronische handel stelt consumenten en bedrijven in staat
om handel te drijven via andere tussenpersonen dan de detailhandel. Deze maatschappij is
van nature wereldwijd, en de grenzen van staat en jurisdictie worden snel minder relevant
naarmate het Internet een hogere vlucht neemt. Het is een maatschappij die voor een groot
deel afhankelijk is van informatie, en daarom is er een cruciale behoefte aan informatie-
beveiliging. De beschikbaarheid, vertrouwelijkheid en deugdelijkheid van informatie (de
BVD van informatiebeveiliging) moeten worden gewaarborgd door een combinatie van
fysieke, organisatorische, technische en juridische maatregelen.
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Een van de voornaamste technieken voor informatiebeveiliging is cryptografie: systemen
die met een wiskundig algoritme en een digitale sleutel gegevens vercijferen zodat alleen
rechthebbenden deze kunnen ontsleutelen en lezen. Vooral de in de jaren '70 ontwikkelde
asymmetrische of publieke-sleutelcryptografie heeft een uitgebreid scala aan grootschalige
toepassingen van encryptie mogelijk gemaakt. (In publieke-sleutelcryptografie gebruikt men
een sleutelpaar dat bestaat uit een openbare en een privasleutel. Door de openbare sleutel
wijd te verspreiden - waarvoor geen beveiligd kanaal nodig is - kan men met een wille-
keurig groot aantal mensen veilig communiceren.) Cryptografie wordt gebruikt voor de
beveiliging van bijvoorbeeld telecommunicatie, persoonsgegevens, elektronische betaal-

systemen, intellectuele-eigendomsrechten, gevoelige overheids- en bedrijfsinformatie en
mensenrechten. Cryptografie kan ook misdaad voork6men, zoals computercriminaliteit en
bedrijfsspionage.

Een nadeel van cryptografie is echter dat misdadigers het kunnen gebruiken om aan de
aandacht van telefoontappende en computerspeurende politie-agenten te ontsnappen.
Onkraakbare crypto-systemen zijn makkelijk verkrijgbaar, en als misdadigers deze op de
juiste manier gebruiken (dat wil zeggen, als ze zorgvuldig omgaan met hun wachtwoorden),
dan kunnen zij veilig communiceren en belastende informatie veilig opslaan zonder dat de

politie ook maar iets wijzer wordt. Cryptografie zal daarom de opsporing van misdaad        1
bemoeilijken, in het bijzonder de opsporing van georganiseerde criminaliteit, bedrijfs-
criminaliteit en computercriminaliteit. Momenteel is het probleem niet groot: in de weinige
gevallen waarin de politie encryptie is tegengekomen, waren ze meestal in staat het te kraken
of was er voldoende ander bewijsmateriaal om de zaak rond te krijgen. De algemene
verwachting is evenwel dat cryptocrimineel gebruik sterk zal toenemen naarmate crypto-
grafie wijdverspreid raakt en gebruikersvriendelijker wordt, vooral als het zal worden
ingebouwd in computers en in de telecommunicatie-infrastructuur. Aangezien aftappen en

computeronderzoek belangrijke opsporingsmethoden zijn (opsporingsambtenaren noemen

aftappen een cruciaal opsporingsmiddel, ook al wordt wei eens getwijfeld aan de effectiviteit
ervan), gaat er een wezenlijke bedreiging uit van cryptomisdadigers voor de rechtsorde. Er
is derhalve een legitiem publiek belang om het (toekomstig) negatiefeffect van cryptografie
voor de opsporing tegen te gaan. In Nederland kan dit probleem het best worden bezien in
de context van de algehele herziening van opsporingsmethoden, die plaatsvindt als gevolg
van de IRT-affaire.

Het probleem van cryptomisdadigers wordt in veel landen bestudeerd. Sommige landen
hebben wetgeving uitgevaardigd (Frankrijk en Rusland hebben bijvoorbeeld sterke
cryptografie zo goed als verboden, terwijl Nederland een bepaling heeft ingevoerd om
mensen te bevelen te ontsleutelen - deze bepaling wordt mogelijk binnenkort uitgebreid om
dit bevel ook aan verdachten te kunnen geven), en sommige landen (in het bijzonder het
Verenigd Koninkrijk en de VS) hebben de uitdrukkelijk wens geuit om de toepassing van
cryptografie te beperken tot systemen die een ingebouwde decryptiemogelijkheid voor de
overheid hebben. De meeste landen weten echter niet wat ze moeten doen. De OESO heeft
'richtlijnen' voor cryptobeleid uitgevaardigd die in feite helemaal geen richting geven, en
landen lijken naar elkaar te kijken om te zien wat de internationale tendens zal zijn. Tot
zover het achtergrondstuk, dat eindigt met een nogal wanhopig: "er is een algehele impasse
in het debat over de cryptocontroverse".
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Procedure

Om deze impasse te doorbreken zullen Annie, Bob, Paula en Vera moeten beslissen welke
optie het beste het probleem kan aanpakken van misdadigers die cryptografie gebruiken.
Aangezien dit probleem in wezen een belangenconflict is, volgt de agenda van de
conferentie een procedure die is get'nspireerd door John Rawls' A Theory ofJustice; deze
procedure zou moeten leiden tot een uitkomst die iedereen kan accepteren. Een bijzonder
aspect van deze conferentie is dat de conferentiekamer is gehuld in een 'sluier van
onwetendheid', die ervoor zorgt dat de deelnemers niet weten welke positie ze zelf in
werkelijkheid innemen in de maatschappij. Zodoende hebben zij wei alle relevante
informatie tot hun beschikking, maar kunnen Paula, Annie, Vera en Bob zich niet laten
leiden door hun persoonlijke voorkeuren of door de specifieke belangen van de groepering
die zij vertegenwoordigen. Dit zorgt ervoor dat hun besluit onpartijdig is en daadwerkelijk
de belangen met elkaar verzoent.

Het eerste agendapunt betreft het kiezen van een minst-bevoordeelde groep, dat wil
zeggen de groep die het meest te verliezen heeft in het cryptodebat, waarbij alleen verliezen
in fundamentele vrijheden meetellen, niet in materieel bezit. Het centrale uitgangspunt van
het recht is immers om de zwakken tegen de sterken te beschermen: "het recht [kan] in zijn
functie van normering van orde niet onpartijdig zijn: het zal aan de kant moeten staan van
de machtelozen, van de onder gezag gestelden, van hen die het meest dreigen in verdrukking
te komen." [Peters] Als er geen optie is die op alle punten te prefereren valt boven de andere,
is het perspectief van de minst bevoordeelde groep een goede methode om een beslissing te
nemen die recht doet aan dit centrale uitgangspunt. De deelnemers zijn het erover eens dat
in de Nederlandse context Annie de minst-bevoordeelde groep vertegenwoordigt: haar
privacy, inclusief haar recht op vertrouwelijke communicatie, staat op het spel. Zij heeft
meer te verliezen dan Paula, die - zelfs als telefoontaps zinloos worden - nog steeds diverse
opsporingsmiddelen heeft om boeven te vangen, terwijl Vera's rechten voldoende worden
beschermd door het recht op een eerlijk proces, zoals dat is gernterpreteerd door het
Europese Hof (aangezien  dit een Nederlandse con ferentie  is,  moet zij het Europees verdrag
tot bescherming van de rechten van de mens respecteren). En zakenman Bob heeft geen
fundamentele vrijheden te verliezen. De mak zal daarom worden beslist vanuit het
perspectief van Annie, en de conferentie moet dus die uitkomst opleveren die het best te
aanvaarden is voor de gezagsgetrouwe cryptogebruiker.

Vervolgens kiezen de conferentiedeelnemers een verzameling principes, aan de hand
waarvan zij de opties om het cryptoprobleem aan te pakken kunnen beoordelen. Ze
beschouwen vier fundamentele rechten als essentieel voor het cryptoprobleem:
•     het recht op privacy (inclusief vertrouwelijke communicatie),
•   het recht op een eerlijk proces,

' •     de rechtsorde (inclusief het recht om van misdaad gevrijwaard te blijven) en
•   het recht op economische ontwikkeling.
Ook zullen de deelnemers rekening houden met de minder fundamentele maar niettemin
wenselijke principes van uitvoerbaarheid. internationale verenigbaarheid en technologische
duurzaamheid. Aangezien deze principes zullen botsen, definieren de deelnemers ook een
beslisregel: men kan alleen een inbreuk op een fundamenteel recht toestaan op grond van
een ander fundamenteel recht, niet op grond van een wenselijk principe. En om te bepalen
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welk fundamenteel recht het meeste gewicht draagt, komen de deelnemers overeen dat zij
bij gelijke omstandigheden een principe dat hoger op de lijst staat meer gewicht zullen
toekennen.

Oplossingsrichtingen
Om de eerste dag te besluiten, discussieren Bob, Paula, Vera en Annie welke opties geschikt
zijn kunnen om het cryptoconflict aan te pakken. Ze verwerpen direct de non-optie van een

cryptoverbod, aangezien dat het rechtmatig belang van cryptogebruik aantast en daarmee
privacy en in formatiebeveiliging sterk aantast, terwijl het in het geheel niet effectief is om

misdadigers van cryptografie af te houden. Met enkele breinstormen komen de volgende
oplossingsrichtingen tevoorschijn.
•    Stimuleer het gebruik van crypto-systemen die de opsporing niet hinderen, hetzij omdat

ze alleen digitale handtekeningen en niet vertrouwelijkheid faciliteren, hetzij omdat ze

BEDOTten (dat wil zeggen: Bevat Een Decryptiemogelijkheid voor Opsporings-
Toegang).

• Beveel verdachten om te ontsleutelen en straf hen als ze dat weigeren, hetzij  door hen
te veroordelen voor de weigering medewerking te verlenen aan een decryptiegebod (dat
zou een nieuwe strafbepaling zijn), hetzij door de decryptieweigering als bewijs te
gebruiken in de hoofdzaak (wat zou neerkomen op een omkering van de bewijslast).

Deze eerste twee opties zijn in feite de enige die zeker stellen dat de politie toegang kan
krijgen tot cryptosleutels om versleutelde informatie te ontcijferen. Als zou blijken dat deze

opties beide onuitvoerbaar of onwenselijk zijn, zal de politie iets anders moeten verzinnen.
• Zoek elders. Men kan denken aan 'direct afluisteren' (met richtmicrofoons en

afluisterapparaatjes), elektromagnetische straling van computerschermen onderscheppen
(via TEMPEST), meer infiltreren, of kroongetuigen ten tonele voeren. Dit zijn alter-
natieve opsporingsmethoden om, ongehinderd door cryptografie, belastende informatie
te verzamelen.

•   Besluit om niets te doen (de nuloptie).

De tweede dag discussieren Paula, Vera, Bob en Annie over de voor- en nadelen van de

opties. Het stimuleren van de ontwikkeling van niet-vertrouwelijkheidscrypto maakt het

probleem niet erger voor de politie, maar het doet ook niets aan het probleem van crypto-
criminelen als zodanig. Daarom vinden ze dat uiteindelijk geen echte optie. Vervolgens
bekijken ze BEDOT-cryptografie: systemen met een ingebouwd sleuteldepot- of sleutelher-
winningsmechanisme, dat ervoor zorgt dat de politie automatisch toegang heeft tot de
benodigde decryptiesleutels. De conferentiedeelnemers merken op dat deze technologie nog
in de kinderschoenen staat en intrinsieke beveiligingsrisico's met zich meebrengt. Belang-
rijker nog is dat het niet effectief is om cryptocriminelen te vangen, omdat (slimmere)
boeven geen systeem zullen gebruiken waarvan ze weten dat het hun BEDOT. De politie kan
weliswaar profiteren van vrijwillig gebruik van gegevensherwinnings-technieken (data
recovery) door het bedrijfsleven, maar de ontwikkeling van deze technologie moet aan de
markt worden overgelaten.

Nu bekijken de conferentiegangers onder welke voorwaarden een decryptiegebod aan
verdachten kan worden gegeven, met inachtneming van het nemo tenetur-beginsel
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(verdachten hoeven niet aan hun eigen veroordeling mee te werken) zoals het Europees Hof
dat in de Funke- en Saunders-arresten heeft geTnterpreteerd. (Bob merkt terzijde op dat het
gebod gemakkelijk aan niet-verdachten kan worden gegeven, en veelal ook aan bedrijfs-
matige cryptogebruikers, zodat een decryptiegebod zonder meer in diverse gevallen kan
worden gegeven.) Het beginsel is niet absoluut en de politie kan bevelen diskettes met
privdsleutels uit te leveren, gegeven de Saunders-uitspraak dat afgifte kan worden bevolen
van materiaal dat onafhankelijk van de wil van de verdachte bestaat. Of de politie ook een
verdachte kan dwingen het wachtwoord te geven dat normaliter de sleutel beveiligt, is
controversieler. Als de politie er zo goed als zeker van is dat de verdachte in staat is te
ontsleutelen (in VS-terminologie: als het een uitgemaakte zaak is dat de verdachte kan
ontsleutelen), is een decryptiebevel juridisch aanvaardbaar. De kritieke vraag is evenwel hoe
men de naleving van een decryptiebevel kan afdwingen: de algemene straf voor een
weigering mee te werken aan een ambtelijk bevel is drie maanden, en dat kan niet genoeg
zijn om ernstige misdadigers ertoe aan te zetten te ontsleutelen (waarmee ze immers vele
jaren gevangenisstraf zouden riskeren). Het strafbaarstellen van cryptogebruik 'ter bevor-
dering van een misdrijf is geen optie, omdat het niet de bewijsproblemen verlicht die het
juist zou moeten oplossen. De twee belangrijkste handhavingsopties zijn daarom het
strafbaarstellen van een decryptieweigering met een substantiele straf (zeg een paar jaar),
en de bewijslast omkeren om de decryptieweigering te gebruiken als bewijs in de hoofdzaak
("als je dit niet wil ontsleutelen, nemen we aan dat het belastende informatie bevat").
Aangezien de eerste optie misdadigers om de verkeerde reden aanpakt (men wil wets-
overtreders straffen voor de misdaad die ze hebben begaan, niet voor 'misbruik van

· cryptografie'), en omdat de tweede optie beter is toegespitst op ernstige misdadigers, zou de
omkering van de bewijslast beter zijn om een decryptiegebod af te dwingen. Daarbij moeten
echter strenge voorwaarden in acht worden genomen, in overeenstemming met de
voorwaarden die het Europees Hof in Murray heeft geformuleerd, om het fundamentele
beginsel van de onschuldspresumptie (men wordt voor onschuldig gehouden tot het
tegendeel is bewezen) te respecteren. Het bevel zou daarom in slechts weinige gevallen
effectief kunnen zijn.

Er daalt een algehele moedeloosheid neer over de conferentie: misschien is er geen
haalbare manier om ervoor te zorgen dat de politie cryptosleutels kan verkrijgen en
versleutelde, mogelijk belastende gegevens kan ontcijferen. Aan de andere kant realiseren
Vera, Bob, Annie en Paula zich met enige opluchting dat de politie nog andere opsporings-
bevoegdheden heeft om gegevens te verzamelen, te meer nu in het post-IRT-tijdperk nieuwe
opsporingsmethoden worden overwogen. Het Nederlandse wetsvoorstel Bijzondere
opsporingsmethoden stelt 'direct afluisteren' voor: richtmicrofoons en afluisterapparaatjesdie gesprekken (en wie weet toetsenbordaanslagen) kunnen opvangen op het moment dat
ze worden uitgesproken (of getikt) nog voordat ze kunnen worden versleuteld. Deze
bevoegdheid zou vergaand kunnen worden uitgebreid om het cryptoprobleem aan te pakken,
vooral door de politie toe te staan om in woningen afte luisteren. Een andere alternatieve
opsporingsmethode is het onderscheppen van elektromagnetische straling (TEMPEST-
afluisteren), waarmee men de inhoud van computerschermen kan reproduceren vanuit een
naburig gebouw of vervoermiddel. Verder zijn er andere manieren om informatie te
verzamelen over de georganiseerde misdaad in het bijzonder: men kan in een misdaad-
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organisatie infiltreren of men kan een medeplichtige ter terechtzitting laten optreden als

kroongetuige in ruil voor strafvermindering. De conferentiedeelnemers realiseren zich dat

deze juridische methoden, in tegenstelling tot de technische methoden van direct en

TEMPEST-afluisteren, ver verwijderd zijn van telefoontaps en computeronderzoek, omdat

ze andersoortige informatie opleveren. Daar komt nog bij dat al deze methoden een ernstige

inbreuk maken op fundamentele rechten: de eerste twee vormen een grote bedreiging voor

de privacy, en de laatste twee bedreigen de heerschappij van het recht. Geen van deze

maatregelen is daarom een evidente oplossing om de lacune op te vullen die

cryptocriminelen veroorzaken in de mogelijkheden van informatievergaring van de politie.

Het enige dat de conferentiegangers op dit moment kunnen zeggen is dat direct afluisteren

werkbaarder is dan TEMPEST-afluisteren en dat infiltratie te prefereren valt boven

kroongetuigen (die een grotere inbreuk maken op de heerschappij van het recht).

Misschien, verzucht Vera, moeten we dan maar helemaal niets doen. Als de negatieve

gevolgen van elke optie groter zijn dan de positieve, dan is dat wellicht de beste optie. Het

enige nadeel daarvan is natuurlijk dat het cryptocriminelen ruim baan geeft. De
conferentiedeelnemers sluiten de tweede dag dan ook enigszins verward af. Zij hebben

vastgesteld welke opties haalbaar zijn om het cryptoprobleem aan te pakken: verdachten

bevelen te ontsleutelen en de bewijslast omkeren als zij dat weigeren, meer 'direct

atluisteren' en infiltreren, of besluiten om niets te doen - maar ze realiseren zich dat geen

enkele optie echt bevredigend is.

Conclusie
Een nachtje rust verheldert evenwel de geest en de conferentiegangers beginnen de derde

dag de opties met hernieuwde moed nog eens te bekijken. Ze herinneren zich het perspectief

van Annie, de gezagsgetrouwe cryptogebruiker, als het perspectief vanwaaruit zij  naar het

probleem moeten kijken, en met die blik bekijken ze de opties opnieuw. Ze merken eerst op

dat alle haalbare opties maar beperkt effectief zijn, omdat ze alleen met moeite of in een

beperkt aantal gevallen kunnen worden geYmplementeerd. Ze herinneren zich ook uit het

achtergrondstuk dat momenteel de bedreiging van cryptocriminelen klein is - nauwelijks
voldoende om ernstige inbreuken op fundamentele rechten te rechtvaardigen. Ook heeft de

politie veel opsporingsbevoegdheden die kunnen helpen om ten dele het informatieverlies

te compenseren dat cryptocriminelen veroorzaken. Ze kunnen bijvoorbeeld verkeersanalyse

bij telecommunicatie gebruiken (wat niet door cryptografie wordt gehinderd), infiltreren en

(binnenkort) 'direct afluisteren'. Daarnaast kunnen ze in sommige gevallen nog (niet-
verdachte of bedrijfsmatige) mensen vragen te ontsleutelen, met een redelijke kans van

slagen. Aangezien Annies recht op privacy meer gewicht draagt dan haar recht op vrijwaring
van misdaad (de ondergrens van dit laatste recht staat immers niet op het spel in welke optie

dan ook), moeten de conferentiegangers voorzichtig zijn met opties die de privacy bedreigen

maar die een beperkte effectiviteit en een povere rechtvaardiging in de opsporingspraktijk
hebben.

Dit alles in aanmerking genomen, verkiezen de conferentiedeelnemers de nuloptie. Zij
concluderen dus dat vooralsnog de Nederlandse overheid de nuloptie moet aannemen als de

optie die het beste de tegenstrijdige cryptobelangen met elkaar verzoent.
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Toekomst
Aangezien alles in beweging is, realiseren Vera, Annie, Paula en Bob zich evenwel dat in
de toekomst dit beleid periodiek moet worden herzien. Ze speculeren dat als eenmaal
cryptocriminelen daadwerkelijk een belangrijk probleem blijken te zijn voor de opsporing
en vervolging van misdaad, mogelijk een andere optie dan de nuloptie zou moeten worden
gekozen. De grootste toekomstige cryptocriminele bedreiging zal hoogstwaarschijnlijk door
georganiseerde misdadigers worden gevormd, en cryptocriminelen zullen meer het tappen
dan het doen van onderzoek in computers belemmeren. Alternatieve opsporingsmethoden
hebben meer potentie om misdaadorganisaties op te sporen en te vervolgen dan het omkeren
van de bewijslast door controversiele juridische constructies. Vanuit het perspectief van
Annie zijn alternatieve opsporingsmethoden waarschijnlijk aanvaardbaarder dan een
regeling van een decryptiebevel die het effect kan hebben van een risico-aansprakelijkheid
op cryptogebruik. Misschien zou daarom de overheid langzaam moeten wennen aan het idee
dat aftappen geen panacee is voor de informatiebehoefte van de politie, en zouden ze hun
middelen moeten richten op andere, minder cryptogevoelige, opsporingsmethoden.

Aan het eind van de conferentie kijken de deelnemers terug om te evalueren wat zij
hebben gedaan. Na het definieren van principes en beslisregels, het overzien van mogelijke
opties en het verkleinen van de lijst tot haalbare opties, moesten de deelnemers een
beslissing nemen over het kernprobleem. Met gebruikmaking van het perspectief van de
gezagsgetrouwe cryptogebruiker als de minst bevoordeelde groep, oordeelden zij dat
vooralsnog de nuloptie de voorkeur verdient. Beleidsmakers moeten echter de ontwik-
kelingen nauwgezet blijven volgen om dit besluit periodiek te toetsen en zonodig bij te
stellen. Afhankelijk van de omvang van de misdaad, van het cryptogebruik van misdadigers
en van de opsporingsmethoden die de politie ten dienste staan, zou dat kunnen leiden tot het
toestaan van meer alternatieve opsporingsmethoden, teneinde de mogelijk verminderde
effectiviteit van tappen tegen te gaan.
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